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PrefaceThis volume of the Edinburgh Working Papers in Cognitive Science encompasses seven paperscontaining analyses of linguistic phenomena couched in the framework of Head-Driven PhraseStructure Grammar (HPSG). The papers cover a signi�cant number of languages (Catalan,English, Greek, Korean, Polish, Turkish) and a wide range of syntactic, semantic, and prag-matic phenomena (parasitic gaps, relative clauses, case assignment, the structure of nominaland prepositional phrases, information structure, and honori�cation).This volume is clearly intended to serve a very practical purpose: that of aiding the dissem-ination of research in HPSG. We are con�dent that putting together under one roof work byresearchers in the Centre for Cognitive Science, the Human Communication Research Centre,and the Department of Linguistics at the University of Edinburgh will improve the accessib-ility of this research outside Edinburgh. But, in addition, it will hopefully increase mutualawareness between the di�erent research groups as well.However, we feel there is also a purely scholarly service to be performed by this volume. Thediversity of languages and phenomena dealt with in the seven papers in this volume constitutean excellent testing ground for formal tools made available by HPSG. The achievement of wideempirical coverage is, on the one hand, a test that any theoretical framework must pass toshow its explanatory power and, on the other hand, the means by which its cogs and wheelsare regularly oiled and �ne-tuned. The papers in this collection show that the mechanismsof HPSG can be successfully applied to a number of phenomena, while at the same timeproviding useful revisions and additions to the basic theoretical core. It is especially fromthis perspective that these seven papers make up a useful and coherent set.On behalf of all the authors who have contributed to this volume, the editors would liketo thank the following additional reviewers for their helpful comments and criticisms: DavidAdger, Jo Calder, Sergio Balari, Kersti Börjars, Bob Borsley, Gregor Erbach, Paola Monachesiand Linda Roberts. We would also like to thank Lex Holt for providing invaluable LATEXsupport and Bethan Davies for her help with the formatting.
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1Information Packaging in HPSGElisabet Engdahl & Enric Vallduví1 Introduction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 Information packaging . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 Linguistic realisation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 An hpsg analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94.1 English . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114.2 Catalan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 185 Other approaches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216 Information structure and content . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 227 Conclusion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25References . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26AbstractThis paper is concerned with how focus-ground should be optimally integrated intogrammar. It proposes an analysis with the following characteristics: (1) information struc-ture is an integral part of grammar since it interacts in principled ways with both syntaxand phonology, (2) the representation of information structure in the grammar is inde-pendent of its particular structural realisation in di�erent languages, and (3) there is ananalogous implementation of the relationship between information structure and prosodyin English-type languages and between information structure and the word-order dimen-sion in Catalan-type languages. The framework utilised is hpsg. hpsg's multidimensionalconstraint-based architecture lends itself very well to expressing the mutual constraintson interpretation, syntax, and phonology that so diversely characterise focus-ground indi�erent languages.
1Edinburgh Working Papers in Cognitive Science, Vol. 12: Studies in HPSG, pp. 1�31.C. Grover and E. Vallduví, eds.Copyright c 1996 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric Vallduví.



2 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric Vallduví1 IntroductionThere is increasing awareness of the large degree of crosslinguistic diversity involved in thestructural realisation of information packaging (or information structure). For instance, whilein English the informational focus-ground articulation is realised mostly through prosody,Catalan makes predominant use of word order to achieve the same. This paper is concernedwith how information structure should be optimally integrated into grammar. It proposesan analysis with the following characteristics: (1) information structure is an integral partof grammar since it interacts in principled ways with both syntax and phonology, (2) therepresentation of information structure in the grammar is independent of its particular struc-tural realisation in di�erent languages, and (3) there is a direct analogous implementation ofthe relationship between information structure and prosody in English-type languages andbetween information structure and word-order in Catalan-type languages. The frameworkutilised is hpsg. hpsg's multidimensional constraint-based architecture lends itself very wellto expressing the mutual constraints on interpretation, syntax, and phonology that so di-versely characterise focus-ground in di�erent languages. The study of information structure,we argue, is essential in addressing fundamental questions regarding grammar architecture.Our point of departure is the assumption, expressed in e.g. Chafe (1976), Prince (1986), thatwhat underlies the focus-ground distinction is a need to `package' the information conveyed bya sentence so that hearers can easily identify which part of the sentence represents an actualcontribution to their information state at the time of utterance, and which part representsmaterial that is already subsumed by this information state. In particular, we adopt theproposal in Vallduví (1992), Vallduví (1994) that these `ways of packaging' can be viewed asupdating instructions or, equivalently, as types of transitions between information states.The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a brief overview of information pack-aging. Section 3 discusses the strategies that two language types, as represented by Englishand Catalan, exploit for realising information packaging. Section 4 outlines a way of rep-resenting information structure using the sign-based formalism of hpsg and looks at howlanguage-speci�c generalisations can be expressed in this framework. Section 5 compares theproposal presented here with two alternative approaches. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss someissues regarding the connection between information packaging and other semantic aspects.2 Information packagingInformation packaging (a.k.a. communicative dimension, psychological structure) is a struc-turing of sentences by syntactic, prosodic, or morphological means that arises from the needto meet the communicative demands of a particular context.1 In particular, information pack-aging indicates how linguistically conveyed information �ts into the hearer's information stateat the time of utterance. When communicating a proposition �, speakers may realise it bymeans of di�erent sentential structures according to their beliefs about the hearer's knowledge1There is a long pragmatic tradition that has looked in detail at how the form of an utterance varies as afunction of the contribution the utterance makes to the discourse. See, for example, von der Gabelentz (1868),Bolinger (1954), Firbas (1964), Halliday (1967), Halliday (1985), Kuno (1972), Gundel (1974), Gundel (1988),Clark and Haviland (1977), Sgall and Haji£ová (1977), Sgall and Haji£ová (1978), Givón (1983), Prince (1986),Ward (1988).



Information Packaging in HPSG 3and attentional state with respect to �. The term `packaging' is due to Chafe (1976):I have been using the term packaging to refer to the kind of phenomena at issuehere, with the idea that they have to do primarily with how the message is sentand only secondarily with the message itself, just as the packaging of toothpastecan a�ect sales in partial independence of the quality of the toothpaste inside.(Chafe 1976:28)As a �rst illustration of how information packaging a�ects natural language interpretation,consider (1):(1) a. He hates chocolate.b. He hates chocolate.c. Chocolate he loves.In (1), (a) and (b) are truth-conditionally equivalent. They di�er not in what they say aboutthe world, but in how they say what they say about the world, i.e., they di�er in the waytheir content is packaged. Compare now (b) and (c): they di�er in their truth conditions, butexude a certain interpretive equivalence, which is a result of the fact that they are packagedin the same way. In other words, (b) and (c) di�er in what they say about the world, butnot in how they say it. In every language there is an array of sentences which, like (1a) and(1b), di�er only in the way they are packaged. However, these alternatives cannot be usedinterchangeably in context. This can be empirically con�rmed in terms of discourse felicity.For instance, while (1a) is a felicitous answer to the question What does he hate? , (1b) is not.The partition of sentences into a focus-ground structure (also known as focus-topic, rheme-theme, new-given) plays a central role in information packaging (see Sgall and Haji£ová1977, Sgall and Haji£ová 1978, Halliday 1985, Prince 1986, Ward 1988, inter alia). Thereis a wealth of characterisations of focus-ground, but they all share one characteristic: focus-ground divides the sentence into a part that anchors the sentence to the previous discourseor the hearer's `mental world' and an informative part that makes some contribution to thediscourse or the hearer's `mental world'. As suggested by Clark & Haviland (1977:5), the pointof such a partition is to optimise the communicative process. Vallduví (1992), Vallduví (1994)contains a partial formalisation of information packaging which builds on these traditionalinformational primitives of focus-ground with the aim of establishing a �rst step towards animplementation in a dialogue-modeling system. The di�erent packagings illustrated in (1) areviewed as di�erent instructions for information update. The sentences in (1) have the samepropositional content but encode di�erent instruction-types. From a dynamic perspective,these instruction-types can be viewed as transition-types from an input information stateto an output information state or as di�erent ways of e�ecting information update. Eachinstruction-type�there are four of them�corresponds to a di�erent focus-ground partition.The focus is de�ned as the actual information or update potential of a sentence S, i.e. the onlycontribution that (according to the speaker) S makes to the information state of the hearer atthe time of utterance. All sentences have a focal segment. The ground, in contrast, is alreadysubsumed by the input information state and acts as an usher for the focus: it guaranteesthe appropriate attachment or anchoring of the information in the hearer's information state.Sentences have a ground only if the context warrants its use, i.e. if the ushering is (thought



4 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric Vallduvíby the speaker to be) required. The ground is further divided into link and tail. Link andtail each contribute in their own way to the ushering role of the ground. Links establisha particular locus of update in the input information state, while the presence of the tailindicates that a nondefault mode of update is (in the speaker's eyes) required at that pointin discourse. The four instruction-types are the result of di�erent combinations of focus, link,and tail.In order to understand how instructions work, let us view information states as �le-likeconstructs (see Heim 1983). Files are collections of �le cards. File cards correspond towhat are called discourse referents, entities, or markers in other frameworks. Each �le cardhas a number of records�analogous to conditions in Discourse Representation Theory (Kampand Reyle 1993)�written on it listing descriptions (attributes and relations) that concern theentity it denotes. Given this background, the ushering function of the ground is described asfollows. The link of a sentence S, on the one hand, establishes a particular �le card as thelocus of update. This means that the information conveyed by the focus of S is to be recordedon the �le card denoted by the link (cf. Kuno's (1972) `sort key', Chafe's (1976) `frame', andReinhart's (1982) `address'). We can express this by saying that, if an expression denoting a�le card fc is structurally encoded, via the language-speci�c means of realising informationstructure, as a link, then it is informationally interpreted as goto(fc). As noted, the role ofa link is to establish a locus of update. Therefore, if the locus of information update for Snis inherited from Sn�1, no link is required for Sn and we obtain a linkless instruction. Thetail, on the other hand, points at a particular (possibly underspeci�ed) record on fc. If a tailis present, the information conveyed by the focus is taken to modify or complete the recorddesignated by the tail. Tailless instructions correspond to a default mode of update (update-add), where the update potential of S is merely added to fc in the input �le as a record. Thepresence of the tail indicates that a nondefault mode of update (update-replace), involvinga di�erent type of ushering, is (in the speaker's eyes) required.2The four instruction-types re�ect the combination of the two modes of update with theestablishment of a locus of update or the absence of such establishment:(2) link-focus 7�! goto(fc)(update-add(information))link-focus-tail 7�! goto(fc)(update-replace(information,record(fc)))all-focus 7�! update-add(information)focus-tail 7�! update-replace(information,record(fc))The link-focus instruction designates a locus of update in the hearer's information state andindicates that the update is to be carried out by adding a record on this locus of update withthe information conveyed by the focus. The link-focus-tail instruction designates a locus ofupdate too, but in addition it designates a particular record on the �le card that acts as locusof update and indicates that the update is to be carried out by completing or modifying thisrecord with the information conveyed by the focus. The two linkless instructions parallel thesetwo types, except that the absence of a link here means that the locus of update is inherited.These four instruction-types encompass systematically all the informational constructions2The �le metaphor and the idea of a designated �le card is also used by Erteschik-Shir, to appear. Her ideaof a designated �le card, however, is distinct from, although not totally unrelated to, our use of designated �lecard as loci of update and is closer to the notion of `topic' in Givón (1983) or the idea of `focus' (unrelatedsense) in Sidner (1983). Erteschik-Shir's comprehensive proposal covers aspects of informational focus in itsrelation to syntax, prosody, and semantics.



Information Packaging in HPSG 5previously described in the literature from the topic-comment, ground-focus, and other per-spectives. update-replace instructions correspond to the so-called narrow-focus sentencesor to a typical open-proposition structure in Prince (1986). Link-focus instructions corres-pond to the typical topic-comment structure or to a standard categorical judgment (Kuroda1972). Finally, a subset of the all-focus instructions corresponds to the neutral descriptionsof Kuno (1972), the news sentences of Schmerling (1976), or to a thetic judgment.It follows from the way the informational primitives are de�ned that the focus-ground partitionof a monoclausal sentence is composed of discrete units that do not overlap. In addition, everynonweak phrase must be associated with a focus, link, or tail interpretation.3 This followsfrom the assumptions that in every sentence there is a focal segment and that sentences donot have a ground component unless the context requires its use: if a nonweak constituent isnot ground, it must be focal, and if it is not focal it must be ground.Let us illustrate the use of these instructions with a concrete English example. Consider(3) and (4). S0 is a presidential aid, H1 a newly-appointed White House butler, and H2 theForeign Secretary after returning from a trip to Europe. In these examples and below, fociare delimited by square brackets, small caps represent a focus-associated A-accent (nuclearstress), and boldface indicates the link-associated B-accent of English. The terms A accentand B-accent are taken from Jackendo� (1972). In Pierrehumbert's (1980) phonology ofintonation, A-accents correspond to a simplex high pitch accent (H*), generally followed by afalling boundary tone. Jackendo�'s B-accent corresponds to a complex fall-rise pitch accent(L+H*). We will return to the facts concerning realisation in Section 3:4(3) a. H1: So tell me about the people in the White House. Anything I should know?b. S0: Yes. The president [F hates the Delft china set ]. Don't use it.(4) a. H2: In the Netherlands I got a big Delft china tray that matches the setin the living room. Was that a good idea?b. S0: Maybe. The president [F hates ] the Delft china set.(but the �rst lady likes it.)The update potential of (3b) and (4b) is not the same. This is because the H1's inputinformation state (let us call an input information state a �le F1) in the scenario of (3) di�ersfrom H2's F1 in the scenario of (4). From both contexts it can be inferred that both H1 and H2know about the people in the White House including the president, the Delft china set, andabout the president owning the latter. However, in (3) S0, the presidential aid, has no reason toassume that the hearer, H1, has any beliefs about (and is attending to) the president's attitudetowards the Delft china set. H1's question, Anything I should know? , could have been given anumber of equally relevant, felicitous answers: that the president does not like �sh, that thepresident always eats at nine o'clock, that he has high cholesterol, that he eats in the OvalO�ce, and so on. In contrast, in (4) S0 is warranted to assume, given what she has heard in the3The description `nonweak phrase' is meant to exclude weak proforms. Weak proforms (null pronouns andpronominal clitics in Catalan and unstressed pronouns in English, among other forms) do not participate inthe construction of instructions (see Vallduví (1992) for arguments in favour of this position). Strong proformsare nonweak.4In the following examples, both china and set have been written in small caps, because there is inter-speaker variability in the assignment of stress to the phrase china set. Some speakers treat it as a compoundand, therefore, stress china. Others do not and stress set.



6 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric Vallduvíimmediately previous dialogue, that H2 believes (and is attending to) that the president hassome attitude towards the Delft china set (perhaps without knowing which one it is). UsingJackendo�'s (1972) words, the president's having some attitude towards the Delft china set is`under discussion' at the time of utterance in context (4) but not in context (3). This meansthat F1(H1) at the time (3b) is uttered contains less information than F1(H2) at the time (4b)is uttered. The di�erence in informativeness or update potential between (3b) and (4b) isdetermined by the contents of the input �les that they can felicitously augment. Nevertheless,both (3b) and (4b) express the same propositional content, namely that the president hatesthe Delft china set. The truth-conditional identity of these sentences is re�ected in the factthat they yield the same output information state. The output information state (F2) forH1 and H2 is exactly the same. Both F2(H1) and F2(H2) contain the information that thepredident hates the Delft china set. Di�erences in update potential between sentences thatdi�er only in the scope of their focal segments are, therefore, due to the fact that they canfelicitously update di�erent information states.The di�erence in update potential between (3b) and (4b) is re�ected in their structure. In(4b), for instance, where the president's having some attitude towards the Delft china set istreated as being believed and attended to by the hearer, a structure is chosen that singles outthe verb hates as the only informative part of the sentence, while the Delft china set is treatedas part of the ground. In (3b), where no such assumption is warranted, another structureis used that indicates that the entire verb phrase is focal. As discussed below, example(3b) encodes a link-focus instruction and example (3a) encodes a link-focus-tail instruction.In the case of (3b) and (4b), the structures utilised to realise the di�erence between theupdate-add instruction and the update-replace instruction are intonational structures.In addition, both (3b) and (4b) indicate that the president is a link, i.e. they establish the�le card for the president as the locus of update. In English, this function is also carried outintonationally. The exact nature of these intonational realisations is discussed in Section 3.3 Linguistic realisationThe characterisation of informational primitive and instruction-type outlined in Section 2is independent of how a particular instruction-type is realised in particular languages. Infact, the structural realisation of these instruction-types di�ers from language to language.All structural dimensions�intonation, syntactic precedence, and morphological marking�aresusceptible to exploitation by information structure.Let us look at how English and Catalan realise the three informational primitives (focus,link, and tail) and the instruction-types they combine into. Compare the English realisationsdiscussed in (3) and (4), repeated in (5), with their Catalan analogues in (6). The (a) sentencesare link-focus instructions, while the (b) sentences are link-focus-tail instructions:(5) a. The president [F hates the Delft china set. ]b. The president [F hates ] [TAIL the Delft china set. ](6) a. El president1 [F odia el joc de porcellana de delft t1. ]b. El president1 [F l2'odia t2 t1, ] [TAIL el joc de porcellana de Delft2. ]



Information Packaging in HPSG 7We observe two di�erences. One, we see that there is no syntactic contrast between the twoEnglish sentences. The only contrast is intonational: in the link-focus sentence nuclear stress(the A-accent) appears on the right-hand periphery of the clause, whereas in the link-focus-tail sentence it appear sentence-medially, entailing the deaccenting of the tail the Delft chinaset. In Catalan, however, a syntactic opposition exists: in the link-focus sentence, the focalobject appears in its canonical position within the sentential core, whereas in the link-focus-tail sentence, the tail object appears in a peripheral detachment slot (this dependency isindicated by the coindexing of the detached object and the canonical position t in (6)).5 At�rst blush, there appears to be an intonational contrast as well, but on closer inspection itbecomes clear that nuclear stress is assigned to the same position�the right-hand boundaryof the sentential core�in both sentences. The second di�erence between English and Catalanhas to do with the realisation of links. In the English sentences the link phrase the presidentappears in boldface, which indicates that it is associated with a B-accent. In Catalan, incontrast, there is no B-accent associated with the link phrase. Rather, the link appears in aperipheral detachment position as well.6English and Catalan vary in their structural realisation of information packaging along twoimportant lines: whether the language has a malleable intonational structure�intonationalplasticity (Vallduví 1991)�and whether the focus-ground structure a�ects the constituentorder. This pattern is summarised in Table 1:English CatalanIntonation plastic nonplasticA- & B-accents A-accentString links ground inOrder optionally front detachment slotsTable 1: Structural resources for realisation of information packagingThe conclusion derived from the comparison of (5) and (6) is that, when it comes to real-ising information packaging, where English uses intonational strategies, Catalan uses syntaticstrategies. English has a malleable intonation. This contrasts with the nonplasticity ofCatalan. In Catalan nuclear stress necessarily falls on the right-hand boundary of the sen-tential core. It cannot be `shifted' to the left. In addition, English uses a richer repertoire ofaccents than Catalan, since it exploits both A- and B-accents. The A-accent is exploited byboth languages and is associated with a focal interpretation, but the B-accent is exploited inEnglish to realise links. The contour formed by a B-accent followed by an A-accent seen in the5There are a number of diagnostics used to determine the peripheral status of the object. The clearest oneis the presence of a clitic bound by the detached complement. Cooccurrence of clitic and complement withinthe sentential core is illicit, but a clitic must be present if the complement it stands for is outside the sententialcore (or not present at all). Other diagnostics involve string order and placement of particles. Some variantsof Catalan allow for detachment con�gurations (inde�nites, partitives, locatives), where no clitic appears, thusresembling Spanish. In the standard variant described here, clitics are obligatory for all complements.6Since Catalan lacks subject clitics, the clitic diagnostic cannot be used for the subject el president `thepresident'. However, the other diagnostics agree with the detachment analysis. In addition, it has beenconvincingly argued on independent grounds that Catalan is a VOS language and that subject links in exampleslike (6a) and (6b) appear in a left-hand position (see Rosselló 1986, Rigau 1988, Bonet 1990, Solà 1992, andVallduví 1993).



8 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric Vallduvílink-focus structure in (5a) is called the `suspension bridge contour' by Bolinger (1961) andthe `hat pattern' by Cohen and 't Hart (1967). Catalan does not possess a B-accent. Linksdisplay no particular intonational prominence. Instead, what identi�es them is that they areobligatorily left-detached. Precisely, Catalan is characterised by the necessary placement ofnonfocal phrases in right- or left-detachment slots: links, as just noted, are left-detached andtails, as illustrated in (6), are right-detached. The sentential core may contain only focalphrases. Phrases (arguments or adjuncts) which, due to default string order, would otherwiseappear in the rightmost position, must be removed from that position if association with anA-accent is inappropriate, namely, if they are nonfocal. Left-hand placement of the link (a.k.a.`topicalisation') is also available, albeit optional, in English. However, its application on agiven phrase does not preempt it being B-accented, which shows B-accenting is the necessarycorrelate of linkhood (as an exception, subject links may in some cases appear without anyintonational marking; nonsubject links, whether fronted or in situ, must be B-accented).7The description of the English intonational facts that we have just o�ered, qua structuralcorrelates of information packaging, is an idealised picture which focuses on those aspects ofintonation in English that correlate most directly with the focus-ground articulation. The useof intonation to express other pragmatic, semantic or metalinguistic aspects of interpretationmay override the default prosodic realisation of foci and links. See, for instance, the L*+Haccent associated with speaker uncertainty (Ward and Hirschberg 1985), the uses of intonationto express illocutionary distinctions (Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 1990), the (de)accentingphenomena that a�ect the assignment of pitch accent at the phrasal and word-internal levelwithin both focus and link (Ladd 1980, Ladd 1983, van Deemter 1994, Vallduví and Zacharski1994), and the `super-utterance prosodic assignments' due to conversational context or natureof the exchange within which a sentence is uttered (Kowtko et al. 1992, Kowtko 1992). Finally,it is perhaps more appropriate to speak about focus- and link-associated tunes rather thanfocus- and link-associated pitch accents (Ladd 1991, Steedman 1991).In sum, informational primitives are correlated with di�erent structural realisations in Catalan-type and English-type languages. In the former the structural correlates are syntactic, in-volving both dominance (detachment) and precedence (left- versus right-detachment). In thelatter the structural correlates are intonational, involving two types of accent.87In English, there are other `marked' syntactic constructions, e.g. it-clefts, wh-clefts, that are also usedto express informational partitions. However, as argued by Delin (1992), Delin (1995) clefting serves otherfunctions as well, such as the marking of presupposition (the kind that displays constancy under negation).Vallduví (1992) argues that this is the primary function of clefting and that its information-packaging value issecondary.8There is an important language-type which is not represented in Table 1 at all: languages that make use ofmorphemes to realise information packaging. In languages like Navajo (Schauber 1978) and Vute (Thwing andWatters 1987), for instance, foci are associated with a particular morpheme, and Japanese wa (e.g. Kuno 1972)can be straightforwardly chracterised as a marker of linkhood. Finally, there are languages like Spanish�andsome variants of Catalan that resemble Spanish in this respect�which can use both syntactic or prosodicstrategies. Thus, in Spanish the analogues of both (5b) and (6b) are grammatical. What the exact account ofsuch optionality should be will be left as an open question.



Information Packaging in HPSG 94 An hpsg analysisWhen learning a language, we learn to generate and comprehend sentences with particularinformation structures. Learning the particular strategies a given language uses to realiseinformation packaging is an integral part of learning this language. Hence, information struc-ture and its structural realisation need to be integrated into grammar. This paper carries outthis integration in a constraint-based grammar. The interaction of information structure withsyntax and prosody in English and Catalan is illustrated using hpsg. The mutual constraintsbetween dimensions available at every level in hpsg prove to be very useful in accounting forthe realisation of information packaging in these languages in an elegant way.9In hpsg the relevant units of linguistic information are signs (Pollard and Sag 1987, Pollardand Sag 1994). They express phonological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic informationin an explicit fashion. Signs are formalised as typed feature structures. Each feature is anattribute-value pair which allows for recursion. Lexical signs contain the basic informationabout a word. One core idea in sign-based frameworks is that all relevant linguistic dimensionsare represented in every linguistic unit, i.e. in words, phrases, clauses and sentences. The signin (7) is the lexical sign for walks (cf. Pollard & Sag 1994:28):(7) 2666666666664phon: h walks isynsem: 26666666664local: 266666664category: 24head: verb[�n]subcat: h NP[nom] 1 ;[3rd;sing] i35content : "rel : walkwalker: 1 #context : [background: [ ] ] 377777775377777777753777777777775wordThe value of phon in Pollard and Sag (1994) is simply an orthographic representation of thecorresponding lexical item, e.g. walks.10 The feature category provides information aboutthe inherent and combinatorial properties of a word. The content feature contains inform-ation about aspects of semantic interpretation which are assumed to be context-independent.Finally, context provides information relating to the pragmatic context of utterance. Fea-ture structures allow many ways of organising di�erent kinds of linguistic information and ofdescribing the way this information interacts. A useful tool to express such interactions isstructure sharing between relevant parts of a sign. In (7) there is structure sharing betweenthe value in the subcat feature in category and the argument of walker in content.Structure sharing is indicated by the identity of the boxed tags.In addition to lexical signs, there are phrasal signs. They result from combining signs accord-ing to immediate dominance (ID) schemata. They have a daughters feature, dtrs, which9Several proposals exist that explore the integration of focus-ground into an explicit syntax in a choice offrameworks: Culicover and Rochemont (1983), Rochemont (1986), Oehrle (1991), Steedman (1991), Erteschik-Shir (1993). Phonologists have also addressed the issue of how intonational structure signals focus-groundarticulation (e.g. Gussenhoven 1983, Ladd 1983, Selkirk 1984, von Stechow and Uhmann 1986, Bird 1991).10There is important recent work on the expression of phonological information in typed feature structures(see Bird 1992, Bird 1995, Bird and Klein 1994). The phon �eld is enriched to contain multi-tiered, hierarchicalrepresentations.



10 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric Vallduvírepresents the immediate constituent structure of the phrase (cf. Pollard & Sag 1994:32):(8) 26666666664phon : h she, walks isynsem: S[�n]dtrs : 2666664head-dtrs: "phon : h walks isynsem: VP[�n] #comp-dtrs: h "phon : h she isynsem: NP[nom]# i377777537777777775phraseIn Pollard & Sag (1994:402) the phrasal signs for verb phrases and sentences are licensed bytwo ID schemata called Head-Complement Schema and Head-Subject Schema, respectively.These schemata specify that these signs must have a head daughter and a variable numberof complement daughters:(9) Head-Complement SchemaThe synsemjlocaljcategoryjsubcat value is a list of length one, and the dtrs valueis an object of sort head-comp-struc whose head-dtr value is a word.(10) Head-Subject Schema:The synsemjlocaljcategoryjsubcat value is <>, and the dtrs value is an objectof sort head-comp-struc whose head-dtr value is a phrase. . . , and whose comp-dtrsvalue is a list of length one.The head/complement distinction will be used in capturing the facts concerning instanti-ation of information structure in English. In addition, we need some way of expressing theconstraints on the linear order of constituents. These are expressed through linear preced-ence (LP) statements. Precedence follows the obliqueness hierarchy of complements (amongcomplements, the most oblique argument is the rightmost one). Phrasal signs can also berepresented in tree notation. The tree in (11) is equivalent to feature structure (8):(11) S[�n]NP[nom]she VP[�n]walksC Hdtrs information appears at the end of the labelled arcs. These arcs are labelled H for headdaughter and C for complement daughter. The phon values for each lexical sign are writtenat the leaf below each daughter node. The rest of the information appears in the node labels.Where should information structure be located in such multidimensional representations?Karttunen and Kay (1985), for instance, use a feature new in the syntactic category of aphrase. Bird (1991) uses a foc feature in content. However, the crosslinguistic facts dis-cussed above advise against inherently associating information-structure with only syntax oronly phonology. Rather, they favour an independent representation of information-packaginginformation within the content or context features. Given the view of information pack-aging adopted here, it seems most natural to represent information-structure information



Information Packaging in HPSG 11within context. We will enrich context with a feature info-struct as shown in (12),corresponding directly to the informational primitives introduced in Section 2:(12) 266666664context: 26666664c-indices: [ ]background: [ ]info-struct: 2664focus:ground: "link:tail: #377537777775377777775The values of focus and ground are instantiated, through structure sharing, with the con-stituents that realise the focus and the ground of the instruction, respectively. Thus, focus,link, and tail take feature structures as values. The way the instantiation of these valuescomes about depends on the strategies found in the individual languages. Let us look �rstat how pitch accent type and informational status constrain each other in English and howthis interacts with word order in so-called focus projection. We then will turn to the use ofdetachment in Catalan.4.1 EnglishLet us assume that the phon �eld contains a feature accent whose values are the A- andB-accents discussed above. These values are instantiated through the principles illustrated in(13a) and (13b):(13) (a) 1 24phonjaccent: Ainfo-structjfocus: 1 35 (b) 1 24phonjaccent: Binfo-structjgroundjlink: 1 35word wordThe structure in (13a) is a skeletal lexical sign which says about itself that it contributesfocal information.11 In a similar way, (13b) introduces a word with accent B that will beinterpreted as a link. The pitch accent type and the value of info-struct constrain eachother. This is expressed by means of structure sharing between info-struct and the signitself. Presence of an A or B-accent, then, is su�cient to identify positively the informationalcontribution of a lexical sign as focal or link. And vice versa, the focal or link status of alexical sign is su�cient to determine the value of its accent. The principles in (13) expressonly a mutual constraint between accent and info-struct. Ultimately, what determineswhat the values of these features are is (the speaker's view) of the hearer's information stateat the time of utterance.Not all lexical items in a sentence, however, are associated with one of these accent types.Therefore, we need a third type of lexical sign as in (14):11In the present formulation, info-struct takes feature structures of sort const-struc containing syntactic,phonological, and semantic information. It would be more appropriate to say that the value of info-structis just structure-shared with the content information. This is the line that we are currently pursuing incollaboration with the dyana-2 integrated implementation initiative (see Beaver 1995, Grover and Hitzeman1995).



12 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric Vallduví(14) 24phonjaccent: uinfo-struct: [ ]35wordIn this sign the value of the accent feature is u (for `unmarked'). When accent has thisvalue, the value of the info-struct feature is not speci�ed. The informational contributionof this item can only be determined as it combines with other signs.12As noted above, phrasal signs are licensed by the relevant ID schema. We propose that,in addition, phrasal signs in English must satisfy the info-struct instantiation constraintsgiven in (15). These two constraints capture, respectively, the inheritance and projection ofinfo-struct values in English:13(15) info-struct instantiation principles for English:Either (i) if a daughter's info-struct is instantiated, then the mother inherits thisinstantiation (for narrow foci, links and tails),or (ii) if the most oblique daughter's focus is instantiated, then the focus of themother is the sign itself (wide focus).To see how the value of info-struct in phrasal signs follows from these principles, considerthe two interpretations of (16). This sentence, with an A-accent on the object, can be inter-preted either with narrow focus on the object noun phrase or with wide focus on the wholeverb phrase (we assume a context such that in both cases the president is interpreted as link):(16) The president [F hates [F the Delft china set. ] ]Some contexts require string (16) to have a narrow-focus reading. The narrow focus readingis licensed by (15i) (focus inheritance), while the wide focus reading is licensed by (15ii) (focusprojection).14 The sign for the narrow focus case is in (17) (irrelevant aspects omitted):12The precise way in which unspeci�ed information is represented will not be addressed. An option is to usedisjunctive values. See Manandhar (1994a) for an alternative proposal involving a hierarchy of values. A fullyworked out description of intonation would, of course, have to work on real tones (rather than the mnemoniccategories A and B that we use here) and worry about how tunes and intonational phrases are composed (seeBird 1991, Taglicht 1994). The notation we use, while phonologically inadequate, is su�cient to express themultidimensional constraints we are concerned with here.13These principles should of course be stated declaratively along the lines of the Subcategorisation Principlein Pollard and Sag (1994). We have here given a simpler, more readable, version.14The application of inheritance or projection is, of course, ultimately determined by the context at the timeof utterance. The info-struct instantiation principles are just the grammatical mechanism that allows thesame string to have one meaning or the other in di�erent contexts.



Information Packaging in HPSG 13(17) Object NP focus: S[�n]26664info-struct: 2664focus : 1ground: "link: 4tail: 2 #3775377754NP[nom]24phonjaccent: Binfo-structjgroundjlink: 4 35the president 3VP[�n]24info-struct: "focus : 1groundjtail: 2 #352V[�n]"phonjaccent: uinfo-struct: #hates 1NP[acc]"phonjaccent: Ainfo-structjfocus: 1 #the Delft china set
C HH CThe B-accent on the subject the president and the A-accent on the object the Delft china setuniquely determine their informational status. Therefore, through (13), their signs structure-share with the values of the link and focus features, respectively. In the tree notation, thevalue of e.g. link in (17) is token-identical to the value of comp-dtr, which appears at theend of the arc labelled C. In contrast, the unaccented verb hates does not by itself restrict itspotential contribution. The value of its info-struct remains uninstantiated (see (14)).info-struct in the VP[�n] sign must contain the information that the object is focal. Thisinformation is made available at the VP[�n] level through (15i): VP[�n] inherits the valueof its info-struct from its complement daughter. Once the info-structjfocus value ofthe VP[�n] sign is determined, the unaccented head daughter hates must be interpreted asinstantiating the value of the mother's groundjtail (since, as noted, every element in thesentence must contribute to information structure). The values of info-struct in S[�n] arealso obtained via inheritance. The mother sign inherits the info-struct instantiations fromall its daughters by (15i): the object is the focus, the verb is a tail, and the subject is a link.In some other contexts, string (16) will be required to have a wide-focus reading. The structurefor the wide focus reading is given in (18). It is identical to (17) except for the instantiationof the focus value in the VP[�n] and S[�n] signs. Here, projection as in (15ii) may apply,since the most oblique daughter's focus is instantiated. Therefore, the focus value of themother is the sign itself. At the S[�n] level, projection cannot apply anymore. S[�n] obtainsits info-struct values through inheritance as in (18):



14 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric Vallduví(18) VP focus: S[�n]24info-struct: "focus : 3groundjlink: 4 #354NP[nom]"phonjaccent: Binfo-structjgroundjlink: 4 #the president 3VP[�n]"info-structjfocus: 3 #2V[�n]"phonjaccent: uinfo-struct: #hates 1NP[acc]"phonjaccent: Ainfo-structjfocus: 1 #the Delft china set
C HH CAs has been well known since Bresnan (1971), focus projection is only possible if the A-accented item is the peripheral one. In (15ii) this is captured by explicitly stating that thecomplement daughter whose focus value is instantiated has to be the most oblique one.Principle (15ii) correctly allows a wide-focus reading in (19a), while ruling it out in (19b).Our grammar must disallow projection here, since (19b) is not felicitous in any context.The instantiation of the focus value of the president in a string like (19b) allows only forinheritance, which is the narrow-focus reading in (19c):(19) a. The butler [F o�ered the president some coffee. ]b. * The butler [F o�ered the president some co�ee. ]c. The butler o�ered [F the president ] some co�ee.The principles in (15) also account for the structural ambiguity of a certain class of stringswhere the subject is associated with an A-accent. They allow for a reading with a narrow-focused subject and an all-focus reading (so-called thetic reading):(20) [F [F The president ] called. ]Focus projection, i.e. the all-focus interpretation, is correctly licensed. Principle (15ii) mayapply because the subject is the only complement daughter of S[�n] and, hence, the mostoblique one.15 Principle (15ii) refers to the head/complement status of the daughter whose15As it stands, (15ii) incorrectly predicts that (i) should have an all-focus reading:(i) [F The president hates the Delft china set. ]We believe the unavailability of the reading in (i) is due to independent reasons pertaining to the domain ofprosodic organisation. The wide-focus reading in cases of A-accented subjects like (20) is only available if thepredicate is prosodically `weak'. If the sentence has a heavy predicate (full object NP, complex predicate, etc.)an additional pitch accent on the predicate is required (cf. Gussenhoven 1983 for discussion).



Information Packaging in HPSG 15focus value is instantiated. This is necessary to rule out focus projection in cases like (21)in which the A-accent is associated with the verb rather than a complement. The structureof (21) is shown in (22):(21) The president [F hates ] the Delft china set.(22) Verb focus: S[�n]26664info-struct: 2664focus : 2ground: "link: 4tail: 1 #3775377754NP[nom]24phonjaccent: Binfo-structjgroundjlink: 4 35the president 3VP[�n]24info-struct: "focus : 2groundjtail: 1 #352V[�n]"phonjaccent: Ainfo-structjfocus: 2 #hates 1NP[acc]"phonjaccent: uinfo-struct: #the Delft china set
C HH CHere the value of focus in VP[�n] is obtained via inheritance from the head daughter. Thereis no option for projection. Principle (15ii) cannot apply because no complement daughter ofVP[�n] has an instantiated info-structjfocus feature. Instead the values of info-structare obtained via (15i). As a consequence, as in example (17) above, the unaccented NP[acc]daughter of VP[�n] cannot be interpreted as focal and instantiates the value of groundjtailin VP[�n]. We also predict that in cases like (23) there is no focus projection:(23) The president [F called. ]The verb called , whose focus feature is instantiated, is not a complement daughter and,therefore, focus inheritance by (15i) must apply.16An advantage of using the multidimensional representation in hpsg is that we are not forcedto assume that focus-ground partitioning corresponds directly to structural units either inphon or in dtrs. For instance, in (17) the ground material does not form a syntactic16It has been claimed that examples like (23) may have an all-focus reading. However, Vallduví (1992),among others, argues that the subject in these sentences is always ground, even when such sentences answerquestions of the type What's new?.



16 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric Vallduvíconstituent, but the appropriate instantiations are achieved by a combination of bottom-up(accent assignment) and syncategorematic (Head-Complement schema) processes. The sameapplies to the case in (18) where only the verb is focused. We are thus not forced to assumethat informational partitioning must correspond to syntactic constituency or intonationalphrasing. Another case in point can be illustrated with examples like (24), analogous toexample (56) in Steedman (1991:284):(24) What happened to the china set?[F The butler broke ] the set.The focus, as identi�ed by the question in (24), is constituted by the subject NP and theverb. The structure we assign to the answer in (24) is given in (25):(25) Subject-verb focus: S[�n]24info-struct: "focus : { 4 , 2 }groundjtail: 1 #354NP[nom]24phonjaccent: Ainfo-structjfocus: 4 35the butler 3VP[�n]24info-struct: "focus : 2groundjtail: 1 #352V[�n]"phonjaccent: Ainfo-structjfocus: 2 #broke 1NP[acc]"phonjaccent: uinfo-struct: #the Delft china set
C HH CThe S[�n] sign re�ects the fact that both subject and verb are focal, while the object is ground.The fact that subject and verb do not form a syntactic constituent is no obstacle. Both thebutler and broke are associated with an A-accent and so their focus value is instantiated. Inaccordance with (15i), their focus values are inherited by their respective mother nodes. Thedesired reading in (25) can be captured thanks to the use of a set value for focus. focus cantake a set of feature structures as value. Set values are widely used in hpsg (see Manandhar1994b for an attributive logic for set-valued feature terms).17Set values can also be used to account for cases of so-called multiple focus like the oneillustrated in (26):17In fact, tail and link also take set values. The tail is often composed of more than one phrase and links,although with much lesser frequency, may be complex too.



Information Packaging in HPSG 17(26) Who did your friends introduce to whom?John introduced bill to sue, and Mike. . .In the answer in (26) there are two constituents, Bill and Sue, that appear to behave likefoci. They are associated with an accent and instantiate a wh-element in the correspondingquestion. We follow Krifka (1991�92:21) in analysing cases like (26) not as multiple foci butrather as a single complex focus. Sentence (26) has one single ground and one single, albeitcomplex, focus. Once this view is adopted, the principles in (15) handle these cases in afashion analogous to the treatment of (24). The value of focus in S[�n] in examples like (26)is the set of the feature structures that make up the complex focus. The structure of (26) isillustrated in (27):(27) Complex focus: S[�n]26664info-struct: 2664focus: { 1 , 2 }ground: "link: 5tail: 3 #3775377755NP[nom]24phonjaccent: Binfo-structj. . . jlink: 5 35John 4VP[�n]24info-struct: "focus: { 1 , 2 }groundjtail: 3 #353V[�n]"phonjaccent: uinfo-struct: #introduced 2NP[acc]"phonjaccent: Ainfo-structjfocus: 2 #bill 1NP[dat]"phonjaccent: Ainfo-structjfocus: 1 #to sue
C HH C CInheritance of focus values works according to (15i): the mother node VP[�n] inherits thefocus values of NP[acc] and NP[dat] and, in turn, S[�n] inherits the focus values of VP[�n].According to Krifka, example (26) also gives rise to a wide-focus reading. The instantiationprinciples in (15) correctly allow for this, since the instantiated focus of NP[dat] can undergoprojection.1818If John in (26) were not a link, one could answer the same (or similar) question with a sentence in whichBill was a (B-accented) link and Mary an A-accented focus. This is quite common when answering multiplewh-questions and has been noted for a number of languages (see Kuno and Robinson 1972). In such an event,of course, the answer in question is not a multiple or complex focus sentence.



18 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric VallduvíExample (28) is an adapted version of Steedman's (1991:283) example (54). Sentence (28) isparallel to (24) above but for one thing: even though the verb is part of the focus, there isno pitch accent on it:(28) [F fred ate ] the beans.A sentence of this type is problematic for our approach because, without the association ofthe verb with an A-accent, it is impossible to recover its focal value. However, such strings areonly possible when the verb is highly predictable or uninteresting (see Bolinger 1989, Zacharski1993) and even then, as Steedman himself admits (1991:283) the accented version representsan improvement over the unaccented one (e.g. a version of (24) with an unaccented broke isnot viable). In light of these facts, we suggest that in examples like (28) we are witnessingthe e�ects of an independent process of deaccenting (see Section 3). This view appears tobe in harmony with the phonological evidence (Bob Ladd, personal communication). How toexpress the phenomenon of deaccenting in a declarative framework like hpsg is an importantissue that has to be addressed but remains outside the scope of our research.4.2 CatalanLet us now turn to Catalan. As noted, in Catalan informational interpretation is signalled bysyntactic position rather than by accent type. Examples (29) to (31) illustrate the particularpattern found in Catalan. Every (nonweak) phrase within the sentential core is interpretedas focal. In (29) the string verb+oblique+subj is the focus of the sentence:(29) Ahiryesterday [F va tornar3s-past-return ato BarcelonaBarcelona elthe president.president ]`Yesterday the president returned to Barcelona.'If an argument of the verb is to be interpreted as nonfocal, it is necessarily detached awayfrom the sentential core. This con�guration is called clitic-dislocation in Cinque (1990). Thisis the case with the locative in (30) and the subject in (31):(30) a. A Barcelona1 [F hi1 va tornar t1 el president. ]b. [F Hi1 va tornar t1 el president, ] a Barcelona1.(31) a. El president1 [F va tornar a barcelona t1. ]b. [F Va tornar a barcelona t1, ] el president1.As noted in Section 1, phrases associated with a link interpretation are left-detached whereasphrases associated with tail interpretation are right-detached. The only di�erence betweenthe (a) and the (b) sentences in (30) and (31) is in the ground informational contribution thedetached phrases make. In order to introduce left- and right-detached phrases, we postulate alanguage-particular ID schema that introduces these phrases as sisters of S and simultaneouslydetermines that their info-structjground values are instantiated:1919Systematic di�erences between this kind of detachment and other unbounded dependencies motivate theuse of a separate Head-Dislocation Schema rather than subsuming these constructions under the Head-Filler



Information Packaging in HPSG 19(32) Head-Dislocation Schema for Catalan:The dtrs value is an object of sort head-disloc-struc whose head-dtrjsynsemjlocalj cat-egory value satis�es the description [head verb[vform �nite], subcat <>] and and for eachdisloc-dtr, its disloc-dtrsjcontextjinfo-structjground value is instantiated and thehead-dtrjsynsemjlocaljcontent value contains an element which stands in a binding re-lation to that disloc-dtr.20The �rst clause requires the head-daughter to be a �nite sentence. The second clause requiresthat the informational contribution of dislocated phrases be ground. Note that the schemaallows for more than one dislocated phrase, which is desirable given that there are no orderingrestrictions on dislocations. The association between the directionality of the detachment andthe ground value can be captured using an LP statement to constrain the order in whichlink, focus, and tail are realised in Catalan:(33) LP constraint on info-struct instantiation in Catalan:link > focus > tailThe LP statement in (33) states that link must precede foci and that foci must precede tails.Thus it will follow that left-detachments are always associated with a linkhood interpretationand right-detachments with tailhood.The instantiation of info-struct in phrasal signs in Catalan is very simple. Material withinthe core clause is always instantiated as focus. We can stipulate that the value of info-structjfocus in the core S[�n] sign is always itself. With this proviso, it is easy to seethat Catalan makes use only of inheritance (15i). When the core S[�n] uni�es with theclitic-dislocated constituents, the mother S always inherits the info-struct instantiationsof the daughters. There is no focus projection. The structure in (34), which correspondsto the link-focus example (6) in Section 1, illustrates a left-detachment structure where thedisloc-daughter is interpreted as a link:Schema used in Pollard and Sag (1994). The latter schema is still used to account for other unboundeddependencies. The adjunction-to-S analysis of Romance detachment is found in Rochemont (1989) and Vallduví(1992). See also San�lippo (1990) for a di�erent proposal within a Uni�cation Categorial Grammar.20The binding relation (Dorrepaal 1994) is intended to cover both coreference, as in the case where thedetached phrase is a referring expression and the bound element is a pronominal clitic (see example (34)below) and subsumption, as in cases where a detached phrase is in some sense `compatible' with the contentof the phrase in situ, such as �ller-epithet dependencies or examples of detached in�nitives resumed by �niteforms of the same verb, as in (i):(i) Deof parlar1speak-inf nono parla13s-speak gens.at-all`He doesn't speak at all.'Note that the Head-Dislocation Schema is formulated in such a way that it allows for the detachment of headsas well as nonheads. The existence of detachment con�gurations like (i) and other cases of verbal detachmentmotivate such a formulation.



20 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric Vallduví(34) Clitic left-dislocation: S[�n]24info-struct: "focus : 1groundjlink: 2 #352NP[nom]hinfo-structjgroundjlink: 2 iel president1 1S[�n]hinfo-structjfocus: 1 iodia el joc de porcellana de delft t1DISLOC HThe entire head daughter, i.e. the sentential core, is the focus value of the top S[�n]. Thelink value of the top S[�n] is inherited from the left-detached daughter.A case of simultaneous left- and right-detachment is given in (35), which corresponds to thelink-focus-tail example in (6). Here the top S[�n] inherits its info-struct values from itsdaughters. The head daughter provides the focus value, the left-detached daughter the linkvalue, and the right-detached daughter the tail value.(35) Clitic left- and right-dislocation: S[�n]26664info-struct: 2664focus : 1ground: "link: 2tail : 3 #3775377752NP[nom]hinfo-structj. . . jlink: 2 iel president1 1S[�n]hinfo-structjfocus: 1 il2'odia t2 t1 3NP[acc]hinfo-structj. . . jtail: 3 iel joc de porcellana de delft2DISLOC H DISLOCWe have expressed the relationship between intonation and information structure in Englishby simultaneously specifying the accent and info-struct values and by subjecting themto the instantiation principles in (15). In Catalan the information-packaging contribution ofa phrase is determined by its syntactic position. Again, we have linked the instantiation ofinfo-struct to a grammatical schema, in this case, an ID schema which licenses a particularcon�guration. This expresses the direct interaction between information structure and thetwo structural dimensions involved appropriately. Analogous strategies have been employedin the two languages.



Information Packaging in HPSG 215 Other approachesSteedman (1991) proposes an integration of information structure into grammar using a Com-binatory Categorial Grammar (ccg). ccg and hpsg share the idea that each linguistic unit�signs or categories�contains all phonological, syntactic, and semantic information pertainingto that unit. Steedman enriches categories with an intonational dimension which is intimatelytied in with information structure. His information structure contains two primitives: rheme,which corresponds to focus, and theme, which corresponds to ground. There is no equivalentof the distinction between link and tail. Focus inheritance and focus projection are handledthrough standard combinatory rules that apply on a rich intonational structure, involving notonly two types of pitch accent but also di�erent types of boundary tones.Steedman, however, assumes complete isomorphy between information structure, intonationalstructure, and syntactic constituency. His Prosodic Constituent Condition (1991:279) statesthat two syntactic categories can combine only if their prosodic categories can also combine.This requires that, say, the focus of a sentence�which is associated with a particular intona-tional phrase�correspond to a syntactic constituent. Our proposal di�ers in that no syntacticconstituency is required for any informational unit as long as inheritance of info-struct val-ues proceeds in the permitted fashion. In fact, we do not require syntactic contiguity either.Given the existence of examples like (21) where the ground is made up of discontiguoussegments, we consider this a positive feature of the hpsg analysis.As noted in Section 1, linkhood is associated with a B-accent in English but a left-handsyntactic slot in Catalan. Focushood, while free to associate with any constituent in English,is inherently associated with the core S[�n] in Catalan. We take this to indicate that inCatalan one should express the combination of focus and ground elements independently ofthe phonological dimension, just as we largely ignored the syntactic dimension of the signin expressing the realisation of information structure in English. The hpsg analysis allowsus to express the mutual constraints that hold between syntax and information structure inCatalan without having to assume that either of these dimensions is isomorphic to intonationalstructure. This di�ers from the ccg analysis, where intonational structure necessarily re�ectssyntactic structure.The proposal in Vallduví (1992:115-138) uses a gb-based multiple-level architecture. In (mostversions of) gb each sentence is a bundle of abstract levels of representation. Each level ofrepresentation structurally represents one of the di�erent linguistic aspects of the sentence.For instance, D-structure is a pure representation of argument or �-structure and LF is arepresentation of operator-variable relations. Which level should information-packaging re-lations be represented at? In Vallduví (1992) the mapping between information packagingand the structural components through which it is realised is e�ected through a distinct,pure level of representation called IS (for information structure). This level feeds and bleedsthe interpretive information-packaging component and consists of an unambiguous syntacticrepresentation of information-packaging instructions.This approach di�ers from the hpsg proposal put forth here in a number of respects. Forone thing, the gb architecture does not allow for direct interaction between (suprasegmental)phonology and the intepretive components. Thus, in accounting for the English facts, wecannot bypass syntactic realisation in the way we did in Section 2. For instance, in the analysisabove, the presence of accent:B in a feature structure makes this feature structure the value



22 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric Vallduvíof info-structjgroundjlink. It does not matter where the B-accented constituent is in thesentential structure. However, within the gb proposal in Vallduví (1992), linkhood necessarilyhas to be associated with a structural position, since there is no room for prosodic informationat IS. The solution is to propose that at IS all links appear in the same structural position(i.e., those B-accented items that appear elsewhere in the clause move to that position in themapping from S-structure to IS) and that it is this particular structural position which, atIS, is inherently associated with a link interpretation. Of course, the choice of this structuralposition is not completely arbitrary: it is a left-hand IP-adjunction (or S-adjunction) slot.Indeed, English links may optionally appear in such a slot and Catalan links must appearin such a slot. But the fact that in English accent seems to be the crucial determinant oflinkhood plays only a secondary role in such a model.Analogous observations can be made with respect to tails and focus. Structural ambiguitiesof sentences where both focus inheritance and focus projection are possible are con�ned toPF and S-structure. In the proposal under discussion, at IS all ground elements must moveto designated slots outside the sentential core, thus yielding disambiguated structures. Forinstance, example (16) in Section 2 would not be ambiguous at IS, since in the reading wherehates is a tail, hates would have moved to a tail position. In the other reading, in contrast,no such movement takes place. English would di�er from Catalan in that the former carriesout in abstract syntax the syntactic operations that the latter carries out overtly.6 Information structure and contentIn the analysis presented in Section 4 information structure is represented in the context�eld rather than the content �eld. In e�ect, this means that information structure isviewed, in principle, as independent of the truth-conditional dimension of meaning. Thisview of informational structure as essentially a communicative dimension is not universallyshared. There have been several recent attempts to fold informational notions into the logico-semantic component (see von Stechow 1981, von Stechow 1991, Rooth 1985, Rooth 1992,Kratzer 1991, Partee 1991, Krifka 1991�92, Krifka 1992).While it is true that the information structure of sentences interacts with a number of quanti-�cational elements in an interesting way, we believe that such interaction must be representedin the grammar in a modular way. The separate representation of info-struct and contentis intended to capture this belief. Of course, taking this approach means that, at some point,we must undertake the task of describing how the interaction between information structureand the logico-semantic content is e�ected. The issue is currently under investigation andnot much will be said about the speci�cs of the analysis here. Instead, this section discussesthe empirical motivation for an architecture where information structure and logico-semanticcontent are represented in a modular way.In a number of recent papers the focus-ground partition has been analysed as a determinant ofquanti�cational partition, where the focus identi�es the nucleus (nuclear scope) of an operatorand the ground identi�es its restrictor (Partee 1991,Krifka 1992):



Information Packaging in HPSG 23(36) Tripartite quanti�cational structure: Soperatoreven restrictorground nucleusfocusThe stimulus for such an approach is the behaviour of so-called focus-sensitive operators (e.g.even, only , quanti�cational adverbs, negation, modals). Jackendo� (1972:248), among others,notices that sentences (37a-c) cease to be equivalent in propositional content in the presenceof these focus-sensitive operators (38):(37) a. What did John do?John [F gave his daughter a new bicycle].b. What did John give his daughter?John gave his daughter [F a new bicycle].c. Who did John give a new bicycle?John gave [F his daughter] a new bicycle.(38) a. John even [F gave his daughter a new bicycle].b. John even gave his daughter [F a new bicycle].c. John even gave [F his daughter] a new bicycle.The VP-external adverb even in (38a-c) is interpreted as being construed with, i.e. as associ-ating with, the constituents enclosed in brackets. Having identi�ed the bracketed constituentsas foci, Jackendo� concludes that even associates with focus. Thus, con�gurations where thenucleus of an operator coincides with the focus of the sentence have been called instances of`association with focus'.From the aforementioned recent semantic perspective, the primary function of focus-ground isto provide a quanti�cational structure for these focus-sensitive operators. The communicativeuse of focus-ground is merely one of the uses this quanti�cational structure serves (assumingthere is a covert focus-sensitive communicative operator akin to assert in Jacobs 1984).Given this view of focus-ground it is actually imperative that focus-sensitive operators takefocus-ground partitions as arguments, since they crucially depend on the structure providedby focus-ground to express their meaning. This type of analysis makes two predictions.First, it predicts that the quanti�cational structure of a focus-sensitive operator is alwayshomomorphic to the focus-ground articulation of the sentence, and, second, it predicts thatmonoclausal sentences with more than one focus-sensitive operator contain multiple focus-ground partitions (overlapping or recursive), something which is at odds with the traditionalview of focus-ground.2121In recent unpublished work Partee has expressed the view that focus-ground normally serves as the sourceof nucleus and restrictor, but in some contexts nucleus-restrictor and focus-ground may run orthogonal to eachother. As will become evident in what follows, this is precisely our belief as well.



24 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric VallduvíThe �rst prediction is not met. On the one hand, it is well known that some operators,e.g. negation, display optional association with focus. Thus, example (39c), with a focalbecause-phrase, can be an answer to both (39a) and (39b). In the association-with-focusreading something the utterer of (39c) admits to having done something while negating thatthe querier was the reason for her doing it. In the reading where negation does not associatewith focus�it remains in the ground�the utterer of (39c) simply provides a reason for whyshe did not do whatever she whatever she is being asked about:(39) a. Why did you do it?b. Why didn't you do it?c. I didn't do it [F because of you ].On the other hand, there are clear mismatches of quanti�cational partition and focus-groundeven with strongly focus-sensitive operators. Example (40), where the verb phrase is focal, isa case in point involving the quanti�cational adverb often:(40) Scandinavians often [F win the Nobel prize. ]In (40) the focus should provide the quanti�cational nucleus and the ground should providethe restrictor, which restricts the domain over which quanti�cation occurs. If this were so,(40) would mean that, given those situations/times in which Scandinavians do something(among a relevant set of alternatives), this something is often winning the Nobel prize. Whilethis is a marginally possible reading in some contexts, it is not the most accessible reading of(40). Rather, what (40) means is that given those situations/times in which someone wins theNobel prize, it is often Scandinavians that win it. The quanti�cational nucleus is provided byScandinavians , a ground element, and the restrictor is provided by the informational focus.Similar observations can be made about Westerståhl's (1985:403) original example, whichdoes not involve adverbial quanti�cation but rather determiner quanti�cation:(41) Many Scandinavians [F have won the Nobel prize in literature. ]The meaning of (41) is that, out of all the people who have won the Nobel prize in literature,many are Scandinavians, precisely the reading where the focus acts as restrictor. If the focuswere the nucleus, the meaning of (41) would have been that, out of all Scandinavians, manyare Nobel prize winners, something which is blatantly false. This behaviour, quite unex-pected from the perspective that focus-ground equates quanti�cational partition, is perfectlylegitimate from a perspective where information packaging and logico-semantic content mayconstrain each other as separate dimensions.It is harder to check the validity of the second prediction�that all quanti�cational nuclei arefoci and, thus, that monoclausal sentences may have multiple focus-ground articulations�because of disagreement on what exactly should count as focus or ground. Some analysts takeaccentedness to be a necessary and su�cient condition to identify a focus. Others judge it tobe a su�cient condition but not a necessary one: it is argued that, even though monoclausalsentences with more than one focus-sensitive operator contain more than one focus, one ofthe foci may remain unaccented. The end result is that, on some occasions, we identify aconstituent as focal uniquely on the basis of it being in association with a focus-sensitiveoperator.



Information Packaging in HPSG 25The issue is discussed in Vallduví and Zacharski (1994), where the relationships between in-formational focus, quanti�cational nucleus, and intonational focus (pitch accent) are exploredin detail. They show that quanti�cational nuclei can be informational foci, informationallinks, or even unaccented constituents within a larger focus. In addition, it is known thatthe focus-sensitive operators themselves may be focal or may be ground (Koktová 1987).The conclusion Vallduví and Zacharski (1994) arrive at is that quanti�cational partition isindependent of focus-ground and that, therefore, the presence of more than one so-calledfocus-sensitive operator in a monoclausal sentence does not entail the presence of more thanone focus-ground articulation. It is true that quanti�cational partition and the focus-groundarticulation are very often isomorphic, but unless their independence is maintained, the nu-merous examples where there is a mismatch between the two dimensions remain unaccountedfor.As we saw, in examples (40) and (41) the quanti�cational partition of the sentence is notprovided by the focus-ground partition. Rather, the information about what should go intothe restrictor and what should go into the nucleus comes from the more general context ofutterance, probably knowledge about the world (e.g. about the Nobel prize competition, aboutthe number of Scandinavians out there). The need to appeal to more general backgroundknowledge is not restricted to this type of sentences, though. Take, for instance, an examplelike (42), based on a similar example in Schubert & Pelletier (1989:215):(42) John always hits the target.In (42) the quanti�cation is restricted to events in which John is shooting, although thereis no overt expression of this restriction in the sentence. Clearly, the restriction to events ofthis type, the reference ensemble in Schubert & Pelletier's terms, must be made available byprevious context or by world knowledge. In all these examples we need to resort to a sourceother than focus-ground for the quanti�cational partition of the sentence.The issue is whether this same source�whatever it is exactly�is what determines quanti�ca-tional partition even in cases in which this partition is isomorphic with focus-ground. In otherwords, are cases in which the ground is the restrictor just a subset of the cases in which therestrictor is made available from context? If this is so, then the grammar should not requirethe identity of ground and restrictor, but rather support the generalisation that grounds pos-sess the necessarity attributes to be premium sources of quanti�cational restriction. Howeverthis generalisation is captured, the nonidentity of focus-ground and nucleus-restrictor is con-ceptually clear.7 ConclusionThe view we have adopted from the outset is that information packaging can be character-ised as a set of language-independent instruction-types and that informational primitives arede�nable independently from their realisation. Using these language-independent primitivesand instructions as analytic tools, it becomes evident that the range of crosslinguistic vari-ation in the realisation of information packaging is quite substantial. We have focused onEnglish-type languages, in which intonation acts as the primary structural dimension for therealisation of information packaging, and on Catalan-type languages, where this role is played



26 Elisabet Engdahl & Enric Vallduvíby syntax (dominance and precedence relations).We believe that a multidimensional sign-based grammatical framework like hpsg is optimallysuited to provide a revealing description of the crosslinguistic facts in a principled manner.We have represented information packaging as an independent dimension within the sign,which is available at every single level along with all other dimensions. For English the mutualconstraints between accent and info-struct were described without requiring mediation bysyntax or isomorphy of intonational, informational, and syntactic constituency. For Catalan,we described the mutual constraints between syntactic position and info-struct withoutneeding to refer to the phon feature at all. The same approach can easily be extended to coverlanguages that use a morphological strategy to realise focus-ground partitions. Informationstructure is treated as an independent dimension of the sentence which may be `folded into'the prosody or the word order in di�erent ways, depending on the language. Even thoughwe have not proposed an explicit account of the relationship between information structureand some aspects of content, we did sketch out what requirements the mutual constraintsbetween the two dimensions would have to meet.Keeping information structure independent of prosody and syntax provides an explanatorilyadequate means of capturing the interpretative focus-ground identity of structurally dissim-ilar constructions in di�erent languages, but there are additional advantages of a utilitariannature. In multi-lingual applications, for instance, it would appear to be useful to be ableto use high-level generalisations about instruction-types so that the appropriate correspond-ences could be established. In addition, given that information packaging is concerned withthe process of updating the hearer's information state by linguistic means, the availability ofthese high-level generalisations should facilitate the interface between natural language pro-cessing tools such as a dialogue handler or a database query system and the general reasoningprocedures that have to be assumed in order to model an NLP system.AcknowledgementsWe have bene�tted from discussions with Steven Bird, Ingrid van de Bovenkamp, RobinCooper, Jochen Dörre, Claire Grover, Janet Hitzeman, Lex Holt, Jack Hoeksema, DimitraKolliakou, Suresh Manandhar, Marc Moens, Mark Steedman, Josef Taglicht, Maria Vilkuna,two helpful reviewers, and audiences at NELS 25 (University of Pennsylvania, October 1994)and the IATL Workshop on the Syntax/Semantics Interface (Ben Gurion University of theNegev, January 1995). This work was supported by esprit project dyana-2 (Basic ResearchProject 6852) and the esrc-funded Human Communication Research Centre.ReferencesBeaver, D., editor (1995). The Dyana Integrated Implementation. ILLC/Department ofPhilosophy, University of Amsterdam. DYANA-2 Report R3.7.Bird, S. (1991). Focus and phrasing in uni�cation categorial grammar. In S. Bird, editor, Ed-inburgh Working Papers in Cognitive Science: Declarative Perspectives on Phonology ,volume 7, pages 139�166. Centre for Cognitive Science, University of Edinburgh.
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34 Claire Grover1 IntroductionIn this paper I discuss English constructions which contain multiple gaps associated with asingle �ller. Some examples are shown in (1)�(3).(1) Which report did John �le but not read ?(2) Which report did John �le without reading ?(3) Which report did John tell the authors of to revise ?The standard description of the relationship between these examples is that (1) is an instanceof across-the-board (atb) extraction from a coordinate structure and, as such, it is di�erentfrom the examples in (2) and (3), both of which are parasitic gap constructions.1 All threecases involve two gaps depending on a single �ller but, in the coordinate case in (1), thegaps are thought to have equal status while, in the parasitic gap examples in (2) and (3), itis assumed that one gap is the primary or `real' gap while the other gap is parasitic on orlicensed by the primary gap. Thus in spite of the obvious syntactic and semantic similaritythat (2) bears to (1), the traditional view is that (2) is more closely related to (3) and mustbe treated using the same mechanisms.In Grover (1995) I examine parasitic gap constructions and I argue that they do not form auni�ed class. I propose that a more satisfactory account can be achieved if we identify twodistinct types of parasitic gap construction which receive quite di�erent analyses. (2) belongsto one class (which I call c-type for `coordination-like') and (3) belongs to the other class(which I call a-type for `anaphor-like'). In making this distinction I claim that the standardview of the relationship between the examples in (1)�(3) is incorrect. In my account the samemechanism lies behind both (1) and (2) while (3) is treated by quite separate means.The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a general motivation for the proposalthat there are two quite separate kinds of parasitic gap construction. In Sections 2.1�2.3 Igive a brief introduction to the parasitic gap data and provide an overview of the accountsof parasitic gaps from Engdahl (1983) and Pollard and Sag (1994). The former places moreemphasis on the similarities between parasitic gaps and anaphora, while the latter derivesparasitic gaps as a side e�ect of an account of unbounded dependencies using the slashfeature. In Section 2.4 I discuss some problems with the Pollard and Sag (1994) treatmentof parasitic gaps, thereby motivating the need for a fresh look at parasitic gaps in hpsg,and in Section 2.5 I propose the distinction between c-type and a-type parasitic gaps. The1The term `across-the-board' comes from Ross (1967). Ross proposed the Coordinate Structure Constraint(csc) which forbids the extraction of a conjunct or any part of a conjunct from a coordinate structure. Hewent on to show that this constraint can be violated if the extraction happens in an across-the-board fashion,i.e. if the same element is extracted from all of the conjuncts. This accounts for the following contrast.(i) csc violation:*Which book did you either buy or borrow a magazine from Lee?(ii) atb exception to csc:Which book did you either buy or borrow from Lee?



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 35main focus of this paper is an hpsg analysis of c-type parasitic gaps and, for this reason andbecause of space limitations, I refer readers to Grover (1995) for details of my treatment ofa-type parasitic gaps.In Section 3 I present an account of c-type parasitic gaps which re�ects the similarities withacross-the-board extractions from coordinations. In Section 3.1 I examine a number of waysin which c-type parasitic gap constructions pattern with coordination. In Section 3.2 I reviewsome published attempts to analyse parasitic gaps as instances of atb extraction from co-ordination, notably Huybregts and van Riemsdijk (1985) for Dutch and Williams (1990) forEnglish. I conclude that the optionality of the parasitic gap leads to problems for attemptsto treat parasitic gap structures as coordinate structures and I suggest that reanalysis ascoordination is not necessary. The same mechanism can be used for both types of structure ifwe relinquish the idea that the atb pattern occurs exclusively in coordinations. In Section 3.3I review papers by Goldsmith (1985) and Lako� (1986) which deal with non-atb extractionsfrom coordinations. In Section 3.4 I provide an analysis of c-type parasitic gaps which ex-ploits the conjunctive nature of the constructions in which they occur and I replace Pollardand Sag's Coordination Principle with a Conjunction Principle. I show that the optionalityof c-type parasitic gaps patterns with violations of the across-the-board condition in true co-ordinations and I develop an account which controls gap distribution in both c-type parasiticgaps and coordinations.2 Are Parasitic Gaps a Uni�ed Phenomenon?2.1 The DataBelow are data from Engdahl's (1983) description of parasitic gaps grouped according tomy own classi�cation (Engdahl's numbering is indicated in square brackets on the right ofeach example). Where appropriate, I indicate primary gaps by means of an underscore andparasitic gaps with an additional subscripted p. This marking of gaps is not meant to implyany particular analysis of the examples and is used simply for expository purposes to indicatemissing or displaced material.Group 1: Parasitic gaps in without-type adjunctsIn these examples the parasitic gap occurs to the right of the real gap. The real gap occursin a vp and the parasitic gap is contained in a vp adjunct with propositional content (i.e.an adjunct containing a non-�nite vp or a �nite s). The non-�nite vp examples (usually-ing form vps) as in (4) are more common while examples involving �nite s as in (5) are lesscommon.(4) Which articles did John �le without reading p? [E1](5) This is the kind of food you must cook before you eat p. [E2]



36 Claire GroverGroup 2: Parasitic gaps in other adjunctsAdjuncts other than the without-type ones can also contain parasitic gaps:(6) ?The blintzes which Sasha is gobbling down faster than I canreheat p are extremely tasty, if I do say so. [E11](7) Here is the in�uential professor that John sent his book to in orderto impress p. [E14]The example in (6), which demonstrates a parasitic gap in a comparative adverbial, comesoriginally from Ross (1967) and the judgement is his. (7) shows a parasitic gap in an `in-order-to in�nitive'.Group 3: Parasitic gaps in subjectsThese examples are ones where a subject and the vp to which it is related contain a gap. Theparasitic gap can be identi�ed as the one in the subject since extractions from subjects arenot otherwise possible.(8) Which boy did Mary's talking to p bother most? [E4](9) Which student did your attempt to talk to p scare to death? [E45a]A sub-class of this group of examples are ones where the parasitic gap occurs not just insidea subject but inside a relative clause which modi�es that subject:(10) This is the type of book that no-one who has read p wouldgive to his mother. [E48](11) Here is the boy who everyone who has met p thinks is clever. [E49]The parasitic gap is therefore in a position which would normally be unacceptable on twocounts: extractions from subjects are usually disallowed and so are extractions from relativeclauses. Note that these examples are unacceptable for many people.Group 4: Parasitic gaps in non-subject argumentsIn these examples both gaps occur in non-subject arguments of the same predicate. In thesecases it is not entirely obvious which is the real gap and which is the parasitic gap. In mostother examples, one gap occurs in a position which is not normally available as a gap location(e.g. in an adjunct, in a subject) and it is this one which is taken to be the parasitic gap. Inthese examples, however, both positions are usually perfectly normal gap positions so otherfactors have to determine which is the real gap and which is the parasitic gap. The decisionsindicated are Engdahl's except in the case of (13) where I have inferred what her decisionwould be.



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 37(12) Which girl did you send a picture of to p? [E3,E74](13) Which professor did you persuade the students of p to nominate forthe Distinguished Teacher's Award? [E15](14) ?Which students did you persuade to invite us to come and see p? [E17](15) ??Who did you tell that we were going to vote for p? [E18]The examples in (14) and (15) are relatively unacceptable and, indeed, Engdahl places themlow in her hierarchy of acceptability.The four groups above are my categorisation rather than Engdahl's. Engdahl has two waysof categorising parasitic gaps: �rst into a hierarchy of acceptability and, second, according towhether they are optional or obligatory. The terms `optional' and `obligatory' re�ect whetherthey can be replaced by a pronoun coreferential with the real gap or not: if they can, theyare optional and if they cannot, they are obligatory. The parasitic gaps in the �rst two ofmy four groups seem to be optional�as the examples in (16) and (17) demonstrate. As (18)shows, parasitic gaps in the third group are obligatory except perhaps for the relative clausesub-group�(18c) does not seem entirely unacceptable. (19) deals with the fourth group. Herethe good examples in (12) and (13) are rendered unacceptable by the insertion of a pronounwhile the not so good examples in (14) and (15) are considerably improved.(16) a. Which articlesi did John �le i without reading themi?b. This is the kind of foodi you must cook i before you eat iti.(17) a. The blintzesi which Sasha is gobbling i down faster than I canreheat themi are extremely tasty, if I do say so.b. Here is the in�uential professori that John sent his book to i in orderto impress himi.(18) a. *Which boyi did Mary's talking to himi bother i most?b. *Which studenti did your attempt to talk to himi scare i to death?c. ?This is a booki that no-one who has read iti would give i tohis mother.(19) a. *Which girli did you send a picture of i to heri?b. *Which professori did you persuade the students of hisi to nominate ifor the Distinguished Teacher's Award?c. Which studentsi did you persuade i to invite us to come and see themi?d. Whoi did you tell i that we were going to vote for themi?



38 Claire Grover2.2 Engdahl's AccountWhen discussing the distribution of parasitic gaps, Engdahl observes that the real gap mustnot c-command the parasitic gap. Because anaphoric relations are also constrained by c-command, this results in a correlation between the possibility of parasitic gaps and the pos-sibility or non-possibility of certain types of anaphora. Government-Binding Theory (gb)controls the coindexation of anaphoric elements by means of the three principles of the bind-ing theory as shown in (20).(20) A. An anaphor must be bound in its governing category.B. A pronoun must be free in its governing category.C. An r-expression must be free everywhere.Engdahl sometimes describes the distribution of parasitic gaps as being inversely correlatedwith the possibility of anaphors and this follows from the fact that anaphors must be boundin their governing categories (Principle A), and parasitic gaps must not. Elsewhere, Engdahlrefers to a constraint on non-coreference and describes the positions where parasitic gaps aredisallowed as being the positions where non-coreference for non-anaphoric, non-pronominalnps is required. This is e�ectively the situation that Principle C describes. This clauseensures that ordinary nps cannot be bound by a c-commanding category but there is nothingto prevent them being coindexed to a non-c-commanding category since this falls outside ofthe scope of the binding theory. The following examples illustrate this point:(21) a. *Hei annoyed Oliveri.b. Those rumours about himi annoyed Oliveri .c. *Hei says that Oliveri is kind.d. Hisi mother says that Oliveri is kind.(21a) and (21c) are ill-formed with the coindexing indicated because the antecedent c-commandsthe r-expression. (21b) and (21d), on the other hand, are �ne because the antecedent doesnot c-command the r-expression.Parasitic gaps, then, are like r-expressions in that they cannot be coindexed with a c-commanding category. With the exception of (14) and (15), all of the parasitic gaps inthe examples in Groups 1�4 in the previous section are not c-commanded by the real gap.The examples in (14) and (15) are more problematic because the real gap does c-commandthe parasitic gap and so these ought to be ill-formed. Examples such as these are a matter ofsome controversy: Hukari and Levine (1987) treat them as entirely unacceptable and go tosome lengths to prevent them being generated in gpsg. By contrast, Engdahl (1984) assumesthey are acceptable and �nds it a virtue of the gpsg account that it generates them and afailing of the gb account that it does not. She goes to some lengths to modify the gb accountso that it will not reject them.



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 39We can now turn to cases where parasitic gaps are disallowed. As (22) shows, where the realgap is a subject gap it c-commands all the positions in its vp sister and so a parasitic gapcannot occur in the vp:(22) *Who did you say was bothered by John's talking to p? [E58]Similarly, Engdahl attributes the di�erence in acceptability between (23a) and (23b) to dif-ferences in c-command. In (23a) the real gap does not c-command the parasitic gap becausethe while adjunct attaches high to the vp headed by imply. In (23b), on the other hand, theadjunct attaches low to the vp headed by �led and this means that the real gap c-commandsthe parasitic gap�for this reason (23b) is ill-formed.(23) a. Which Caesar did Brutus imply was no good whileostensibly praising p? [E60]b. *Which articles did you say got �led by John withouthim reading p? [E57]In (24a), the np object of give c-commands the object of the preposition to so a parasitic gapcannot occur there. In (24b) the two objects of give c-command one another so neither ofthem can be a parasitic gap.2(24) a. *Which slave did Cleopatra give to p? [E68]b. *Which slave did Cleopatra give p ? [E69]By contrast, a re�exive can occur in similar examples:(25) a. Which slave did Cleopatra give to himself?b. Which slave did Cleopatra give himself?The data in (24) and (25) demonstrate the inverse correlation between the distribution ofanaphors and parasitic gaps: if a re�exive is possible then a parasitic gap is not, and viceversa. The following data provide more examples:(26) a. John persuaded Maryi to look after herselfib. *Who did John persuade to look after p?2The indications in (24) as to which gap is the real gap and which is the parasitic one are Engdahl's. It isnot at all clear to me how one can tell with examples like this and it is worth noting perhaps a slight degree ofcircularity with respect to (24a)�if the �rst gap was the parasitic gap and the second was the real gap thenthe real gap wouldn't c-command the parasitic gap and there would be no account of why this was ill-formed.



40 Claire Grover(27) a. *John persuaded friends of Maryi to look after herselfib. Who did John persuade friends of to look after p?(28) a. I talked to Johni about himselfi [E70]b. *Who did you talk to about p? [E72](29) a. *I sent a picture of Maryi to herselfi [E73]b. Which girl did you send a picture of to p? [E74]There are known exceptions to the c-command restriction on bound anaphora, for example,in (28a) John does not c-command himself but is still able to act as its antecedent. Thiscon�guration also turns out to be an exception to the no-c-command restriction on parasiticgaps: even though the gap in (28b) does not c-command the parasitic gap, the parasitic gapcannot occur. The fact that these exceptions pattern together provides strong evidence thatthe two phenomena are linked and that whatever permits the exception in (28a) also causesthe exception in (28b).Although Engdahl does not specify in detail what mechanisms underly parasitic gaps, shedoes reach some �rm conclusions, two of which are as follows:(30) a. Parasitic gaps are in no way related to coordinate gaps.b. The distribution of parasitic gaps can be characterised using the samenotions as are relevant to anaphora, i.e. c-command and bindingdomains.Engdahl does not entertain the possibility that multiple gaps in parasitic gap constructionsare the same as the multiple gaps which arise from atb extractions from coordinations. Herconclusion is based partly on the observation that many parasitic gaps are optional while ingeneral the atb condition cannot be violated. A second reason for her conclusion is the factthat coordination is generally between constituents of the same category while in parasiticgap constructions the gap-containing constituents are frequently not of the same category.As discussed above, her second conclusion follows from an examination of the relationshipbetween the position of the real gap and the position of the parasitic gap. Parasitic gaps seemto pattern with r-expressions in that they must not be c-commanded by the real gap.



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 412.3 The Pollard & Sag AccountThe hpsg account of parasitic gaps contrasts sharply with Engdahl's in that it makes noappeal whatsoever to command relations or binding theory. In Pollard and Sag (1994),parasitic gaps come about simply as a by-product of the Nonlocal Feature Principle whichcontrols slash propagation:(31) Nonlocal Feature PrincipleIn a headed phrase, for each nonlocal feature f = slash, que, orrel, the value of synsemjnonlocaljinheritedjf is the set di�er-ence of the union of the values on all the daughters and the value ofsynsemjnonlocaljto-bindjf on the head-daughter.The Nonlocal Feature Principle requires the inherjslash set on the mother to be the unionof the inherjslash sets on the daughters (minus the to-bindjslash value on the head).This allows for the possibility that two daughters may be speci�ed with the same slashdependency which is shared with the mother. The trees Pollard and Sag assign to (32) and(33) are shown in (34) and (35) respectively.3(32) Which vegetables should you peel before cooking p?(33) Which program are users of p happy with ?(34)
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3Here and throughout this paper I assume the version of hpsg described in Chapter 9 of Pollard and Sag(1994) which includes a `traceless' account of extraction�hence the lack of traces in the trees in (34) and (35).Although I adopt the traceless account of extraction, for expository purposes I will continue to refer to gapsas if they did exist and I will also continue to mark gap positions in examples in the same way as before.
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It has frequently been noted that parasitic gaps often occur in positions which are not possiblesites for a lone gap. In (32) the second gap is in the adjunct and it is generally assumed thatthis is not a possible gap position. However, on the basis of examples such as (36), Pollard andSag claim that lone gaps in adjuncts are in fact possible and so they argue that no additionsare needed to describe possible gap locations in head-adjunct structures of the kind in (32)and (36).(36) Which program did you consult Kim before using ?(37) *Which program are serious users of happy with it?(37) demonstrates that lone gaps in subjects are not permissible and, in order to block non-parasitic gaps in subjects, Pollard and Sag formulate the Subject Condition:4(38) Subject ConditionA lexical head's subject can be slashed only if one of its complements is.The addition of the Subject Condition is the only addition to the theory that Pollard andSag make and they claim that these are the only true examples of parasitic gaps. All other4In fact this de�nition does not work for the traceless account of extraction in Chapter 9 of Pollard and Sag(1994) because the extracted element disappears from the comps list. In a footnote in Chapter 9, Pollard andSag provide the following more accurate de�nition which makes appeal to the subcat list (via the o-commandrelation). Subject Condition (Revised)A slashed subject can be realised as a constituent only if it locally o-commandsa slashed element.Even though the Complement Extraction Lexical Rule removes an element from comps, this version worksbecause, as a side e�ect, the equivalent subcat member becomes slashed.



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 43examples they claim simply to be the result of the Nonlocal Feature Principle which allowsinherjslash to propagate freely from a mother to any of its non-subject daughters. As anexample from Group 4 illustrates, this predicts that both the real gap and the parasitic gapcan occur independently as well as together:(39) a. Which girl did you send a picture of to p?b. Which girl did you send a picture of to her mother?c. Which girl did you send a picture of yourself to ?To contrast the hpsg account with Engdahl's, (40) shows Pollard and Sag's conclusions onthe same points as Engdahl's conclusions in (30).(40) a. Coordinate gaps and parasitic gaps both arise when a slash pathsplits. However, parasitic gaps are not coordinate gaps since a mech-anism particular to coordination ensures the atb pattern. The pos-sibility of multiple gaps in parasitic gap sentences, on the other hand,simply follows from general principles constraining slash propaga-tion.b. There is no need to discuss the distribution of parasitic gaps in termsof notions such as c-command and anaphora domains since the cor-rect distribution should fall out from the theory of slash propaga-tion. However, they make some non-standard assumptions about thedata and about what counts as a parasitic gap.2.4 Problems with the Pollard & Sag accountIn this section I present some problems with the account of parasitic gaps in Pollard and Sag(1994). I do this in order to demonstrate that there is good reason to review the standardhpsg analysis. The problems can be attributed partly to Pollard and Sag's assumption thatparasitic gaps are a uni�ed phenomenon and should be treated in the same way, and partlyto their claim that a parasitic gap is always the same kind of gap as the real gap and isre-entrant with it.2.4.1 Distributional Di�erencesOne of the most striking facts about parasitic gaps is that they can occur in positions that arenot available to normal gaps. Pollard and Sag make provision for examples where the parasiticgap occurs inside a subject: they use the Subject Condition to ensure that a gap can onlyoccur inside a subject if a second gap also occurs in the vp which that subject agrees with.This deals adequately with straightforward examples of parasitic gaps inside subjects but itdoes not account for why examples involving parasitic gaps inside relative clauses in subjectsshould be acceptable. Some relevant examples were given in (10) and (11) in Section 2.1.(41) and (42) are similar examples:



44 Claire Grover(41) Kim is the kind of person who everyone who meets p immediately takes to .(42) That's a dish that anyone who has tasted p will never forget .The Subject Condition enables the slash dependency to pass down into the subject np but,once it is there, there is no additional means to get it into the relative clause since a normalslash dependency cannot enter a relative clause. The slash account is able to a�ect thepoint where the slash path splits but once each path goes its own way, each one behaves likea normal extraction. In order to generate (41) and (42) Pollard and Sag would also have toclaim that the examples in (43) are grammatical:(43) a. *Which person do you like everyone who meets ?b. *Which dish have you met someone who has tasted ?For all examples not involving subjects, Pollard and Sag argue that the parasitic gap site isa possible location for a lone gap. For example, (44) demonstrates the possibility of singlegaps in the kind of adjuncts involved in the examples I classi�ed as Group 1 in Section 2.1.For these examples the Pollard and Sag position is not implausible.(44) Those boring old reports, Kim went to lunch without reading .Parasitic gaps are sometimes not able to occur in positions which are perfectly normal posi-tions for ordinary gaps and in these cases the Pollard and Sag theory has no means to describethe distributional di�erences. The most striking di�erence in this respect is that normal gapscan be of any major category while it is widely assumed that a parasitic gap can only be annp gap:5(45) a. *Of which artist do friends speak well p. (pp gap)b. *About which book did you tell me before writing p. (pp gap)c. *How clever do you think Kim actually is without ever seeming p. (apgap)5The facts are actually more complex than this. Cinque (1990) claims that parasitic gaps are restricted tobeing referential nps. Postal (1993) gives examples of other restrictions on the type of np. Postal (1994) showsexamples of sentential complement parasitic gaps although he claims that these are not true parasitic gaps.See Grover (1995) for discussion. Engdahl (1983) gives the following examples from Swedish which involveparasitic gaps which are not nps.(i) Till himlen är det inte säkert att alla som längtar p kommer . [E47a]To heaven it is not certain that everyone who longs p get .(ii) Fattig vill ingen som någonsin varit p bli igen. [E47b]Poor wants no-one who has ever been p to become again.



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 45The Pollard and Sag account which treats a parasitic gap as simply a second optional real-isation of a standard unbounded dependency is unable to block examples such as those in(45).A second di�erence between normal gaps and parasitic gaps is that parasitic gaps cannot beembedded subject gaps even though these are possible with normal extractions. The followingexamples illustrate:(46) a. *Who did you say that John's claiming p was his wife would makeus believe was actually his girlfriend?b. *Who did you say that John's claiming p was his wife would makeus dislike .The pair of examples in (46) demonstrate that an embedded subject parasitic gap is impossibleirrespective of whether the real gap is a subject or an object. There would seem to be no waythat the hpsg treatment could prevent embedded subject parasitic gaps since after the slashpath has split higher up in the tree each individual path is a normal slash path behaving ina normal way.Another instance of a position where a normal gap can occur but a parasitic gap cannot, canbe found in the parasitic gap example which I �rst introduced in (28b) in Section 2.3:(28) a. I talked to Johni about himselfi [E70]b. *Who did you talk to about p? [E72]As I discussed in Section 2.2, Engdahl is able to explain the failure of the parasitic gap in(28b) as contrasting with the well-formedness of (28a). The hpsg theory of parasitic gaps isunable to predict the badness of (28b) and has nothing to say about the way such examplespattern in an opposing way with the anaphora examples. Furthermore, as (47) shows, anormal gap can occur in the position after about, and interestingly, in the adjunct in (48), aparasitic gap is also acceptable.(47) Who did you talk to Kim about ?(48) Who did you betray by talking to Kim about p?For the Pollard and Sag theory the pattern of data in these examples is hard to explain. InEngdahl's theory based on c-command and in my theory which treats the examples in (47)and (48) by di�erent means, this di�erence in distribution is easier to account for.2.4.2 ConnectivityThe examples in the previous section showed that the distribution patterns of parasitic gapsand real gaps are far from being the same but there was nothing to question the Pollardand Sag theory that the real gap and the parasitic gap are both realisations of the same



46 Claire Groverslash dependency, i.e. that they are token identical. Pollard and Sag (1994) distinguish twodi�erent classes of unbounded dependency, strong udcs and weak udcs. In strong udcs the�ller structure-shares its entire local value with an element in the slash set and this ensuresconnectivity between �ller and gap. In weak udcs the �ller and the element in slash areonly coindexed and so there is no connectivity between the two items. However, irrespectiveof the nature of the udc, the Pollard and Sag account predicts connectivity between the realgap and the parasitic gap since they are the same object. This means that in strong udcsboth the real gap and the parasitic gap are predicted to exhibit connectivity with respect tothe �ller and in weak udcs there is predicted to be connectivity between the two gaps butnot between the gaps and the �ller. These predictions are not borne out, as the followingexamples, taken from Tait (1988), demonstrate:(49) a. ?For which crime was Bernard tried six months after being chargedwith p?b. To whom did Mortimer faithfully continue to write after seeing ponly once?These are examples of wh-questions (strong udcs) where the real gap is a pp gap and theparasitic gap is an np gap�Pollard and Sag wrongly predict these to be ill-formed.A second problem arising from the strong connectivity prediction concerns the question ofwhether the real gap and the parasitic gap can di�er with respect to case marking. As wesaw with the examples in (46) in the previous section, subject parasitic gaps are not possible.However, it is possible for an object parasitic gap to co-occur with an embedded subject realgap as illustrated in (50) ((50b) reproduces (23a) above.)(50) a. Who did you say John's criticism of p (acc) would make us think(nom) was stupid?b. Which Caesar did Brutus imply (nom) was no good while ostens-ibly praising p (acc)? [E60]There seems no doubt about the well-formedness of these examples but, on the basis of theirclaim of connectivity between the real gap and the parasitic gap, Pollard and Sag wronglypredict these examples to be bad.62.5 The C-type/A-type DistinctionIn the previous section I showed that there are problems with Pollard and Sag's (1994)treatment of parasitic gaps and I would suggest that many theories of parasitic gaps are not6In Section 3.4 I develop an account of examples like (50b) which treats them in the same way as atbextractions from coordinations. This account involves split slash paths and is not unlike the Pollard and Sagtreatment and so con�icting case is a problem for me too. The crucial di�erence between the two accounts isthat I treat these examples as part of a general theory of conjunction and although I am not able to explainthe case con�ict, observe that the same pattern occurs in true coordinations:(i) Which Caesar did Brutus imply (nom) was no good and yet still praise (acc)?



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 47satisfactory because they assume that parasitic gaps are a uni�ed phenomenon. The hpsgaccount uses a split slash path to describe the distribution of real gaps and parasitic gapsand this treatment is similar to their use of split slash paths to generate across-the-boardextractions from coordinations. By contrast, Engdahl's (1983) treatment of parasitic gapsdenies that they are related to coordinate gaps and emphasises a connection with the bindingtheory. In particular, Engdahl shows that con�gurational notions play a role in parasiticgap constructions: just as a non-pronominal must not be c-commanded by its antecedent,a parasitic gap must not be c-commanded by the real gap. I propose that parasitic gapsbe divided into two classes, c-type parasitic gaps and a-type parasitic gaps and that thesereceive di�ering analyses. I treat c-type parasitic gaps as a kind of across-the-board gap anda-type parasitic gaps as a kind of empty anaphoric element. The class of c-type parasitic gapscorresponds to the examples I classi�ed as Group 1 and Group 2 in Section 2.1. In this class theparasitic gap occurs to the right of the real gap, inside an adjunct with propositional content.The class of a-type parasitic gaps correspond to Group 3 and Group 4 from Section 2.1. Theseare ones which occur inside an argument of the same predicate as the constituent containingthe real gap.The divergence of opinion evident in Pollard and Sag's and Engdahl's accounts as to whether aslash-based approach or an anaphoric approach is appropriate might be viewed as a re�ectionof the lack of uniformity across the larger class of parasitic gaps. It seems that the use of slashin hpsg is essentially an extension of the analysis of multiple gaps in coordinate structuresand lends itself well to the c-type parasitic gaps. On the other hand, the parallels withanaphora are very strong for the class of a-type parasitic gaps and extensions to the bindingtheory would seem the natural way to account for these. The hpsg approach and Engdahl'sapproach are in opposition to one another, yet in making the c-type/a-type distinction, I amable to build on the hpsg insights for c-type parasitic gaps and Engdahl's insights for a-typeparasitic gaps.I provide an analysis for c-type parasitic gaps in the next section but it is beyond the scope ofthis paper to discuss a-type parasitic gaps further. Details of my analysis of a-type parasiticgaps can be found in Grover (1995).3 Across the Board ExtractionIt is generally assumed that parasitic gaps are a uni�ed phenomenon and that the samemechanism can be used to describe both c-type and a-type parasitic gaps. In making thec-type/a-type distinction I have allowed for the possibility that the two classes should betreated separately. In this section I show that there are very strong similarities between c-type parasitic gaps and coordinate structures and for this reason it is appropriate to try totreat c-type parasitic gaps with the same mechanisms as are used for atb coordinate gaps.In Section 3.1 I provide evidence for the connection between c-type parasitic gaps and atbextractions from coordinate structures and I show why a binding theory account like the one Ipropose for a-type parasitic gaps in Grover (1995) is not appropriate for c-type parasitic gaps.In Section 3.2, I discuss the evidence provided by Bennis and Hoekstra (1985) and Huybregtsand van Riemsdijk (1985) which suggests that Dutch has only c-type parasitic gaps and thehypothesis in Huybregts and van Riemsdijk (1985) that Dutch parasitic gaps are the same



48 Claire Groveras atb extractions from coordinations. I also examine Williams' (1990) hypothesis that allEnglish parasitic gaps are really atb gaps. A problem for attempts to treat parasitic gapsas atb gaps is that they can be optional while the atb pattern is generally thought to beobligatory. However, there are examples of coordination where the atb pattern of extractionis violated and I brie�y review the discussions of this issue in Goldsmith (1985) and Lako�(1986). The fact that some extractions from coordinations can be non-atb points the way toan account which brings coordination and c-type parasitic gaps together. In Section 3.4 I �rstdescribe Pollard and Sag's treatment of coordination and then revise it so that the mechanismthat is responsible for atb extractions from coordinations is also used for atb extractions inc-type parasitic gap constructions. I formulate the account in such a way as to permit non-atbpatterns of extraction in both coordinations and c-type parasitic gap constructions.3.1 C-Type Parasitic GapsEngdahl gives several reasons why she feels that parasitic gaps must be distinguished fromthe atb gaps that occur in coordinate structures. These reasons are shown in (51):(51) a. Examples where the two gaps occur in arguments of the same pre-dicate, i.e. the examples in Groups 3 and 4 in Section 2.1, cannot beanalysed as conjoined structures.b. The `conjuncts' would not be of the same syntactic category andsemantically they would be of di�erent types.c. Parasitic gaps are optional whereas the atb restriction on extractionsfrom coordinations ensure that it is obligatory for a gap to occur ineach conjunct.Assuming the division described above between c-type parasitic gaps and a-type parasiticgaps, Engdahl's �rst point about certain examples not being analysable as coordinationssimply follows from the reclassi�cation. Engdahl's next assumption, that conjuncts must besyntactically and semantically similar, while an impediment to an analysis of c-type parasiticgaps as coordinate, is not conclusive�in the next section I review some attempts to providea coordinate analysis of c-type parasitic gaps. Although it is possible to treat c-type parasiticgap structures as coordinate, in my own analysis I do not take this step since I prefer to widenthe domain in which atb extraction can occur. So long as c-type parasitic gap structuresare analysed as being similar in some respects to coordinate structures then an atb mode ofextraction can be extended to them too. Moreover, on the semantic front, the c-type parasiticgap example and the coordination in (52) and (53) seem to me to be very close in meaning:while without is thought of as a subordinating conjunction it seems clear that at least in thesekinds of examples it means the same as and not.(52) Which book did Kim [ �le ] without [ reading ]?(53) Which book did Kim [ �le ] and [ not read ]?Engdahl's third reason for not treating parasitic gaps as coordinate gaps is that parasitic gapsare optional while atb extractions from coordinate structures are obligatory. However, there



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 49are examples of coordination where a non-atb extraction is acceptable. (54) and (55) containexamples of coordinations where only one conjunct contains a gap.(54) a. Who did the old man die and leave money to ?b. Who did you go to lunch and forget to invite ?(55) a. What kind of dessert can you eat a lot of and not gain weight?b. How many hours can you work and still have a social life?Notice the similarity between the examples in (54) and (55) and the possibility of single gapsin the kind of structures involved in c-type parasitic gaps (the examples in (56) are fromPollard and Sag (1994)):(56) a. Those boring old reports, Kim went to lunch without reading .b. That's the symphony that Schubert died without �nishing .c. How many of the book reports did the teacher smile after reading .(57) a. What kind of dessert can you eat a lot of without gaining weight?b. How many hours can you work before you've no social life?In Section 3.3 I discuss examples like (54) and (55) in more detail.In the remainder of this section I present some further similarities between c-type parasiticgaps and coordinations which lend support to the distinction between c-type and a-typeparasitic gaps. One such similarity concerns the possibility of rightward extraction. In mostparasitic gap examples, the real gap is leftward-extracted�the examples tend to involve wh-questions, topicalisations or relative clauses. There are, however, some examples of rightwardextractions that Engdahl cites as suggested by Wasow:(58) John o�ended by not recognising immediately, his favourite unclefrom Cleveland. [E26](59) Susan always �les without reading properly, all the memos fromthe lowlevel administration. [E27]Interestingly these examples occur only with the c-type examples and feel very much likeexamples of Right Node Raising (rnr), a rightward extraction which occurs almost exclusivelywith coordinate structures. Attempts to produce rightward extractions with a-type parasiticgaps do not yield good results:(60) *I persuaded the students of to nominate for the award, thatdistinguished professor of physics.



50 Claire Grover(61) *I persuaded to invite us to visit , those students that you'vebeen wanting to meet.Another way in which the c-type parasitic gaps resemble coordination is in the sharing ofcontrol/agreement properties between the two `conjuncts'. When two vps are coordinatedthey must share a subject and in the without-type examples that we have been looking at,this is also the case: the person who does the �ling is also the person who fails to do thereading. Even in cases where the adjunct contains a full �nite sentence, if the subjects arecoreferential then a parasitic gap is far more acceptable:(62) a. This is the only report that Sue actually read before she �led .b. ??This is the only report that Sue actually read before John �led .c. This is the only report that Sue actually read before she/John �led it.Another point for consideration which also seems to suggest a connection with coordinationfor the c-type parasitic gaps, concerns comparative constructions. It has occasionally beennoted that comparative constructions share certain properties with coordinate constructions,see for example Napoli (1983). Evidence for this view comes (among other things) fromthe fact that gapping and rnr are possible only with coordination and comparatives. Thefollowing examples are taken from Napoli:(63) a. Mary loves Fellini more than John, Bertolucci. (gapping)b. I organise more than I actually run her life. (rnr)Consider again the example of a c-type parasitic gap which I gave in (6) in Section 2.1 (whichoriginated with Ross (1967) and was reproduced by Engdahl):(6) ?The blintzes which Sasha is gobbling down faster than I canreheat p are extremely tasty, if I do say so. [E11]If we add to this a rightward-moved version as in (64), it should become apparent that ifcomparative formation is like coordination then the extractions in (6) and (64) are just aslikely to be atb extractions as instances of a real gap/parasitic gap pair.(64) Sasha is gobbling down faster than I can reheat , those extremely tasty blintzes.Further to the topic of gapping, moreover, Napoli provides the following example of gappingin a without-adjunct.(65) John's putting out his cigarette without Mary hers didn't help at all.



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 51Although I �nd this example questionable, Napoli claims it is acceptable. The point of thisexample is that in order for gapping to occur, the construction has to be classi�ed at somelevel as similar to coordination and this in turn lends support to the idea that a parasitic gapin a without-phrase is actually an atb gap.Further to the discussion of comparatives, the following examples involving pseudo-gappingand vp-ellipsis also seem to provide evidence that coordinate structures, structures containingwithout adjuncts and comparatives are syntactically very similar:(66) a. John ate the beans and Bill did the peas.b. John ate the beans before Bill did the peas.c. John ate more beans than Bill did peas.(67) a. John ate the beans and then Bill did.b. John ate the beans before Bill did.c. John ate more beans than Bill did.An alternative way of motivating an atb extraction approach to c-type parasitic gaps is toconsider whether they can be treated in the same way as a-type parasitic gaps. If they canbe straightforwardly analysed using the same mechanism as used for a-type parasitic gapsthen this would weaken the case for the a-type/c-type distinction. In Grover (1995) I proposea binding theory account of a-type parasitic gaps which, following Pollard and Sag, de�nesbinding relations in terms of o-command. If that analysis were to be extended to c-typeparasitic gaps the condition that a parasitic gap must not be o-commanded by the real gapwould easily be met since it is always the case that c-type parasitic gaps and the real gaps theyoccur with are mutually non-o-commanding. The reason for this follows from the fact thatin c-type parasitic gap examples, the parasitic gap occurs inside an adjunct. Since adjunctsare not subcategorised by the elements they combine with, they never appear on a subcatlist and hence the elements inside them never enter into o-command relations with elementsoutside them. This means, however, that any coindexing of the c-type parasitic gap with anantecedent is not within the domain of the binding theory and it would possibly be moredi�cult to require that a c-type parasitic gap should have an appropriate antecedent.There would also be a problem with a binding theory treatment stemming from the use of o-command rather than c-command. As I explained in Section 2.2, Engdahl treats the di�erencebetween (68a) and (68b) as following from di�erences in c-command.(68) a. Which Caesar did Brutus imply was no good while ostensibly praising p?b. *Which articles did you say got �led by John without him reading p?For a binding theory that relies on o-command, there is no di�erence between (68a) and (68b)and so an attempt to treat c-type parasitic gaps as anaphors will wrongly predict (68b) to bewell-formed.



52 Claire GroverThere is another set of data, that throws some more doubt on a binding theory approachto c-type parasitic gaps and this relates to how normal pronouns and nps distribute in therelevant positions. Consider the a-type parasitic gap examples in (69a) and (70a): as (69b&c)and (70b&c) show, we can replace the two gaps by a coindexed pair of referential np andpronoun in either order. By contrast, the two gaps in the c-type parasitic gap examples in(71) and (72) can only be replaced by a similar pair if the full np precedes the pronoun.(69) a. Who did John's spreading rumours about p annoy ?b. John's spreading rumours about Maxi annoyed himi.c. John's spreading rumours about himi annoyed Maxi.(70) a. Which sick student did John persuade friends of p to visit ?b. John persuaded friends of the sick studenti to visit himi.c. John persuaded friends of hisi to visit the sick studenti.(71) a. Which report did John �le without reading p?b. John �led that reporti without reading iti.c. *John �led iti without reading that reporti.(72) a. Who did John o�end by not recognising p?b. John o�ended Mariai by not recognising heri.c. *John o�ended heri by not recognising Mariai.Whatever the reasons for this di�erence, coordinate structures behave in the same way as thec-type parasitic gaps, as illustrated in (73) and (74):(73) a. What did John read and �le ?b. John read the reporti and �led iti.c. *John read iti and �led the reporti.(74) a. What did John cook and then forget to eat ?b. John cooked the foodi and then forgot to eat iti.c. *John cooked iti then forgot to eat the foodi.I hope to have shown here that there is a strong case for treating c-type parasitic gaps usingthe same means as for coordinate gaps and for treating them di�erently from a-type parasiticgaps. In the next section, I review some accounts which seek to treat parasitic gaps within atheory of coordination.



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 533.2 ATB Accounts of Parasitic Gaps3.2.1 DutchThe distribution of parasitic gaps in Dutch is much more limited than in English. Dutchappears not to permit any parasitic gaps of the kind I have classi�ed as a-type. Bennisand Hoekstra (1985) argue that di�culties in constructing Dutch parasitic gaps follow fromthe stronger restrictions that Dutch imposes on preposition stranding and extractions fromsentential complements. Many of the English a-type parasitic gaps occur as objects of pre-positions and, according to Bennis and Hoekstra, Dutch counterparts are impossible becauseDutch prepositions cannot be stranded in this way. Similarly, it is more di�cult to extractout of sentential complements in Dutch than it is English and this limits the possibilitiesstill further. In short, it seems that the only well-formed parasitic gaps in Dutch are oneswhich I would classify as c-type. Bennis and Hoekstra subscribe to the prevailing view thatall parasitic gaps must be treated alike and this is why they need to o�er an explanation ofthe fact that Dutch doesn't have the same range of parasitic gaps as English. Since I proposethat a-type and c-type parasitic gaps are separate phenomena, it follows that it should bepossible for a language to have one or the other, or both, or neither. So for me, it is su�cientto say that Dutch does not have a-type parasitic gaps.Many Dutch c-type parasitic gaps are quite straightforward equivalents of English examples.The following are taken from Bennis and Hoekstra (1985):(75) a. Welke boeken heb je zonder p te bestuderen weggebracht?Which books have you without p to study away brought`Which books did you bring away without studying?'b. Dit is die oom die ik na jaren niet p gezien te hebbenThis is the uncle that I after years not p seen to havegisteren weer ontmoette.yesterday again met.`This is the uncle that I met again yesterday after not having seen for years'Bennis and Hoekstra (1985) and Huybregts and van Riemsdijk (1985) discuss some interestingexamples where a parasitic gap appears not to be dependent on another gap:(76) Hij heeft deze artikelen zonder p te lezen opgeborgen.He has these articles without p to read �led.`He �led these articles without reading them.'Here the adjunct introduced by zonder intervenes between the verb opgeborgen and its directobject deze artikelen. Since the direct object has not been extracted it is strange that aparasitic gap should be able to occur. Bennis and Hoekstra suggest that the direct objecthas, in fact, moved from its position immediately to the left of the verb to a position whereit precedes the entire vp and this means that there is actually a real gap for the parasitic gapto depend on:



54 Claire Grover(77) Hij heeft deze artikelen zonder p te lezen opgeborgen.He has these articles without p to read �led.`He �led these articles without reading them.'This would mean that the gap after zonder can be thought of as a parasitic gap but it is stillnot clear that the real gap is a real trace resulting from wh-movement and in turn this throwssome doubt on the standard claim that parasitic gaps can only be licensed by traces. Bennisand Hoekstra argue that the object is adjoined to the vp in a position which is an A positionand that therefore the real gap is a trace. They liken this extraction to Complex NP Shiftexcept that the np moves to the left not to the right. Huybregts and van Riemsdijk (1985)�nd that there is evidence both for and against the claim that the object's position is an Aposition. They contrast examples like (77) with examples which are similar except that theyare coordinate, as in (78). Here the presence of two gaps is best described as resulting froman atb extraction.(78) Hij heeft deze artikelen zowel p gelezen als opgeborgen.He has these articles both p read and �led.`He both read and �led these articles.'Given the similarity of the examples, Huybregts and van Riemsdijk hypothesise that Dutchparasitic gaps are in fact not parasitic gaps but are really the result of atb extractions fromcoordinate structures. They term the process by which the np in examples like (77) and (78)moves leftwards out of both conjuncts Left Node Raising, which they claim to be the mirrorimage of Right Node Raising.Huybregts and van Riemsdijk provide further evidence for the coordination account of Dutchparasitic gaps which is speci�c to Dutch and which I need not reproduce here. The point Iwould like to make is that Dutch only has c-type parasitic gaps and that Dutch linguists haveconsidered that these may not be true parasitic gaps but coordinate gaps instead. I considerthat this lends weight to my treatment of c-type parasitic gaps in English.In their analysis of Dutch parasitic gaps, Huybregts and van Riemsdijk have to reconcilethe fact that atb extractions are generally obligatory with the fact that parasitic gaps areoptional and can be replaced by pronouns. They do this by hypothesising that conjunctionslike zonder are fundamentally subordinating conjunctions but that they can be forced into acoordinating role. In (79) the presence of the pronoun in the adjunct indicates that zonderis behaving as a subordinating conjunction while in (75) the presence of the parasitic gapindicates that it is behaving as a coordinating conjunction.(79) Welke boeken heb je zonder ze te bestuderen weggebracht?Which books have you without them to study away brought?`Which books did you bring away without studying them?'This seems like a plausible analysis for examples involving extraction as in (75) and (77) butit is not clear how Huybregts and van Riemsdijk would deal with examples like (80) and (81)where there are no gaps:



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 55(80) Je hebt zonder ze te bestuderen deze boeken weggebracht.You have without them to study these books away brought.`You brought these books away without studying them.'(81) Je hebt deze boeken weggebracht zonder ze te bestuderen.You have these books away brought without them to study.`You brought these books away without studying them.'Here the problem is that these examples would be ambiguous between an analysis wherezonder was a subordinating conjunction and one where it was a coordinating conjunction. Iassume that Huybregts and van Riemsdijk intend that zonder should only be a coordinatingconjunction in cases where the atb pattern of extraction requires this analysis but it is hardto see how this can be built into a grammar.3.2.2 Williams' AccountWilliams (1990) presents an account of English parasitic gaps where he attempts to reclas-sify parasitic gaps as atb gaps in coordinate structures. His account is therefore similar toHuybregts and van Riemsdijk's but he has to account for a far wider range of data than theydo because English has a-type as well as c-type parasitic gaps. In order to treat all parasiticgaps as atb gaps Williams has to loosen the de�nition of coordination quite considerably soas to achieve the kinds of analyses indicated in (82):(82) a. Who would you [ warn ] coord [ before striking p ]?b. Which stars do [ pictures of p ] coord [ annoy ]?c. Who did you promise [ friends of p ] coord [ to try to �nd ]?A general feature of coordinate structures is that the conjuncts are identical (with the usualprovisos) and that the element combining them is a conjunction. (82a) can plausibly be �ttedinto this model because the two conjuncts are at least analysable as being of the same syntacticcategory, and because before is a conjunction, albeit a subordinating one. The hypothesisedconjuncts in (82b) and (82c), on the other hand, are syntactically and semantically dissimilarand there is no overt element which is obviously a conjunction. For (82b), Williams suggeststhat the conjunction is infl and for (82c) he suggests it is the verb promise.Williams provides a table of possible coordinations that give rise to parasitic gaps throughatb extraction and grades them in order of acceptability, as follows:(83) Who did you meet and dislike and: S SWhat did you �le before reading before: S SThe man who people who meet like the: S SWho would pictures of upset INFL: NP VPWho did you promise friends of to try to �nd V: NP S



56 Claire GroverHe suggests that the acceptability ranking follows from the fact that this ranking also mirrors�coordinatability�: the less coordinate-like an example is, the less acceptable it is. Fur-thermore, he speculates that di�erences between languages may re�ect the grading and thatDutch only permits the top of the list whereas English is more liberal.Postal (1993) criticises Williams' account in both general and speci�c terms. On a generallevel he �nds the relaxed notion of coordination rather unpalatable especially since Williams'description is too informal and schematic to be properly assessed. I agree with this criticismbut because I make a sharp distinction between a-type and c-type parasitic gaps I can escapefrom the `all or nothing' attitude that is the basis for their disagreement. Because Williamsbelieves that parasitic gaps are a uni�ed phenomenon, he is forced to apply to a-type parasiticgaps an analysis which is only plausible for c-type parasitic gaps. And because Postal alsobelieves that parasitic gaps are a uni�ed phenomenon, when he rejects Williams' analysis asbeing implausible for a-type parasitic gaps he is also forced to reject it for c-type parasiticgaps.7 I am broadly in agreement with Williams' analysis (and that of Huybregts and vanRiemsdijk 1985) for the class of c-type parasitic gaps but reject it for a-type parasitic gaps.Moreover, I do not have to appeal to a notion of relative coordinatability to account for whyDutch only has a subset of the parasitic gaps that English has: in my view both have c-typeparasitic gaps but only English has a-type parasitic gaps.Like Huybregts and van Riemsdijk, Williams must deal with the fact that c-type parasiticgaps are optional. He considers the following set of examples:(84) a. Which boy would you warn before striking ?b. Which boy would you warn before striking him?c. Which boy would you warn Mary before striking ?(84a) exhibits an atb pattern of extraction and must therefore involve a coordinate structurebut since (84b) and (84c) involve only single gaps, Williams suggests that they are not co-ordinate. Presumably (84b) is straightforwardly generated as a standard extraction but (84c)needs extra explanation since extractions from adjuncts are normally disallowed. Williamssolution is to suggest that an adjunct has to be demoted to a position inside the vp in orderfor extraction to be possible. As evidence for this analysis he o�ers the example in (85):(85) *Which boyi would you warn himi before striking i?If the adjunct was in its normal position, then there would be no reason to reject (85) sincethe pronoun does not c-command the gap (an r-expression) but if, as Williams has suggested,the presence of the gap implies that the adjunct has been demoted into the vp then (85) ispredicted to be ill-formed because the pronoun does c-command the gap and this violatesPrinciple C of the binding theory.7In fact Postal does not believe that all apparent parasitic gaps really are parasitic gaps: in Postal (1994)he distinguishes a class of true parasitic gaps from a class of gaps which look like parasitic gaps but whichare not. The ones which are not are ones arising from rightward extractions and he claims these are instancesof atb extractions. Thus he �nds himself denying Williams' claim that all parasitic gaps are atb gaps butagreeing with him that some are.



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 57While I favour Williams's treatment of c-type parasitic gaps on a broad level, it seems to methat his account su�ers from the same problem of spurious ambiguity as that of Huybregtsand van Riemsdijk. When there is an extraction involved in these kinds of structures then thepattern of gaps determines whether the structure is coordinate or not, and if not, whether theadjunct has been demoted or not. However, if there is no extraction then either the examplesare ambiguous between a coordinate and a non-coordinate analysis (and if non-coordinate,between a demoted and a non-demoted analysis) or Williams must require the grammar toprefer the non-coordinate, non-demoted analysis and to only look for the other kind if forcedto. This latter option seems to me to be at odds with a declarative speci�cation of grammarand so either eventuality is undesirable. In Section 3.4 I develop an hpsg analysis of c-typeparasitic gaps which owes much to Williams' insights but which does not su�er from thisparticular defect.3.3 Coordination and ATBIn the previous section I discussed Huybregts and van Riemsdijk (1985) and Williams (1990)and showed that for both accounts the fact that c-type parasitic gaps are optional leadsto a conclusion that these constructions are thought to be coordinate only when there isan atb pattern of extraction, and subordinate otherwise. This conclusion follows from twoassumptions: (i) that the atb pattern of extraction occurs exclusively in coordinate structuresand (ii) that the atb pattern is obligatory in coordinate structures. From (i) it follows thatwhen atb gaps occur in c-type structures then the structure must be coordinate and from (ii)it follows that when the atb pattern does not occur then the structure cannot be coordinate.In the case when there are no extractions it is impossible to tell whether the structure iscoordinate or subordinate. As I have already suggested, I �nd it rather unsatisfactory toclaim that this type of construction is sometimes subordinate and sometimes coordinate andin what follows I will seek to provide an account where the structures in which c-type parasiticgaps occur are unequivocally subordinate irrespective of extractions. At the same time I dowish to claim that c-type parasitic gaps result from an atb method of extraction and in orderto do this I must give up both of the assumptions in (i) and (ii) above.In giving up the second assumption, that the atb pattern of extraction is obligatory incoordinate structures, I am assisted by the fact that the assumption is simply not true. In(54) and (55) above, I gave examples of single extractions from the rightmost conjunct andthe leftmost conjunct respectively. Examples such as (55) are discussed by Goldsmith (1985)and the following are further examples taken from that paper.(86) a. How many courses can we expect our graduate students to teachand (still) �nish a dissertation on time?b. How much can you drink and not end up with a hangover the nextmorning?c. Howmany counterexamples can the Coordinate Structure Constraintsustain and still be considered empirically correct?Goldsmith observes that in examples such as these, the meaning of the conjunction and canbe paraphrased as and nonetheless and that this meaning is distinct from its more standard



58 Claire Grovermeaning. He identi�es four distinct kinds of relationship that can hold between coordinatedvps as illustrated by the four examples in (87).(87) a. Our �rst contestant likes to play the piano and (to) learn exoticlanguages.b. Harry is the only one who can hear a song once and play it perfectlyon the piano.c. The child heard the news and broke down in tears.d. Jones went over the rapids and lived to tell the tale of it.Goldsmith describes these in turn as truth-conditional and, temporal and, causal and and thedespite or nonetheless use of and. It is only in the fourth type of example that it is possibleto extract out of the �rst conjunct only. From this it is clear that the precondition for theviolation of the atb pattern of extraction is a semantic one rather than a syntactic one butnevertheless it is necessary to describe how a semantic di�erence a�ects syntactic behaviour.Goldsmith's solution to the problem is to suggest that in its despite usage and is syntacticallya subordinator rather than a coordinator. He suggests that the structure involved in theexamples in (86) and (87d) is one where the and constituent attaches as a VP adjunct. Thus,in spite of the fact that his examples appear to be exceptions to the atb condition, Goldsmithmanages to retain assumptions (i) and (ii) above, by reanalysing the problematic examples assubordination rather than coordination. If his examples are not coordinations then the atbpattern is not to be expected and has not been violated and Ross's (1967) original formulationof the Coordinate Structure Constraint can be retained.I criticised Huybregts and van Riemsdijk's and Williams' reanalysis of subordination as co-ordination in the previous section and similarly Goldsmith's reanalysis of coordination assubordination is not without problems. Lako� (1986) discusses Goldsmith's data and theother kind of example of non-atb extraction where it is the �nal conjunct that contains thegap. (54) contains some examples and the following are taken from Lako�:(88) a. What did Harry go to the store and buy ?b. Sam is not the sort of guy you can just sit there and listen to .Lako� discusses Goldsmith's reanalysis and he also discusses the possibility of reanalysingthe and conjunct in (54) and (88) as a kind of purpose adjunct. In both cases, however, herejects reanalysis since he shows that syntactically these constructions must be coordinations.He demonstrates this with the examples in (89) which show �rst that multiple conjuncts arepossible and second that a variable number of conjuncts can be extracted from.(89) a. What did he go to the store, buy , load in his car, drive home,and unload ?b. How many courses can you take for credit, still remain sane, andget all A's in ?



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 59Lako� argues that examples such as these can only be coordinations since multiple gaps ofthis kind can only occur in coordinate structures. Furthermore, since the extraction is notfrom all conjuncts, Lako� concludes that the Coordinate Structure Constraint is not a purelysyntactic constraint. Lako� proposes that any analysis of extractions from coordinations mustbe one where patterns of extraction are dependent on semantic properties of the conjunctsand of the relationship that holds between them. He characterises the examples in (88) and(89a) as involving a �Type A scenario� where a sequence of events �ts normal conventionalisedexpectations. In these cases the �nal conjunct must contain a gap but the other conjunctsneed not. Goldsmith's examples in (86) and the example in (89b) are ones involving a �TypeB scenario� where the course of events is counter to conventionalised expectations. In thesecases the �nal conjunct need not contain a gap. A third scenario type which also allowsnon-atb extraction is �Type C� where there is a causative relation between the conjuncts, asillustrated in (90).(90) a. That's the stu� that the guys in the Caucasus drink and live to be a hundred.b. That's the kind of �recracker that I set o� and scared the neighbours.Details of the semantic side of Lako�'s analysis need not concern us here, but it is instructiveto consider his paper since his basic points do seem to be correct. In particular, I agreewith Lako� that the structures in his and Goldsmith's examples are truly coordinate notsubordinate and I agree that it follows that patterns of extraction should be made to bedependent on semantic factors. In the next section I propose a revised version of Pollardand Sag's treatment of coordination which permits non-atb patterns of extraction in non-symmetric coordinate structures. The possibility of atb extraction is described as pertainingnot just to coordinate structures but also to the wider class of conjunctive structures. In thisway I am able to use the same mechanism to describe extraction in both coordinate structuresand the subordinate structures in which c-type parasitic gaps occur. Moreover the mechanismcan be made sensitive to semantic properties of the construction and non-atb extraction mayoccur depending on certain semantic conditions.3.4 ATB Extraction in HPSGPollard and Sag (1994) do not treat coordination in any great detail but the general shape oftheir analysis has its roots in the gpsg account of coordination, as described in Gazdar et al.(1985) and Sag et al. (1985). One of the strengths of the gpsg analysis was its account of theCoordinate Structure Constraint and atb exceptions to it. gpsg was able to ensure the atbpattern of extraction because coordinate structures were multiply-headed (i.e. each conjunctwas marked as a head) and because slash was both a foot feature and a head feature.From the Foot Feature Principle it followed that any slash value on a daughter was also onthe mother and from the Head Feature Convention it followed that any slash value on themother was also on all the conjuncts. For gpsg, parasitic gaps arose in much the same wayexcept that the structures in which they occurred had a single head and while the mothercould share a slash value with more than one daughter, it was only required to share it withthe head. As a result the following patterns were predicted (where h indicates the head):



60 Claire Grover(91) a. What did you [ h[ �le ] h[ and read ]] ?b. *What did you [ h[ �le ] h[ and read it ]] ?c. *What did you [ h[ �le it ] h[ and read ]] ?(92) a. What did you [ h[ �le ] [ without reading ]] ?b. What did you [ h[ �le ] [ without reading it ]] ?c. *What did you [ h[ �le it ] [ without reading ]] ?In Pollard and Sag (1994), slash is not a head feature and coordinate structures are assumedto be unheaded, so the gpsg account is not easily incorporated. Instead, the account of howparasitic gaps arise is separated out from the account of how atb coordinate gaps arise: theNonlocal Feature Principle is responsible for parasitic gaps but the Coordination Principle isresponsible for atb coordinate gaps. I reproduce the Nonlocal Feature Principle in (93).(93) Nonlocal Feature PrincipleIn a headed phrase, for each nonlocal feature f = slash, que,or rel, the value of synsemjnonlocaljinheritedjf is the setdi�erence of the union of the values on all the daughters and thevalue of synsemjnonlocaljto-bindjf on the head-daughter.This de�nition only a�ects headed phrases (i.e. non-coordinate phrases). It permits an elementin a mother's slash set to propagate to more than one daughter and, when the slash pathsplits in this way, we get parasitic gaps.Pollard and Sag do not attempt to describe coordinate structures in any detail. In theirChapter 9 they provide a classi�cation of headed structures but no description of the class ofunheaded structures. It is not possible for me to articulate a precise theory of coordinationhere but I will assume that the structures that gpsg assigns to coordinations are essentiallycorrect, modulo their assumption that conjuncts are heads. In particular, I follow the gpsgtreatment of conjunctions whereby they form constituents with the conjuncts to their right.Since coordinate structures are unheaded, the Nonlocal Feature Principle does not apply anda Coordination Principle is required to permit split slash paths in coordinate structures.Pollard and Sag de�ne the Coordination Principle as follows:88Pollard and Sag also consider and reject a stronger version of the principle as follows:Coordination Principle (strong version)In a coordinate structure, the category and nonlocal valueof each conjunct daughter is identical to that of the mother.Both the weak and the strong version ensure an atb pattern of extraction but the strong version is overlyrestrictive�in forcing identity between the mother and the conjuncts it fails to capture an insight which wasa signi�cant part of the gpsg approach, namely that the conjuncts have to share with their mother only asmuch information as the context imposes on the mother. Some contexts place relatively few constraints onparticular categories and in these contexts the mother is underspeci�ed and the conjuncts may di�er quiteradically. For example, (i) shows a coordination of an np and an ap which is well-formed because be can takepredicative complements of any syntactic category.



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 61(94) Coordination Principle (weak version)In a coordinate structure, the category and nonlocal value of eachconjunct daughter is subsumed by (is an extension of) that of the mother.The Coordination Principle ensures that only an atb pattern of extraction is possible incoordinate structures. The hpsg treatment of the di�erences between c-type parasitic gapsand atb extractions from coordinate structures can be seen in the following two trees.9(95)
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(i) Francis is a doctor but not happy in his choice of career.In examples like these the mother node is a partially speci�ed category and, as Pollard and Sag note, thisraises questions of a foundational nature for hpsg: elsewhere in the theory linguistic objects are taken to becompletely speci�ed objects in the sense that every feature appropriate for a particular entity is speci�ed butwith the weak version of the Coordination Principle, the mother node of a coordination is a partially speci�edentity. This raises the question of whether linguistic entities can be inherently partial. Pollard and Sag leavethis as an unresolved issue and I follow their lead.9For simplicity, I have omitted the to-bindjslash values.



62 Claire Grover(96)
1 NP

which book
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withoutBoth trees contain a larger vp: in (95) this is a coordinate vp and in (96) it is a head-adjunctstructure. I will refer to this second kind of larger vp as a c-type vp in what follows. Inboth of the trees the slash path splits at the top node of the larger vp and propagates toboth daughters. In (95) this split is licensed by the Coordination Principle and in (96) it islicensed by the Nonlocal Feature Principle.In my analysis of parasitic gaps I have argued that a-type parasitic gaps are anaphors, notgaps, and I have argued that c-type parasitic gaps arise from the same mechanism thatunderlies extractions from coordinations. In this view of the world, atb patterns of extractionarising from split slash paths are only permitted in coordinate structures and in c-type vps.In order to formalise my analysis, I must revise Pollard and Sag's account. The �rst step inthis revision is to ensure that split slash paths cannot ordinarily occur. The second step is towiden the usual assumptions about the structures in which split slash paths can occur�I willde�ne a class of conjunctive structures which includes coordinate and subordinate structures.The third step is to replace Pollard and Sag's Coordination Principle with a ConjunctionPrinciple which will not only permit atb extractions in conjunctive structures but will alsoallow non-atb extractions under certain semantically determined conditions.To achieve the �rst step of preventing split slash paths from arising in non-coordinate struc-tures, I modify the Nonlocal Feature Principle as follows:(97) Nonlocal Feature Principle (revised)In a non-conjunctive headed phrase, for each nonlocal featuref = slash, que or rel, the value of synsemjnonlocaljinheritedjfis the set di�erence of the disjoint union of the values on all thedaughters and the value of synsemjnonlocaljto-bindjf on thehead-daughter.



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 63The major di�erence between this and Pollard and Sag's version is the use of disjoint union(]) instead of set union ([).10 Disjoint union is just like set union except that its argumentsmust be disjoint sets.11 The following table illustrates the behaviour of the two operations.(98) { } [ { } = { } { } ] { } = { }{ 1 } [ { } = { 1 } { 1 } ] { } = { 1 }{ 1 } [ { 1 } = { 1 } { 1 } ] { 1 } = inconsistent{ 1 } [ { 2 } = { 1 , 2 } { 1 } ] { 2 } = { 1 , 2 }{ 1 , 2 } [ { } = { 1 , 2 } { 1 , 2 } ] { } = { 1 , 2 }From this it can be seen that the results of disjoint union are the same as the results of setunion except for the case of split slash paths, which are disallowed�an element in a mother'sslash set cannot be shared with more than one daughter.12The revision to the Nonlocal Feature Principle has the e�ect that no parasitic gap can begenerated using the slash mechanism. For a-type parasitic gaps this is a desirable resultsince otherwise they would be ambiguous between my analysis where the a-type parasitic gapis an anaphor and Pollard and Sag's analysis where they result from slash propagation. Theresult is also appropriate for c-type parasitic gaps since these will arise by virtue of the factthat c-type vps are conjunctive.In order to bring c-type parasitic gaps into the same domain as coordination, c-type vps asin (99) must have some property in common with coordinate vps. One way to bring themtogether is to follow the Huybregts and van Riemsdijk and Williams route and to reanalysethe subordinating conjunction (before, by, without) as a coordinating conjunction and to treatthe head and the adjunct vps as conjuncts.(99) a. What did you read before �ling ?b. Who did Kim insult by ignoring ?c. Which letter did Lee burn without reading ?This would mean that c-type vps would have to be generated, not by means of the head-adjunct schema, but by the same means as true coordinate structures are generated. At thesame time, a means would have to be found to permit the second `conjunct' to di�er fromboth the mother and the �rst `conjunct' in terms of vform values. Although it would bepossible to develop such an analysis, there is no need to make such a radical move. Instead,I propose that the vps in (99) should continue to be classi�ed as head-adjunct structures but10The other di�erence is the non-conjunctive requirement. The reason for this will become apparent shortly.11See Manandhar (1994) for a de�nition of disjoint union and for discussion of its uses. I am grateful toSuresh Manandhar for his help in formalising the revisions.12Notice that the new de�nition does not preclude the possibility that more than one dependency may passthrough a single node, as the �nal two lines in the table indicate. This means that examples such as (i) canstill be generated:(i) Someone that rudei, I'm not sure whoj to ask j to deal with i.



64 Claire Groverthat the notion of `conjunction' which underlies both subordinate and coordinate structuresshould be exploited so as to permit c-type vps to exhibit some of the behaviour that is foundwith true coordinate structures. Speci�cally, I propose that all phrasal categories should bemarked with a feature, which I call conjtype, which indicates whether they are conjunctiveor not. The value of conjtype is of type conjtype and it has subtypes as indicated in thefollowing part of the type-hierarchy.(100)
symm asymm

conjtype

conj nonconjAll headed structures apart from head-adjunct structures are marked as [conjtype nonconj ]while true coordinate structures are marked as [conjtype conj ]. The marking of head-adjunct structures is determined by the adjunct: adjuncts not headed by a subordinatingconjunction are [conjtype nonconj ] but ones headed by subordinating conjunctions such asbefore, while, without etc. are [conjtype conj ]. The types symm and asymm are subtypes ofconj and add further re�nements. The idea behind them is to express the notion of semanticsymmetry. Subordinate structures are inherently asymmetric and so all [conjtype conj ]subordinate structures will be [conjtype asymm ]. Coordinate structures may be or may notbe semantically symmetric and the claim behind the classi�cation is that non-atb patterns ofextraction are only possible in asymmetric coordinations. Classi�cation is largely a semanticmatter although the presence of certain syntactic elements may provide additional clues. Asillustrated in (101) and (102), the coordinating conjunction pair both ... and may only occurin a symmetric coordination while the use of and then indicates narrative progression whichis asymmetric.(101) a. Fred both cooked the supper and did the washing up.b. *What did Fred both cook and do the washing up?c. *What did Fred both cook the supper and do ?(102) a. Fred cooked the supper and then did the washing up.b. ?What did Fred cook and then do the washing up?c. What did Fred cook the supper and then do ?Once structures are marked with appropriate values for conjtype, Pollard and Sag's Co-ordination Principle can be replaced by a more general Conjunction Principle which controlsthe distribution of gaps both in true coordinate constructions and in c-type parasitic gapconstructions. The Conjunction Principle consists of three clauses which are triggered bydi�erent parts of the type hierarchy in (100). The entire de�nition is shown in (103).1313Pollard and Sag's Coordination Principle deals with the other synsemjnonlocaljinher values as well as



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 65(103) Conjunction Principle(i) In a conjunctive structure, the inherjslash valueon the mother is the union of the inherjslashvalues on the daughters.(ii) In a symmetric structure, the inherjslashvalue on each daughter is token identical to theinherjslash value on the mother.(iii) In an asymmetric structure, the inherjslashvalue of a background daughter is the empty set.Clause (i) sets up the basic pattern for slash propagation in conjunctive structures. Ituses the set union operation which permits split slash paths and which I rejected for theNonlocal Feature Principle. On its own, clause (i) would permit any pattern of extractionin conjunctive structures. However, clause (ii) requires an atb pattern of extraction in caseswhere the structure is symmetric. Clause (iii) deals with asymmetric structures which maybe either coordinations or subordinations. This clause requires any �background� daughtersnot to contain a gap. The Conjunction Principle correctly describes the distribution of gapsboth in coordinations and c-type vps but it does depend on the classi�cation of structures aseither symmetric or asymmetric and on the classi�cation of certain daughters in asymmetricconjunctive structures as background daughters. These classi�cations are semantic in natureand I am not able to provide a precise characterisation of them. The question of symmetryin coordinations is one which has received some attention and it is fairly uncontroversial toassert that a non-atb pattern of extraction may only occur in an asymmetric coordination.It is more di�cult to describe which subparts of a conjunctive structure may be exempt fromcontaining a gap and I use the term �background� as a label for these subparts although Ihave no formal de�nition of this term. However, the examples in (104)�(107) provide someillustration.(104) a. I can drink ten pints and still stay sober.b. How much can you drink and still stay sober?c. *How sober can you drink ten pints and still stay ?(105) a. I can drink ten pints without getting drunk.b. How much can you drink without getting drunk?c. *How drunk can you drink ten pints without getting ?with slash. I have restricted the Conjunction Principle just to slash for the time being�further researchis needed to determine how the other features behave. Pollard and Sag's Coordination Principle also dealswith local features and, since the the Conjunction Principle replaces the Coordination Principle only withrespect to nonlocal features, a revised version of the Coordination Principle would need to be retained to dealwith other features:Coordination Principle (revised)In an coordinate structure, the synsemjlocaljcategory value of each conjunctis subsumed by (is an extension of) that of the mother.



66 Claire Grover(106) a. Kim fell asleep and dreamt about goblins.b. What did Kim fall asleep and dream about ?c. *What did Kim do and dream about goblins?(107) a. Kim woke up after dreaming about goblinsb. What did Kim wake up after dreaming about ?c. What did Kim do after dreaming about goblins?(104) shows a coordination where the semantic relationship between the conjuncts is whatGoldsmith describes as a despite relationship (Lako�'s Type B scenario). The �rst conjunctmay contain a gap but the second conjunct is the background constituent which may notcontain a gap. As (105) demonstrates, the same type of relation may occur with a c-typevp structure and when it does, the adjunct is a background constituent and may not containa gap. (106) shows one of Lako�'s Type A coordinations where the structure describes anatural course of events. In examples such as these, a single gap in the �nal conjunct iswell-formed but a single gap in the initial one is not, therefore the initial conjunct must bemarked as a background constituent. The c-type parasitic gap example in (107) contains thesame kind of relationship but the data does not quite parallel (106): while an extraction fromjust the adjunct is acceptable, an extraction from just the head is also possible. From this itcan be seen that while the structure is asymmetric, neither head nor adjunct is a backgroundconstituent. Asymmetric coordinations may also fail to contain a background constituent,as (108) demonstrates. It would seem that when a conjunctive structure encodes a temporalsequencing, as in (107) or (108), then neither element is a background constituent and a singleextraction from either is possible.(108) a. Fred checked into the hotel and then phoned his wife straight away.b. Who did Fred check into the hotel and then phone straight away?c. Which hotel did Fred check into and then phone his wife straight away?It is not yet clear to me how to characterise the semantic conditions which a�ect whetherstructures are symmetric or not and which determine whether subparts of them are back-ground or not. In spite of this shortcoming, however, my analysis does accord with Lako�'sconclusion that patterns of extraction in coordinations must be sensitive to semantic distinc-tions. Moreover, I have been able to bring c-type parasitic gaps together with coordinationand to show how the mechanism of split slash paths lies behind atb extractions from bothwhile still permitting exceptions to the atb pattern for both.It follows from my analysis that there might be head-adjunct structures which are non-conjunctive and which do not permit c-type parasitic gaps or extractions from the adjunctand this does indeed seem to be the case. For me, although adjuncts pattern in this way:



Parasitic Gaps and Coordination in HPSG 67(109) a. Sandy was kind to Lee although she disliked her.b. *Who was Sandy kind to although she disliked ?c. *Who did Sandy go to lunch although she had to meet ?d. Who was Sandy kind to although she disliked her?The di�erence between examples with although and examples with without, before etc. canbe modelled by letting the preposition determine whether the larger structure is [conjtypeconj ] or [conjtype nonconj ]. Furthermore, if there are speakers for whom although adjunctspattern like without adjuncts then this variation can be attributed to a minor lexical di�erence.In Section 2.1, I divided parasitic gap examples into four groups and I classi�ed those inGroup 1 and Group 2 as c-type parasitic gaps. In this section I have only treated Group 1examples and so I conclude with a brief discussion of the Group 2 examples which I reproducein (110) and (111):(110) ?The blintzes which Sasha is gobbling down faster than I canreheat p are extremely tasty, if I do say so.(111) Here is the in�uential professor that John sent his book to in orderto impress p.The analysis of (111) would be the same as the other examples I have considered in thesection. The in-order-to phrase is an adjunct in a head-adjunct structure and, assuming it isspeci�ed as [conjtype conj ], the following variants are predicted:(112) a. Here is the in�uential professor that John wrote a book in orderto impress p.b. Here is the in�uential professor that John sent his book to in orderto impress him.A fully-speci�ed analysis of the comparative in (110) would require that the theory of con-junction be extended to cover comparatives as well, and such a project is beyond the scope ofthis paper. However, I have already remarked on the similarities between comparatives andcoordinations and a claim that the gaps in (110) are atb gaps is probably less controversialthan the same claim made for the without-type examples.AcknowledgementsI would like to thank Bob Borsley, Elisabet Engdahl, Gregor Erbach, Suresh Manandhar,David Milward, Adam Przepiorkowski and Enric Vallduví for their comments on previousversions of this work.
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72 Zelal Güngördü AbstractRelativization in Turkish has an interesting nature in that it is controlled by an interac-tion between syntax, morphology and context. There are two strategies of relativization inTurkish, subject participle (SPc) and object participle (OPc), whose distribution has beenthe main concern of the accounts of Turkish relative clauses in the literature. These twostrategies di�er from each other in various respects such as the morphological markingson the verb and the subject of the clause, and the existence/nonexistence of agreementrequirement between the subject and the verb. In addition, the context determines therelativization strategy in certain cases as a result of the fact that genitive case-markingon subjects of non�nite Turkish sentences functions as a marker of speci�city. That is,subjects that have a speci�c interpretation in a given context are marked genitive whileothers are left unmarked. In the case of relative clauses, this choice further determines theparticiple su�x on the verb of the clause, hence the relativization strategy. Furthermore,relativization is also possible in embedded phrases of certain kinds such as possessivenominal compounds, postpositional phrases, relative clauses, nominalization phrases andnon-subject in�nitive phrases, resulting in unbounded dependencies. In this paper, wewill �rst propose a descriptive pattern of relativization in Turkish that determines whichrelativization strategy to use in a given clause, and then propose an HPSG analysis ofrelativization in Turkish using that descriptive pattern.1 IntroductionIn Turkish, relative clauses have verbal heads that are morphologically marked with participlesu�xes. There are two types of participle su�xes, which are used in two di�erent strategiesof relativization in Turkish. There have been several accounts of Turkish relative clauses inthe literature which try to formalize the distribution of the two relativization strategies, forexample, Underhill (1972), Hankamer and Knecht (1976), Dede (1978), Csató (1985), andBarker et al. (1990). (See Knecht (1979) for an overview of the �rst three accounts.) In thispaper, we will �rst propose a descriptive pattern of relativization in Turkish that determineswhich relativization strategy to use in a given clause, and then propose an HPSG analysis ofrelativization in Turkish using that descriptive pattern.The organisation of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we consider the examples of boundedrelativization in Turkish. In relation to this, we discuss the function of genitive case-marking innon-�nite Turkish sentences and relativization in Turkish. In Section 3 we consider examplesof relativization in embedded phrases and modify the pattern in Section 2 so that it accountsfor unbounded relativization as well as bounded relativization. In Section 4 we discuss anumber of constraints on relativization in Turkish. In Section 5 we propose an HPSG analysisof relativization in Turkish using the pattern in Section 3 and also considering the constraintsin Section 4. Finally, in Section 6 we state our conclusions and outline a number of issues tobe worked on further.2 Bounded RelativizationThe two relativization strategies in Turkish have traditionally been called subject participle(SPc), with the su�x -yEn, and object participle (OPc), with the su�x -DIK, re�ecting thecorrelation between the grammatical role of the relativized constituent and the choice of the



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 73relativization strategy (Knecht (1979), Sezer (1986)).1 This correlation is quite strong andthe following general pattern applies to most of the cases where there is no long distancedependency:(1) Relativization pattern in Turkish (preliminary version):(a) the SPc strategy is used when the grammatical function of the gap issubject,(b) the OPc strategy is used when the grammatical function of the gap isanything other than subject.In the case of the OPc strategy, the subject of the relative clause is marked genitive and theparticiple has a possessive su�x which agrees with the subject (cf. (2b)), whereas there is nosuch agreement requirement in the case of the SPc strategy (cf. (2c)):(2) a. Adamman kad�n-�woman-ACC gör-dü.see-PAST `The man saw the woman.'b. [adam-�nman-GEN i gör-dü§-ü]see-OPc-3sPoss kad�niwoman `the woman that the man saw'c. [ i kad�n-�woman-ACC gör-en]see-SPc adamiman `the man who saw the woman'Although the pattern given in (1) is quite general, in that it accounts for most of the examples,it has to be revised to deal with some further examples. Consider, for example, (3a), wherethe locative adjunct evde can be relativized using both the SPc strategy as in (3c) and theOPc strategy as in (3b): 2(3) a. Herevery gecenight ev-dehouse-LOC bira çocukchild a§l�-yor.cry-PROG`A child cries in the house every night.'b. [herevery gecenight i bira çocu§-unchild-GEN a§la-d�§-�]cry-OPc-3sPoss evihousec. [herevery gecenight i bira çocukchild a§la-yan]cry-SPc evihouse`the house where a child cries every night'(3c,b) have di�erent meanings as a result of the di�erence in case-marking on the subject.The genitive marked subject bir çocu§un in (3b) is speci�c, meaning the same child must becrying in the house every night. In (3c), on the other hand, the nominative subject bir çocuk1There are a number of other less common su�xes in both classes (SPc and OPc), which we won't considerin this paper.2The same phenomenon applies to any constituent that would normally be relativized with the OPc strategy,namely all kinds of objects and adjuncts.



74 Zelal Güngördüis nonspeci�c and it may well be the case that di�erent children cry in the house on di�erentnights.At this point, it is helpful to examine the function of genitive case-marking on subjects innon-�nite Turkish sentences.2.1 Genitive Marking in Non-�nite Turkish SentencesSubjects of �nite sentences are always unmarked (i.e. nominative) in Turkish, and the dis-tinction between the speci�c and nonspeci�c readings of a subject NP is indicated by wordorder:3 Sentence-initial subjects have a speci�c reading, whereas immediately preverbal sub-jects may have either (narrow) speci�c-focus or nonspeci�c readings, distinguished by prosody.For example, the sentence initial subject çocuk in (4a) is speci�c. (4b), where the immediatelypreverbal nominative subject çocuk is prosodically marked with stress, is ambiguous havingspeci�c and nonspeci�c subject readings. In the case of the speci�c reading, the subject çocukis focused, whereas in the case of the nonspeci�c reading çocuk and the verb a§l�yor act as asingle semantic unit and the activity `child-crying' (as opposed to any other kind of crying) isfocused. Finally, in (4c) the immediately preverbal, unstressed subject çocuk is nonspeci�c.(4) a. Çocukchild herevery gecenight ev-dehouse-LOC a§l�-yor.cry-PROG`The child cries in the house every night.'b. Herevery gecenight ev-dehouse-LOC çocukchild a§l�-yor.cry-PROG`The child cries in the house every night.'`There is child-crying in the house every night.'c. Herevery gecenight ev-dehouse-LOC çocukchild a§l�-yor.cry-PROG`A child cries/Children cry in the house every night.'The two alternative interpretations of (4b) would be formally distinguished in a nominalizationof the sentence. The subject would be marked genitive in the speci�c reading as shown in(5b), while it would be left unmarked in the nonspeci�c reading as shown in (5c). Note thatthe stress on the genitive marked (speci�c) subject çocu§un in (5b) is no longer obligatorysince the fact that the subject is speci�c is encoded with genitive case-marking anyway. In(5c), however, the stressed version is the nominalization of the nonspeci�c focus reading of(4b), while the unstressed version is the nominalization of (4c):(5) a. çocu§-unchild-GEN herevery gecenight ev-dehouse-LOC a§la-d�§-�cry-FACT-3sPoss`that the child cries in the house every night'3There are some NPs that are always speci�c such as NPs with possessive su�xes, and those with de�niteor universal determiners. Here, we refer to NPs without such morphological or syntactic features that renderthem speci�c.



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 75b. herevery gecenight ev-dehouse-LOC çocu§-un/çocu§-unchild-GEN a§la-d�§-�cry-FACT-3sPoss`that the child cries in the house every night'c. herevery gecenight ev-dehouse-LOC çocuk/çocukchild a§la-d�§-�cry-FACT-3sPoss`that there is child-crying in the house every night'`that a child cries/children cry in the house every night'The same di�erence in subject marking applies to relative clauses and this further determinesthe participle su�x on the verb of the clause, and therefore the relativization strategy:(6) a. [çocu§-unchild-GEN herevery gecenight i a§la-d�§-�]cry-OPc-3sPoss evihouse`the house where the child cries every night'b. [herevery gecenight i çocu§-un/çocu§-unchild-GEN a§la-d�§-�]cry-OPc-3sPoss evihouse`the house where the child cries every night'c. [herevery gecenight i çocuk/çocukchild a§la-yan]cry-SPc evihouse`the house where there is child-crying every night'`the house where a child cries/children cry every night'In (6a,b) (where the subject is speci�c, hence genitive marked) the OPc strategy is used torelativize the locative adjunct evde, whereas the lack of genitive marking on the nonspeci�csubject in (6c) causes the participle su�x to be SPc, even though the relativized constituentis an adjunct (i.e. non-subject).4In this section, we saw that genitive case-marking on subjects of non�nite Turkish sentencesis used as a marker of speci�city. (See Nilsson (1985) for a more general discussion of thefunction of case-marking, including genitive marking, in Turkish.) We also saw that in thecase of relative clauses genitive marking on the subject determines the type of participle su�xon the verb of the clause, hence the relativization strategy. Next, we will concern ourselveswith the issue of relativization in Turkish impersonal passives.4There is one more fact to mention about case-marking of subjects of non�nite Turkish sentences. Non-speci�c (nominative) subjects must immediately precede the verb. Hence, (ia,b) are ungrammatical since thenominative subject çocuk is not immediately preverbal (cf. (5c) and (6c), respectively):(i) a. * herevery gecenight çocukchild ev-dehouse-LOC a§la-d�§-�cry-FACT-3sPossb. * [çocukchild herevery gecenight i a§la-yan]cry-OPc-3sPoss evihouse



76 Zelal Güngördü2.2 Impersonal PassivesIntransitive predicates in Turkish can passivize to form impersonal passives, as in (7):(7) a. �nsan-larhuman-PLU buthis hava-daweather-LOC deniz-esea-DAT gir-er-ler.enter-AOR-3PL`People swim in the sea in this weather.'b. Buthis hava-daweather-LOC deniz-esea-DAT gir-il-ir.enter-PASS-AOR`This weather is good to swim in the sea.'It was Hankamer and Knecht (1976) who �rst observed that constituents of such sentences arealways relativized using the SPc strategy, whichever constituent is relativized. Consider, forexample, (8), where the dative object denize and the (locative) temporal adjunct bu havadahave both been relativized using the SPc strategy:(8) a. [buthis hava-daweather-LOC i gir-il-en]enter-PASS-SPc denizisea`the sea that this weather is good to swim in'b. [ i deniz-esea-DAT gir-il-en]enter-PASS-SPc buthis havaiweather`this weather which is good to swim in the sea'In the light of the examples so far, we revise the relativization pattern in (1) in the followingway:(9) Relativization pattern in Turkish (revised version):If there is a subject in the clause, whether it is genitive marked or not is determinedby contextual factors, and(a) the OPc strategy is used if there is a genitive marked subject in theclause,(b) the SPc strategy is used otherwise (i.e. if the subject is unmarked or ifthere is no subject).(9) accounts for all the examples we have considered so far. If there is a subject in the clause,whether it is genitive marked or not is determined by contextual factors. Once this choiceis made, the OPc strategy is used if the subject is genitive marked, and the SPc strategyis used otherwise. On the other hand, if there is no subject in the clause (as in the case ofimpersonal passives) the SPc strategy is used since there is no genitive marked subject in theclause (trivial case).Hence, (9) seems to be the relativization pattern in Turkish. Note, however, that none ofthe above examples contain a long distance dependency. In the next section, we will see thatin the case of long distance dependencies the relativization pattern in (9) overgenerates andneeds to be further restricted.



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 773 Unbounded RelativizationIn Turkish, relativization is possible in embedded phrases of certain kinds such as relativeclauses, possessive nominal compounds, postpositional phrases, nominalization phrases andnon-subject in�nitive phrases, resulting in structures with long distance dependencies. In thissection, we concern ourselves with this kind of relativization.53.1 Relativization in Relative ClausesConsider the examples of Turkish relative clauses given in (10)-(13).6 Note that the (a)examples are similar to the examples we have considered so far, in that they contain onlyone relative clause. The constituent that is relativized in these examples is an argumentof the verbal head of the relative clause as before. The (b) examples, on the other hand,contain two relative clauses, one embedded in the other. The inner clause has two gaps (oneof which corresponds to the head noun of the inner clause and the other to that of the outerclause), whereas the outer one has none. Hence, the relativized constituent that correspondsto the head noun of the outer clause is not an argument of the verbal head of this clause, butinstead an argument of the verbal head of the inner clause which is a modi�er of one of theconstituents of the outer clause. Hereafter we refer to that constituent of the outer clause asthe gap host.7(10) a. Kad�nwoman [adam-�nman-GEN i oku-du§-u]read-OPc-3sPoss kitab-�ibook-ACC bil-iyor.know-PROG`The woman knows the book that the man is reading.'b. [kad�n-�nwoman-GEN [ j i oku-du§-u]read-OPc-3sPoss kitab-�ibook-ACC bil-di§-i]know-OPc-3sPoss adamjman'the man that the woman knows the book he reads'(11) a. [ i Bitki-yiplant-ACC yi-yen]eat-SPc insan-lar-daiperson-PLU-LOC alerjiallergy tespit ed-il-di.determine-PASS-PAST`Allergy was diagnosed in the people who ate the plant.'b. [[ i j yi-yen]eat-SPc insan-lar-daiperson-PLU-LOC alerjiallergy tespit ed-il-en]determine-PASS-SPc bitkijplant`the plant which allergy was diagnosed in the people who ate (it)'5Due to space limitations we omit the discussion of relativization in postpositional phrases and non-subjectin�nitive phrases, though our account covers these cases as well. We occasionally refer to them in Section 5while presenting the HPSG analysis. (See Güngördü (Forthcoming) for details.)6(11) and (13) are based on two examples given in Sezer (1986), and (12) is taken from Korn�lt et al.(1980).7We borrow the term �gap host� from Barker et al. (1990), which they de�ne as the highest nominal in therelative clause dominating the gap. However, we use it in a broader sense that includes postpositional phrases,nominalization phrases and in�nitive phrases.



78 Zelal Güngördü(12) a. [Adam-�nman-GEN i al-d�§-�]buy-OPc-3sPoss arabaicar bozukdefective ç�k-t�.turn out-PAST`The car that the man bought turned out to be defective.'b. [[ j i al-d�§-�]buy-OPc-3sPoss arabaicar bozukdefective ç�k-an]turn out-SPc adamjman`the man who the car that he bought turned out to be defective'(13) a. [ i Uça§-�plane-ACC kullan-an]�y-SPc pilotipilot ç�ld�r-d�.go crazy-PAST`The pilot who was �ying the plane went crazy.'b. [[ i j kullan-an]�y-SPc pilot-unipilot-GEN ç�ld�r-d�§-�]go crazy-OPc-3sPoss uçakjplane`the plane which the pilot who was �ying it went crazy'It is easy to see that the relativization pattern in (9) accounts for the (a) examples. Comingto the (b) examples, they also seem to be in line with (9): In (10b) and (13b) the OPc strategyis used since the subject is genitive marked, and in (11b) and (12b) the SPc strategy is usedsince the subject is unmarked. However, (9) wrongly predicts that the following versions of(12b) and (13b) should be grammatical: 8(14) * [[ j i al-d�§-�]buy-OPc-3sPoss araba-n�nicar-GEN bozukdefective ç�k-t�§-�]turn out-OPc-3sPoss adamjman`the man who the car that he bought turned out to be defective'(15) * [[ i j kullan-an]�y-SPc pilotipilot ç�ld�r-an]go crazy-SPc uçakjplane`the plane which the pilot who was �ying (it) went crazy'In accordance with (9), in (14) the subject is marked genitive and the OPc strategy is used,and in (15) the subject is unmarked and the SPc strategy is used. Yet both are ungrammatical.Until now, in the literature there have been two main independent claims about what de-termines the choice of relativization strategy in the case of long distance relativization inTurkish: i) the grammatical function of the gap9 (e.g. Csató (1985)), and ii) the grammaticalfunction of the gap host10 (e.g. Hankamer and Knecht (1976) and Barker et al. (1990)). Weclaim, however, that both of these factors, in fact, play a role in the choice of the relativ-ization strategy in the outer clause as well as a third factor, namely existence of genitivecase-marking on the subject of the outer clause, and further that these three factors interact8(15) is based on an example in Sezer (1986).9In the remaining of this section, in cases with more than one gap, we use the word �gap� to refer to thegap that corresponds to the head noun of the outer relative clause.10We borrow the term gap host from Barker et al. (1990), which they de�ne as the highest nominal in therelative clause dominating the gap. However, we use it in a broader sense that includes postpositional phrases,nominalization phrases and in�nitive phrases.



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 79with each other. More precisely, we claim that in the case of long distance relativization whatdetermines the choice of relativization strategy in the outer clause is: i) the grammatical roleof the gap host, ii) existence of genitive case-marking on the subject of the outer clause whenthe gap host is a non-subject constituent (cf. (10b) and (11b)), and iii) the grammaticalrole of the gap when the gap host is the subject (cf. (12b) and (13b) In other words, thefunction of genitive case marking as a marker of speci�city is still important in determiningthe relativization strategy if the gap host is a non-subject constituent, but is overriden by thegrammatical role of the gap otherwise. We formalize these facts in the following way:(16) Relativization pattern in Turkish (�nal version):(a) if the gap host is a non-subject constituent thenif there is a subject in the clause, whether it is genitive marked or not isdetermined by contextual factors, and(i) if there is a genitive subject in the clause11 thenthe OPc strategy is used(ii) else (i.e. if the subject is nominative or there is no subject as inimpersonal passives)the SPc strategy is used(b) else if the gap host is the subject then(i) if the grammatical role of the gap is subject thenthe SPc strategy is used(ii) else the OPc strategy is usedNote that (16) is a combination of the �rst two relativization patterns given in (1) and (9):the �rst part (i.e. the case where the gap host is a non-subject constituent) is the same asthe pattern in (9) and the second part (i.e. the case where the gap host is the subject) is thesame as the pattern in (1).12Now, let us see how (16) accounts for (10)-(13). In (10), the gap host is the accusative object(i.e. a non-subject constituent) and there is a genitive marked subject in the clause. Inaccordance with (16ai) the OPc strategy is used. In (11), on the other hand, the gap host11Note that Turkish is a pro-drop language and the genitive subject in this case does not need to be an overtone as the examples in Section 3.4 will reveal.12(16a), where the gap host is a non-subject constituent, is quite straightforward and is in line with theaccount by Barker et al. (1990), except they analyze clauses with nominative subjects as subjectless as well(like impersonal passives), claiming that such subjects undergo `subject incorporation'. As for (16b), wherethe gap host is subject, we disagree with Barker, Hankamer and Moore on empirical grounds. They claim thatthere are two dialects with respect to the distribution of the OPc strategy. In one of the dialects (Dialect A)the OPc strategy is impossible in this case, hence the SPc is the only strategy to use, no matter what thegrammatical role of the gap is. In the other dialect (Dialect B), on the other hand, both strategies can beused again independent of the grammatical role of the gap. The grammaticality judgements of our informantscause us to reject the claim that the SPc strategy can be used when the grammatical role of the gap is non-subject (except for the cases in which the gap host is a nominalization phrase as we will discuss further inSection 3.3). Turning to the possibility of the OPc strategy when the grammatical role of the gap is subject,we have encountered a number of judgements in favor of this. We do not, however, see ourselves in the positionof claiming the existence of two di�erent dialects with respect to this particular case, since these judgementsform only a small proportion of the judgements for structurally similar examples.



80 Zelal Güngördüis again a non-subject constituent, namely the locative adjunct, but this time the subject ofthe clause is unmarked. Hence, according to (16aii) we would expect the SPc strategy to beused and this is in fact the case. In (12), the gap host is the subject of the clause and thegrammatical function of the gap is subject. As (16bi) correctly predicts, the SPc strategy ischosen. Finally, in (13), the gap host is again the subject of the clause, but the grammaticalfunction of the gap is accusative object. Again, in accordance with (16bii) the OPc strategyis used.Observe that, as required, (16) rules out the ungrammatical examples (14) and (15). In (14),the gap host is the subject of the clause, and the grammatical function of the gap is alsosubject. Hence, according to (16bi) the SPc strategy, not the OPc strategy, must be used.In (15), on the other hand, the gap host is again the subject, but the gap is the accusativeobject of the inner clause. Therefore, the use of the SPc strategy contradicts with (16bii).Thus, (16) accounts for the grammaticality and ungrammaticality of all the examples ofunbounded relativization we have considered so far. Importantly, it also covers the exampleswhere there is no long distance dependency. The only crucial point in these examples is thatthe gap host and the gap coincide. So, for example, in (2b) and (3b) since the gap host (andthe gap itself) is an object in the clause and there is a genitive marked subject, the OPcstrategy is used (cf. (16ai)). In (3c), on the other hand, although the gap host is again anobject, the SPc strategy is used since there is no genitive marked subject in the clause (cf.(16aii)). In (2c), both the gap host and the gap (recall that they coincide) are the subject ofthe clause, resulting in the SPc strategy according to (16bi). In the case of impersonal passives(cf. (8)), on the other hand, the gap host is always a non-subject constituent since there isno subject in the clause, and the lack of a genitive subject makes SPc the only availablestrategy (cf. (16aii)). Note that in relativizations with no long distance dependencies thecase in (16bii) would never happen since the gap, which coincides with the gap host, can notbe both the subject and a non-subject constituent at the same time. Hence, if the gap isthe subject then only the SPc strategy can be used (cf. (16bi)) and if it is a non-subjectconstituent then either the OPc or the SPc strategy can be used depending on whether thereis a genitive subject in the clause or not (cf. (16ai) and (16aii), respectively). (Notice that(16) would make exactly the same predictions as (9) in the case of bounded relativization.)In this section, we have considered some examples of relativization in relative clauses andintroduced the �nal version of the relativization pattern for Turkish (16), which accounts forall the examples of relativization we have considered so far. In the next two sections, we turnto examples of relativization in possessive nominal compounds and nominalization phrases,and show that (16) covers these examples as well.3.2 Relativization in Possessive Nominal CompoundsTurkish possessive nominal compounds are formed by two nominal constituents one of whichis a speci�c person or thing to which or within which the other one belongs. The possessorprecedes the possessed constituent, which is the head of the compound. The possessor ismarked genitive, and the head has a possessive su�x which agrees with the possessor:(17) a. adam-�nman-GEN k�z-�daughter-3sPoss `the man's daughter'



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 81b. adam-�nman-GEN güzelbeautiful k�z-�daughter-3sPoss `the man's beautiful daughter'Pollard and Sag claim that in languages like English and German, possessives are best treatedas speci�ers whereas in other languages like Welsh and Hungarian, it is possible that theyare subjects (Pollard and Sag (1994)[pages 374�375]). We assume that Turkish possessivesshould be treated as subjects too.13Though we don't give the details here we assume that possessive su�x a�xation to a nounis handled by a lexical rule that adds a genitive NP which agrees with the a�xed su�x intothe subj list of the noun, and a possess relation into the contentjrestr set, where thepossessor role is �lled by the index of the genitive subject and the possessed role by theindex of the noun itself.Consider now the following examples of relativization in possessive nominal compounds:(18) a. [Adam-�nman-GEN k�z-�]daughter-3sPoss sen-iyou-ACC gör-dü.see-PAST`The man's daughter saw you.'b. [[ i k�z-�]daughter-3sPoss sen-iyou-ACC gör-en]see-SPc adamiman`the man whose daughter saw you'(19) a. Senyou [adam-�nman-GEN k�z-�-n�]daughter-3sPoss-ACC gör-dü-n.see-PAST-2SG`You saw the man's daughter.'b. [sen-inyou-GEN [ i k�z-�-n�]daughter-3sPoss-ACC gör-dü§-ün]see-OPc-2sPoss adamiman`the man whose daughter you saw'(20) a. [Adam-�nman-GEN k�z-�-n�]daughter-3sPoss-ACC ar�bee sok-tu.sting-PAST`A bee/some bees stung the man's daughter.'b. [[ i k�z-�-n�]daughter-3sPoss-ACC ar�bee sok-an]sting-SPc adamiman`the man whose daughter a bee/some bees stung'13If we assume that they are speci�ers, then because speci�ers select the heads they specify via the specfeature and because possessors in Turkish agree with the possessive su�x on the head, there must be a feature,say possessor agreement, for nouns, whose value is the agreement of the possessor if the noun is markedwith a possessive su�x and a default value otherwise. Moreover, it must be a head feature since the head canbe phrasal as in (17b), and the value of possessor agreement must be propagated onto the phrase from itslexical head. Clearly this would lead to too much redundancy in the lexicon. Another possibility would beto have two subtypes for the type noun, namely possessed noun and nonpossessed noun, and then specify thepossessor agreement as a head feature appropriate for only the type possessed noun. However, we believethat such a classi�cation is rather super�cial.



82 Zelal GüngördüThe grammaticality of these examples follows from (16). In (18b), the gap host is the subjectof the clause and the grammatical function of the gap (the possessor of the nominal compound)is subject. Hence, (16bi) predicts that the SPc strategy must be used as is the case. In (19b),the gap host is the accusative object and there is a genitive subject in the clause. As (16ai)predicts the OPc strategy has been used. In (20b), the gap host is again the accusative object,but the subject, in this case, is unmarked. So, the SPc strategy is used (cf. (16aii)).3.3 Relativization in Nominalization PhrasesNominalizations in Turkish are classi�ed into two types depending on the su�xes they occurwith: i) act type nominalizations have the su�x -mE, and ii) fact type nominalizations havethe su�xes -DIK (non-future) or -EcEK (future). Recall from Section 2.1 that the subjectof a nominalization phrase is either marked genitive (if it is speci�c) or left unmarked (if itis nonspeci�c) and the nominalization takes a possessive su�x which agrees with its subject.In addition, a nominalization phrase can be case marked just like an ordinary noun phrase.Some verbs take act type nominalization phrases as their sentential complements (e.g. iste-`want', bekle- `expect' and çal�³- `try'), while some others take fact type nominalization phrases(e.g. bil- `know', zannet- `think' and um- `hope'):(21) a. BenI [Mehmet-'inMehmet-GEN bura-yahere-DAT gel-me-si-ni]come-ACT-3sPoss-ACC iste-di-m.want-PAST-1SG`I wanted Mehmet to come here.'b. BenI [Mehmet-'inMehmet-GEN bura-yahere-DAT gel-di§-i-ni]come-FACT-3sPoss-ACC zannet-ti-m.think-PAST-1SG`I thought that Mehmet had come/was coming here.'As mentioned above, relativization in Turkish is possible in nominalization phrases as well.Consider the following examples:(22) a. [Adam-�nman-GEN kad�n-�woman-ACC tan�-ma-s�]know-ACT-3sPoss bekle-n-iyor.expect-PASS-PROG`It is expected that the man knows the woman.'b. [[ i kad�n-�woman-ACC tan�-ma-s�]know-ACT-3sPoss bekle-n-en]expect-PASS-SPc adamiman`the man who is expected to know the woman'c. * [[ i kad�n-�woman-ACC tan�-ma-s�-n�n]know-ACT-3sPoss-GEN bekle-n-di§-i]expect-PASS-OPc-3sPoss adamiman



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 83(23) a. [Buthis gösteri-yedemonstration-DAT 500 ki³i-ninperson-GEN kat�l-ma-s�]participate-ACT-3sPossbekle-n-iyor.expect-PASS-PROG`It is expected that 500 people will participate in this demonstration.'b. [[ i 500 ki³i-ninperson-GEN kat�l-ma-s�]participate-ACT-3sPoss bekle-n-en]expect-PASS-SPcbuthis gösteriidemonstration`this demonstration in which it is expected that 500 people will participate'c. ? [[ i 500 ki³i-ninperson-GEN kat�l-ma-s�-n�n]participate-ACT-3sPoss-GENbekle-n-di§-i]expect-PASS-OPc-3sPoss buthis gösteriidemonstration`this demonstration in which it is expected that 500 people will participate'In both of these examples the gap host is a nominalization phrase which acts as subject. In(22) the gap is the subject of the inner clause. As can be seen from the grammaticality of(22b) and the ungrammaticality of (22c), the only possible strategy is SPc, a fact which is inline with (16bi). In (23), on the other hand, the gap is the dative object of the inner clause.According to (16bii), one would expect the OPc strategy to be used, but it turns out that allof our informants �nd (23b) grammatical, whereas only some of them �nd (23c) grammatical.Although this result con�icts with the relativization pattern given in (16), we consider thiscontradiction an exception and leave the study of the possible reasons behind it for futureresearch.14Consider now the following examples, where the gap host is a nominalization phrase that actsas the accusative object:(24) a. [Ba³bakan-�nprime minister-GEN buthis söz-üword-ACC söyle-di§-i-ni]say-FACT-3sPoss-ACC gazetenewspaperyaz-d�.write-PAST`The newspaper reported that the prime minister said these words.'b. [[ i buthis söz-üword-ACC söyle-di§-i-ni]say-FACT-3sPoss-ACC gazete-nin/gazete-ninnewspaper-GENyaz-d�§-�]write-OPc-3sPoss ba³bakaniprime minister`the prime minister who the newspaper reported to have said these words'14Recall from footnote 12 (page 79) that according to the account by Barker et al. (1990) (23b) would begrammatical in both Dialect A and Dialect B, while (23c) would be grammatical only in Dialect B. Hence,their analysis makes the correct predictions in this particular case.



84 Zelal Güngördüc. [[ba³bakan-�nprime minister-GEN i söyle-di§-i-ni]say-FACT-3sPoss-ACC gazete-nin/gazete-ninnewspaper-GENyaz-d�§-�]write-OPc-3sPoss buthis söziword`these words which the newspaper reported the prime minister said'(25) a. [Ba³bakan-�nprime minister-GEN buthis söz-üword-ACC söyle-di§-i-ni]say-FACT-3sPoss-ACC gazetenewspaperyaz-d�.write-PAST`A newspaper/newspapers reported that the prime minister said these words.'b. [[ i buthis söz-üword-ACC söyle-di§-i-ni]say-FACT-3sPoss-ACC gazetenewspaper yaz-an]write-SPcba³bakaniprime minister`the prime minister such that a newspaper/newspapers reported that he saidthese words'c. [[ba³bakan-�nprime minister-GEN i söyle-di§-i-ni]say-FACT-3sPoss-ACC gazetenewspaper-GEN yaz-an]write-SPcbuthis söziword`these words which a newspaper/newspapers reported the prime minister said'Note that in (24) the `newspaper' is a speci�c one (hence marked genitive), whereas in (25)it is not (hence left unmarked). In (24) we see that since there is a genitive subject in theclause, in line with (16ai), the OPc strategy has been used both when the gap is the subjectand when it is the object of the inner clause (cf. (24b) and (24c), respectively). In (25), onthe other hand, since the subject is nominative, as (16aii) predicts, the SPc strategy has beenused in both cases (cf. (25b) and (25c), respectively).3.4 Complex ExamplesConsider the following examples of Turkish relative clauses.15 Note that the (a) examplesinvolve relativization from a nominalization phrase. The (b) and (c) examples involve afurther relativization from the relative clause in the (a) examples. In each case, the two gapsoccur in the nominalization phrase.15Observe that the genitive subject benim in these examples is given in parantheses meaning that it is acovert one. It turns out that processing of these examples becomes easier when the subject is dropped.



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 85(26) a. [(Ben-im)I-GEN [pilot-unpilot-GEN j kullan-ma-s�-n�]�y-ACT-3sPoss-ACC iste-di§-im]want-OPc-1sPoss uçakjplanedü³-tü.crash-PAST`The plane that I wanted the pilot to �y crashed.'b. * [[(ben-im)I-GEN [ i j kullan-ma-s�-n�]�y-ACT-3sPoss-ACC iste-di§-im]want-OPc-1sPoss uça§-�njplane-GENdü³-tü§-ü]crash-OPc-3sPoss pilotipilot`the pilot such that the plane that I wanted him to �y crashed'c. [[(ben-im)I-GEN [ i j kullan-ma-s�-n�]�y-ACT-3sPoss-ACC iste-di§-im]want-OPc-1sPoss uçakjplane dü³-en]crash-SPc pilotipilot`the pilot such that the plane that I wanted him to �y crashed'(27) a. [(Ben-im)I-GEN [ i uça§-�plane-ACC kullan-ma-s�-n�]�y-ACT-3sPoss-ACC iste-di§-im]want-OPc-1sPoss pilotipilotöl-dü.die-PAST`The pilot who I wanted to �y the plane died.'b. [[(ben-im)I-GEN [ i j kullan-ma-s�-n�]�y-ACT-3sPoss-ACC iste-di§-im]want-OPc-1sPoss pilot-unpilot-GENöl-dü§-ü]die-OPc-3sPoss uçakjplane`the plane that the pilot who I wanted to �y died'c. * [[(ben-im)I-GEN [ i j kullan-ma-s�-n�]�y-ACT-3sPoss-ACC iste-di§-im]want-OPc-1sPoss pilotpilot öl-en]die-SPc uçakjplane`the plane that the pilot who I wanted to �y died'(28) a. [(Ben-im)I-GEN [ i uça§-�plane-ACC kullan-ma-s�-n�]�y-ACT-3sPoss-ACC iste-di§-im]want-OPc-1sPosspilot-uipilot-ACC dü³manenemy öl-dür-dü.die-CAUS-PAST`The enemy/an enemy killed the pilot who I wanted to �y the plane.'b. [[(ben-im)I-GEN [ i j kullan-ma-s�-n�]�y-ACT-3sPoss-ACC iste-di§-im]want-OPc-1sPoss pilot-upilot-ACCdü³man-�npilot-ACC öl-dür-dü§-ü]enemy-GEN uçakjdie-CAUS-OPc-3sPoss plane`the plane such that the enemy killed the pilot who I wanted to �y (it)'



86 Zelal Güngördüc. [[(ben-im)I-GEN [ i j kullan-ma-s�-n�]�y-ACT-3sPoss-ACC iste-di§-im]want-OPc-1sPoss pilot-upilot-ACCdü³manenemy öl-dür-en]die-CAUS-SPc uçakjplane`the plane such that an enemy killed the pilot who I wanted to �y (it)'The grammaticality/ungrammaticality of these examples follows from the relativization pat-tern in (16). In all three (a) examples, the gap host in the relative clause is a non-subjectconstituent (i.e. a nominalization phrase that acts as the accusative object), and the relativeclause has a genitive subject. Hence, as (16ai) predicts, the OPc strategy has been used inthese examples. As for the (b) and the (c) examples, the gap host in the inner relative clause,in each case, is a non-subject constituent (i.e. again a nominalization phrase that acts as theaccusative object), and the clause has a genitive subject. So, the use of the OPc strategy is inline with (16ai). The critical point in these examples is the relativization strategy used in theouter relative clause. In (26b,c), the gap host (in the outer relative clause) is the subject ofthe clause. The grammatical role of the gap (in the nominalization phrase) which correspondsto the head noun of the outer relative clause is again subject. Hence, according to (16bi), theSPc strategy must be used, as evidenced by the ungrammaticality of (26b) and the grammat-icality of (26c). In (27b,c), on the other hand, the gap host is again the subject of the outerclause. The gap in this case, however, is the accusative object of the nominalization phrase.Hence, the use of the OPc strategy as in (27b) is in line with (16bii), as opposed to the use ofthe SPc strategy which renders (27c) ungrammatical. Finally, in (28b,c), the gap host is theaccusative object of the outer relative clause. Therefore, both the OPc strategy (cf. (28b))and the SPc strategy (cf. (28c)) can be used depending on whether there is a genitive subjectin the clause or not (cf. (16ai) and (16aii), respectively).So far, we have concerned ourselves with �nding a descriptive account of Turkish relativeclauses by trying to formulate the distribution of the two relativization strategies in Turkish.We have considered a broad set of examples of relative clauses and presented a (descriptive)relativization pattern that accounts for these examples. In the following sections, we will �rstdiscuss a number of constraints on relativization in Turkish and then present an account ofrelativization in Turkish within HPSG.4 Constraints on Relativization in TurkishConstraint on Non-subject RelativizationIn Section 3, we considered several examples of relativization in Turkish where two constitu-ents were relativized in the same clause (i.e. either in the same relative clause as in theexamples in Section 3.1, or in the same nominalization phrase as in the examples in Sec-tion 3.4). Note that in all those examples one of the relativized constituents was the subjectof the clause and the other one was a non-subject constituent. We have not seen any examplesin which both of the constituents relativized in the same clause are non-subject constituentsand the reason for this is that this is not possible in Turkish.16 Consider, for example, (29)16Note, however, that it is in general possible to extract two non-subject constituents in the same clause inthe case of other UDCs such as topicalization and backgrounding in Turkish. (See Erguvanl� (1979) for a more



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 87and (30), which show that there is such a constraint in the case of relativization in relativeclauses:17(29) a. BenI [çocu§-unchild-GEN i ev-ehouse-DAT git-ti§-i]go-OPc-3sPoss okul-uischool-ACC gör-dü-m.see-PAST-1s`I saw the school from where the child went home.'b. * [ben-imI-GEN [çocu§-unchild-GEN i j git-ti§-i]go-OPc-3sPoss okul-uischool-ACC gör-dü§-üm]see-OPc-1sPoss evjhouse`the house such that I saw the school from where the child went there'(30) a. [Adam-�nman-GEN kitab-�book-ACC i oku-du§-u]read-OPc-3sPoss evihouse yan-�yor.burn-PROG`The house where the man is reading the book is on �re.'b. * [[adam-�nman-GEN i j oku-du§-u]read-OPc-3sPoss ev-inihouse-GEN yan-d�§-�]burn-OPc-3sPoss kitapjbook`the book such that the house where the man is reading it is on �re'c. * [[adam-�nman-GEN i j oku-du§-u]read-OPc-3sPoss evihouse yan-an]burn-SPc kitapjbook`the book such that the house where the man is reading it is on �re'In (29a), the accusative object okulu is modi�ed by a relative clause which contains an ablativeobject gap. When one tries to relativize the dative object eve, too, one ends up with theungrammatical clause (29b).18Similarly, in (30a) the subject ev is modi�ed by a relative clause which contains a locativeadjunct gap. Again, any attempt of relativizing another non-subject constituent (the accus-ative object kitab� in this example) fails as can be seen from the ungrammaticality of (30b),where the OPc strategy has been used, and (30c), where the SPc strategy has been used.Constraint on Relativization of Nominative Subjects of Non-�nite SentencesIn Section 2.1, we saw that genitive marking or unmarking of subjects of non-�nite Turk-ish sentences depends on contextual factors, and that speci�c subjects are marked genitive,whereas nonspeci�c ones are left unmarked. The following example shows that it is notpossible to relativize nominative (nonspeci�c) subjects of non-�nite Turkish sentences:detailed discussion of the function of word order in Turkish and several pragmatic functions like topicalization,focusing and backgrounding.)17The same restriction also holds true for other types of non�nite sentences where object relativization ispossible such as nominalization and in�nitive phrases. Here, we do not provide any examples for these casesdue to space limitations.18Note that since there is a genitive marked subject benim in the outer clause, the only relevant strategy isOPc. That is why we don't give the version with SPc, which is also ungrammatical.



88 Zelal Güngördü(31) a. [[ i Baca§-�-n�]leg-3sPoss-ACC ar�bee sok-an]sting-SPc k�zigirl a§la-d�.cry-PAST`The girl whose leg was stung by a bee cried.'b. * [[ i baca§-�-n�]leg-3sPoss-ACC j sok-an]sting-SPc k�zigirl a§la-yan]cry-SPc ar�jbee`the bee such that the girl whose leg was stung by it cried'c. * [[ i baca§-�-n�]leg-3sPoss-ACC j sok-an]sting-SPc k�z-�nigirl-GEN a§la-d�§-�]cry-OPc-3sPoss ar�jbee`the bee such that the girl whose leg was stung by it cried'The relative clause in (31a), which modi�es the subject k�z, contains a nominative (nonspe-ci�c) subject ar�, which cannot be relativized as can be seen from the ungrammaticality of(31b,c).Constraint on Relativization across Finite SentencesIn Turkish, no relativized constituent can cross the boundaries of a �nite sentence, whereas anextracted (e.g. topicalized or backgrounded) constituent can. In (32), for example, the �nitesentential complement of sand� contains an embedded nominalization phrase whose accusativeobject can be topicalized as in (32a), but cannot be relativized as shown in (32b):(32) a. [Kitab-�]ibook-ACC adamman [S ban-aI-DAT kad�nwoman [NomP çocu§-unchild-GEN ioku-du§-u-nu]read-FACT-3sPoss-ACC söyle-di]tell-PAST san-d�.think-PAST`The book, the man thought that the woman told me that the child had read.'b. * [PartP adam-�nman [S ban-aI-DAT kad�nwoman [NomP çocu§-unchild-GEN ioku-du§-u-nu]read-FACT-3sPoss-ACC söyle-di]tell-PAST san-d�§-�]think-OPc-3sPoss kitapibook`the book that the man thought that the woman told me that the child hadread'Since we know that it is possible to relativize constituents in nominalization phrases, thedi�erence in the grammaticality of (32a) and (32b) must be due to a constraint which blocksthe crossing of relativized constituents across the boundaries of �nite sentences. Yet, to besure, let us consider the following example, where this �nite sentential complement has beenreplaced by a nominalization phrase:(33) a. [Kitab-�]ibook-ACC adamman [NomP ban-aI-DAT kad�n-�nwoman-GEN [NomP çocu§-unchild-GEN ioku-du§-u-nu]read-FACT-3sPoss-ACC söyle-di§-i-ni]tell-FACT-3sPoss-ACC san-d�.think-PAST`The book, the man thought that the woman told me that the child had read.'



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 89b. [PartP adam-�nman [NomP ban-aI-DAT kad�n-�nwoman-GEN [NomP çocu§-unchild-GEN ioku-du§-u-nu]read-FACT-3sPoss-ACC söyle-di§-i-ni]tell-FACT-3sPoss-ACC san-d�§-�]think-OPc-3sPoss kitapibook`the book that the man thought that the woman told me that the child hadread'The only di�erence between the examples in (32) and the corresponding examples in (33)is that in the latter case the �nite sentential complement is converted to a nominalizationphrase, in which case both topicalization and relativization of kitab� are possible (cf. (33a)and (33b), respectively).5 An Analysis within HPSGIn this section, we present an HPSG analysis of relativization in Turkish using the descriptivepattern of relativization in (16), which we derived in Section 3.1, and also taking into accountthe constraints that we discussed in Section 4. For the purposes of this paper, we concernourselves with only argument relativization, leaving adjunct relativization for futher research.The important features of the analysis are as follows:Firstly, we present an analysis in terms of lexically speci�ed mod values.19 We have a numberof lexical rules to derive participles from base verbs and to deal with relativization in embeddedphrases.Secondly, it is obvious that in order to implement the second part of the relativization patternin (16), we need to have a mechanism which, at the outer clause level, di�erentiates betweenthe di�erent grammatical roles the gap might have (namely, subject/non-subject distinction).However, there is no need to encode such an information in the case of other UDCs like topic-alization and backgrounding. Hence, we introduce a new nonlocal feature relativized,20in addition to slash, for the analysis of relative clauses in Turkish. relativized takes valuesof sort relativized with two appropriate features, spc and opc, both of which take values ofsort set(local).Thirdly, in Section 4 we saw that in Turkish no relativized constituent can cross the boundariesof a �nite sentence, whereas an extracted (topicalized or backgrounded) constituent can.Using a separate nonlocal feature, relativized, in the analysis of relative clauses lets usformalize this language particular constraint as follows:(34) Finite Sentence Relativized Constraint (parochial for Turkish):Finite sentences must have empty values for the inherjrelativized features (spcand opc).19The idea of having such an analysis for languages like Korean where the verbal head of a relative clausebears identifying morphology is suggested by Pollard and Sag (1994)[page 57].20Note that relativized is a di�erent feature from the nonlocal feature relative (rel) in standardHPSG, which takes values of sort set(ref) and whose main function is to encode a relative dependency (i.e. adependency between the relative word and the head noun with which it shares an index) in a relative clause(see Pollard and Sag (1994)[pages 210-220] for details). We assume that there is no need to use the rel featurein the analysis of Turkish relative clauses since there is no such dependency in Turkish.



90 Zelal GüngördüThe �nal point to note is that we analyse Turkish relative clauses as weak UDCs. That is, thegap and the head noun of the clause structure-share only their index values (e.g. they neednot have the same case as can be seen from the examples we have considered in the previoussections).Having highlighted the important points about the analysis, we turn in the next section tothe lexical rules which form the basis of the analysis.5.1 The Lexical RulesThe lexical rules in the analysis can be mainly classi�ed into the following three sets:(i) The rules in the �rst set derive participles to be used in the case of bounded relativizationfrom base verbs when they get one of the participle su�xes.(ii) The rules in the second set derive participles to be used in the case of unbounded rela-tivization from base verbs when they get one of the participle su�xes. These participlesfunction as the verbal head of the outer clause (where a long distance dependency isbound o�) in an unbounded relativization.(iii) The rules in the third set are responsible for relativization in embedded phrases likerelative clauses, possessive nominal compounds, postpositional phrases, nominalizationphrases and in�nitive phrases.The main di�erence between the rules in the �rst two sets, and the ones in the third set isthat the former change the mod value of the input lexical entry (which is speci�ed as beingof sort none for base verbs in the lexicon) to an object of sort synsem that selects the synsemvalue of the head noun of the relative clause, and change the content value of the inputentry (which is of sort psoa) to an object of sort nom-object, whereas the latter leave the modand the content values of the input unchanged. In addition, the phon value of the input isalso changed in the former case, in that either the SPc su�x -yEn or the OPc su�x -DIK isa�xed to it, though we do not show the phon feature in the lexical rules.The main di�erence between the rules in the �rst and the third sets, and the ones in the secondset is that in the former case one of the arguments is relativized, that is, it is removed from oneof the valence lists (subj or comps) and is placed within one of the inherjrelativized sets(spc or opc).21 In the case of the rules in the second set, on the other hand, no argumentis relativized, but instead a further restriction is placed on one of the arguments (the onewhich is to function as the gap host in an unbounded relativization) that requires it to havea nonempty value for one of the inherjrelativized features (spc or opc).In the following sections, we present the rules in these three sets together with some examplederivations.21The idea behind these rules is similar to that behind the extraction lexical rules proposed by Pollard andSag (1994)[Pages 376-384] in the traceless account of UDCs in this respect.



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 915.1.1 Participle Derivation for Bounded RelativizationThere are three rules in this set having the following functions: i) participle derivation forsubject relativization, ii) participle derivation for object relativization for cases when thesubject is genitive marked (speci�c), and iii) participle derivation for object relativization forcases when the subject is nominative (nonspeci�c). As mentioned above, the rules in this sethave the following common features:(i) They change the mod value of the input so that the resulting mod value is an object ofsort synsem which selects the synsem value of the head noun, and the content valueof the input to an object of sort nom-object.(ii) They relativize an argument of the input lexical entry, i.e. remove it from one of thevalence lists and place within one of the inherjrelativized sets.Subject Relativization:The lexical rule in (35), which is responsible for bounded subject relativization, takes a verb inbase form as its input lexical entry and returns, as its output, one in s-part (subject-participle)form. Furthermore it removes the only element in the subj list from this list and places itwithin the inherjrelativizedjspc value of the output. The mod value of the input is of sortnone, whereas that of the output is of sort synsem which selects an N0 (the head noun) whoseto-bindjrelativizedjspc value contains exactly one element which is structure-shared withthe element in the inherjrelativizedjspc value of the participle. Furthermore, the index ofthe head noun is structure-shared with that of the element in its to-bindjrelativizedjspcset (and hence, with that of the element in the inherjrelativizedjspc set of the participle).The content value of the output is a nominal object whose index coincides with that of thehead noun, and whose restriction is the set of psoas obtained by adding the content value ofthe input lexical entry (which is of sort psoa) to the restrictions imposed by the head noun.(35) 266664HEAD verb"VFORM bseMOD none#SUBJ hNP[LOC 3 ]iCONTENT 2 377775 =)266666666666664HEAD verb2664VFORM s� partMOD N0 [TO-BINDjRELATIVIZEDjSPcn 3 1 o] :"INDEX 1RESTR 4 #3775SUBJ hiCONTENT "INDEX 1RESTR f 2 gS 4 #INHERjRELATIVIZEDjSPC f 3 g 377777777777775Let us now consider an example that illustrates how this lexical rule works. The structureof the relative clause in (36) is given in (37). Note that the lexical entry for the s-part verbgören in this structure is the output of the rule in (35). The structure-sharing (tag 1 ) ofthe index values of the head noun and the element in the to-bindjrelativizedjspc setof the head noun (hence, the element in the inherjrelativizedjspc set of the participle),



92 Zelal Güngördüensures that the seer role of the see relation (in the contentjrestr value) is �lled by thisindex since it is the index of the subject NP in the original lexical entry for the base verbgör, which has been relativized by the rule in (35). The nonempty inherjrelativizedjspcvalue introduced by the lexical entry of the participle is passed on the mother S node by theNonlocal Feature Principle, and then bound o� by the to-bindjrelativizedjspc value ofthe N0 again because of the Nonlocal Feature Principle. Hence, the mother NP node has anempty inherjrelativizedjspc value. Note also that the content value of the relative clause,which is structure-shared with the content value of the participle (i.e. the head daughter ofthe relative clause), is also structure-shared with that of the mother NP since the relativeclause is the adjunct daughter of this mother (because of the Semantics Principle).(36) [ i kad�n-�woman-ACC gör-en]see-SPc adamiman `the man who sees the woman'(37) NPhcontent: 8inherjrelatjspc: {}iS264cat: hhead: 4comps: hiicontent: 8inherjrelatjspc: { 3 }3752 NP[acc] 6kad�n-�woman-ACC V26666666664cat: 24head: 4 verbhvform: s-partmod: 5 isubj: hicomps: h 2 i 35content: 8 264index: 1restr: { "seeseer: 1seen: 6 # }S 7 375inherjrelatjspc: { 3 } 37777777775gör-ensee-SPc
5 N0264content: �index: 1restr: 7 �to-bindjrelatjspc: { 3 1 }375adamman

Object Relativization when the Subject is Genitive-marked (Speci�c):The lexical rule in (38) takes care of bounded object relativization when the subject of theclause is speci�c, hence genitive marked. The vform value is changed from base to o-part(object-participle), and one of the elements in the comps list of the input is removed fromthis list and placed within the inherjrelativizedjopc value of the output. Furthermore,the subject of the output has been constrained to be genitive. The mod value is changedfrom none to an object of sort synsem which selects an N0 (the head noun) whose to-bindjrelativizedjopc value has exactly one element which is structure-shared with theelement in the inherjrelativizedjopc value of the participle. The coindexing of the headnoun and the elements in the relativizedjopc values (tag 1 ) is similar to that in the rulein (35). The content value of the output is exactly the same as that of the output of the rulein (35).



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 93(38) 26666664HEAD verb"VFORM bseMOD none#SUBJ hNPiCOMPS h:::;NP[LOC 3 ]; :::iCONTENT 2 37777775 =)2666666666666664HEAD verb2664VFORM o� partMOD N0 [TO-BINDjRELATIVIZEDjOPcn 3 1 o] :"INDEX 1RESTR 4 #3775SUBJ hNP[gen]iCOMPS h:::iCONTENT "INDEX 1RESTR f 2 gS 4 #INHERjRELATIVIZEDjOPC f 3 g 3777777777777775The structure of the relative clause in (39) is given in (40). The lexical entry for the o-partverb gördü§ü is the output of the rule in (38). Note that since the index of the head noun isstructure-shared with that of the relativized object of the base verb gör, in this case, it is theseen role of the see relation (in the contentjrestr value of the participle) that is �lled bythis index.(39) [adam-�nman-GEN i gör-dü§-ü]see-OPc-3sPoss kad�niwoman `the woman that the man sees'(40) NPhcontent: 8inherjrelatjopc: {}iS264cat: hhead: 4subj: hi icontent: 8inherjrelatjopc: { 3 }3752 NP[gen] 6adam-�nman-GEN V26666666664cat: 24head: 4 verb hvform: o-partmod: 5 isubj: h 2 icomps: hi 35content: 8 264index: 1restr: { "seeseer: 6seen: 1 # }S 7 375inherjrelatjopc: { 3 } 37777777775gör-dü§-üsee-OPc-3sPoss
5 N0264content: �index: 1restr: 7 �to-bindjrelatjopc: { 3 1 }375kad�nwoman



94 Zelal GüngördüObject Relativization when the Subject is Nominative (Nonspeci�c):The rule in (41) is similar to the one in (38), in that it relativizes one of the elements in thecomps list. In this case, however, the subject of the output is constrained to be nominativeand nonspeci�c.22 Accordingly, the output is a verb of form s-part, hence the relativizedcomplement is placed within the inherjrelativizedjspc value of the output (even though itis a non-subject complement).(41) 26666664HEAD verb"VFORM bseMOD none#SUBJ hNPiCOMPS h:::;NP[LOC 3 ]; :::iCONTENT 2 37777775 =)2666666666666664HEAD verb2664VFORM s� partMOD N0 [TO-BINDjRELATIVIZEDjSPcn 3 1 o] :"INDEX 1RESTR 4 #3775SUBJ hNP[nom; nonspecific]iCOMPS h:::iCONTENT "INDEX 1RESTR f 2 gS 4 #INHERjRELATIVIZEDjSPC f 3 g 3777777777777775The structure of the relative clause in (42), where the object has been relativized and thesubject has been left unmarked (nominative) since it is nonspeci�c, is given in (43). Note thatthe lexical entry for the s-part verb sokan is derived by the rule in (41), hence the subject isnominative and nonspeci�c.(42) [ i ar�bee sok-an]sting-SPc k�zigirl`the girl whom a bee/some bees stung'22 We have introduced a new head feature specificity for objects of sort noun and determiner in anearlier work, which we make use of here (see Güngördü (Forthcoming) for details). The way this feature isspeci�ed for the nouns and the determiners in the lexicon and a reformulation of the Head Feature Principlefor Turkish make sure that NPs like pronouns, proper nouns, possessive nominal compounds and NPs withde�nite or universal determiners are speci�c, whereas all other NPs are left as nonspeci�c though they mightbe interpreted as speci�c depending on the context. Hence, the constraint that the subject of the output entryof (41) must be nonspeci�c serves to prevent a speci�c NP (i.e. one of those mentioned above) from being anominative subject, rather than placing a constraint in the context �eld of the subject that requires it tohave a nonspeci�c interpretation. That is in fact why there is no constraint on the output of the rule in (38)which restricts the subject NP to be speci�c.



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 95(43) NPhcontent: 8inherjrelatjspc: {}iS264head: 4subj: hicontent: 8inherjrelatjspc: { 3 }3752 NP[nom,nonspeci�c] 6ar�bee V26666666664head: 4 verb hvform: s-partmod: 5 isubj: h 2 icomps: hicontent: 8 264index: 1restr: { "stingstinger: 6stingee: 1 # }S 7 375inherjrelatjspc: { 3 } 37777777775sok-ansting-SPc
5 N0264content: �index: 1restr: 7 �to-bindjrelatjspc: { 3 1 }375k�zgirl

5.1.2 Participle Derivation for Unbounded RelativizationThe rules in this section derive participles from base verbs to be used in the case of unboundedrelativization. There are four rules in this set, which correspond to the four di�erent cases ofthe relativization pattern in (16), repeated here for convenience:(16) Relativization pattern in Turkish (�nal version):(a) if the gap host is a non-subject constituent thenif there is a subject in the clause, whether it is genitive marked or not isdetermined by contextual factors, and(i) if there is a genitive subject in the clause thenthe OPc strategy is used(ii) else (i.e. if the subject is nominative or there is no subject as inimpersonal passives)the SPc strategy is used(b) else if the gap host is the subject then(i) if the grammatical role of the gap is subject thenthe SPc strategy is used(ii) else the OPc strategy is used



96 Zelal GüngördüAll these four rules have the following common features:(i) They change the mod value of the input entry (which is speci�ed as none for the baseverbs in the lexicon) to an object of sort synsem that selects the synsem value of thehead noun, and they change the content value to an object of sort nom-object.(ii) They do not relativize an argument of the input entry, but instead place a constrainton one of the arguments which requires it to have a nonempty value for one of theinherjrelativized features. Note that it is that argument that corresponds to the gaphost in the formulation of the relativization pattern in (16).Non-subject Gap Host � Genitive Subject (16ai)The lexical rule in (44) deals with the case described in (16ai), where the gap host is anon-subject constituent and there is a genitive subject in the clause. The fact that the OPcstrategy must be used in this case determines the vform value of the output to be of sort o-part. The rule also places a constraint on one of the inherjrelativized features of one of theelements in the comps list (the gap host) forcing it to have a nonempty value. Furthermore,the element in this nonempty set is structure-shared with the element in the correspondingto-bindjrelativized set of the head noun (tag 2 ) to bind this long distance dependency o�once the head noun combines with the relative clause headed by this participle. Note thatthe grammatical function of the gap itself is not important in this case. That is why the valueof the variable Y ranges over the set fspc;OPcg.23 The gap host, however, is guaranteed tobe a non-subject argument since it occurs in the comps list. Syntactically, it can be an NP(either a possessive nominal compound or an NP modi�ed by a relative clause) or a PP oran S[nominalization] (nominalization phrase) or a VP[inf ] (in�nitive phrase).24 The contentvalue of the output is a nominal object (as in the case of participle derivation for boundedrelativization) whose index coincides with that of the head noun, and whose restriction is theset of psoas obtained by adding to the restrictions imposed by the head noun the contentvalue of the input lexical entry (which is of sort psoa).(44) 26666664HEAD verb"VFORM bseMOD none#SUBJ hNPiCOMPS h:::;XP; :::iCONTENT 1 37777775 =)23In the case of bounded relativization, the grammatical role of the gap does not necessarily correspond tothe relativized feature in which it takes place since the rule in (41) (i.e. object relativization when the subjectis nominative) places the argument it relativizes in the relativizedjspc set of the output entry even though itis a non-subject argument appearing in the comps list of the input entry. However, all the rules that deal withrelativization in embedded phrases (Section 5.1.3) place the arguments they relativize in the correspondingrelativized set. Hence, in the case of unbounded relativization, an element in the inherjrelativizedjspcset corresponds to a subject gap, whereas one in the inherjrelativizedjopc set corresponds to a non-subjectgap.24Notice the correspondence between these categories and the ones that the rules in Section 5.1.3 apply to.



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 97266666666666664HEAD verb2664VFORM o� partMOD N0 [TO-BINDjRELATIVIZEDjYn 2 4 o] :"INDEX 4RESTR 3 #3775SUBJ hNP[gen]iCOMPS h:::;XP[INHERjRELATIVIZEDjY f 2 g]; :::iCONTENT"INDEX 4RESTR f 1 gS 3 # 377777777777775XP 2 fNP;PP; S[nominalization];VP[inf]g Y 2 fspc;opcgConsider now the example of long distance relativization given in (45), where the possessorof the embedded NP has been relativized. The structure of this example is given in (46).Note that the lexical entry for the o-part verb gördü§ün in this structure is the output ofthe rule in (44), where the gap host (XP) is an NP (a possessive nominal compound) andthe grammatical role of the gap is subject (hence, Y is SPc). The lexical entry for the nounkitab�n� is the output of the rule in (64),25 which deals with relativization of possessors inpossessive nominal compounds.26 The nonempty inherjrelativizedjspc value introducedby this lexical entry is passed on the mother NP node by the Nonlocal Feature Principle.Hence, the only element in the comps list of the o-part verb gördü§ün has a nonempty valuefor one of the inherjrelativized features (spc in this case) in accordance with the relevantconstraint imposed by the rule in (44). The contentjrestr value of the lexical entry forkitab�n� contains two psoas, one of them being a possess relation.27 The structure-sharing (tag5 ) of the index values of the head noun and the element in the to-bindjrelativizedjspcvalue of the head noun (hence, the element in the inherjrelativizedjspc value of the lexicalentry for kitab�n�), makes sure that the possessor role of the possess relation is �lled bythis index since it is the index of the subject (possessor) NP in the original lexical entry forkitab�n�, which has been relativized by the rule in (64). Observe that, in accordance withthe Semantics Principle, the content value of the relative clause, which is structure-sharedwith the content value of the participle (i.e. the head daughter of the relative clause), is alsostructure-shared with that of the mother NP since the relative clause is the adjunct daughterof this NP.(45) [sen-inyou-GEN [ i kitab-�-n�]book-3sPoss-ACC gör-dü§-ün]see-OPc-2sPoss adamiman`the man whose book you saw'XP = NP (possessive nominal compound)Y = spc25The examples in this section refer to some of the lexical rules in the next section (Section 5.1.3). We preferto present these two sections in this order since the following section has references to this section as well andit would be much more di�cult to follow the subject in the other order.26In fact, this entry has gone through another lexical rule, which has a�xed the accusative case su�x toits phon value and changed its case value from nominative to accusative. We prefer to omit such inessentialdetails in the discussion here.27Recall from Section 3.2 that this relation is introduced by the lexical rule which deals with possessive su�xa�xation to nouns.
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An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 99Let us now consider another example, (47), where the gap host (XP) is an NP modi�ed bya relative clause. (48) shows the structure of this clause. Note that the lexical entry forthe o-part verb okudu§u in this structure is the output of the consecutive applications of thefollowing lexical rules of relativization that we have seen in the previous sections:(i) The lexical rule in (38) has applied to the lexical entry for the base verb oku, producingan output entry (an o-part verb) where the direct object has been relativized. Notehow the constraints this lexical rule imposes on the vform, mod, content, compsand inherjrelativizedjopc values of the output have been illustrated in the structureof the embedded relative clause (which is in fact very similar to the structure of (39)given in (40) as far as these features are concerned).(ii) The output entry of the above application (which is an o-part verb) has been an in-put to the lexical rule in (66), which has relativized its subject (placing it in theinherjrelativizedjspc value of the �nal output, that is, the one we see as the lexicalentry of okudu§u in (48)).On the mother NP node of the embedded relative clause the nonempty inherjrelativizedjopcvalue introduced by the lexical entry of the o-part verb okudu§u, no longer shows up since ithas been bound o� by the to-bindjrelativizedjopc value of the head noun of this relativeclause. However, the nonempty inherjrelativizedjspc value, which has been introduced bythe same lexical entry, still survives. Hence, the only element in the comps list of the o-partverb bildi§i (which is the output of the lexical rule in (44)) has a nonempty value for one ofthe inherjrelativized features (spc in this case) satisfying the relevant constraint imposedby the rule in (44). Note that the reader role of the read relation in the contentjrestrvalue of the embedded participle okudu§u is �lled by the index of the head noun of the outerrelative clause (tag 5 ) since this is the index of the subject NP of the output okudu§u of therule in (38) (cf. (i) above), which has then been relativized by the rule in (66) (cf. (ii) above).(47) [kad�n-�nwoman-GEN [ j i oku-du§-u]read-OPc-3sPoss kitab-�ibook-ACC bil-di§-i]know-OPc-3sPoss adamjman`the man that the woman knows the book he reads'XP = NP (modi�ed by a relative clause),Y = spc
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An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 101Non-subject Gap Host � Nominative Subject (16aii)The lexical rule in (49) deals with the case described in (16aii), in which the gap host is anon-subject constituent and there is no genitive subject in the clause. The vform value ofthe output is s-part since, in this case, the SPc strategy must be used. Recall that we do notprovide an account for relativization in impersonal passives in this paper. Hence, the subjvalue of the output (which in the case of impersonal passives would be empty) is constrainedto contain an NP which is nominative and nonspeci�c. The rest of the constraints imposedby this lexical rule are exactly the same as the ones imposed by the lexical rule in (44), whichtakes care of the case in (16ai).(49) 26666664HEAD verb"VFORM bseMOD none#SUBJ hNPiCOMPS h:::;XP; :::iCONTENT 1 37777775 =)266666666666664HEAD verb2664VFORM s� partMOD N0 [TO-BINDjRELATIVIZEDjYn 2 4 o] :"INDEX 4RESTR 3 #3775SUBJ hNP[nom; nonspecific]iCOMPS h:::;XP[INHERjRELATIVIZEDjY f 2 g]; :::iCONTENT"INDEX 4RESTR f 1 gS 3 # 377777777777775XP 2 fNP;PP; S[nominalization];VP[inf]g , Y 2 fspc;opcgLet us now consider some examples to illustrate how this rule works. The �rst example, givenin (50), is one where the gap host is a fact type nominalization phrase which acts as theaccusative object of the relative clause (XP is S[fact]), and the grammatical role of the gapis subject (Y is spc). (51) shows the structure for this example. The lexical entry for thefact verb söyledi§ini is the output of the rule in (67), which has relativized its subject. Thenonempty inherjreltivizedjspc value introduced by this entry is passed on to the motherS node. Hence, the element in the subj list of the lexical entry for the s-part verb yazan hasa nonempty value for one of the inherjreltivized features (spc in this case), satisfying therelevant constraint imposed by the rule in (49). The rest of the structure is very similar tothe ones in the previous section, except that the subject of the relative clause is nominativeand nonspeci�c in this case.(50) [[ i buthis söz-üword-ACC söyle-di§-i-ni]say-FACT-3sPoss-ACC gazetenewspaper yaz-an]write-SPc ba³bakaniprime minister`the prime minister who a newspaper/newspapers reported to have said these words'XP = SY = spc
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An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 103In the next example, (52), the gap host is the accusative object of the relative clause modi�edby an embedded relative clause (XP is NP), and the grammatical role of the gap is object(Y is opc). In the structure for this example, given in (53), the lexical entry for the s-partverb yiyen is the output of the following consecutive applications of two of the lexical rulesof relativization:(i) The lexical rule in (35) has derived the s-part verb yiyen from the lexical entry of thebase verb ye, relativizing its subject. Note how the constraints imposed by this rule onthe vform, mod, content, subj and inherjrelativizedjspc values of the outputhave been illustrated in the structure of the embedded relative clause (which is in factvery similar to the structure of (36) given in (37) as far as these features are concerned).(i) This s-part verb then has been an input to the lexical rule in (65), which has relativizedthe element in its comps list, placing it in the inherjrelativizedjopc list of theoutput.On the mother NP node of the embedded relative clause the inherjrelativizedjspc valueis empty since the nonempty inherjrelativizedjspc value introduced by the lexical entryof yiyen has been bound o� by the to-bindjrelativizedjspc value on the head noun of thisrelative clause. The inherjrelativizedjopc value, on the other hand, is still nonempty. Theonly element in the comps list of the s-part verb sokan (which is the output of the rule (49))therefore has a nonempty value for one of the inherjrelativized features (opc in this case).(52) [[ i j yi-yen]eat-SPc çocu§-uichild-ACC ar�bee sok-an]sting-SPc bitkijplant`the plant such that the child who ate it was stung by a bee'XP = NP (modi�ed by a relative clause)Y = opc
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An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 105Subject Gap Host � Subject Gap (16bi)Let us now discuss the formulation of the third case in (16), i.e. the case where the gap hostis the subject of the relative clause and the grammatical role of the gap is also subject. Recallthat in the �rst two cases of (16) (i.e. (16a), where the gap host is a non-subject constituentof the outer clause), it is only the existence of a genitive subject in the outer clause thatdetermines the strategy to be used. In other words, the grammatical role of the gap has noe�ect at all on this choice. That is why there is a variable Y, ranging over the set fspc;opcgin the lexical rules (44) and (49). In (16b), on the other hand, it is mainly the grammaticalrole of the gap that determines the relativization strategy to be used on the outer relativeclause: if the grammatical role of the gap is subject, then the subject of the relative clause(the gap host) is left unmarked and the SPc strategy is used (see (16bi)). Otherwise, thesubject of the clause is marked genitive and the OPc strategy is used (see (16bii)).The former case (16bi) is handled by the lexical rule (54). The vform value of the output iss-part since the SPc strategy must be used in this case. Note that since the gap host is subjectand the grammatical role of the gap is also subject, the rule places a constraint on the elementin the subj list of the output forcing it to have a nonempty inherjrelativizedjspc value.The element in this nonempty set is further structure-shared with the element in the to-bindjrelativizedjspc value of the head noun (tag 2 ) to bind this long distance dependencyo� once the head noun combines with the relative clause headed by this participle. Thesyntactic category of the gap host can be an NP, or a PP or an S[nominalization]. Notethat VP[inf ], which occurs in the list of the possible syntactic categories for the gap host inthe lexical rules in (44) and (49), is excluded from this list in (54) since it is not possible torelativize a constituent in a subject in�nitive phrase (see Sezer (1986) for a discussion on thisrestriction). The content value of the output is exactly the same as that of the outputs ofthe other participle derivation rules.(54) 266664HEAD verb"VFORM bseMOD none#SUBJ hXPiCONTENT 1 377775 =)2666666666664HEAD verb2664VFORM s� partMOD N0 [TO-BINDjRELATIVIZEDjSPCn 2 4 o] :"INDEX 4RESTR 3 #3775SUBJ hXP[nom; INHERjRELATIVIZEDjSPC f 2 g]iCONTENT"INDEX 4RESTR f 1 gS 3 # 3777777777775XP 2 fNP; S[nominalization], PPg



106 Zelal GüngördüConsider now the example in (55), where the possessor of the embedded subject NP has beenrelativized. In the structure for this example, given in (57), the lexical entry for the s-partverb seven is the output of the rule in (54), where the gap host is an NP. The lexical entry forthe noun köpe§i, on the other hand, is the output of the rule in (64), which has relativized thesubject (possessor) of the input placing it in the inherjrelativizedjspc value of this outputentry. This nonempty inherjrelativizedjspc value is passed on the mother NP node. Theelement in the subj list of seven therefore has a nonempty inherjrelativizedjspc value, inline with the relevant constraint imposed by the rule (54).(55) [[ i köpe§-i]dog-3sPoss sen-iyou-ACC sev-en]love-SPc adamiman`the man whose dog loves you'XP = NP (possessive nominal compound)Another example in relation to the rule in (54) is given in (56), and its structure in (58).The gap host in this case is the subject NP, modi�ed by a relative clause. The o-part verbald�§�, which is the head of the embedded relative clause, is the output of the consecutiveapplications of the rules (38) and (66), exactly like the o-part verbal head of the embeddedrelative clause in (48) (page 100). The s-part verb bozuk ç�kan in the outer relative clause, onthe other hand, is the output of the rule in (54).(56) [[ j i al-d�§-�]buy-OPc-3sPoss arabaicar bozukdefective ç�k-an]turn out-SPc adamjman`the man who the car that he bought turned out to be defective'XP = NP (modi�ed by a relative clause)
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An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 109Subject Gap Host � Non-subject Gap (16bii)We now come to the last case in (16), i.e. the one in which the gap host is the subject of theouter relative clause, and the grammatical role of the gap is non-subject. Recall that in thiscase the subject of the relative clause (the gap host) is marked genitive and the OPc strategyis used (cf. page 105). This case is handled by the rule in (59). This rule is very similar tothe rule in (54), except that the vform value of the output is o-part since the OPc strategyis to be used, that the subject is genitive, and that the inherjrelativizedjopc value of theelement in the subj list of the output is nonempty, instead of the spc value (and consequentlythe to-bindjrelativizedjopc value of the head noun), since the gap is a non-subject gap.VP[inf ] is again excluded from the list of the possible syntactic categories for the gap host(XP) as in the case of the rule in (54).(59) 266664HEAD verb"VFORM bseMOD none#SUBJ hXPiCONTENT 1 377775 =)2666666666664HEAD verb2664VFORM o� partMOD N0 [TO-BINDjRELATIVIZEDjOPCn 2 4 o] :"INDEX 4RESTR 3 #3775SUBJ hXP[gen; INHERjRELATIVIZEDjOPC f 2 g]iCONTENT"INDEX 4RESTR f 1 gS 3 # 3777777777775XP 2 fNP; S[nominalization], PPgConsider now the example in (60), and its structure in (61). Note that the gap host in thiscase is an act type nominalization phrase, which is the genitive subject of the relative clause.The act verb tan�mas�n�n in this sentential subject is the output of the rule in (68), henceits object has been relativized. The o-part verb beklendi§i in the relative clause, on the otherhand, is the output of the rule in (59).(60) [[adam-�nman-GEN i tan�-ma-s�-n�n]know-ACT-3sPoss-GEN bekle-n-di§-i]expect-PASS-OPc-3sPoss kad�niwoman`the woman such that it is expected that the man knows her'28XP = S28Recall from Section 3.3 that in the case of relativization in nominalization phrases, when the gap host isthe subject of the clause and the grammatical role of the gap is non-subject, it is not necessarily the case thatthe OPc strategy must be used (cf. (23)). Recall also that this is a problem with the relativization patternin (16). In order to get around this problem within the HPSG analysis, we propose an additional lexical rulewhich derives an s-part verb from a base verb when the gap host is a subject nominalization phrase and thegrammatical role of the gap is object, hence the inherjrelativizedjopc value of the gap host is nonempty(not spc). This rule is exactly the same as the one in (59), except that the subject (i.e. the gap host) isconstrained to be an S[nominalization], that the vform value of the output is constrained to be s-part (noto-part), and that the subject of the output is constrained to be nominative (not genitive). This rule derivess-part verbs like beklenen, which licences a structure for (i) that is exactly the same as (61), except that theact phrase gap host (headed by the act verb tan�mas�) is nominative and the head of the relative clause is the
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A second example with regard to the rule in (59) is given in (62), and its structure in (63).The s-part verb kullanan in this structure (the head of the embedded relative clause) is theoutput of the consecutive applications of the rules in (35) and (65), just like the s-part verbyiyen in (53) (page 104). The o-part verb ç�ld�rd�§� in the outer clause, on the other hand, isthe output of the rule in (59).(62) [[ i j kullan-an]�y-SPc pilot-unipilot-GEN ç�ld�r-d�§-�]go crazy-OPc-3sPoss uçakjplane`the plane which the pilot who was �ying it went crazy'XP = NP (modi�ed by a relative clause)s-part verb beklenen (derived by the above rule).(i) [[adam-�nman-GEN i tan�-ma-s�]know-ACT-3sPoss bekle-n-en]expect-PASS-SPc kad�niwoman`the woman such that it is expected that the man knows her'
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3 N0 [gen]264content: �index: 8restr: 11 �to-bindjrelatjspc: { 4 8 }375pilot-unpilot-GEN

V266664cat: "head: 9 verb hvform: o-partmod: 6 isubj: h 1 i #content: 12 "index: 5restr: { hgocrazycrazy: 5 i }S 13 #377775ç�ld�r-d�§-�go crazy-OPc-3sPoss
6 N0264content: �index: 5restr: 13 �to-bindjrelatjopc: { 2 5 }375uçakplane



112 Zelal Güngördü5.1.3 Relativization in Embedded PhrasesThe lexical rules we present in this section are responsible for relativization in embeddedphrases such as possessive nominal compounds, relative clauses and nominalization phrases.29All the rules in this set have the following common features:(i) They relativize an argument of the input lexical entry.(ii) They leave the mod and the content values of the input unchanged.Possessor (Subject) Relativization in Noun PhrasesRecall from Section 3.2 that we treat possessors as subjects in HPSG. The lexical rule in(64) deals with relativization of possessors (subjects) in noun phrases. The rule simply re-moves the only element in the subj list of the input from this list and places it within theinherjrelativizedjspc value of the output. The constraint that the input must have nom-inative as its case value serves to prevent overgeneration since there are other lexical ruleswhich operate on the outputs of this rule to a�x di�erent case su�xes, hence change thecase value. (See, for example, the relative clause in (45) and its structure in (46), and theone in (55) and its structure in (57).)(64) "HEAD 1 noun [CASE nom; -PRD]SUBJ hNP[LOC 2 ]i # =) 264HEAD 1SUBJ hiINHERjRELATIVIZEDjSPC f 2 g375Relativization in Relative Clauses: There are three rules in this category:30The lexical rule in (65) deals with object relativization in relative clauses with s-part verbalheads. Note that an application of this rule to an output of the rule in (41) (i.e. objectrelativization when the subject is nominative), which has a nonempty subj value, wouldresult in two object gaps in the same clause, which is not possible in Turkish (cf. Section 4).Therefore, the subj value of the input has been constrained to be empty to block such anapplication.31 This constraint, furthermore, prevents (65) from applying to an output ofthe rule in (49) or the one in (54).32 The constraint that the input must have an emptyinherjrelativizedjopc value serves to prevent (65) from applying to its own output, henceto block more than one object gap in the same relative clause. (See, for instance, the relativeclause in (52) and its structure in (53), and the one in (62) and its structure in (63).)29There are in fact similar rules that deal with relativization in postpositional phrases and in�nitive phrasesas well, which we omit here because of space limitations.30Here, we give only two of these rules. The third one deals with relativization of the objects of o-part verbswith a PP gap host. We do not concern ourselves with the details here, but it turns out that it is not possibleto relativize an object of an o-part verb one of whose arguments is a gap host unless that argument is a PP.31 Note, however, that this constraint does not block the relativization of the second object in the case ofs-part verbs that have been derived from impersonal passives since in this case the subj value would be emptyanyway. Note also that we haven't provided any account of relativization in impersonal passives in this paper.These issues remain to be worked on.32 We do not concern ourselves with the details here, but it seems to be impossible to relativize an objectin a relative clause headed by an output of one of these lexical rules. Consider the s-part verb gören in (i) (anoutput of (54)) for an example:(i) a. [ j i Sev-di§-i]love-OPc-3sPoss kad�niwoman çocu§-uchild-ACC gör-en]see-SPc adamjman yürü-dü.walk-PAST



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 113(65) 266664HEAD 1 verb�VFORM s � part�SUBJ hiCOMPS h:::;NP[LOC 2 ]; :::iINHERjRELATIVIZEDjOPC fg 377775 =) 264HEAD 1COMPS h:::iINHERjRELATIVIZEDjOPC f 2 g375The second rule in this category is the one in (66), which is responsible for subject relativiza-tion in relative clauses with o-part verbal heads. The constraint that the subject of the input(which is to be relativized by the rule) must have empty inherjrelativizedjopc value servesto prevent the rule from applying to an output of the rule in (59) (Section 5.1.2) since thesubject of such an output (which is to function as the gap host in a relative clause headed bythat output) can not be relativized. On the other hand, (66) can apply to an output of (44)(Section 5.1.2) producing an o-part verb such as bildi§i in the structure for (69) (Section 5.2).(See, for example, the relative clause in (47) and its structure in (48), and the one in (56)and its structure in (58).)(66) 264HEAD 1 verb�VFORM o� part�SUBJ hNP[LOC 2 ; INHERjRELATIVIZEDjOPC fg]i375 =) 264HEAD 1SUBJ hiINHERjRELATIVIZEDjSPC f 2 g375Note that there is no rule that relativizes the subject of an s-part verb which is an output ofthe rule in (49) (page 101) or the one in (54) (page 105). In the former case, the subject cannot be relativized since it is a nominative (nonspeci�c) subject (cf. Section 4). In the lattercase, the subject of such an output is to function as the gap host in a relative clause headedby that output, hence can not be relativized.Relativization in Nominalization Phrases: There are two rules in this category:The �rst one, which deals with subject relativization in nominalization phrases, is given in(67). The constraint that the input must have nominative case has a similar function to theconstraint in the rule (64) (i.e. possessor relativization in noun phrases). Note that the caseof the subject of the input is constrained to be genitive since nominative (nonspeci�c) subjectsof non-�nite Turkish sentences can not be relativized (cf. Section 4). (See the relative clausein (50) and its structure in (51) for an example.)(67) 264HEAD 1 verb�VFORM nominalization [CASE nom]�SUBJ hNP[LOC 2 ; gen]i 375 =) 264HEAD 1SUBJ hiINHERjRELATIVIZEDjSPC f 2 g375Object relativization in nominalization phrases, on the other hand, is dealt with by the rulein (68). The constraint that the input entry must have empty inherjrelativizedjopc valueis to block more than one object gap in the same nominalization phrase (cf. Section 4). In`The man who the woman he loved saw the child walked.'b. * [[ j i sev-di§-i]love-OPc-3sPoss kad�niwoman k gör-en]see-SPc adam-�njman-GEN yürü-dü§-ü]walk-OPc-3sPoss çocukkchild`the child such that the man who the woman he loved saw him (the child) walked'



114 Zelal Güngördüother words, it prevents (68) from applying to its own output. (See, for instance, the relativeclause in (60) and its structure in (61).)(68) 26664HEAD 1 verb�VFORM nominalization [CASE nom]�COMPS h:::;NP[LOC 2 ]; :::iINHERjRELATIVIZEDjOPC fg 37775 =)264HEAD 1COMPS h:::iINHERjRELATIVIZEDjOPC f 2 g3755.2 A Complex ExampleIn this section, we consider a further example to illustrate how the analysis deals with a morecomplex case. The example, given in (69), contains three embedded relative clauses. Theinnermost one (headed by okudu§u) has a subject and an object gap, the middle one (headedby bildi§i) has a subject gap and the outermost one (headed by yürüyen) has no gaps.(69) [[ k [ j i oku-du§-u]read-OPc-3sPoss kitab-�ibook-ACC bil-di§-i]know-OPc-3sPoss adamjman yürü-yen]walk-SPc kad�nkwoman`the woman such that the man that she knows the book he reads walked'The structure for this example is given below. The o-part verb okudu§u is the output of theconsecutive applications of the lexical rules (38) and (66), exactly like the o-part verbal headof the embedded relative clause in (48) (page 100). The o-part verb bildi§i, on the other hand,is the output of the consecutive applications of the following lexical rules:(i) The rule in (44) has applied to the lexical entry for the base verb bil, producing an outputentry (an o-part verb) whose accusative object (the gap host) has been constrained tohave a nonempty inherjrelativizedjopc value.(ii) The output entry of the above application has then been input to the lexical rule in(66), which has relativized its subject placing it in the inherjrelativizedjspc set ofthe �nal output (the one we see as the lexical entry of bildi§i in the structure below).Finally, the s-part verb yürüyen in the outermost clause is the output of the rule in (54),which has constrained its subject (the gap host) to have a nonempty inherjrelativizedjspcvalue.
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NPhcontent: 17inherjrelatjspc: { }iS264cat: hhead: 20subj: hi icontent: 17inherjrelatjspc: { 1 }37516 NP�content: 13inherjrelatjspc: { 1 }�S264cat: hhead: 10comps: hi icontent: 13inherjrelatjspc: { 2 , 1 }3757 NP"content: 11inherjrelat: hspc: { 2 }opc: { } i#S264catjhead: 9content: 11inherjrelat: �spc: { 2 }opc: { 4 }�375V2666666666664cat: 24head: 9 verb hvform: o-partmod: 3 isubj: hicomps: hi 35content: 11 264index: 8restr: { "readreader: 5read: 8 # }S 12 375inherjrelat: �spc: { 2 }opc: { 4 }� 3777777777775oku-du§-uread-OPc-3sPoss

3 N0264content: �index: 8restr: 12 �to-bindjrelatjopc: { 4 8 }375kitab-�book-ACC
V26666666664cat: 24head: 10 verb hvform: o-partmod: 6 isubj: hicomps: h 7 i 35content: 13 264index: 5restr: { "knowknower: 15known: 8 # }S 14 375to-bindjrelatjspc: { 1 } 37777777775bil-di§-iknow-OPc-3sPoss

6 N0264content: �index: 5restr: 14 �to-bindjrelatjspc: { 2 5 }375adamman
V266664cat: "head: 20 verb hvform: s-partmod: 19 isubj: h 16 i #content: 17 "index: 15restr: { hwalkwalker: 5 i }S 18 #377775yürü-yenwalk-SPc

19 N0264content: �index: 15restr: 18 �to-bindjrelatjspc: { 1 15 }375kad�nwoman



116 Zelal Güngördü5.3 Constraints on RelativizationIn Section 4 we discussed a number of constraints on relativization in Turkish, and in Sec-tions 5-5.1 we referred to these constraints from time to time while presenting the HPSGanalysis. The aim of this section is to make it easy for the reader to see how these constraintsare handled in the analysis by summarizing the strategies used for this purpose. As thediscussion below will reveal, the formalization of the constraints on relativization relies on anumber of features: �rst the use of separate valence features subj and comps (as introducedin Pollard and Sag (1994)[Chapter 9]); second the introduction of the new nonlocal featurerelativized to be used in the analysis of relativization in Turkish; and third the use ofthe separate relativized features spc and opc to treat subject and non-subject gaps. Theconstraints are formalized either in the form of a language particular principle (i.e. FiniteSentence Relativized Constraint) or as constraints on the input lexical entries of the lexicalrules for relativization presented in Sections 5.1.3-5.1.2.Constraint on Non-subject RelativizationRecall from Section 4 that it is not possible to have two non-subject gaps in the same clausein Turkish. This constraint is related to the rules that deal with object relativization inembedded relative clauses and nominalization phrases. Therefore, the only cases we need toworry about are object relativization in s-part verbs (rule (65)) and nominalization verbs (rule(68)). We deal with this restriction by placing constraints on the input lexical entries of thesetwo rules to prevent them from applying to their own outputs since this would result in morethan one object gaps in the clause headed by an output produced by such an application. Inaddition, (65) requires its input to have an empty subj list so that an output of (41) wouldnot be an input to this rule resulting in two object gaps in a relative clause with a nominativesubject.Constraint on Relativization of Nominative Subjects of Non-�nite SentencesIn Section 4, we saw that it is not possible to relativize the nominative (nonspeci�c) subjectsof non-�nite Turkish sentences. This constraint is related to the rules that deal with subjectrelativization in embedded relative clauses and nominalization phrases. Note that in the caseof relative clauses, nominative subjects appear only in the outputs of the lexical rules in (41)and (49), which derive s-part verbs from base verbs, and that there is no rule to relativizethe subject of an s-part verb in Section 5.1.3. Therefore, this case is trivially handled. Inthe case of nominalization phrases, on the other hand, the rule in (67) (which relativizes thesubject of a nominalization verb) constrains the subject of the input entry to be genitive toget around this problem, as explained on page 113.Constraint on Relativization across Finite SentencesIn Section 4, we considered some examples to show that in Turkish, no relativized constituentcan cross the boundaries of a �nite sentence. Recall that the language particular FiniteSentence Relativized Constraint, formalized in (34), deals with this restriction by requiring�nite sentences to have empty values for the inherjrelativized features.



An HPSG Analysis of Turkish Relative Clauses 1176 ConclusionsRelativization in Turkish is interesting in that it is mainly controlled by an interaction betweensyntax, morphology and context. There are two strategies for relativization in Turkish, SPcand OPc, whose distribution has been the main concern of the accounts of Turkish relativeclauses in the literature (e.g. Underhill (1972), Hankamer and Knecht (1976), Dede (1978),Csató (1985), and Barker et al. (1990)). These two strategies di�er from each other in variousrespects such as the morphological endings on the verb and the subject of the clause, and theexistence/nonexistence of an agreement requirement between the subject and the verb. Therole of context in determining the relativization strategy is a result of the fact that genitivecase-marking on subjects of non�nite Turkish sentences functions as a marker of speci�city,that is, subjects that have a speci�c interpretation in a given context are marked genitivewhile others are left unmarked. In the case of relative clauses, this choice further determinesthe participle su�x on the verb of the clause, hence the relativization strategy. Furthermore,relativization is also possible in embedded phrases of certain kinds such as possessive nominalcompounds, postpositional phrases, relative clauses, nominalization phrases and non-subjectin�nitive phrases, resulting in long distance dependencies.In the �rst part of this paper (Sections 2-3), we showed that the function of genitive case-marking as a marker of speci�city is the only factor that determines the relativization strategyto use in a given clause in the case of bounded relativization and unbounded relativizationwhen the gap host is a non-subject constituent: If there is a subject in the clause, then itis either genitive marked (speci�c) or left unmarked (nonspeci�c), depending on the context,and if there is a genitive subject in the clause then the OPc strategy is used, otherwise the SPcstrategy is used. (Consequently, in the case of impersonal passives, where there is no subjectat all, the only possible strategy is SPc (cf. Section 2.2).) However, in the case of unboundedrelativization where the gap host is the subject, the function of genitive case-marking as amarker of speci�city is overriden by the grammatical role of the gap: If the grammatical roleof the gap is subject, then the subject of the relative clause (the gap host) is left unmarkedand the SPc strategy is used. Otherwise, the subject of the clause is marked genitive and theOPc strategy is used. We formulated these facts in a descriptive pattern of relativization inTurkish given in (16) (Section 3.1).In Section 4, we discussed certain constraints on relativization in Turkish. We, then, presentedan HPSG analysis of relativization in Turkish in Section 5, using the descriptive pattern thatwe derived in Section 3.1, and also considering the constraints from Section 4. The analysismakes use of a new nonlocal feature relativized that takes values of a new sort relativizedwith two appropriate features, spc and opc, both of which take values of sort set(local). Usinga separate nonlocal feature, relativized, in the analysis of relative clauses lets the thirdconstraint mentioned in Section 4 (i.e. the one on relativization across �nite sentences) bereadily formalized in the form of a language particular principle (i.e the Finite SentenceRelativized Constraint on page 89) and also lets subject and non-subject gaps be treated indi�erent ways only in the case of relativization (since such a distinction is not required inthe case of other UDCs). The main feature of the analysis is that it is based on a number oflexical rules that derive participles from base verbs or deal with relativization in embeddedphrases. The �rst two constraints in Section 4 (i.e. the ones on non-subject relativization andrelativization of nominative subjects of non-�nite sentences) are handled by certain constraints
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122 Dimitra Kolliakou AbstractMuch research on the syntax of nominals assumes a mould designed on the basis ofproperties of the English noun phrase. This, for the most part, consists of a determinerand a noun projection. The Greek noun phrase, however, does not �t into such a mouldbut rather requires a quite di�erent perspective. First, the various nominal categories(nouns, adjectives, numerals, determiners, etc. and their projections) are much less dis-tinct than generally assumed. Secondly, de�niteness and inde�niteness are expressed inways that cannot be accommodated within an English-style determiner-centric system.The principal objective of this paper is to provide a syntax of nominal categories thatcomplements English-style descriptions and account for de�nite concord phenomena, �de-terminerless� NPs, and elliptical nominals that lack a noun head. The account proposedis couched in the framework of Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG). HPSG'smultidimensional architecture lends itself well to expressing the idiosyncratic syntacticbehaviour and semantic import of �markers of de�niteness� in de�nite constructions.Phenomena discussed here with respect to Greek are in fact characteristic of a wide rangeof languages e.g. Mainland Scandinavian, Balkan (cf. Börjars 1994) and Semitic (Hebrew,Arabic). One of the main areas for development of the current approach is extending itto the nominal system of such languages.1 The Greek noun phrase: basic issues1.1 IntroductionMuch research on the syntax of noun phrases assumes a mould designed on the basis ofproperties of the English noun phrase. This, for the most part, consists of a determinerand a noun projection. Other languages, however, including Greek, do not �t into such amould but rather require a quite di�erent perspective. First, the various nominal categories(nouns, adjectives, determiners, numerals, etc.) are much less distinct than generally assumed.Secondly, de�niteness and inde�niteness are expressed in ways that cannot be accommodatedwithin an English-style determiner-centric system. In this paper, I develop an account of thesyntax and semantics of the Greek noun phrase couched in the framework of Head-drivenPhrase Structure Grammar (HPSG: Pollard and Sag 1994.1 This account can be extendedto cover similar phenomena and in particular de�nite concord in a wide range of languagese.g. Mainland Scandinavian (Swedish and Norwegian, cf. Börjars 1994), Balkan, and Semitic(Hebrew and Arabic).In the introductory section, I present data from Modern Greek and discuss problems forprevious approaches. In section 2, I provide a cross-classi�cation of Greek nominal categories,in terms of inheritance. In section 3, I present an HPSG account for determiners and inaddition numerals i.e. the cardinals or nominals such as poli (many), ligi (few), etc. Thisanalysis accounts for both regular and elliptical examples. In section 4, I present an approachto de�niteness that distinguishes the de�nite article in Greek from other determiners andenables a straightforward account of de�nite concord (or polyde�niteness) to be provided. Insection 5, I demonstrate how an analysis of other nominal types such as Greek demonstrativescan be integrated into the current account of de�niteness. In section 6, I formulate theUniqueness Principle and deal with a few technical issues. Conclusions and suggestions for1See Kolliakou (1995) for an extended version of this paper.



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 123further reasearch are summarized in section 7.1.2 Monadic de�nites and polyde�nites: an empty head approachDe�nite NPs in Modern Greek can be partitioned into two classes: monadic de�nites andpolyde�nites. The former are like English de�nites, in the sense that they have a single de�nitearticle, whereas the latter contain multiple de�nite articles. See (1) and (2), respectively.(1) to kokino podilatothe red bike`the red bike'(2) a. to kenurio to kokino podilatothe new the red bike`the new red bike'b. ta dio ta podilata ta kokinathe two the bikes the red`the two red bikes'Most accounts do not distinguish the Greek de�nite article from other determiners at thesyntactic level. Both determiners and the de�nite article are treated as speci�ers (in accountsassuming an X-bar analysis of NPs on the line of Jackendo� (1977)) or as functional heads (inaccounts assuming the DP hypothesis cf. Abney (1987)). However, such approaches cannotaccommodate polyde�nites. I argue that polyde�nites are instances of de�nite concord. Inparticular, I focus on issues such as the following. What is the syntactic make-up of poly-de�nites? What is �de�nite concord�? What is the semantic contribution of the multiplede�nite articles involved?The de�nite article in Greek polyde�nites appears to cooccur with distinct categories: nounprojections (kokino podilato `red bike' in (2a)), adjectives (kenurio `new' in (2a)), cardinals (dio`two' in (2b)). An analogous situation arises in elliptical nominals. Consider the examples in(3).(3) a. Mu eklepsan to palio podilato ki agorasa kenurio.me stole-3.pl the old bike and bought-1.sg new`My old bike was stolen and I bought a new one.'b. Ta vivlia ihan ekptosi. Agorasa merika.the books were on sale. bought-1.sg some`The books were on sale. I bought some.'c. Ehi dio podilata. Mu danise to kokino.has-3.sg two bikes. me lent-3.sg the red`(S)he has two bikes. (S)he lent me the red one'



124 Dimitra KolliakouThe verb agorasa (bought-1.sg) in (3a&b) appears to co-occur with an adjective kenurio (new)and a determiner merika (some), respectively. Nevertheless, constituents that have the samebasic distribution pertain to the same syntactic category. Both polyde�nites and ellipticalconstructions raise the following questions. Why is it that apparently distinct categories havethe same distribution? What is the syntactic make-up of the various nominal categories?It has been suggested (e.g. Horrocks and Stavrou 1986, Stavrou and Horrocks 1990 & Stavrou1991) that polyde�nite and elliptical nominals can be accounted for by positing phonologicallyempty noun categories. Stavrou and Horrocks analyse both sequences consisting of a de�nitearticle and an AP in polyde�nites (e.g. to kokino (the red)) and elliptical nominals as DPsthat have an empty noun (;). This is illustrated in (4).(4) DPD0to NPAPkokino N0N0;Beyond the fact that independent motivation for positing empty heads is lacking (for dis-cussion, see Sag and Fodor (1994)), the null head approach runs into signi�cant empiricalproblems. For instance, postulation of empty heads in Stavrou and Horrocks's grammar isnot su�ciently restrictive. Therefore, this grammar does generate ill-formed examples suchas (5) below, with an empty head preceded by more than a single adjective.(5) *to podilato to kenurio kokino ;the bike the new red ;Similarly, Stavrou and Horrocks's system cannot account for the variant distribution of dif-ferent types of determiner in empty noun nominals. Their grammar fails to capture thedistinction between the de�nite article and other determiners in Greek, therefore, it allowsfor both (6a) and the ungrammatical (6b).2(6) a. Pulusan vivlia. Agorasa merikawere-selling-3.pl books. bought-1.sg some ;`They were selling books. I bought some.'b. *Pulusan vivlia. Agorasa towere-selling-3.pl books. bought-1.sg the ;2Previous approaches to Modern Greek NPs and �polyde�niteness� that assume the framework of Principlesand Parameters and posit empty categories or treat the de�nite article as a functional head are discussed indetail in Kolliakou (1995), chapter 2.



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 125The distribution of distinct types of determiner is accounted for in Nerbonne et al.'s work onnominal ellipsis in Germanic (cf. Nerbonne et al. 1989 & Nerbonne 1994). Nerbonne et al.identify three determiner classes: dependent, independent and indiscriminate ones. Dependentdeterminers, e.g. my, a/an, no in English, never appear in NPs lacking a noun head, cf. thisis my book vs *this is my). On the other hand, independent determiners, e.g. mine or nonealways occur on their own (e.g. this is mine), whereas indiscriminate determiners e.g. severalare admitted in both regular and elliptical nominals (cf. I bought several books vs Bookswere on sale. I bought several). To distinguish between regular and elliptical �N 's, Nerbonneet al. postulate empty nouns and they employ edge features (in the sense of LaPointe(1990) & Miller (1992)). Independent or indiscriminate determiners that freely occur inelliptical environments are taken to select for �N 's with an empty left periphery, speci�edleft periphery empty (lpe)+ (where lpe is an edge feature). On the other hand,dependent forms are taken to select for lpe� �N 's that have a lexical noun head.However, unlike English, Greek provides very little evidence that determiners can be parti-tioned into dependent, independent and indiscriminate ones: with the exception of the de�nitearticle, Greek determiners are �indiscriminate� and may occur in construction with a nounprojection in canonical examples, or on their own, in elliptical examples. The idiosyncraticdistribution of the Greek de�nite article�unlike determiners, it never occurs on its own, aswas shown in (6b) above�can be taken to indicate that it is not a determiner and shouldrather be distinguished from other determiners. This line is taken in the current work thatargues for an analysis of the Greek de�nite article as a �marker of de�niteness�.2 An inheritance-based approach to nominal categories2.1 Inheritance and sort hierarchiesIn this work, generalizations about the various nominal categories are captured in termsof inheritance, cf. Flickinger (1987), Flickinger and Nerbonne (1992), Carpenter (1992) andothers. Nominal categories that have the same distribution are taken to be subsumed underthe same supercategory (sort). Consider for example Greek nouns, adjectives, and in additioncardinals and elements such as pola (many), liga (few) or diafora (various).3 In traditionalaccounts such elements are taken to pertain to distinct syntactic categories. However, theyqualify as complements of the same types of head: (a) verbs or prepositions (nominal-takingheads) (b) determiners and (c) the de�nite article. Examples are provided in (7). The verbcomplement in (7a) can be a noun, adjective or numeral category. The determiner opiadipote(whichever/any) in (7b) may cooccur with nouns, adjectives or numerals. The same appliesto the de�nite article to (the-sg.neut) in (7c).(7) a. agorasa vivlia/ kenurio/ triabought-1.sg books/ new/ three`I bought books/a new one/three'3Henceforth, cardinals and elements that pattern alike are referred to as numerals. Motivation for distin-guishing these elements from determiners is provided in Section 3.3.



126 Dimitra Kolliakoub. opiadipote vivlia/ kenuria/ triawhichever books/ new/ three`any books'/`any new ones'/`any three'c. ta vivlia/ kenuria/ triadef books/ new/ three`the books'/`the new ones'/`the three'The commonalities of nouns, adjectives, numerals and their projections in Modern Greek canbe straightforwardly accounted for if these categories are taken to be partly uni�ed. Morespeci�cally, those three categories can be construed as disjoint subsorts of a sort noun-adj-num (noun-adjective-numeral) from which they inherit their common properties. At thesame time, they will be subsumed under distinct supersorts in order that they obtain theiridiosyncratic properties. Categories that invariably cooccur with noun, adjective or numeralprojections (e.g. nominal-taking heads, determiners and the de�nite article) select for the su-percategory noun-adjective-numeral. Therefore, lexical disjunction is eliminated from lexicalrepresentation. The sort noun-adj-num and its subsorts is given in (8).(8) noun-adj-numnoun adjective numeralInheritance is a powerful mechanism that enables the HPSG lexicon to be structural or hier-archical. Any property that is not idiosyncratic to a particular lexical item, rather it is sharedbetween distinct items, will be represented only once in this type of lexicon, as a single sort,with all lexical items that share this property being members (subsorts) of that sort. For afully speci�ed lexical entry to obtain all of its properties, it will have to be associated withmany sorts. The hierarchical lexicon is a set of sort hierarchies, interconnected through in-heritance. This approach to representation of lexical information enables redundancy to beeliminated. Inheritance is de�ned as follows.A feature declaration of the form:(9) � : 264 F 1 �1Fn �n 375where �, �1, ..., �n are sorts and F1, ..., Fn are feature labels, signi�es that for each � = 1,..., n, (a), the feature F� is appropriate for all subsorts of sort � and (b), for any subsort ofsort �, the value of F� must be an object of sort � �. If sorts �1 and �2 bear declarations [F�1] and [F �2], respectively, for the same feature F, and �2 is a subsort of �1, then �2 is asubsort of �1.HPSG sorts are either feature structures or atomic. The latter are maximally speci�c sortsfor which no features are de�ned. A sort inherits the feature declarations of its supersorts:hence, any feature which is de�ned for a given sort, is de�ned for all of its subsorts.



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 1272.2 A hierarchy of nominal sorts for GreekI proceed with presenting a cross-classi�cation of Greek nominal categories in terms of inher-itance. In particular, I de�ne the sort nominal that subsumes categories such as the de�nitearticle, determiners, nouns, adjectives, numerals, etc. This sort is essentially a cluster ofmorphosyntactic properties that pertain to all nominal classes in Greek. Technically, it is afeature declaration inherited by all of its subtypes in the hierarchy. A feature structure ofsort nominal serves as a value of the feature HEAD. The sort nominal is a subsort of headthat in turn subsumes all the syntactic classes, e.g. nominal, verbal, etc. The value of HEADis an object of sort head, or in other words, any subsort of head can serve as a value of HEAD.The lattice in (10) shows nominal and its subsorts.(10) nominaldef det � nondetdet noun � adj � numnoun adj numThe sort nominal partitions into the sorts def (de�nite-article) and det-nondet (determiner-nondeterminer). This signi�es that the Greek de�nite article is distinguished from determiners(or in fact other nominal categories) and constitutes a category on its own (def). Motiva-tion for separating the de�nite article from the determiner class comes from the polyde�niteconstruction (for detail, see Section 3 and Section 4). The sort det-nondet subsumes both de-terminers and other nominal categories that have a di�erent distribution than determiners. Itpartitions into det (determiner), that subsumes determiners and their projections, and noun-adj-num that subsumes the sorts noun, adjective and numeral. The partition of nominaland its subsorts relies on the syntactic behaviour of Greek nominal categories. For example,det-nondet accommodates categories that qualify as complements of nominal-taking heads(e.g. verbs and prepositions). These are determiners, nouns, adjectives, numerals and theirprojections. The verb agorasa (bought-1.sg) takes a noun complement in (11a), it combineswith a determiner or a numeral in the second conjunct of (11b) and with an adjective in (11c).(11) a. agorasa bibliabought-1.sg books`I bought books.'b. Pulusan aglika vivlia. Agorasa merika / tria.were-selling-3.pl English books. bought-1.sg some / three`English books were on sale. I bought some / three.'c. Ehasa to vivlio mu ki agorasa kenurio.lost-1.sg the book my and bought-1.sg new`I lost my book and bought a new one.'



128 Dimitra KolliakouThe de�nite article is not a member of det-nondet, therefore, nominal-taking verbs nevercooccur with it. E.g.:(12) *agorasa tobought-1.sg defThe sort nominal and its subsorts are sort values of the feature HEAD. By the Head FeaturePrinciple (HFP) of HPSG, they are made available on the maximal projection of a lexicalcategory (word). As will be shown in detail in Section 4, in the current system de�nitephrases are not analysed as projections of the de�nite article, rather their syntactic categoryis determined by the nominal the de�nite article is combined with (a noun, adjective ornumeral category). For instance, the de�nite NP in (13a) below and the elliptical ta aglika(the English ones) in (13b) are syntactically analysed as an NP and an AP, respectively. Bothtypes of category are subsorts of det-nondet, therefore, their distribution in (13) is naturallyaccounted for.(13) a. agorasa ta bibliabought-1.sg the books`I bought the books.'b. Pulusan vivlia. Agorasa ta aglika.were-selling-3.pl books. bought-1.sg the English`Books were on sale. I bought the English ones.'Let us consider next noun-adj-num. It subsumes categories that both the de�nite article anddeterminers may combine with. In (14) below, the de�nite article to (the-sg.neut) and thedeterminers kamposa (several) and opiadipote (any) cooccur with a noun (vivlia (books)), anadjective (aglika (English)) and a numeral phrase (NumP) tria lastiha (three tyres).4(14) a. Agorasa ta / kambosa vivliabought-1.sg the / several books`I bought the / several books'b. Pulusan vivlia. Agorasa ta / kamposa aglika.were-selling-3.pl books. bought-1.sg the / several English`Books were on sale. I bought the / several English ones.'c. ta / opiadipote tria lastihathe / any three tyres`the / any three tyres'The partitions of nominal and its subsorts are repeated for ease of reference in (15):(15) a. Partition of nominal: def, det-nondet4A detailed account of determiners and numerals is provided in Section 3.



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 129b. Partition of det-nondet: det, noun-adj-numc. Partition of noun-adj-num: noun, adj, numI discuss next the features and sort values that nominal and its various subsorts consist of.The feature declaration of nominal is as follows:(16) nominal : 264 CASE caseFUN booleanMOD synsem _ null 375The features CASE, FUN and MOD are de�ned for all the subsorts of nominal. In addition,for any subsort of nominal, the values of CASE, FUN and MOD are objects of sort case,boolean and synsem, respectively. I will examine these features in turn.In this system, the feature CASE denotes the morphological case of a nominal. All thenominal categories that are subsumed under nominal, i.e. the de�nite article, determiners,nouns, adjectives and numerals are morphologically marked for case. The value of CASE isan object of sort case. The partition of case is as follows:(17) Partition of case: nom (nominative), acc (accusative), gen (genitive)The sorts nom, acc and gen are atomic subsorts, i.e., they are maximally speci�c.The feature FUN (functional) will enable us to distinguish between substantive (or the so-called `lexical') and functional nominals. The value of FUN is an object of sort boolean, whereboolean partitions into two atomic sorts, plus (+) and minus (�):(18) Partition of boolean: plus (+), minus (�)Substantive nominals (nouns, adjectives) are FUN�, whereas functional nominals (the de�nitearticle, determiners, numerals) are FUN+. The feature FUN plays a crucial role in the accountof numerals. (See Section 3.3.)Finally, MOD (modi�ed) is a feature that plays an important role in the account of adjuncts(cf. Pollard and Sag 1994). The value of this feature is disjunctively de�ned: If MOD isborne by a modi�er, its value is an object of sort synsem�a feature structure that describesthe syntactic and semantic information borne by a word or phrase. The synsem value of amodi�er's MOD is required to �match� with that of the modi�ee's. This is how modi�ersselect for their syntactic sister in HPSG. Alternatively, if MOD is borne by an element thatcannot function as a modi�er, its value is null. In the nominal system described here, MOD isinherited by all subsorts of nominal, which means that all nominal classes in Greek may havemembers that function as modi�ers. Since the de�nite article is subsumed under nominal, itcarries the attribute MOD, too. In fact, MOD also plays a role in the account of the Greekde�nite article provided in this work.Let us now turn to the sort det-nondet. This is a subsort of nominal, hence, it inherits CASE,FUN, MOD and their sort values. In addition, det-nondet is de�ned for the feature PRD(predicative):



130 Dimitra Kolliakou(19) det � nondet : h PRD boolean iSince PRD is de�ned for det-nondet, PRD will be de�ned for all the subsorts of det-nondetand, for any of these sorts, the value of PRD will be an object of sort boolean, i.e. plus(+) or minus(�). The binary-valued feature PRD cf. Pollard and Sag (1987) re�ects thepredicative/nonpredicative distinction. Predicative words or phrases (e.g. elements that maybe complements to the copula) are PRD+ and vice versa. In the current work, PRD enablesus to distinguish the sort def (the de�nite article) from the sort det-nondet that subsumesother nominal categories. De�nite articles inherit the feature declaration of nominal, i.e. thefeatures CASE, FUN and MOD. On the other hand, the other nominal categories identi�edhere inherit the feature declaration of det-nondet, i.e., the features CASE, FUN, MOD andin addition PRD. The predicative/nonpredicative distinction is not relevant to the de�nitearticle. On the other hand, de�nite NPs, APs and NumPs can be predicative or not. Theyare assigned a PRD speci�cation since they are subsorts of det-nondet.Finally, consider the sort noun-adj-num. It is a subsort of det-nondet, hence, it inherits CASE,FUN, MOD and PRD. In addition, it is speci�ed for the boolean feature N:(20) noun � adj � num : h N boolean iSubsorts of noun-adj-num convey the features CASE, FUN, MOD, PRD, and N, and for anysuch subsort, the value of N is a subsort of sort boolean, i.e. plus or minus. I employ the�abstract� feature N in order to distinguish between adjectives and nouns: the sort noun isspeci�ed N+, whereas the sort adjective is speci�ed N�. Feature N cannot be seen to modela speci�c property, since it is not clear what properties distinguish nouns from adjectives.5With the exception of N, all the features that we have employed in the current system andtheir sort values have a concrete correlate: all Greek nominals carry morphological case andmay occassionally serve as modi�ers. Thus, they are speci�ed so, in terms of CASE and MOD.Moreover, nominal categories may be distinguished into functional ones and nonfunctionalones: the former do not iterate, occur in the left periphery of the phrase, and are members ofclosed classes (the determiners, numerals and the de�nite article), while the latter are membersof open classes (nouns and adjectives). Hence, all nominal categories carry a [FUN+], or[FUN�] speci�cation, respectively. In addition, certain nominal types can have a predicativeuse. For example, DPs, and de�nite or inde�nite NPs, APs and NumPs (Numeral Phrases)may occur in construction with a copula. Therefore, these categories bear the feature PRD,and they are speci�ed PRD+ in environments where they are employed predicatively, andPRD� otherwise. The properties expressed in terms of CASE, FUN, MOD, PRD and theirsort values uniquely characterize nominal categories in Greek, and enable us to distinguishthem from other categories, e.g. verbal categories, prepositions, adverbials, etc.In this section, I have presented an analysis of Greek nominal categories and their charac-teristic properties in terms of feature structures that are bequeathed down to lexical entrieswhich populate the lowest edges of the hierarchical lexicon. This analysis enables gener-alizations about the distribution of apparently distinct nominal types to be expressed and5In the English grammar presented in Pollard and Sag (1994), nouns and adjectives are distinguished bythe feature CASE. CASE is de�ned for nouns but not for adjectives. However, this line cannot be adopted forGreek where both nouns and adjectives carry morphological case.



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 131straightforwardly be accounted for. We see this in the next section, where I consider inparticular canonical and elliptical nominals with a determiner or a numeral head.3 An account of determiners and numeralsI proceed with providing an HPSG analysis of determiners and the elements I call numerals.In particular, in Section 3.1, I consider the notion of functional completeness cf. Netter (1994)and demonstrate that it is not relevant for the Greek nominal system. In Section 3.2, I presentan analysis of determiners as heads that accounts for both regular and elliptical examples.Finally, in Section 3.3, I motivate the sort numeral and provide a syntactic and semanticaccount in HPSG.3.1 Netter's functional completenessAn in�uential HPSG approach to determiners is presented in Netter (1994). Netter is con-cerned with a long-standing issue in the literature on noun phrases: which constituent isthe syntactic head of a nominal�the determiner or the noun. In his system, both sorts ofelement play a role in determining the syntactic category of maximal nominal projections.In particular, Netter construes determiners and nouns as partly uni�ed categories: they areboth speci�ed [N+, V�]. Thus, maximal nominal projections are also [N+, V�]. However,determiners and nouns, hence, their projections, di�er from each other in terms of functionalcompleteness. The notion of functional completeness expresses the idea that a category mustnot combine with a functional head (a determiner), but rather is a maximal projection as itstands. Technically, functional completeness is expressed in terms of a boolean head featureFCOMP. Determiners are FCOMP+, whereas nouns are FCOMP�. In Netter's account,determiners are treated as heads of DPs and they subcategorize for an NP complement.Therefore, the di�erence between DPs and NPs is that the former are functionally completeor maximal, whereas the latter must combine with a determiner in order to be maximal nom-inal categories. The feature instantiations on determiners, their NP complement and the DPmother is illustrated in (21).(21) DP: 264 HEAD 1SUBCAT < > 375head-daughterthe2666664 HEAD 1 264 N+V�FCOMP+ 375SUBCAT < 2 > 3777775 complement-daughterbook2 synsem264 CAT j HEAD 264 N+V�FCOMP� 375 375



132 Dimitra KolliakouDet/DP FCOMPL+ N+ V�N/NP (sing-count) FCOMPL� N+ V�N/NP (mass term/plural) FCOMPL+� N+ V�Table 1: Nominal categories in Netter's systemFunctional completeness does not always originate from the determiner. In English there isa subset of �determinerless� nominals that are functionally complete, in the sense of Netter.These are bare plurals and mass terms that can either appear on their own or in constructionwith a determiner:(22) a. `I bought red wine'b. `I bought English books'Mass nouns such as wine and plural forms such as books are underspeci�ed in Netter's gram-mar. This signi�es that they have two instantiations: a functionally complete (FCOMP+)one and a functionally incomplete (FCOMP�) one. Therefore, their distribution is accoun-ted for. Table 1 above illustrates the feature composition of nominal categories in Netter'ssystem.6However, Netter's proposal cannot be maintained for languages like Greek. From an empiricalpoint of view, Greek does not provide evidence that determiners �promote� NPs into maximalnominal categories. Rather, there is no class of nominals in the Greek nominal system thatare required to combine with a determiner in order to function as maximal projections. UnlikeEnglish, in Greek not only mass terms and bare plurals but in addition singular count termssuch as podilato (bike) may be determinerless. This is illustrated in (23) below: in (23a), thenominals to podilato (the bike), podilata (bikes) and krasi (wine) correspond to the three typesof maximal nominal categories in English�determinerful NPs, bare plurals and mass terms.On the other hand, in (23b) the object of the verb agorasa (bought-1.sg) is the determinerlesssingular count term podilato. Such nominals have an �inde�nite� interpretation: podilato in(23b) is equivalent to ena podilato (a bike).7(23) a. agorasa to podilato/ podilata/ krasibought-1.sg the bike/ bikes/ wine`I bought the bike / bikes / wine.'b. agorasa podilato ke to evala sto domatio mubought-1.sg bike and it put-1.sg in-the room my`I bought a bike and put it in my room.'Not only nouns but in addition other nominal categories in Greek can be determinerless, forinstance, the adjective kenurio in the elliptical environment of (24) below.6Netter's approach is discussed in more detail in Kolliakou (1995).7Notice that podilato in (23) is a referential nominal: the clitic pronoun to (it) in the second conjunct refersback to it. That is, podilato is a syntactic argument of the verb agorasa (bought-1.sg), rather than being partof a hypothetical compound verb �bike-buy�.



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 133(24) mu eklepsan to podilato ki agorasa kenuriofrom-me stole-3.pl the bike and bought-1.sg new`My bike was stolen and I bought a new one'In the next section, I proceed with an analysis of determiners for Greek that relies on thecross-classi�cation of nominal categories in terms of inheritance presented in Section 2. Thisanalysis does not make use of Netter's notion of functional completeness since Greek providesno evidence that there is a correlation between determiners and maximal nominal categories.3.2 An HPSG analysis of determiners as headsIn this paper, I argue that determiners in Modern Greek should be treated as heads thatsubcategorize for a nominal complement (see below). Evidence for maintaining a head analysisof determiners, rather than treating them as subcategorized complements of nouns (see e.g.Pollard and Sag's (1994) account of English determiners8), comes from elliptical examples:(25) Pulusan vivlia. Agorasa merikawere-selling-3.pl books. bought-1.sg some`Books were on sale. I bought some.'If we treat determiners as complements of nouns, it is nontrivial to account for nominals suchas merika in (25). In order that such elliptical nominals are accounted for, Nerbonne et al. (cf.Nerbonne et al. 1989, Nerbonne 1994) posit a phonologically null noun that subcategorizes foran appropriate type of determiner (see Section 1 above). However, there are good processingreasons to eschew empty categories: parsers are inevitably slowed by the need to postulateempty elements. In addition, Sag and Fodor (1994) review and �nd wanting both linguisticand psycholinguistic work purporting to justify the postulation of empty NPs. On the otherhand, if determiners are taken to be heads that optionally subcategorize for a nominal categoryof a certain sort, then examples such as (25) above can be straightforwardly derived.More speci�cally, Greek determiners are here taken to subcategorize for an element withhead value of sort noun-adj-num. As shown in Section 2, noun-adj-num partitions into thesorts noun, adjective and numeral, i.e. it subsumes noun, adjective and numeral projections.Therefore, we account for examples such as those in (26) below, where the determiner merika(some) is combined with a noun and adjective category in (26a) and (26b), respectively, whilethe determiner opiadipote (any) in (26c) is combined with a numeral phrase.9 The cross-classi�cation of nominal sorts in terms of inheritance enables us to provide a syntax of theso-called elliptical nominals, without positing empty heads or lexical disjunction.(26) a. Agorasa merika vivlia.bought-1.sg some books`I bought some books.'8Pollard and Sag's account of determiners in English is discussed in detail in Kolliakou (1995).9Determiners such as merika are not compatible with numerals or NumPs. This can be straightforwardlymodelled in the current system: merika subcategorizes for an element with a head value of sort noun-adj-numthat is also FUN�. As will be shown in Section 3.3, numerals are the only elements of sort noun-adj-num thatare FUN+.



134 Dimitra Kolliakoub. Pulusan vivlia. Agorasa merika aglika.were-selling-3.pl books. bought-1.sg some English`Books were on sale. I bought some English one.'c. Agorase opiadipote tria vivlia thelis.buy-2.sg.imp any three books want-2.sg`Buy any three books that you like.'The AVM in (27) schematically illustrates the CATEGORY and CONTENT attributes of theGreek determiner merika (some-pl.neut). The tag 2 inside the subcat list stands for thefeature structure in (28) below.(27) 2666666666666666664 CAT 2666664 HEAD det264 CASE 1 accFUN+ 375SUBCAT < 2 > 3777775CONT j INDEX 3 264 NUM plGEND neut 375
3777777777777777775(28) 2 264 CAT j HEAD noun � adj � num h CASE 1 iCONT j INDEX 3 375We have seen that the sorts det and noun-adj-num are subsumed under nominal, therefore,the feature CASE is de�ned for both determiners and noun, adjective or numeral projections.The lexicalist approach to determiners proposed here enables us to account for case concordbetween the determiner and its nominal complement, in terms of structure-sharing. Similarly,for number and gender agreement. It is speci�ed inside the determiner's subcat list that theCASE and INDEX values of the determiner's subcategorized complement should be token-identical to its own. (See tag 1 and tag 3 in (27) and (28), for CASE and INDEX,respectively).Phrases consisting of a determiner and a noun, adjective, or numeral category are licensed bythe Immediate Dominance (ID) Schema 3 (cf. Pollard and Sag 1994):(29) Schema 3. The SYNSEM j LOCAL j CATEGORY j SUBCAT value is h i and theDAUGHTERS value is an object of sort head-comp-struc, whose HEAD-DAUGHTERvalue is a word.The determiner's head value of sort det is propagated onto the mother by the Head Fea-ture Principle (HFP).10 In addition, once the determiner's subcategorization requirement is10The Head Feature Principle: In a headed phrase, the values of SYNSEM j LOCAL j CATEGORY j HEADand DAUGHTERS j HEAD-DAUGHTER j SYNSEM j LOCAL j CATEGORY j HEAD are token-identical.



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 135satis�ed, the SUBCAT value on the DP mother is the empty list, by the SubcategorizationPrinciple.11 This is schematically illustrated in the following tree-diagram:(30) 264 HEAD detSUBCAT < > 375head" HEAD detSUBCAT < 1 > # comp1In the nominal system described here, both DPs and NPs are maximal nominal categoriesthat qualify as arguments of nominal-taking heads (e.g. verbs and prepositions). Determiner-ful nominals are analysed as DPs. On the other hand, determinerless nominals are analysedas NPs, APs, NumPs, etc. However, no con�ict arises since determiners, nouns, adjectives ornumerals, hence, their projections, are subsorts of the same sort det-nondet, in other words,they are partly uni�ed. Cross-classifying nominal categories in terms of inheritance enablesus to get round a long-standing debate in the literature on NPs: should maximal nominalprojections be analysed as NPs (noun projections) or DPs (determiner projections). In ad-dition, the current approach provides a more precise characterization of elliptical nominalswithout positing linguistic constructs that are lacking independent motivation, such as emptyheads.A further important point is that in the current system there is no need to postulate a notionof �N (intermediate noun projection) in order to distinguish nominals that can be modi�ed byattributive adjectives from nominals that are maximal categories and thus cannot be modi�edany further. As will be shown in more detail below, attributive adjectives select and modifynoun categories. Technically, these are words or phrases with a head value of sort noun. Onthe other hand, determinerful nominals, being construed as DPs, do not qualify as sistersof adjectives. Notice that modi�cation is a problem for both Netter (1994) and the analysisof determiners presented in Pollard and Sag (1994). In particular, in these accounts it isnontrivial to distinguish between noun projections that can be modi�ed by an attributiveadjective (i.e., nonmaximal noun projections (book), determinerless mass terms (wine) andbare plurals (books)) frommaximal noun projections that cannot be modi�ed any further (i.e.,determinerful nominals (the book)). In both systems, determinerless mass terms and pluralsare indistinguishable from maximal noun projections. Therefore, well-formed examples suchas red wine or English books are not accounted for. Rather, wine and books are clusteredtogether with determinerful NPs such as the book that cannot be modi�ed.12 In contrast,11The Subcategorization Principle: In a headed phrase, the list value of DAUGHTERS j HEAD-DAUGHTERj SYNSEM j LOCAL j CATEGORY j SUBCAT is the concatenation of the list value of SYNSEM j LOCAL jCATEGORY j SUBCAT with the list consisting of the SYNSEM values (in order) of the elements of the listvalue of DAUGHTERS j COMPLEMENT-DAUGHTERS12In Netter's system, a solution for this problem is provided in terms of a boolean feature SPEC thatdenotes whether a nominal category includes a speci�er or not. Adjectives select for SPEC� categories thatdo not contain a determiner, rather than SPEC+ nominals. However, this solution implies a certain amountof redundancy: Netter also employs the feature FCOMP (see above) that serves a very similar purpose: itdenotes whether a nominal is functionally complete or not.



136 Dimitra Kolliakouin the analysis proposed here, an attributive adjective such as kokino (red) can modify nouncategories such as vivlio (book), krasi (wine) or vivlia (books), yielding thus kokino vivlio (redbook), kokino krasi (red wine) and kokina vivlia (red books), respectively. However, kokinowill not syntactically combine with DPs such as kapio vivlio (some book) and give rise to theill-formed *kokino kapio vivlio (red some book).133.3 Numerals: a syntactic and semantic account for HPSGIn this paper, I argue that the cardinals and elements such as ligi (few), poli (many), diafori(several), etc. form the distinct class of numerals. As illustrated e.g. in Jackendo� (1977) forEnglish, not any combination of speci�ers (determiners) is well-formed. For instance, thoseseveral issues is okay, whereas *all several issues is ill-formed. I suggest that the cardinalsand elements that may cooccur with determiners in the same nominal projection should bedistinguished from the category of determiners. For instance, opiadipote (any) and kathe(every) in (31) are analysed as determiners, whereas tria (three) is taken to pertain to thesort numeral.(31) a. opiadipote tria lastihaany three tyres`any three tyres'b. kathe tria hroniaevery three years`every three years'An important di�erence between numerals and determiners is that only the former qualify ascomplements of the de�nite article:(32) a. ta diothe two`the two of these'b. *ta merikathe someIt has often been proposed that the cardinals and elements that pattern alike should beanalysed as adjectives (cf. Abney 1987, Giusti 1991 & Giusti 1992). Nevertheless, there is atleast one good reason for rejecting this proposal: numerals and adjectives do not have thesame distribution. Numerals occur in the left periphery of the phrase and cannot be precededby adjectives, viz.:13It should be noted that an analysis of determiners as heads rather than subcategorized complements ofnouns requires modi�cation of the Semantics Principle of HPSG (cf. Pollard and Sag 1994). If we assume thatthe determiner is the head-daughter of a nominal, the CONTENT value of the mother will be an object ofsort quanti�er, rather than an object of sort nominal-object. However, the quanti�cation theory assumed inPollard and Sag (1994) requires that the CONTENT value of a quanti�ed nominal such as every book is ofsort nominal-object, like that of book. Both the present account and Netter's approach presuppose a modi�edSemantics Principle that will assign to quanti�ed nominals content values of sort nominal-object.



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 137(33) *kokina tria podilatared three bikes`*red three bikes'In what follows, I present an HPSG analysis of numerals that accommodates their distinctproperties. This analysis further accounts for the fact that Greek numerals may cooccur witheither NPs or APs, as the data in (34) illustrate.(34) a. Agorasa tria vivlia.bought-1.sg tria books`I bought three books.'b. Agorasa tria aglika ke ena eliniko.bought-1.sg three English and one Greek`I bought three English ones and a Greek one.'In the account proposed here, numerals are treated as functional heads (FUN+) that sub-categorize for a non-functional complement (FUN�) of sort noun-adj-num. This is shown in(35).(35) 2666666666664 CAT 26666664 HEAD 264 CASE 1FUN+N� 375SUBCAT < noun� adj � num h CASE 1 ; FUN�i : 2 > 37777775CONT j INDEX 2 3777777777775By means of the boolean feature FUN, we segregate the functional and nonfunctional membersof sort noun-adj-num. The sorts noun and adj are FUN�, whereas numerals are FUN+.Numerals may cooccur with NPs or APs but not other numerals. If we assume that numeralsform a separate class, we will account for ill-formed examples such as (36). Adjectives selectexclusively for noun categories that are speci�ed [FUN�, N+]. Therefore, kokino (red) in (36)cannot cooccur with a numeral phrase (NumP) such as dio podilata (two bikes).(36) *kokina dio podilatared two bikesWe also rule out ill-formed examples such as (37) which contain more than one numeralcategory. The string pente aglika vivlia (�ve English books) is unambiguously analysed as aNumP. Such a phrase, being FUN+, cannot serve as a complement for the leftmost numeralhead diafora (various).(37) *diafora pente aglika vivliavarious �ve English books



138 Dimitra KolliakouMoreover, we provide a straightforward account of case concord and agreement in gender andnumber between the numeral head and its NP or AP complement. Compatibility in case andindex is accounted for by structure-sharing. (See 1 and 2 , respectively, in (35).)Let us �nally consider the content of numerals. In the present approach, numerals and determ-iners are semantically distinct. Determiners are quanti�ers, whereas a non-quanti�cationalanalysis is provided for numerals. The semantics of numeral phrases is taken to be parallel tothat of plurals, as conceived in Link (1987). Link's logic of plurals assimilates plural objectsto individuals, rather than sets of individuals. In particular, Link introduces a sum operationthat forms individual sums out of individual terms. A sum term such as �L � does notdenote the set consisting of � and � but rather another individual of the same semantic typeas � and �. Individual sums have individual parts. For example, � is a part of the individualsum �L�. In e�ect, Link takes numerals to be semantically on a par with adjectives.Assuming Link's approach to numerals, the CONTENT value of all the three subsorts ofnoun-adj-num, i.e., noun, adjective and numeral, is an object of sort nominal-object (nom-obj).The sort nom-obj bears the attributes INDEX and RESTRICTION (RESTR). The INDEXvalue is an object of sort index and bears the attributes PERSON, NUMBER and GENDER.This type of object is the HPSG analogue of a reference marker in Discourse RepresentationTheory (DRT), or a parameter introduced by an NP use in Situation Semantics. On the otherhand, the restriction set contains psoas (parametric states of a�airs) that place conditions onthe entity that the index can be anchored to or the set of entities it can quantify over. Inparticular, the RESTR value of adjectives and numerals is a set that results from adding onefurther restriction imposed by the adjective or numeral to the restrictions imposed by thenominal that the adjective or numeral combines with.For example, the CONTENT value of the numeral tria (three) is as shown in (38), where 2stands for the restriction value of the numeral's subcategorized complement:(38) 266666666664 CONT 266666666664 INDEX 1 264 NUM plGEND neut 375RESTR 8><>:264 RELN card� threeINST 1 375 ^ 2 9>=>; 377777777775 377777777775The numeral tria (three) imposes the restriction that the anchor should consist of exactlythree individual parts. In addition, the RESTR set of the numeral includes the restrictionsplaced by its subcategorized complement (tag 2 ). Assume that the numeral tria eventuallycombines with the NP kokina podilata (red bikes). The RESTR value of kokina podilata is asfollows:(39) 264 RESTR 8><>:264 RELN redINST 1 375 ; 264 RELN bikeINST 1 3759>=>; 375Then, by structure-sharing, the numeral's RESTR value will be �eshed out as shown in (40).In a referential use of the phrase tria kokina podilata (three red bikes), the index must be



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 139anchored to an individual sum of red bikes that has exactly three individual parts.(40) 264 RESTR 8><>:264 RELN card� threeINST 1 375 ; 264 RELN redINST 1 375 ; 264 RELN bikeINST 1 3759>=>; 3754 De�niteness and polyde�niteness: an HPSG approachAn important hypothesis assumed in the current analysis is that the Greek de�nite article isnot a member of the class of determiners, but constitutes an individual category: def. Thoughboth the de�nite article and determiners in Greek syntactically combine with the same rangeof nominal categories, i.e. noun, adjective, and numeral projections, only the de�nite articleappears in constructions that have been referred to as polyde�nites. Viz.:(41) a. to podilato to kokinodef bike def red`the red bike'b. to kenurio podilato to kokinodef new bike def red`the new red bike'In this work, I propose that the de�nite article in Greek does not �project�, or, in otherwords, it does not determine the syntactic category of the phrase it occurs in. Rather, it is a�marker of de�niteness�: it may mark de�nite noun phrases (NPs), adjective phrases (APs),or numeral phrases (NumPs). Under this view, polyde�nites are instances of de�nite concord:the daughter constituents of these phrases agree in �de�niteness�, i.e. they are all de�nitephrases. For example, the polyde�nite NP in (41a) consists of a de�nite noun to podilato (thebike) and a de�nite adjective to kokino (the red), and the polyde�nite NP in (41b) consistsof a de�nite NP to kenurio podilato (the new bike) and a de�nite adjective to kokino. In thefollowing sections, I provide a formal account of de�niteness and polyde�niteness in HPSG.4.1 A non-quanti�cational analysis of de�nites in HPSGThe de�nite article analysis that I propose in this work relies crucially on a non- quanti�ca-tional approach to de�niteness, the one provided in Gawron and Peters (1990). In their work,de�niteness is associated with uniqueness, in a �local� or relative sense. For instance, thereferent of a de�nite nominal the book is taken to be the unique entity that has the propertyof being a book in a contextually salient situation. That is, on Gawron and Peters's view, anentity can be �unique� and carry unique properties, only inside a local setting�the settingwe pick for a particular referential use of a de�nite nominal. Following Barwise and Perry(1983), Gawron and Peters make use of the idea of a resource situation in the analysis ofnominals. This is a contextually available situation that provides entities for reference andquanti�cation. Each (referential) use of a de�nite or inde�nite nominal is taken to invoke a



140 Dimitra Kolliakouresource situation. However, in case of de�nites, the resource situation is restricted. Unique-ness in Gawron and Peter's analysis of de�nites is relative to the resource situation associatedwith a given use of a de�nite nominal. More precisely, what the de�nite article semanticallycontributes to an NP utterance, is a relation UNIQUE that imposes a restriction on the re-source situation for that utterance. To illustrate, the resource situation of a de�nite such asthe book is restricted so that it contains a unique exemplar of the property book. On theother hand, the resource situation of an inde�nite such as a book is essentially unrestricted.Inde�nites place no special restrictions on their resource situations. Then, there may be morethan a single book entity in the resource situation associated with the inde�nite a book.14In what follows, I formulate Gawron and Peters's proposal in terms of HPSG.In the current system, uniqueness is expressed in terms of a boolean feature UNIQUE thatis de�ned for objects of sort nominal-object (nom-obj). A speci�cation UNIQUE+ indicatesthat the referent of a (de�nite) nominal uniquely instantiates a certain property�the prop-erty that the nominal denotes�in a contextually salient situation (the resource situation).Alternatively, UNIQUE� signi�es that no such restriction needs to be satis�ed. Rather,there may be more than a single entity in the resource situation bearing the property thatthe (inde�nite) nominal denotes. The updated version of nom-obj is as follows:(42) nom � obj : 264 INDEX indexRESTR set(psoa)UNIQUE boolean 375The revised sort nom-obj bears the following features:� The feature INDEX: its value is an object of sort index and conveys the agreementfeatures NUMBER, GENDER, and PERSON. In a referential use of a nominal, theindex is anchored to an entity in the discourse.� The feature RESTR(ICTION): its set value contains psoas (parametric states of a�airs)that impose restrictions on the anchor of the index.� The feature UNIQUE which imposes a further restriction on the anchor of the index ifits value is plus (+).15The AVM in (43) shows the CONTENT value (of sort nom-obj) of the inde�nite nominal abook. In a referential use of a book, the anchor must be a book, as required by the restrictionpsoa in (43).14In Gawron and Peters's analysis, in case of non-referential uses of de�nites and inde�nites, e.g. every classloves the teacher, the de�nite (or inde�nite) nominal still introduces a referential index, which, however, isexistentially quanti�ed away at the VP or S level, by a Closure operator. Then, in such cases, de�nites andinde�nites are treated analogously to existential quanti�ers.15In the HPSG formulation of Gawron and Peters's proposal that I provide here, no feature structure directlymodels the resource situation. This is because the HPSG ontology does not include (Austinian) propositions,where situations support states of a�airs, rather only states of a�airs are employed (e.g. the psoas of theRESTR attribute). However, the speci�cation UNIQUE+ is to be construed in the Gawron and Peters'ssense: it denotes that there is a unique referent that rends factual the restriction psoas inside the situationthat supports these states of a�airs.



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 141(43)nom � obj266666666664 INDEX 1 [NUM sg]RESTR 8><>:264 RELN bookINST 1 3759>=>;UNIQUE� 377777777775Consider next the de�nite the book in (44). The anchor of this nominal must be a book,and, moreover, it must be the unique book in the resource situation. This is encoded by theUNIQUE+ speci�cation.(44)nom � obj266666666664 INDEX 1 [NUM sg]RESTR 8><>:264 RELN bookINST 1 3759>=>;UNIQUE+ 377777777775Let us next turn to a couple of more complex examples. The AVM in (45) illustrates theCONTENT value of the inde�nite a book that Kim gave to Sandy. (Tags 2 and 3 standfor the index values of the thematic roles of the verb give in the relative clause, and 2 isassociated with Kim, while 3 is associated with Sandy).(45) 266666666666666666664
INDEX 1RESTR 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:264 RELN bookINST 1 375 ; 266666666664 RELN giveGIV ER 2GIVEN 1GIVEE 3 3777777777759>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>;UNIQUE�

377777777777777777775In a referential use of the NP a book that Kim gave to Sandy, the index 1 must be anchoredto an entity that renders factual each psoa in the set value of RESTR. That is, 1 must beanchored to a book that an entity named Kim gave to an entity named Sandy. The property



142 Dimitra Kolliakoudenoted by the referent of a book that Kim gave to Sandy is a complex one, and it derives byconjoining the RESTR psoas and abstracting over the index 1 . To obtain this property, Iassume a function fprop�ob which is as follows:(46) fprop�ob(x; psoa1; :::; psoan) = �x(psoa1 ^ :::^ psoan)For g = (INDEX : 1 ; RESTR : [book 1 ] , [give, 2 , 1 , 3 ]), (where, book and givestand for RELN book and RELN give, respectively), fprop�ob(g) yields:� 1 ([book 1 ] ^ [give, 2 , 1 , 3 ]), and this is the property that the referent of a bookthat Kim gave to Sandy is required to instantiate.Consider next the CONTENT value of the de�nite the book that Kim gave to Sandy.(47) 266666666666666666664
INDEX 1RESTR 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:264 RELN bookINST 1 375 ; 266666666664 RELN giveGIV ER 2GIVEN 1GIVEE 3 3777777777759>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>;UNIQUE+

377777777777777777775The speci�cation UNIQUE+ imposes a further restriction on the anchor of the index. Itrequires that for any anchor that renders factual the psoas in the RESTR set, the propertyobtained by conjoining the psoas and abstracting over the index ( 1 ) should be uniquelyinstantiable. Thus, in a referential use of the phrase the book that Kim gave to Sandy, therean entity in the resource situation that is the unique book that an entity named Kim gave toan entity named Sandy. Thus:UNIQUE (� 1 ([book 1 ] ^ [give , 2 , 1 , 3 ])).It should be �nally noted that the current proposal does not concern only de�nite NPs.Rather, it further accounts for de�nite APs or NumPs. Consider for instance the de�niteadjective to kokino (the red) from Greek. The content value of sort nom-obj for to kokino isgiven in (48). This feature structure denotes that the property red is uniquely instantiable ina local setting.(48) 266666666664 INDEX 1RESTR 8><>:264 RELN redINST 1 3759>=>;UNIQUE+ 377777777775



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 143Similarly for the de�nite numeral ta dio (the two). The nom-obj in (49) denotes that there isa unique individual sum in the resource situation with exactly two individual parts:(49) 266666666664 INDEX 1RESTR 8><>:264 RELN card� twoINST 1 3759>=>;UNIQUE+ 377777777775In this section, I have sketched a non-quanti�cational approach to de�nites for HPSG, onethat incorporates Gawron and Peter's proposal that the de�nite article does not introduce aquanti�er force, but rather a uniqueness entailment. In the following section, I focus on thesyntactic properties of the de�nite article in Greek and demonstrate how exactly it assigns auniqueness requirement to the nominal it occurs in.4.2 The de�nite article as an adjunctIn the current system, the de�nite article (def) is not taken to be the syntactic head of thephrase it occurs in. Rather, the head daughter of a de�nite phrase is the nominal that defcombines with. The de�nite article may syntactically combine with a wide range of nominalcategories: the sorts noun, adjective and numeral. Thus, de�nite NPs, APs and NumPsare generated. Nonetheless, def makes a semantic contribution. I propose that def places arestriction on the referent of de�nite nominals: the anchor of a de�nite phrase's index mustbe an entity that uniquely instantiates the property denoted by this phrase, in a contextuallyavailable situation. In other words, the de�nite article makes a nominal UNIQUE+.The properties of the Greek de�nite article can be naturally captured in HPSG terms bytreating def as an adjunct. Adjuncts in HPSG are functors that take a head as their argument.Moreover, they a�ect the content of the phrase they occur in: adjuncts that combine witha nominal object (a head with a content value of sort nom-obj) add a restriction to therestriction set of that nominal object. This is exactly what def does as well: like otheradjuncts, for instance, adjectives or relative clauses, the de�nite article restricts the referenceof the nominal it makes part of. (50) below is a skeletal illustration of the CATEGORY andCONTENT values of to (the-sg.neut). Tag 2 stands for the object (of sort synsem) givenin (51). This object is the actual MOD value of to in place of 2 , and tags 1 , 3 and 4indicate that certain features of to and the object that serves as its MOD value are identical.I cite the two objects separately in (50) and (51) for expository clarity.



144 Dimitra Kolliakou(50) 26666666666666666666666664
CAT 2666664 HEAD def 264 CASE 1 accFUN+MOD 2 375SUBCAT < > 3777775CONT 266666666664 INDEX 3 264 NUM singGEND neut 375RESTR 4UNIQUE+ 377777777775

37777777777777777777777775The CAT and CONT values of to (the-sg.neut)(51) 2 2666666666664 CAT j HEAD noun � adj � num h CASE 1 iCONT 2666664 INDEX 3RESTR 4UNIQUE� 3777775 3777777777775The MOD value of toAs illustrated in (50), the HEAD value of to is an object of sort def. Recall that def is a subsortof nominal, hence, it inherits the feature declaration of the latter. The feature CASE denotesthe morphological case of a given form of def. The speci�cation FUN+ signi�es that def is afunctional subsort of nominal, like determiners and numerals. By means of the feature MOD(modi�ed), def selects for a sister nominal. As shown in (51), def requires that the HEADvalue of the category it selects by MOD should be an object of sort noun-adj-num. That is,def essentially selects for a noun, adjective or numeral projection, for these three sorts aresubsorts of noun-adj-num that exhaust noun-adj-num. Given that any of the categories noun,adjective and numeral quali�es as an argument of def, we account for examples such as thosein (52). In (52a) to cooccurs with an NP kokino podilato (red bike), in (52b) it cooccurs withan adjective kokino (red), and in (52c) it cooccurs with a NumP dio kokina podilata (two redbikes).(52) a. to kokino podilatodef new bike`the new bike'b. Ehi dio podilata. Mu danise to kokino.has-3.sg two bikes. me lent-3.sg def red`(S)he has two bikes. (S)he lent me the red one.'



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 145c. ta dio kokina podilatadef two red bikes`the two red bikes'Case concord and agreement in number and gender between def and the nominal it combineswith are accounted for straightforwardly. The CASE value of def and that of its selectedsister are required to be token-identical by structure-sharing (see tag 1 in (50) and (51)).Similarly for their INDEX values that bear the features NUMBER and GENDER (see tag3 in (50) and (51)). Thus, the neuter to cannot combine say with the noun karekla (chair)or the adjective kokini (red) etc. which are feminine in gender.A further important point is that def introduces no restriction psoas. Notice that the restric-tion value 4 of to in (50) is structure-shared with that of its selected sister in (51). Therefore,the psoas in the restriction set of the de�nite article originate from the category it combineswith. However, def does impose a restriction on the anchor of a de�nite nominal's index. Thisis the feature speci�cation UNIQUE+. In the approach proposed here, the de�nite article isthe semantic head of the phrase it makes part of. This means that the content value of ade�nite phrase originates from the de�nite article, rather than its nominal sister. However,this is not a special requirement that exclusively applies for de�nite phrases, rather it is ageneral property of phrases consisting of an adjunct constituent and a head constituent, andit is expressed in terms of HPSG's Semantics Principle (see below). Since def is the semantichead, a de�nite phrase will be speci�ed UNIQUE+, like the de�nite article, and moreover, itwill carry the restrictions of the de�nite article's syntactic sister (i.e. an NP, AP or NumP)that are incorporated in the de�nite article's content.Finally, notice that def selects for a UNIQUE� nominal (see (51)). It follows that de�niteNPs, APs, or NumPs do not qualify as syntactic sisters for def, since such nominals arespeci�ed UNIQUE+. Therefore, we rule out ill-formed strings such as (53).(53) *to to kenurio podilatodef def new bikeA phrase consisting of a de�nite article and a noun, adjective or numeral projection is licensedby the Immediate Dominance (ID) Schema 5, cf. Pollard and Sag (1994), given in (54).(54) Schema 5 (Head-Adjunct Schema). A phrase with DTRS value of sort head-adjunct-structure, such that the MOD value of the adjunct daughter is token-identical to theSYNSEM value of the head daughter.By way of illustration, we next consider the feature structure generation of the monadicde�nite to kokino podilato (the red bike), admitted by the Head-Adjunct Schema. The monadicde�nite to kokino podilato in (57) consists of an adjunct daughter to and an NP head-daughterkokino podilato. Being an NP (HEAD noun), and, therefore, a subsort of noun-adj-num,kokino podilato is an appropriate category for the de�nite article to �modify�. Moreover,kokino podilato is inde�nite (UNIQUE�), and identical in case and agreement features tothe de�nite article to (see 3 and 4 , respectively). We can further see in (57) that the



146 Dimitra Kolliakourestriction psoas of kokino podilato 5 are incorporated in the de�nite article's content: thede�nite article's restriction is identical to the restriction of the synsem object 6 that MODtakes as its value, and this is lexically speci�ed. The head value 1 of the NP daughterkokino podilato propagates onto the mother by the Head Feature Principle, repeated belowfor convenience.(55) The Head Feature Principle (HFP). In a headed phrase, the values of SYNSEM jLOCAL j CATEGORY j HEAD and DAUGHTERS j HEAD-DAUGHTER j SYN-SEM j LOCAL j CATEGORY j HEAD are token-identical.The content value 2 of the de�nite article that carries the speci�cation UNIQUE+ andincorporates the restrictions due to the head-daughter propagates onto the mother by theSemantics Principle (56):(56) The Semantics Principle. In a headed phrase, the CONTENT value is token-identicalto that of the adjunct daughter if the DTRS value is of sort head-adj-struc, and withthat of the head daughter otherwise.The CONTENT value of to kenurio podilato (the red bike) signi�es that in a referential useof the phrase, the index must be anchored to an entity that is the unique instantiation of theproperty new bike in a local setting.



De�nitenessandtheMake-upofNominalCategories147
(57)Themonadicde�nitetokokinopodilato(theredbike)

" CAT j HEAD 1CONT 2 #NPto kokino podilatoadjunct-daughterto26666666664 CAT j HEAD def " CASE 3MOD : 6 : 5 #CONT 2 26664 INDEX 4 � NUM sgGENDneut �RESTR 5UNIQUE+ 37775 37777777775 head-daughterkokino podilato6 26666664 CAT j HEAD 1 noun �CASE 3 �CONT 26664 INDEX 4RESTR 5 �� RELN redINST 4 � ; � RELN bikeINST 4 ��UNIQUE� 37775 37777775



148 Dimitra KolliakouIn this section, I have presented an HPSG analysis of the Greek de�nite article as an adjunct.Like other types of adjuncts that modify nominal projections, the de�nite article in Greekdoes not a�ect the syntactic category of the phrase it makes part of. Rather, its contributionis semantic, and it is expressed in terms of uniqueness entailments, in the sense of Gawronand Peters (1990). In this approach, the de�nite article is indeed a marker of de�niteness: itmarks de�nite the nominal category it appears in. In addition, �de�nite marking� is assigneda precise semantic interpretation: a de�nite nominal has a referent that uniquely instantiatesthe property that the nominal denotes inside the resource situation. In the following section,we consider a treatment of polyde�nites, which naturally derives from the current approachto the de�nite article.4.3 Polyde�niteness as de�nite concordIn the previous section, it was shown that the Greek de�nite article may syntactically combinewith a noun, adjective or numeral category and yield a de�nite NP, AP or NumP, respectively.In this section, I demonstrate how a de�nite AP may syntactically combine with a de�niteNP, thus yielding a polyde�nite. I assume an analysis of adjectives that basically relies onPollard and Sag (1994), and moreover incorporates the UNIQUE attribute. The AVM in (58)shows the CATEGORY and CONTENT attributes of the English adjective red, in Pollardand Sag's (1994) account.
(58) 2666666666666666666666666664

CAT 266666666664 HEAD adj 2666664 MOD �N 264 INDEX 1RESTR 2 375PRD� 3777775SUBCAT < > 377777777775CONT 2666664 INDEX 1RESTR 8><>:264 RELN redINST 1 3759>=>; ^ 2 3777775
3777777777777777777777777775As shown in (58), in Pollard and Sag (1994), adjectives select for an �N , in terms of theirMOD feature.16 The index value of this �N is required to be identical to the index value of theadjective, by structure-sharing (see tag 1 ). In addition, adjectives incorporate the restrictionpsoas of the noun projection they select: the restriction value of the selected �N 2 is added tothe restriction value of the adjective. This object ( 2 in case of (58)) is instantiated once the16 �N is an abbreviation for HEAD noun, SUBCAT h DetP i. In Pollard and Sag (1994), �Ns are noun phrasesthat have not yet taken their determiner complement.



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 149adjective actually combines with an �N , by the Head-Adjunct Schema.17 By the SemanticsPrinciple, the conjunction of the adjective's restriction psoas propagates on the mother. Toillustrate, if red eventually combines with the noun book, the CONTENT value of red bookis the following feature-structure:(59) 2666664 CONT 2666664 INDEX 1RESTR 8><>:264 RELN redINST 1 375 ; 264 RELN bookINST 1 3759>=>; 3777775 3777775For our own purposes, we slightly modify Pollard and Sag's analysis of adjectives: we as-sume that (inde�nite) adjectives such as kokino (red) are in addition speci�ed for the featureUNIQUE.18 Consider the AVM in (60):
(60)

2666666666666666666666666666666666664
CAT 2666666666666664 HEAD adj 266666666664 MOD noun : 2666664 INDEX 1RESTR 2UNIQUE� 3777775PRD� 377777777775SUBCAT < > 3777777777777775CONT 266666666664 INDEX 1RESTR 8><>:264 RELN redINST 1 3759>=>; ^ 2UNIQUE� 377777777775

3777777777777777777777777777777777775The adjective kokino is UNIQUE�. That is, the anchor of its index is not required to be theunique instance of the property red in the resource situation. The noun projection that kokinoselects via the feature MOD is required to be UNIQUE� too. This is lexically speci�ed bystructure-sharing, like it is lexically speci�ed that the adjective and the selected noun category17As we saw in the previous section, this schema stipulates identity between the adjunct's MOD value andthe head's synsem. Therefore, once the adjunct's MOD value is instantiated, the restrictions coming from the�N and that are incorporated in the adjunct's content are also instantiated.18A further di�erence between Pollard and Sag's analysis of adjectives and the one assumed here is that inthe latter adjectives do not select for �Ns, in the sense of Pollard and Sag (1994) (see above), rather, they selectfor a category speci�ed HEAD noun, which may be a word or a phrase. This has certain advantages over thePollard and Sag account (for discussion, see Kolliakou 1995).



150 Dimitra Kolliakoushould carry identical index values (see 1 ). Therefore, kokino will not modify, for example,the de�nite NP to podilato (the bike). The latter is UNIQUE+, due to the de�nite articleto, and invokes a particular resource situation in which some entity is the unique bike. Thus,ill-formed examples due to clash in de�niteness are excluded:(61) a. *kokino to podilatored def bikeb. *to podilato kokinodef bike redThe adjective kokino may instead modify the inde�nite noun podilato. In this case, no clashoccurs since both the adjunct and the noun head are UNIQUE�. Hence:(62) a. kokino podilatored bike`a red bike'b. podilato kokinobike red`a red bike'The CONTENT value of the inde�nite NP kokino podilato (red bike) is as follows:(63) 266666666664 CONT 266666666664 INDEX 1RESTR 8><>:264 RELN redINST 1 375 ; 264 RELN bikeINST 1 3759>=>;UNIQUE� 377777777775 377777777775The de�nite article def may in principle cooccur with the NPs in (62) above. Recall thatdef selects for an argument of sort noun-adj-num, which subsumes projections of noun, ad-jective and numeral. In addition, def requires that the nominal it combines with should beUNIQUE�.19Consider next the de�nite adjective to kokino (the red).19In fact, def may cooccur only with the NP in (62a):(64) a. to kokino podilatodef red bike`the red bike'
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(65)

2666666666666666666666666666666666664
CAT 2666666666666664 HEAD adj 266666666664 MOD noun : 2666664 INDEX 1RESTR 2UNIQUE+ 3777775PRD� 377777777775SUBCAT < > 3777777777777775CONT 266666666664 INDEX 1RESTR 8><>:264 RELN redINST 1 3759>=>; ^ 2UNIQUE+ 377777777775

3777777777777777777777777777777777775The AP to kokino (the red) is UNIQUE+ due to the semantic contribution of to (the-sg.neut).The UNIQUE+ speci�cation signi�es that the property red is uniquely instantiable in a localsetting (the resource situation). The noun projection that to kokino selects for via the featureMOD is also UNIQUE+.20 When a de�nite adjective such as to kokino syntactically combineswith a de�nite NP they yield a polyde�nite. The generation of the polyde�nite NP to podilatoto kokino (the bike the red; `the red bike') is schematically illustrated in the following tree-diagram.(66) NP UNIQUE+NP UNIQUE+adjunctdefUNIQUE+ headnounUNIQUE� AP UNIQUE+adjunctdefUNIQUE+ headadjUNIQUE�Polyde�niteness is a natural consequence of the fact that adjectives in Greek �agree� inde�niteness with the nouns they modify, like they agree in other features, for instance, numberb. *to podilato kokinodef bike redThe contrast in (64) indicates that there are certain word order constraints in monadic de�nites in Greek. Foran HPSG account of such contrasts, see Kolliakou (1995).20In fact, this is required by the Uniqueness Principle, see Section 6 below.



152 Dimitra Kolliakouand gender. In this sense, the polyde�nite construction is an instance of �de�nite concord�.It is entirely straightforward to account for this type of de�nite concord, once we assume theapproach to de�niteness presented in the previous sections.The polyde�nite to podilato to kokino (the bike the red; `the red bike') is a noun projection,i.e., its head value is an object of sort noun. This value comes from the head daughter,the monadic de�nite to podilato (the bike), by the Head Feature Principle. Being an NP, topodilato to kokino can be modi�ed by a further de�nite adjective. Thus, a polyde�nite thatcontains more than two de�nite articles is generated, e.g.:(67) to kenurio to podilato to kokinodef new def bike def red`the new red bike'In a referential use of to kenurio to podilato to kokino, the anchor must be an entity that isthe unique new red bike in a contextually salient situation. This condition is imposed by therestriction psoas, and, in addition, the UNIQUE+ speci�cation. The CONTENT value ofthis NP is as follows:(68)266666666664 CONT 266666666664 INDEX 1RESTR 8><>:264 RELN newINST 1 375 ; 264 RELN redINST 1 375 ; 264 RELN bikeINST 1 3759>=>;UNIQUE+ 377777777775 377777777775In this section, I have presented an account of polyde�nite NPs. I will demonstrate next howother nominal categories i.e. demonstratives, numerals and determiners can be incorporatedin this account.5 Demonstratives, numerals and determiners in de�nites andpolyde�nites5.1 Greek demonstratives as inherently de�nite nominalsIn this section, I argue that an analysis of Greek demonstratives as de�nite (UNIQUE+)nominal categories enables their distribution to be accounted for in a very straightforwardmanner. Consider (69) and (70). The former demonstrates that the de�nite article (def)cannot attach to a demonstrative. The contrast in (70) shows that demonstratives exclusivelyoccur in de�nites phrases.(69) *to afto to podilatodef this def bike



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 153(70) a. afto to podilatothis def bike`this bike'b. *afto podilatothis bikeIf we assume that demonstratives are de�nite, both these facts can be explained. First, weas have seen, the de�nite article does not cooccur with de�nite nominals: def selects for aUNIQUE� argument. Moreover, demonstratives are excluded from inde�nite phrases so thatde�nite concord is not violated. Ill-formed strings such as (70b) and (71) below are ruledout for similar reasons. In the former, an inde�nite noun category (podilato `bike') cooccurswith the inherently de�nite demonstrative. In the latter, the inde�nite adjective kokino (red)appears to modify the de�nite NP to podilato (the bike). The requirement for de�nite concordis violated in either case.(71) *to kenurio kokino to podilatodef new red def bikeThe AVM in (72) is a skeletal illustration of the CATEGORY and CONTENT value ofthe demonstrative afto (this-sg.neut). (For expository clarity, only relevant features areincluded).(72) 2666666664 CAT 26664 HEAD dem " FUN+N� #SUBCAT < noun� adj � num[UNIQUE+] > 37775CONTENT j UNIQUE+ 3777777775In the current system, demonstratives are treated as heads that subcategorize for a comple-ment of sort noun-adj-num. Therefore, we account for examples such as the ones in (73): in(73a), afta cooccurs with an NP (ta podilata), in (73b), it cooccurs with an AP (to kokino),and in (73c), afta appears to be in construction with an NumP (ta dio).(73) a. afta ta podilatathese def bikes`these bikes'b. agorasa afto to kokinobought-1.sg this def red`I bought this red one.'



154 Dimitra Kolliakouc. agorasa afta ta diobought-1.sg these def two`I bought these two.'A further important point in the analysis of demonstratives provided here is that they arelexically speci�ed as UNIQUE+. In this respect, they di�er from noun, adjective and nu-meral categories that are prima facie UNIQUE� and turn into UNIQUE+ by the mediationof the de�nite article.21 In addition, de�nite concord between a demonstrative and its nom-inal complement is lexically speci�ed: as illustrated in (72), the demonstrative requires thatthe UNIQUE value of its subcategorized complement should be plus (+). Hence, ill-formedexamples such as (75) (repeating (70b)) are ruled out.(75) *afto podilatothis bikeDemonstratives are subsumed under a distinct sort demonstrative (dem). As will be shownbelow, this sort is a subsort of det-nondet, and, therefore, inherits the feature declaration ofthe latter (i.e. the features CASE, FUN, MOD, PRD and their sort values). Demonstrativesare functional categories (FUN+), like determiners and numerals. However, they di�er fromnumerals in that they may syntactically combine with any category of sort noun-adj-num,rather than only non-functional members of this sort.22 On the other hand, determiners admitphrases headed by demonstratives (DemPs), in addition to NP, AP and NumP complements.E.g.:(76) ola afta ta podilataall these def bikes`all these bikes'The lattice in (77) illustrates the hierarchy of nominal categories for Greek, as modi�ed so asto accommodate demonstratives.21By analysing demonstratives as UNIQUE+, we make the claim that they are associated with a uniquenessrequirement. It has been pointed out that nominals such as this woman in American English are on a par withinde�nites, in a context such as (74):(74) I was sitting quietly in the half-empty theater when suddenly this woman comes close and...However, no such use is available for the corresponding Greek example.22As was shown in Section 3.3 above, numerals are compatible only with the non-functional members ofnoun-adj-num: noun and adjective projections.



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 155(77) nominaldef det � nondetdet dem� nondemdem noun� adj � numnoun adj numLattice for Greek nominal categories(updated)A new sort demonstrative-nondemonstrative (dem-nondem) is introduced in the hierarchy ofnominals. This sort partitions into dem (the sort of demonstratives) and noun-adj-num (thesort subsuming noun, adjective and numeral categories). We assume a further minor modi-�cation: determiners subcategorize for a complement with a head value of sort dem-nondem,rather than noun-adj-num. Thus, we account for the whole range of determiner comple-ments, including DemPs (see (76) above). Treating demonstratives as a distinct class (dem)will also enable us to rule out ill-formed examples with more than a single demonstrative. Toillustrate, in (78) below, the string afto to podilato (this the bike) is analysed as a demon-strative phrase with the demonstrative afto as its head-daughter and the de�nite NP as itscomplement-daughter. However, the leftmost demonstrative ekino (that) cannot take a DemPas its complement, rather it requires a member of noun-adj-num. Therefore, our grammarwill not generate ill-formed examples such as (78).(78) *ekino afto to podilatothat this def bikeThe account of Greek demonstratives sketched above can also serve as an illustration of theadvantages of a grammar making use of sort hierarchies. Such a grammar can be easilyadapted or expanded: in order to incorporate a new sort, the existing sorts are minimallya�ected.5.2 Numeral phrases and de�nite concordIn various places in the previous sections, we have seen examples of numeral phrases (NumPs)that are monadic de�nites, e.g.:(79) ta dio kokina podilata`the two red bikes'



156 Dimitra KolliakouSuch phrases are taken to consist of a def adjunct daughter (in this case, ta) and a NumP headdaughter (in this case, dio kokina podilata `two red bikes'). The sort numeral, which subsumesthe cardinals and nominals that pattern alike, is a subsort of noun-adj-num. As we haveseen, the de�nite article selects for noun-adj-num categories, therefore, it may syntacticallycombine with a numeral and yield a de�nite NumP.However, in addition to monadic de�nite NumPs, we also �nd inde�nite and polyde�niteNumPs. Consider for instance the examples in (80). In (80a), both the numeral (dio) andthe noun category (podilata) are inde�nite. By contrast, the examples in (80b&c) consist ofa de�nite numeral head ta dio (the two) and its de�nite complement, a noun or adjectivecategory, ta podilata (the bikes) and ta kokina (the red), respectively.(80) a. dio podilata`two bikes'b. ta dio ta podilatathe two the bikes`the two bikes'c. ta dio ta kokinathe two the red`the two red ones'The examples in (80) are instances of de�nite concord. De�nite concord between numeralheads and their noun or adjective complements can be straightforwardly expressed by re-quiring that the UNIQUE value of a numeral and its subcategorized complement should beidentical. This is illustrated in the AVM in (81), where the CONTENT j UNIQUE value of thenumeral and the UNIQUE value inside its subcat list are identical 1 , by structure-sharing.(81) 264 CAT j SUBCAT < h UNIQUE 1 i >CONT j UNIQUE 1 375Therefore, we guarantee that a UNIQUE� numeral such as dio (two), will combine with aninde�nite noun or adjective category, e.g. podilata (bikes) or kokina (red), and vice versa, aUNIQUE+ numeral such as ta dio (the two) will take a UNIQUE+ NP or AP complementsuch as ta podilata (the bikes) or ta kokina (the red).5.3 The distribution of determiners in de�nites and inde�nitesIn the previous sections (see in particular Section 3.2), we have seen that determiners in Greekmay cooccur with noun, adjective, numeral and demonstrative projections. However, Greekdeterminers can be partitioned into two classes: (a) those that take de�nite complements (see(82a&b)), and (b) those that take inde�nite complements (see (82c&d)).



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 157(82) a. ola ta vivliaall def books`all the books'b. *ola vivliaall booksc. merika vivlia`some books'd. *merika ta vivliasome def booksThe account presented in Section 3.2 can be easily extended to cover the data in (82). Determ-iners like ola (all) can be taken to select for a UNIQUE+ complement. Such a requirementis lexically speci�ed in their subcat list. The feature structure in (83) corresponds to thesubcategorized complement of ola.(83) 264 CAT j HEAD dem� nondemCONT j UNIQUE+ 375Thus, ola may only combine with de�nite DemPs, NPs, APs, or NumPs. Ill-formed examplessuch as (82b) above are excluded. On the other hand, determiners such as merika (some)require that their complement should be UNIQUE�. The element in their subcat list is asfollows:(84) 264 CAT j HEAD dem� nondemCONT j UNIQUE� 375Therefore, determiners of the latter kind will resist a de�nite complement. Notice, for in-stance, that merika may not cooccur with a demonstrative phrase, though such phrases aremembers of dem-nondem. As shown in Section 5.1 above, DemPs do not have a UNIQUE�counterpart, rather, they are invariably UNIQUE+. Then, ill-formed strings such as (85)below are ruled out.(85) *merika afta ta vivliasome these the books`*some these books'



158 Dimitra Kolliakou6 The Uniqueness PrincipleFeature structures in HPSG are required to be sort-resolved (Carpenter 1992). A featurestructure of sort � is sort-resolved if the value of every feature de�ned for � is maximal (mostspeci�c). For instance, the CASE value in a feature structure of sort nominal is maximal ifit is an object of sort nom, gen, or acc, rather than case (since the latter sort is not atomic,rather it partitions into nom, gen and acc). The requirement for maximal speci�city is directlyrelated to the notion of underspeci�cation in the HPSG framework. If the value of a givenfeature is underspeci�ed, it means that it will be resolved in as many ways as the subsortsof the sort value appropriate for that feature. For example, if a nominal is underspeci�edfor CASE, it will have three instantiations: a nominative, a genitive and an accusative one.In this section, I discuss a technical problem for the current approach that is related to therequirement for sort resolved feature structures.23 In addition, I provide a solution to thisproblem by formulating the Uniqueness Principle and by slightly modifying the hierarchyof nominal sorts. Such modi�cations are not an organic part of the account proposed here,rather they enable us to deal with technical aspects of the grammatical theory (HPSG) thataccommodates this account. In particular, they satisfy requirements imposed by the partic-ular feature logic underlying HPSG in its current formulation and moreover the theory ofadjuncts proposed in Pollard and Sag (1994). Hopefully, such extensions can be eliminatedonce HPSG is suitably modi�ed.In this work, inde�nite adjectives are speci�ed CONTENT j UNIQUE� and they select for aUNIQUE� noun category, through their head feature MOD. Viz.:(86) 264 MOD j CONT j UNIQUE�CONT j UNIQUE� 375Inde�nite adjectivesOnce the de�nite article syntactically combines with an inde�nite adjective such as the onein (86), it yields a de�nite AP. However, the MOD value of such an AP is identical to thatof its (inde�nite) adjective daughter�the head-daughter�by the Head Feature Principle ofHPSG. This is because MOD is a head feature. This is summarized in (87).23The requirement for maximal speci�city proves problematic for a number of accounts assuming the HPSGframework, e.g. an account of coordination in HPSG [Sag, p.c.]. See also the typed feature account of idiomsin Copestake and Briscoe (1994), where templates are employed.



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 159(87) AP264 2 MOD j CONT j UNIQUE�1 CONT j UNIQUE+ 375adjunctdef1 CONT j UNIQUE+ head(inde�nite) adjective264 2 MOD j CONT j UNIQUE�CONT j UNIQUE� 375If def is allowed to cooccur with an inde�nite adjective such as (86), a problem emerges:paradoxically, de�nite (UNIQUE+) adjectives will be allowed to select for inde�nite (UNIQUE�) NPs. This is because incompatible values for the paths CONTENT j UNIQUE and MODj...j UNIQUE propagate onto the mother from the adjunct-daughter (the de�nite article)and the head-daughter (the inde�nite adjective), respectively. In a theory that places norequirement for maximal speci�city, the MOD j...j UNIQUE value of an adjective categorycan be left underspeci�ed and be required to unify with that of the CONTENT j UNIQUEpath. Then, inde�nite adjectives (i.e. adjectives speci�ed CONTENT j UNIQUE�) will selectfor inde�nite NPs (i.e. they will be speci�ed MOD j...jUNIQUE�), whereas de�nite adjectives(i.e. adjectives speci�ed CONTENT j UNIQUE+) will select for de�nite NPs (i.e. they will bespeci�ed MOD j...j UNIQUE+). However, HPSG does require that feature structures shouldbe sort-resolved. In order to get round this problem, I introduce the Uniqueness Principle:(88) The Uniqueness Principle: In a head-adjunct-structure whose adjunct daughter isof sort noun-adj-num the CONT j UNIQUE value of the head-daughter is token-identical to the CONT j UNIQUE of the adjunct daughter.DTRS 2666666664 HEAD�DTR j SY NSEM j CONT j UNIQUE 1ADJ �DTR j SY NSEM 26664 CAT j HEAD noun � adj � num [ ]CONT j UNIQUE 1 37775 3777777775The Uniqueness Principle requires that the UNIQUE value of an adjective or AP that ismodifying a noun or NP should be identical to the UNIQUE value of the latter. Therefore, ifthe adjective category is UNIQUE�, the noun category should also be UNIQUE�, whereasif the AP is UNIQUE+, the NP should also be UNIQUE+. The Uniqueness Principle is aparochial principle, i.e. it exclusively applies to languages with de�nite concord phenomenalike Greek. Notice that identity between the UNIQUE value of the adjunct daughter andthe UNIQUE value of the head daughter is stipulated only in case the adjunct daughter isa member of the sort noun-adj-num. If, for instance, the adjunct daughter is of sort def (a



160 Dimitra Kolliakoude�nite article), then no such identity will occur. The de�nite article that carries a UNIQUE+speci�cation is not subsumed under noun-adj-num. Therefore, it is allowed to cooccur witha UNIQUE� head (an NP, AP or NumP category).In addition to the Uniqueness Principle, I assume two distinct types of inde�nite adjectives.The sorts adj1 and adj2 di�er from each other with respect to the value of the path: MOD jSYNSEM j LOCAL j CONTENT j UNIQUE. Viz.:� adj1264 MOD j CONT j UNIQUE+CONT j UNIQUE� 375� adj2264 MOD j CONT j UNIQUE�CONT j UNIQUE� 375(89) below provides an updated lattice for the hierarchy of nominal sorts in Greek.(89) nominaldef det� nondetdet dem� nondemdem noun � adj � numnoun adjadj1 adj2 numLattice for Greek nominal categories (withthe two subsorts of adj)Once the de�nite article def syntactically combines with an adjective category of sort adj1, ityields a de�nite AP that in turn selects for a de�nite NP. This is illustrated in (90):



De�niteness and the Make-up of Nominal Categories 161(90) AP264 2 MOD j CONT j UNIQUE+1 CONT j UNIQUE+ 375def1 CONT j UNIQUE+ adj1264 2 MOD j CONT j UNIQUE+CONT j UNIQUE� 375The top category in (90) will modify a de�nite NP, as required by the Uniqueness Principle.Viz.:(91) CONT j UNIQUE+AP264 2 MOD j CONT j UNIQUE+1 CONT j UNIQUE+ 375 NPCONT j UNIQUE+On the other hand, inde�nite adjectives of sort adj2modify inde�nite noun categories. Thoughnothing prevents the de�nite article from combining with an adj2 adjective, a de�nite AP thatis a projection of adj2 cannot combine with an inde�nite NP for the Uniqueness Principlewould be violated. For the same reason, an inde�nite adjective of sort adj1 can never combinewith a de�nite NP.24In this section, I have formulated the Uniqueness Principle and introduced a further parti-tion in the hierarchy of nominal sorts for Greek. These modi�cations enable us to preservecurrent assumptions of the HPSG theory concerning the analysis of adjuncts and moreovercompleteness criteria that feature structures are required to satisfy. However, none of theseadditions should be considered to be an organic part of the approach to de�niteness and themake-up of nominals that has been proposed in this chapter. Rather, they can be abolished,in favour of further simpli�cation of linguistic theory, provided the HPSG theory of adjunctsand underlying feature logic are suitably modi�ed.24A modi�cation similar to the one I have provided in this section for adjectives is also required for numerals,so as to make sure that the CONTENT j UNIQUE value of a numeral and the one of its subcategorizedcomplement inside its subcat list are identical.



162 Dimitra Kolliakou7 Conclusions and suggestions for further researchIn this paper, I have presented an account of the nominal system in Greek couched in theframework of HPSG. Two main components of this work clearly bear on cross-linguistic re-search on NPs and moreover other areas of linguistic theory such as a general theory ofelliptical interpretation. In particular, I have developed an approach to de�niteness that en-ables us to account for de�nite concord phenomena. Such phenomena are not idiosyncratic toGreek but rather characterize a wide range of languages, e.g. Scandinavian (Swedish and Nor-wegian) Balkan and Semitic (Hebrew and Arabic). In addition, I provided an account of theunifying properties of nominal categories based on inheritance. From this cross-classi�cationof nominal sorts emerges a straightforward account of the syntax of nominal ellipsis, withoutpositing linguistic constructs that are lacking independent motivation, such as, for instance,empty constituents.An intriguing goal for further research is to parametrize the current approach to de�nitenessand de�nite concord in order to account for languages other than Greek. More speci�cally, itis worth exploring issues such as the following:� The types of marker of de�niteness across languages, i.e., whether they are words orbound morphemes, with special attention to Scandinavian that makes use of both def-inite articles and su�xes,� The types of hosts that de�nite markers attach on: those can be either phrases or wordsin languages like Greek, or they are strictly lexical, as in Hebrew, etc.� A further issue is the co-occurrence or complementary distribution of demonstrativesand de�nite markers, in particular in languages like Romanian where both options areavailable and they a�ect word order.� Finally, it is interesting to explore how to parametrize the overall system and thusaccount for determiner-centric languages with no de�nite concord (e.g. English).Another important direction for further research is to generalize the approach to ellipticalnominals presented here, in order to cover other instances of ellipsis and in particular �phrasal�ellipsis in dialogue. Dialogue favours highly elliptical speech. At the same time, it motivatesa minimalist approach to the syntax of ellipsis. The question Bill? uttered for clari�cationafter a statement such as Bill is annoying. could be taken to mean Who is Bill? or Which Billare you talking about? or even Are you saying that Bill of all people is annoying? etc. Then,Bill? is not really �elliptical�, in the sense that it appears to lack a unique, fully spelled-outcounterpart. A theory of phrasal ellipsis needs to account for the fact that fragments of anysyntactic category (e.g. Bill or is annoying are licit as sentential level utterances in dialogue.On the syntactic front, such cases are particularly hard to analyze using empty constituentsbecause of the di�culty of providing a restrictive theory governing the distribution of suchelements.It will be important to integrate this approach to ellipsis with work that explores the additionof packaging information into HPSG (cf. Engdahl and Vallduví 1994).
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166 Dong-Young Lee1 IntroductionThe system of honori�cation is an outstanding characteristic of the Korean language. Inthe system the following individuals are involved: speaker, addressee, the referent of thesubject, and the referent of the object (if any). These individuals except for the speaker ofa sentence may be respected. This is due to the fact that in Korean society it is a virtueto humble oneself. Thus, the honori�cation system can be divided into the three patterns:subject honori�cation, object honori�cation,1 and addressee honori�cation.2 The occurrenceof a certain type of honori�cation is constrained by the relative order in social status amongthe four individuals mentioned above. Factors such as kinship, age, and social rank play animportant role in deciding relative social status.Every sentence has a verb. We can tell from a verb whether subject honori�cation andaddressee honori�cation occur in a sentence. If a suppletive humble form of the verb appearingin a sentence is available, we can additionally know whether object honori�cation occursin the sentence. Thus when looking at a sentence, we must consider the three types ofhonori�cation simultaneously. In previous works (Suh 1978, Kuno and Kim 1985, Kim 1988,Pollard and Sag 1994) attention was paid only to subject honori�cation and it was treated asa kind of agreement. This previous approach has limitations and thus cannot be applied tothe explanation of other types of honori�cation, especially addressee honori�cation. Objecthonori�cation is indicated only in the object NP when suppletive humble form is not availableand addressee honori�cation is manifested only in the verbal ending. In these cases theagreement account is not valid. The system of Korean honori�cation has a complex anddynamic structure based on the relative order in social status among speaker, addressee, thereferent of the subject, and the referent of the object. Since the information about the socialstatus of these people is not included in the previous approach, the context where a sentenceis felicitous cannot be provided.This paper aims to explain the Korean honori�cation system within the framework of head-driven phrase structure grammar (hpsg) developed by Pollard and Sag (1994). The contextualinformation about relative social status of the individuals involved in a sentence is essential tothe explanation of the honori�cation system in Korean. The reason why the hpsg formalismis adopted here is that it is possible to incorporate this contextual information in the lexicalsign or phrasal sign within the formalism. This paper overcomes the shortcomings arisingfrom the previous approach by considering the three types of honori�cation at the same time,by including the background information about relative social status, and by treating thehonori�cation phenomenon as a phenomenon related to the compatibility of this backgroundinformation, not as a kind of agreement.The data of subject honori�cation, object honori�cation, or addressee honori�cation andthe role of honori�c morphemes are presented in Section 2. In order for a certain typeof honori�cation to occur the constraint on social status should be satis�ed. Section 3 dealswith this constraint. In Section 4, after reviewing earlier approaches to subject honori�cation,1Subject honori�cation and object honori�cation are called referent honori�cation in Cho (1982). While insubject honori�cation honori�c agreement occurs between the subject NP and the verb, in object honori�cationhonori�c agreement occurs between the object NP and the verb only when the verb has a humble form. Thusit is necessary to distinguish these two types of honori�cation.2Instead of the term `addressee honori�cation' the term `speech level' is used in Martin and Lee (1969).The term `addressee honori�cation' is adopted here to clarify the entity which is honored.



An HPSG Account of the Korean Honori�cation System 167we analyze the Korean honori�cation system and explain the felicity or infelicity of a sentenceby a new approach, that is, by considering the three types of honori�cation simultaneouslyand using the background information about relative social status. Section 5 shows that thehonori�cation phenomenon can also occur in the construction containing other verbs besides amain verb. Finally, Section 6 discusses the advantages of the new approach while emphasizingthe importance of the role of the sentence-external individuals and the background informationabout relative social status in the analysis of the honori�cation system.2 Linguistic DataThe occurrence of honori�cation in a sentence is manifested by the following linguistic ele-ments: the honori�c case marker, the honori�c su�x nim, the honori�c form of a noun, thehonori�c in�x si, the honori�c verbal ending, and the humble verb form. The interactionbetween these linguistic elements gives rise to the appropriate type of honori�cation. Sincethe speaker is the utterer of a sentence, it is the speaker who shows respect to others usingrelevant linguistic elements in a sentence.3Subject honori�cation occurs when the individual referred to by the subject of a sentence ishonored by the speaker as shown in (1).4(1) John-uygen apeci-kkeysefather-nom (hon) mayilevery day sanchaykha-si-e.take a walk-hon-dec`John's father takes a walk every day.'In sentence (1), the speaker shows honor to the subject referent by using the nominativehonori�c case marker kkeyse and the honori�c in�x si. The speaker and the addressee maybe friends. To the contrary, the sentence shown in (2) is not felicitous.5(2) #John-uygen apeci-kkeysefather-nom (hon) mayilevery day sanchaykha-n-ta.take a walk-pres-dec`John's father takes a walk every day.'3If the subject referent and the speaker refer to the same person and the social status of the addressee ishigher than that of the speaker, the humble form of the �rst-person singular pronoun, i.e., cey, is used insteadof the nonhumble form nay, as shown in (a).(a) cey-kaI (hum)-nom kuthe saken-ulaccident-acc mokkyekha-yess-eyo.witness-past-dec (hon)`I witnessed the accident.'4The abbreviations used in the glosses are as follows:nom: nominative case marker gen: genitive case markerdat: dative case marker acc: accusative case markerpres: present tense past: past tensehon: honori�c marker or honori�c form hum: humble formcomp: complementizer postp: postpositiondec: declarative ending int: interrogative ending5In order for a sentence to be felicitous, the sentence must be grammatical in the syntactic aspect and mustbe used in an appropriate context.



168 Dong-Young LeeAn inalienable part of the honored subject referent can also be respected as illustrated insentence (3).(3) ku pwun-uythe man (hon)-gen son-ihand-nom chamvery potulawu-si-e.soft-hon-dec`The man's hands are very soft.'Inalienable parts include both the entity which is physically inalienable from the possessor(i.e., body parts such as eyes, hands, and feet) and the entity that is mentally inalienablefrom the possessor (that is, thought and hometown).Just as subject honori�cation occurs when the subject referent is honored by the speaker, soobject honori�cation occurs when the object referent is honored by the speaker. There aretwo ways to show object honori�cation. One way is just to attach the honori�c su�x nimor an honori�c case marker to the object NP if the verb describing the action of the subjectreferent does not have a suppletive humble form. The other way is to attach the honori�csu�x nim or an honori�c case marker to the object NP and to use a suppletive humble formof a verb.(4) a. tongsayng-iyounger brother-nom kyocangprincipal sensayng-nim-ulteacher-hon-acc cohaha-ni?like-int`Does my younger brother like his principal?'b. tongsayng-iyounger brother-nom sensayng-nim-kkeyteacher-hon-dat (hon) chayk-ulbook-acc tuli-ess-e.give (hum)-past-dec`My younger brother gave a book to his teacher.'c. tongsayng-iyounger brother-nom chinkwu-eykeyfriend-dat chayk-ulbook-acc cwu-ess-e.give-past-dec`My younger brother gave a book to his friend.'Since the verb cohaha in (4a) does not have a humble form, just the honori�c su�x nim isused to show object honori�cation. The verb tuli in (4b) is the humble form of the verb cwuin (4c). In (4b) object honori�cation occurs as in (4a), whereas in (4c) object honori�cationdoes not occur.In accordance with the relationship and the di�erence in social status between the speakerand the addressee a di�erent verbal ending is used. The formal verbal ending or the informalone indicates the relationship between the speaker and the addressee. For example, when thespeaker talks to the addressee, who is his friend, the informal verbal ending is used, whereaswhen the speaker talks to the addressee, who meets the speaker for business, the formal verbalending is used. The inventory of verbal endings is as illustrated in (5).



An HPSG Account of the Korean Honori�cation System 169(5) a. The Declarative Ending6Honori�c Nonhonori�cFormal (su)pnita taInformal ((y)e)yo e, ab. The Interrogative Ending7Honori�c Nonhonori�cFormal (su)pnikka (nu)nkaInformal ((y)e)yo ni, e, ac. The Imperative Ending8Honori�c Nonhonori�cFormal sipsio (e)laInformal (u)seyyo e, ad. The Propositive Ending9Honori�c Nonhonori�cFormal sipsita caInformal siciyo e, aWhen the speaker shows honor or courtesy to the addressee, the honori�c verbal ending isused as shown in sentence (6).(6) Minsoo-kanom mayilevery day sanchaykha-yeyo.take a walk-dec (hon)`Minsoo takes a walk every day.'Although it is true that when the social status of the addressee is higher than that of thespeaker, the honori�c verbal ending is used, it is not always true that if the honori�c verbalending is used, the social status of the addressee is higher than that of the speaker. Thereason is that the honori�c verbal ending is also used when the speaker shows courtesy to theaddressee, whose social status is lower than that of the speaker. Thus we can infer that thesocial status of the speaker is not equal to that of the addressee when the honori�c verbalending is used in a sentence. On the other hand, when the nonhonori�c verbal ending is used,the social status of the speaker is equal to or higher than that of the addressee.6The notation `((y)e)yo' means that it can be realized as yo, eyo, or yeyo. This applies to the notation ofother verbal endings.7The marker ((y)e)yo, e or a has a falling intonation when it is used as the declarative ending, whereas ithas a rising intonation when it is used as the interrogative ending.8The marker e or a has a falling intonation with a strong accent when it is used as the imperative ending.9In this case the marker e or a is pronounced with a softer tone and a little longer duration than in othercases.



170 Dong-Young Lee3 Constraint of Social Status on the Occurrence of Honori�c-ationIn order for subject honori�cation to occur, the social status of the subject referent should behigher than that of the speaker and that of the addressee. This constraint can be representedas in (7).10(7) Refs > Refsp ,Refs > RefadPollard and Sag (1994: 93) say that the occurrence of subject honori�cation is sometimesdictated by the social relation of the speaker to the subject referent, but is sometimes dictatedby the social relation of the addressee to the subject referent. This is not correct. The reasonis that in order for subject honori�cation to occur the social status of the subject referentmust be higher than that of both the speaker and the addressee. In other words, if the socialstatus of the subject referent is higher than that of the speaker, but is not higher than thatof the addressee, subject honori�cation does not occur. Thus as shown in (7) both the socialrelation of the subject referent to the speaker (that is, Refs > Refsp) and the social relation ofthe subject referent to the addressee (i.e., Refs > Refad) are always required for the occurrenceof subject honori�cation. On the other hand, if the subject referent is not honored by thespeaker, the social status of the speaker is equal to or higher than that of the subject referentas illustrated in (8).(8) Refsp � RefsLikewise, in order for object honori�cation to occur the social status of the object referentshould be higher than that of the speaker and that of the addressee as shown in (9).(9) Refo > Refsp ,Refo > RefadIf a suppletive humble form of a verb is used in a sentence, both the constraint in (9) and theconstraint in (10) should be satis�ed.(10) Refo > RefsWhen object honori�cation does not occur, the social status of the speaker is equal to orhigher than that of the object referent as shown in (11).(11) Refsp � RefoFinally, if an honori�c verbal ending is used in a sentence, the social status of the speaker isnot equal to that of the addressee as illustrated in (12).10In the notations adopted here Refs and Refo are used to indicate the subject referent and the object referent,respectively, whereas Refsp and Refad are used to indicate the speaker and the addressee, respectively.



An HPSG Account of the Korean Honori�cation System 171(12) Refsp 6= RefadSince an honori�c verbal ending can be used for showing honor or courtesy to the addressee,we cannot simply infer that the social status of the addressee is higher than that of the speakerfrom the appearance of an honori�c verbal ending in a sentence. On the other hand, when aplain verbal ending is used, the social status of the speaker is equal to or higher than that ofthe addressee as shown in (13).(13) Refsp � Refad4 Analysis of the Korean Honori�cation SystemTo determine whether a sentence is felicitous in a certain context, the information about thesocial status of the individuals involved in the sentence should be available and all types ofhonori�cation relevant to the sentence must be considered at the same time.4.1 Previous AnalysesSuh (1978), Kuno and Kim (1985), and Kim (1988) describe the phenomenon of subjecthonori�cation as syntactic agreement, excluding the role of the speaker and the addressee.Let us consider the examples in (14).(14) a. Mary-uygen emeni-kkeysemother-nom (hon) kuthe moim-eymeeting-at chamsekha-si-ess-e.attend-hon-past-dec`Mary's mother attended the meeting.'b. Mary-uygen emeni-kamother-nom kuthe moim-eymeeting-at chamsekha-yess-e.attend-past-dec`Mary's mother attended the meeting.'According to the syntactic agreement account the sentences in (14) are grammatical becausesyntactic agreement occurs between a subject NP and its corresponding verb. In other words,when a subject NP has an honori�c marker, the verb should also have an honori�c markeras in (14a), whereas if a subject NP has no honori�c marker, the verb must not have anhonori�c marker as in (14b). Honori�cation appears when someone makes an utterance tosomebody else. Honori�cation requires not just the syntactic grammaticality of a sentence,but also the relevant use of the sentence in an appropriate context. Since this syntacticagreement account neither considers sentence-external individuals such as the speaker andthe addressee nor includes the background information about social status, it cannot explainthat a sentence can be felicitous only in a restricted context and that the context wheresentence (14a) is felicitous is di�erent from the context in which sentence (14b) is felicitousthough these sentences are both grammatical.Pollard and Sag (1994: 92�95) brie�y deal with subject honori�cation, including informationabout the speaker. They describe subject honori�cation as pragmatic agreement, not as



172 Dong-Young Leesyntactic agreement. According to this account the sentences in (14) are felicitous since thebackground information from the subject NP agrees with the background information fromthe verb. Although this pragmatic agreement account is better than the syntactic agreementaccount, it is not enough. Since this account pays attention to subject honori�cation, it is notcomplete and has limitations. First, every sentence contains a verb. Addressee honori�cationas well as subject honori�cation is indicated in the verb.11 Addressee honori�cation alsohas an e�ect on the felicity of a sentence. Thus when looking at a sentence, it makes senseto consider at least both subject honori�cation and addressee honori�cation. Second, theinformation about the social status of the individuals involved in a sentence should be added tothe background information. For example, when the social status of the speaker is higher thanthat of the subject referent, only the sentence in (14b) is felicitous. The pragmatic agreementaccount, however, misjudges that both (14a) and (14b) are felicitous. Third, in the case ofaddressee honori�cation the background information that the speaker honors the addresseeis provided only by the verbal ending. In addition, in the case of object honori�cation thebackground information that the speaker honors the object referent is supplied only by theobject NP if a suppletive humble form of a verb is not available. Thus in these cases thepragmatic agreement account is not valid.4.2 New AnalysisIn hpsg the information about the speaker and the addressee of a sentence can be includedin the attribute c-indices. Furthermore, the information about the social status of theindividuals involved in a sentence can be incorporated in the attribute background. Pollardand Sag (1994: 94) specify only speaker as the value of the attribute c-indices and useowe-honor as the value of relation. To account for the honori�cation system correctly theattribute addressee should be included in the attribute c-indices and it is more appropriateto use show-honor as the value of relation. The reason is that a speaker and an addresseeare involved in every sentence and there are situations in which the speaker cannot show honorto a referent even though honor is owed to that referent. For example, in the case where thesocial status of a subject referent is higher than that of the speaker, but is not higher thanthat of the addressee, the speaker cannot show honor to the subject referent (that is, subjecthonori�cation does not occur) though the former owes honor to the latter. In addition,the information about social status should also be included in the attribute backgroundsince social status plays an important role in the Korean honori�cation system. Under thismodi�cation let us now explain the felicity of a sentence in a given context.4.2.1 Occurrence of Subject Honori�cationLet us �rst consider sentence (1), repeated here, in which subject honori�cation occurs, butaddressee honori�cation does not occur.(1) John-uygen apeci-kkeysefather-nom (hon) mayilevery day sanchaykha-si-e.take a walk-hon-dec'John's father takes a walk every day.'11If a humble verb form is used in a sentence, all three types of honori�cation are indicated in the verb.



An HPSG Account of the Korean Honori�cation System 173The speaker of sentence (1) can also utter the sentences in (15) to show honor to the subjectreferent:(15) a. John-uygen apenim-ifather (hon)-nom mayilevery day sanchaykha-si-e.take a walk-hon-dec'John's father takes a walk every day.'b. John-uygen apenim-kkeysefather (hon)-nom (hon) mayilevery day sanchaykha-si-e.take a walk-hon-dec'John's father takes a walk every day.'In sentence (1) the honori�c nominative case marker kkeyse attaches to the subject NP John-uy apeci. In (15a) the noun apenim which is the honori�c form of the noun apeci is used andin (15b) both the honori�c form apenim and the honori�c nominative case marker kkeyse areused. It is assumed here that the honori�c morphemes such as the honori�c nominative casemarker kkeyse and the honori�c su�x nim introduce into the attribute background thepsoa (parameterized state of a�airs) that the speaker shows honor to the referent of the NPto which these honori�c morphemes attach. It is also assumed that the honori�c form of anoun introduces into the attribute background the psoa that the speaker shows honor to thereferent of the NP that contains the noun. If neither the honori�c su�x nim nor the honori�cnominative case marker kkeyse attaches to a subject NP and an honori�c form of a noun isnot used in the subject NP, it means that the speaker does not honor the subject referent.Under these assumptions the local values for John-uy apeci-kkeyse, John-uy apenim-i, andJohn-uy apenim-kkeyse will all be the same as the one shown in (16).12(16) 2666666666666664 CAT � HEAD noun[nom]SUBCAT hi �CONTjINDEX 1CONX 266666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 2ADDRESSEE 3 �BACKGR 8><>:264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 2HONORED 1POLARITY 1 375 ; 1 > 2 ; 1 > 3 9>=>; 377777775 3777777777777775The notations 1 > 2 and 1 > 3 in (16) represent the diagrams in (17a) and (17b),respectively.(17) a. 264 RELATION higher-s-statusHIGHER 1LOWER 2POLARITY 1 37512The following abbreviations are used in the attribute and value names:cat: category c-indices: contextual indicescont: content backgr: backgroundconx: context higher-s-status: higher social status



174 Dong-Young Leeb. 264 RELATION higher-s-statusHIGHER 1LOWER 3POLARITY 1 375The value for the attribute polarity is either 1 or 0. When the value is 1, the informationabout the given relation is true, whereas when the value is 0, the information about the givenrelation is false. For example, in the AVM (attribute-value matrix) diagram illustrated in (16)the information that the speaker honors the subject referent is true. The diagram shown in(16) describes the local value for the subject NP combined with a nominative case marker.13If the background psoa for just the subject NP, excluding a nominative case marker, is takeninto consideration, there is no way to explain that subject honori�cation occurs in sentence(1). The diagram in (17a) shows that the social status of the subject referent is higher thanthat of the speaker and the diagram in (17b) shows that the social status of the subjectreferent is also higher than that of the addressee.The honori�c in�x si introduces into the attribute background the psoa that the speakershows honor to the referent of the subject. The absence of the honori�c in�x si in a verbindicates that the speaker does not honor the subject referent. Whether the speaker respectsthe addressee or not is indicated by the verbal ending. The declarative ending e appearingin sentences (1), (15a), and (15b) is used when the social status of the speaker is equal to orhigher than that of the addressee and the relationship between these two discourse participantsis informal. Because the verbal ending indicates the relative order in social status and therelationship between the speaker and the addressee, the attribute formal is added to thepool of the background information. If the relationship is formal, the value for the attributeformal is 1. If the relationship is informal, the value for the attribute formal is 0. Thusthe local value for the verb sanchaykha-si-e which appears in (1), (15a), and (15b) is asillustrated in (18).14(18) 266666666666666666666664
CAT � HEAD verb[fin; dec]SUBCAT hNP[nom] 1 i �CONT � RELATION take-a-walkTAKE-A-WALKER 1 �CONX 266666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 2ADDRESSEE 3 �BACKGR 8>>>><>>>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 2HONORED 1POLARITY 1 375 ; 2664 RELATION show-honorHONORER 2HONORED 3POLARITY 0FORMAL 0 3775 ;1 > 2 ; 1 > 3 ; 2 � 3 9>>>>=>>>>; 377777777775

377777777777777777777775The notation 2 � 3 in (18) stands for the diagram in (19).13In the case of apenim-kkeyse, the honori�c form of a noun and the honori�c case marker introduce intobackground the same psoa that the speaker shows respect to the referent of the subject NP.14In the diagram `verb[�n,dec]' means that verb-inflectional-form is �nite and ending-form isdeclarative.



An HPSG Account of the Korean Honori�cation System 175(19) 264 RELATION equal-higher-s-statusEQUAL-HIGHER 2EQUAL-LOWER 3POLARITY 1 375Compared with the background condition shown in (16), the background condition speci�edby the verb sanchaykha-si-e has the additional information that the speaker does not showhonor to the addressee and the relationship between them is not formal. Although the back-ground condition provided by the verb is more informative than that supplied by the subjectreferent combined with the nominative marker, there is no con�ict in these background con-ditions. Consequently, the three sentences (1), (15a), and (15b) contain no inconsistency inthe background conditions and thus are felicitous in the context where the social status ofthe addressee is not higher than that of the speaker and the subject referent has higher socialstatus than both the speaker and the addressee. The sketchy analysis of subject honori�ca-tion given in Pollard and Sag (1994) does not include the information about the social statusof individuals involved in a sentence and thus the context in which a sentence is felicitouscannot be speci�ed.Let us now turn to the sentence in (2) and consider why it is not felicitous.(2) #John-uygen apeci-kkeysefather-nom (hon) mayilevery day sanchaykha-n-ta.take a walk-pres-dec`John's father takes a walk every day.'The local value for the subject NP together with the nominative marker is the same asthe AVM diagram illustrated in (16). On the other hand, the local value for the verbsanchaykha-n-ta is as shown in (20).(20) 266666666666666666666664
CAT � HEAD verb[fin; dec]SUBCAT hNP[nom] 1 i �CONT � RELATION take-a-walkTAKE-A-WALKER 1 �CONX 266666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 2ADDRESSEE 3 �BACKGR 8>>>><>>>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 2HONORED 1POLARITY 0 375 ; 2664 RELATION show-honorHONORER 2HONORED 3POLARITY 0FORMAL 1 3775 ;2 � 1 ; 2 � 3 9>>>>=>>>>; 377777777775

377777777777777777777775Since the verb sanchaykha-n-ta lacks the honori�c in�x si, that verb provides a negative con-dition (that is, [polarity 0]) for the background information about the show-honor relationbetween the speaker and the subject referent. The declarative ending ta is used when the so-cial status of the speaker is equal to or higher than that of the addressee and the relationshipbetween them is formal. Thus the verb sanchaykha-n-ta also provides a negative condition



176 Dong-Young Leefor the background information about the show-honor relation between the speaker and theaddressee.A closer look at the AVM diagrams in (16) and (20) shows that the background conditionfor the phrase John-uy apeci-kkeyse contains the attribute-value pair [polarity 1] for theinformation about the show-honor relation between the speaker and the subject referent,whereas the background condition for the verb sanchaykha-n-ta contains the attribute-valuepair [polarity 0] for the same information. These two attribute-value pairs cannot be uni�edand thus the two background conditions cannot be uni�ed, either.15 Accordingly, the sentencein (2) contains inconsistency in the background condition and thus is infelicitous. In otherwords, in order for sentence (2) to be felicitous there should be a context where the socialstatus of the subject referent is higher than that of the speaker and the social status of thesame subject referent is equal to or lower than that of the same speaker. Such a context,however, does not exist. Thus sentence (2) cannot be felicitous.Let us turn to the sentence in (3) and explain why it is felicitous.(3) ku pwun-uythe man (hon)-gen son-ihand-nom chamvery potulawu-si-e.soft-hon-dec`The man's hands are very soft.'In the context where sentence (3) is uttered, the sentence in (21) is not felicitous.(21) #ku salam-uythe man-gen son-ihand-nom chamvery potulawu-si-e.soft-hon-dec`The man's hands are very soft.'The noun pwun in (3) is the honori�c form of the noun salam in (21). So, it is assumed thatif the possessor of the subject referent is honored by the speaker and the subject referent isthe inalienable part of the honored possessor, then the referent of the subject is also honored.This fact is captured by the principle of honor copying stated in (22).(22) Honor Copying PrincipleIf an individual mentioned in a sentence is honored by the speaker, the inalienablepart of the individual is also honored by the speakerThe above principle can be represented as in (23).15The background information about the show-honor relation between the speaker and the addressee doesnot con�ict with the background information supplied by John-uy apeci-kkeyse. The reason is that only theinformation about the show-honor relation between the speaker and the referent of the subject is speci�ed inthe background information provided by John-uy apeci-kkeyse.



An HPSG Account of the Korean Honori�cation System 177(23) 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 1HONORED 2POLARITY 1 375}264 RELATION inalienable-possPOSSESSOR 2POSSESSED 3POLARITY 1 375 �! 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 1HONORED 3POLARITY 1 375In (23) the symbol `}' is used to indicate that the upper left diagram appears together withthe lower left diagram in a lexical sign and the symbol `�!' is used to indicate that as aresult of this co-appearance, the right-hand diagram is obtained from the upper left diagram.Thus the local and qstore value for ku pwun-uy son-i is as illustrated in (24) after theprinciple of honor copying is applied.16(24) 266666666666666666666664
CAT � HEAD noun[nom]SUBCAT hi �CONT 24 INDEX 1RESTR �� RELN handsINST 1 �� 35CONX 2666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 3ADDRESSEE 4 �BACKGR 8>><>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 3HONORED 1POLARITY 1 375 ;2 > 3 ; 2 > 4 9>>=>>; 3777777775

377777777777777777777775QSTORE: 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:266666666664 DET theRESTIND 266666664 INDEX 1RESTR 8>>>>><>>>>>: � RELN handsINST 1 � ;264 RELATION inalienable-possPOSSESSOR 2POSSESSED 1POLARITY 1 375 9>>>>>=>>>>>; 377777775 3777777777759>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>;In AVM diagram (24) 2 is the index introduced by ku pwun `the man'. Thus diagram (24)shows that when the referent of the subject is an inalienable part of the possessor and thepossessor has higher social status than both the speaker and the addressee, the inalienablepart is honored by the speaker.16The new abbreviations used in (24) are as below:qstore: quantifier-store inst: instancerestr: restriction restind: restricted-indexinalienable-poss: inalienable-possessive



178 Dong-Young LeeIn this kind of honori�cation, when an entity is not the inalienable part of the honoredpossessor, the entity is not honored as illustrated in (25).(25) ku pwun-uythe man (hon)-gen kay-kadog-nom chamvery yengliha-ta.cunning-dec`The man's dog is very cunning.'In sentence (25) kay `dog' is not an inalienable part of the possessor ku pwun `the man' andthus kay is not honored by the speaker. This information is consistent with the backgroundinformation supplied by the adjective yengliha-ta since there are no honori�c morphemes inthat adjective. Consequently, the sentence in (25) is felicitous though the possessor is honoredby the speaker.Returning to the sentence in (3), let us consider the adjective potulawu-si-e.(3) ku pwun-uythe man (hon)-gen son-ihand-nom chamvery potulawu-si-e.soft-hon-dec`The man's hands are very soft.'Because this adjective contains the honori�c in�x si and the nonhonori�c informal ending e,the local value for that adjective is as shown in (26).(26) 266666666666666666666664
CAT � HEAD adjective[fin; dec]SUBCAT hNP[nom] 1 i �CONT � RELATION softSOFT-ENTITY 1 �CONX 266666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 2ADDRESSEE 3 �BACKGR 8>>>><>>>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 2HONORED 1POLARITY 1 375 ; 2664 RELATION show-honorHONORER 2HONORED 3POLARITY 0FORMAL 0 3775 ;2 � 3 9>>>>=>>>>; 377777777775

377777777777777777777775In sentence (3) the honored subject referent is not a person and thus cannot have social status.It is the possessor of the subject referent who has higher social status than the speaker andthe addressee. As illustrated in (24) the background information supplied by ku pwun-uyson-i speci�es that the speaker shows honor to the subject referent. As shown in (26) thebackground information provided by potulawu-si-e speci�es that while the speaker showshonor to the subject referent, the speaker does not show honor to the addressee. Becausethere is no inconsistency in these background conditions, the sentence in (3) is felicitous in thecontext where the social status of the speaker is equal to or higher than that of the addresseeand the possessor of the subject referent has higher social status than the speaker and theaddressee.Let us now explain why the sentence in (21) is not felicitous.



An HPSG Account of the Korean Honori�cation System 179(21) #ku salam-uythe man-gen son-ihand-nom chamvery potulawu-si-e.soft-hon-dec`The man's hands are very soft.'In (21) the possessor is not honored by the speaker (ku salam is not an honored form of a noun)and thus the whole phrase ku salam-uy son-i has the background information that the subjectreferent is not honored by the speaker. On the other hand, since the adjective potulawu-si-e contains the honori�c in�x si, it has the background information that the speaker showshonor to the referent of the subject. These two pieces of background information are notconsistent and thus cannot be uni�ed. As a result of this inconsistency in the backgroundinformation, the sentence in (21) is not felicitous. Since the information that the speaker doesnot show honor to the subject referent cannot be compatible with the information that thesame speaker shows honor to the same subject referent, there is no context where sentence(21) can be felicitous.4.2.2 Occurrence of Object Honori�cationLet us look at the sentences in (4) where object honori�cation should be considered.(4) a. tongsayng-iyounger brother-nom kyocangprincipal sensayng-nim-ulteacher-hon-acc cohaha-ni?like-int`Does my younger brother like his principal?'b. tongsayng-iyounger brother-nom sensayng-nim-kkeyteacher-hon-dat (hon) chayk-ulbook-acc tuli-ess-e.give (hum)-past-dec`My younger brother gave a book to his teacher.'c. tongsayng-iyounger brother-nom chinkwu-eykeyfriend-dat chayk-ulbook-acc cwu-ess-e.give-past-dec`My younger brother gave a book to his friend.'Since the phrase tongsayng-i which appears in (4a-4c) does not contain an honori�c marker,its local value is as shown in (27).(27) 266666666666666664 CAT � HEAD noun[nom]SUBCAT hi �CONTjINDEX 1CONX 2666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 4ADDRESSEE 5 �BACKGR 8>><>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 4HONORED 1POLARITY 0 375 ;4 � 1 9>>=>>; 3777777775 377777777777777775



180 Dong-Young LeeAs described in (27) the background information speci�es that the speaker does not showhonor to the referent of the subject since the social status of the latter is not higher than thatof the former.The direct object NP kyocang sensayng-nim-ul in (4a) has the honori�c su�x nim. Thus itslocal value is as shown in (28).(28) 266666666666666664 CAT � HEAD noun[acc]SUBCAT hi �CONTjINDEX 2CONX 2666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 4ADDRESSEE 5 �BACKGR 8>><>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 4HONORED 2POLARITY 1 375 ;2 > 4 ; 2 > 5 9>>=>>; 3777777775 377777777777777775The background information in (28) speci�es that the speaker shows honor to the directobject referent since the social status of the latter is higher than that of the former and theaddressee.The verb cohaha-ni in (4a) does not have a humble form. Thus from the verb itself we cannotdetermine whether or not the object referent is honored by the speaker. Since the verb doesnot contain the honori�c in�x si and an honori�c verbal ending, neither the subject referentnor the addressee is honored by the speaker. Accordingly, the local value for the verbcohaha-ni is as shown in (29).17(29) 2666666666666666666666664
CAT � HEAD verb[fin; int]SUBCAT hNP[nom] 1 ;NP[acc] 2 i �CONT " RELATION likeLIKER 1LIKED 2 #CONX 266666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 4ADDRESSEE 5 �BACKGR 8>>>><>>>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 4HONORED 1POLARITY 0 375 ; 2664 RELATION show-honorHONORER 4HONORED 5POLARITY 0FORMAL 0 3775 ;4 � 1 ; 4 � 5 9>>>>=>>>>; 377777777775

3777777777777777777777775The background information in (29) speci�es that the speaker does not show honor to thesubject referent and the addressee. When looking at the background information shown in(27)�(29), we cannot �nd any con�ict. Thus the sentence in (4a) is felicitous in the context17In the diagram `verb[�n,int]' means that verb-inflectional-form is �nite and ending-form isinterrogative.



An HPSG Account of the Korean Honori�cation System 181where the social status of the speaker is equal to or higher than that of the subject referentand the addressee, and the social status of the object referent is higher than that of thespeaker and the addressee.Let us now consider the sentence in (4b).(4) b. tongsayng-iyounger brother-nom sensayng-nim-kkeyteacher-hon-dat (hon) chayk-ulbook-acc tuli-ess-e.give (hum)-past-dec`My younger brother gave a book to his teacher.'The local value for the subject NP tongsayng-i is as shown in (27). Since the object NPsensayng-nim-kkey contains honori�c morphemes such as the honori�c su�x nim, and thedative honori�c case marker kkey, its local value is as illustrated in (30).(30) 266666666666666664 CAT � HEAD noun[dat]SUBCAT hi �CONTjINDEX 3CONX 2666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 4ADDRESSEE 5 �BACKGR 8>><>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 4HONORED 3POLARITY 1 375 ;3 > 4 ; 3 > 5 9>>=>>; 3777777775 377777777777777775The background information in (30) speci�es that the speaker shows honor to the indirectobject referent since the social status of the latter is higher than that of the former and theaddressee.The use of the humble verb form tuli in (4b) indicates that the object referent is honoredby the speaker and the social status of the object referent is higher than that of the subjectreferent. Neither the honori�c in�x si nor an honori�c verbal ending is contained in the verbtuli-ess-e. Thus its local value is as described in (31).



182 Dong-Young Lee(31) 2666666666666666666666666666666666664
CAT � HEAD verb[fin; dec]SUBCAT hNP[nom] 1 ;NP[acc] 2 ;NP[dat] 3 i �CONT 264 RELATION giveGIVER 1GIVEN 3GIFT 2 375CONX 2666666666666666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 4ADDRESSEE 5 �BACKGR 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 4HONORED 1POLARITY 0 375 ; 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 4HONORED 3POLARITY 1 375 ;4 � 1 ; 3 > 4 ; 3 > 5 ;3 > 1 ;2664 RELATION show-honorHONORER 4HONORED 5POLARITY 0FORMAL 0 3775 ;4 � 5 9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

3777777777777777777775
3777777777777777777777777777777777775The background information in diagram (31) speci�es that the speaker shows honor to thereferent of the indirect object, whereas the speaker does not show honor to the subject referentand the addressee. No con�ict arises from the background information shown in diagrams(27), (30), and (31). Consequently, the sentence in (4b) is felicitous in the context where thereferent of the indirect object has higher social status than any other individuals involved inthe sentence and the social status of the speaker is equal to or higher than that of the subjectreferent and the addressee.Likewise, a similar explanation applies to the felicity of the sentence in (4c).(4) c. tongsayng-iyounger brother-nom chinkwu-eykeyfriend-dat chayk-ulbook-acc cwu-ess-e.give-past-dec`My younger brother gave a book to his friend.'The subject NP tongsayng-i provides the background information that the speaker does notshow honor to the subject referent and the indirect object NP chinkwu-eykey provides thebackground information that the speaker does not show honor to the indirect object referent.The verb cwu-ess-e is not a humble form and contains the nonhonori�c verbal ending e. Thehonori�c in�x si does not appear in the verb. So the verb cwu-ess-e supplies the backgroundinformation that none of the individuals involved in sentence (4c) is honored by the speaker.There is no incompatibility in the pool of background information provided by the subjectNP, the object NP, and the verb. Thus sentence (4c) is felicitous in the context where thesocial status of the speaker is equal to or higher than any other individuals involved in thesentence.When an individual mentioned in a sentence is respected by the speaker and the objectreferent is an inalienable part of the honored individual, the object referent is also honoredby the speaker as in subject honori�cation. Let us see the examples in (32).



An HPSG Account of the Korean Honori�cation System 183(32) a. Soochul-inom sensayng-nim-uyteacher-hon-gen aphunsore sonkalak-ul�nger-accchilyoha-yetreat-comp tuli-ess-e.serve (hum)-past-dec`Soochul rendered the service of treating the sore �nger of his teacher.' (liter-ally)b. Soochul-inom chinkwu-uyfriend-gen aphunsore sonkalak-ul�nger-accchilyoha-yetreat-comp cwu-ess-e.serve-past-dec`Soochul rendered the service of treating the sore �nger of his friend.' (literally)In (32a) a �nger is an inalienable part of the honored possessor sensayng-nim and thus isalso honored by the speaker as indicated by the complex verb chilyoha-ye tuli-ess-e which isthe humble form of the complex verb chilyoha-ye cwu-ess-e.18 So, the sentence in (32a) isfelicitous in the context where the social status of the speaker is equal to or higher than thatof the subject referent and the addressee, and the individual who possesses the inalienableobject referent has higher social status than the speaker and the addressee. Since the possessorchinkwu is not honored by the speaker in (32b), the possessed one is not honored, either. Thusthe sentence in (32b) is felicitous in the context where the speaker has higher social statusthan any other individuals involved in the sentence.On the other hand, as in subject honori�cation, if an entity is alienable from the possessor, theentity is not honored by the speaker even though its possessor is honored. This is illustratedin (33).(33) a. #tongsayng-iyounger brother-nom sensayng-nim-uyteacher-hon-gen kay-eykey.dog-datppyetakwi-lulbones-acc tuli-ess-e.give (hum)-past-dec`My younger brother gave bones to the dog of his teacher.'b. tongsayng-iyounger brother-nom sensayng-nim-uyteacher-hon-gen kay-eykeydog-datppyetakwi-lulbones-acc cwu-ess-e.give-past-dec`My younger brother gave bones to the dog of his teacher.'Because a dog is not inalienable from its possessor sensayng-nim, it cannot be honored by thespeaker. The reason why the sentence in (33a) is infelicitous is that the background informa-tion supplied by the indirect object phrase sensayng-nim-uy kay-eykey (i.e., the informationthat the speaker does not show honor to the referent of the indirect object) is not compatible18In Korean more than two verbs can be combined to form a complex verb. In this case the tense morphemeand the verbal ending attach only to the verb occurring last in the complex verb. When a verb is used as thelast verb in a complex verb, it has a meaning di�erent from the meaning it has when it is used independently.



184 Dong-Young Leewith the background information provided by the verb tuli-ess-e (that is, the informationthat the speaker shows honor to the referent of the indirect object). In (33b), however, thereis no such incompatibility in the background information (namely, the information that thespeaker does not show honor to the indirect object referent is shared by the verb cwu-ess-eand the phrase sensayng-nim-uy kay-eykey). Thus the sentence in (33b) is felicitous in thecontext where the possessor of the alienable object referent has higher social status than thespeaker and the addressee, and the social status of the speaker is equal to or higher than thatof the subject referent and the addressee.4.2.3 Occurrence of Addressee Honori�cationThe relative order in social status between the speaker and the addressee, and the relationshipbetween them are indicated by the verbal ending. Let us consider why the sentence in (6) isfelicitous.(6) Minsoo-kanom mayilevery day sanchaykha-yeyo.take a walk-dec (hon)`Minsoo takes a walk every day.'In (6) the subject NP Minsoo-ka does not contain any honori�c morphemes. Thus its localvalue is as illustrated in (34).(34) 266666666666666664 CAT � HEAD noun[nom]SUBCAT hi �CONTjINDEX 1CONX 2666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 2ADDRESSEE 3 �BACKGR 8>><>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 2HONORED 1POLARITY 0 375 ;2 � 1 9>>=>>; 3777777775 377777777777777775The background information in (34) speci�es that the speaker does not show honor to thesubject referent since the social status of the former is equal to or higher than that of thelatter.The verb sanchaykha-yeyo appearing in (6) does not contain the honori�c in�x si, but hasthe honori�c informal verbal ending yeyo. The use of the honori�c verbal ending indicatesthat the speaker shows honor or courtesy to the addressee and that the social status of thespeaker is not equal to that of the addressee. Thus the local value for the verb is as shownin (35).



An HPSG Account of the Korean Honori�cation System 185(35) 266666666666666666666664
CAT � HEAD verb[fin; dec]SUBCAT hNP[nom] 1 i �CONT � RELATION take-a-walkTAKE-A-WALKER 1 �CONX 266666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 2ADDRESSEE 3 �BACKGR 8>>>><>>>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 2HONORED 1POLARITY 0 375 ; 2664 RELATION show-honorHONORER 2HONORED 3POLARITY 1FORMAL 0 3775 ;2 � 1 ; 2 6= 3 9>>>>=>>>>; 377777777775

377777777777777777777775The notation 2 6= 3 in (35) stands for the diagram in (36).(36) 264 RELATION not-equal-s-statusNOT-EQUAl-SP 2NOT-EQUAL-AD 3POLARITY 1 375The background information in (35) speci�es that although the speaker does not show honorto the subject referent, the speaker shows honor or courtesy to the addressee. No con�ictarises in the background information shown in (34) and (35). Thus the sentence in (6) isfelicitous in the context where the social status of the speaker is equal to or higher than thatof the subject referent and is not equal to that of the addressee.4.2.4 Occurrence of Multiple Honori�cationIn a single sentence more than one type of honori�cation can occur. As an example, let usconsider the sentence in (37).(37) Park cenmwu-nim-iexecutive director-hon-nom Kim pwucang-nim-uldepartment director-hon-accChoi sacang-nim-kkeypresident-hon-dat (hon) sokayha-si-ess-eyo.introduce-hon-past-dec (hon)`Executive director Park introduced department director Kim to president Choi'In sentence (37) all three types of honori�cation (that is, subject honori�cation, object hon-ori�cation, and addressee honori�cation) occur. The phrase Park cenmwu-nim-i contains thehonori�c su�x nim. Thus the local value of the phrase is as illustrated in (38).



186 Dong-Young Lee(38) 266666666666666664 CAT � HEAD noun[nom]SUBCAT hi �CONTjINDEX 1CONX 2666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 4ADDRESSEE 5 �BACKGR 8>><>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 4HONORED 1POLARITY 1 375 ;1 > 4 ; 1 > 5 9>>=>>; 3777777775 377777777777777775The background information in diagram (38) speci�es that the speaker honors the subjectreferent since the social status of the latter is higher than that of the former and the addressee.The direct object phrase Kim pwucang-nim-ul contains the honori�c su�x nim. Thus thelocal value of the phrase is as shown in (39).(39) 266666666666666664 CAT � HEAD noun[acc]SUBCAT hi �CONTjINDEX 2CONX 2666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 4ADDRESSEE 5 �BACKGR 8>><>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 4HONORED 2POLARITY 1 375 ;2 > 4 ; 2 > 5 9>>=>>; 3777777775 377777777777777775Diagram (39) provides the background information that the speaker honors the direct objectreferent since the latter has higher social status than the former and the addressee.The indirect object phrase Choi sacang-nim-kkey contains the honori�c su�x nim and thehonori�c dative case marker kkey. Thus the local value of the phrase is as shown in diagram(40).(40) 266666666666666664 CAT � HEAD noun[dat]SUBCAT hi �CONTjINDEX 3CONX 2666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 4ADDRESSEE 5 �BACKGR 8>><>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 4HONORED 3POLARITY 1 375 ;3 > 4 ; 3 > 5 9>>=>>; 3777777775 377777777777777775The background information in (40) speci�es that the speaker honors the indirect objectreferent since the social status of the latter is higher than that of the former and the addressee.



An HPSG Account of the Korean Honori�cation System 187The verb sokayha-si-ess-eyo contains the honori�c in�x si and the honori�c informal verbalending eyo. There is, however, no suppletive humble form of the verb and thus we cannotknow whether an object referent is honored by the speaker from the verb itself. So the localvalue of the verb is as illustrated in (41).(41) 266666666666666666666666664
CAT � HEAD verb[fin; dec]SUBCAT hNP[nom] 1 ;NP[acc] 2 ;NP[dat] 3 i �CONT 264 RELATION introduceINTRODUCER 1INTRODUCED 2INTRODUCEE 3 375CONX 266666666664 C-INDICES � SPEAKER 4ADDRESSEE 5 �BACKGR 8>>>><>>>>: 264 RELATION show-honorHONORER 4HONORED 1POLARITY 1 375 ; 2664 RELATION show-honorHONORER 4HONORED 5POLARITY 1FORMAL 0 3775 ;1 > 4 ; 1 > 5 ; 4 6= 5 9>>>>=>>>>; 377777777775

377777777777777777777777775The background information in diagram (41) speci�es that the speaker honors the subjectreferent since the social status of the latter is higher than that of the former and the addresseeand that the speaker shows honor or courtesy to the addressee since the social status ofthe speaker is not equal to that of the addressee. There is no con�ict in the pool of thebackground information collected from the diagrams shown in (38)�(41). Thus the sentencein (37) is felicitous in the context where the social status of the subject referent, the directobject referent, and the indirect object referent is higher than that of the speaker and theaddressee, and the social status of the speaker is not equal to that of the addressee.The advantages of our new analysis over the previous analyses are clearly shown when weexplain the felicity of sentence (37). First, since all three types of honori�cation occur insentence (37), they all must be considered simultaneously to judge whether the sentence isfelicitous. The new analysis checks whether all relevant types of honori�cation occur properlyin a sentence and thus gives an appropriate explanation of whether the sentence is felicitous.On the other hand, the previous analyses paid attention to subject honori�cation. By lookingat just subject honori�cation it is impossible to determine whether a sentence is felicitous.Second, the felicity of a sentence cannot be explained by the occurrence of agreement inbackground information. For example, in sentence (37) the background information that thespeaker shows honor or courtesy to the addressee and the speaker honors the direct objectreferent and the indirect object referent is supplied only once. Thus the notion of agreementcannot be applied in this case. The new analysis solves this problem by explaining that asentence is felicitous when there is no incompatibility in background information. Finally, asentence can be felicitous only in a restricted context. Since the new analysis incorporates theinformation about relative social status in the lexical sign, it can provide the context wherea sentence is felicitous. The previous analyses, however, do not include such information andthus cannot provide the context in which a sentence is felicitous.



188 Dong-Young Lee5 Honori�cation in Other ConstructionsUp to now we have considered the honori�cation phenomenon occurring in the constructionwhich contains no other verbs than a main verb. The honori�cation system, however, appliesto other types of constructions. The examples which contain the equi verb `persuade' areshown in (42).(42) a. tongsayng-iyounger brother-nom sensayng-nim-kkeyteacher-hon-dat (hon) kuthe khullep-eyclub-postpkaipha-si-lakojoin-hon-comp seltukha-yess-e.persuade-past-dec`My younger brother persuaded his teacher to join the club.'b. Kwon sensayng-nim-kkeyseteacher-hon-nom (hon) tongsayng-eykeyyounger brother-dat kuthe khullep-eyclub-postpkaipha-lakojoin-comp seltukha-si-ess-e.persuade-hon-past-dec`Teacher Kwon persuaded my younger brother to join the club.'In sentence (42a) the persuadee has higher social status than the speaker and thus both thephrase corresponding to the persuadee and the verb describing the action of the persuadeecontain an honori�c morpheme. To the contrary, in sentence (42b) the persuader has highersocial status than the speaker. Consequently, the phrase corresponding to the persuaderand the verb depicting the action of the persuader have an honori�c morpheme.Besides the construction containing an equi verb the honori�cation phenomenon can occur inthe constructions which contain a raising verb and in the unbounded dependency construc-tions that involve such phenomena as topicalization, relative clauses, and tough movement.The criteria for honori�cation explained in Section 4.2 apply to all these constructions.Even if a sentence contains an embedded clause, the person who is in the position of honoringthe individuals mentioned in the embedded clause is not the original speaker of the embeddedclause, but the speaker of the whole sentence. Let us look at the example in (43).(43) Chun pwucang-nim-idepartment director-hon-nom kuthe selyu-luldocument-acc pwuchi-si-ess-eyo.mail-hon-past-dec (hon)`Department director Chun mailed the document.'Let us assume that the speaker of sentence (43) is Kang kwacang `chief section Kang', whohas lower social status than department director Chun. The fact that chief section Kanguttered sentence (43) is conveyed in the form of sentence (44a), not in the form of sentence(44b) when the person who conveys the fact has higher social status than department directorChun.



An HPSG Account of the Korean Honori�cation System 189(44) a. Kang kwacang-ichief section-nom Chun pwucang-idepartment director-nomkuthe selyu-luldocument-acc pwuchi-ess-ta-komail-past-dec-comp malha-yess-e.say-past-dec`Chief section Kang said that department director Chun mailed the document.'b. #Kang kwacang-ichief section-nom Chun pwucang-nim-idepartment director-hon-nomkuthe selyu-luldocument-acc pwuchi-si-ess-ta-komail-hon-past-dec-comp malha-yess-e.say-past-dec`Chief section Kang said that department director Chun mailed the document.'As shown in (44a), since the speaker of the whole sentence has higher social status thandepartment director Chun mentioned in the embedded clause, the latter is not honored bythe former. This result follows directly from the new analysis of honori�cation. In the newanalysis the person who is in the position of honoring individuals involved in a sentence is thespeaker of the sentence regardless of whether the sentence contains embedded clauses or not.Thus the new analysis applies to the honori�cation phenomenon occurring in the sentencethat contains embedded clauses, too.6 Concluding RemarksIn every sentence at least a speaker, an addressee, and a subject referent are involved (whenthe �rst-person singular pronoun is the subject of a sentence, the subject referent and thespeaker refer to the same person and when the second-person singular pronoun is the subjectof a sentence, the subject referent and addressee refer to the same person). If the main verb ina sentence is other than an intransitive one (for example, a transitive verb or a dative verb),an object referent is additionally involved. It is the speaker who shows honor to the subjectreferent, the object referent, and addressee.Subject honori�cation occurs when the subject referent has higher social status than thespeaker and addressee, whereas object honori�cation occurs when the object referent hashigher social status than the speaker and addressee. If the subject referent or the objectreferent is an inalienable part of an individual and the individual is honored by the speaker,the subject referent or the object referent is also honored by the speaker. The use of anhonori�c verbal ending in a sentence indicates that the speaker shows honor or courtesy tothe addressee. In this case the social status of the speaker is not equal to that of the addressee.Since the sentence-external individuals such as the speaker and addressee play an importantrole in all three types of honori�cation, the Korean honori�cation system cannot be explainedwithout taking them into account.To determine whether a certain sentence is felicitous, it is necessary to check at least whethersubject honori�cation and addressee honori�cation occur properly in the sentence since asubject NP and a verb appear in every sentence. Thus just looking at subject honori�cationin a sentence is not enough. Furthermore, a sentence cannot be felicitous unconditionally andthus is felicitous only in a restricted context. The context in which a sentence is felicitous canbe provided by considering relative social status of the individuals involved in the sentence.



190 Dong-Young LeeThe HPSG formalism makes it possible to include the information about speaker and ad-dressee and the information about relative social status, whereas in other formalisms it isimpossible to include them. These pieces of contextual information are indispensable to theexplanation of the Korean honori�cation system. Thus HPSG is the formalism that enablesus to account for the honori�cation phenomenon in Korean correctly.The new approach based on the HPSG formalism overcomes the shortcomings of the previousapproaches by considering the types of honori�cation relevant to a sentence simultaneouslyand by incorporating the information about social status and the sentence-external individu-als. Moreover, the new approach can explain why a certain dialogue is incoherent with respectto honori�cation though each of the sentences occurring in the dialogue is felicitous by itself.Since the new approach includes the information about relative social status of the individualsinvolved in a sentence, it can check whether incompatibility occurs in the order of the socialstatus of the persons involved in a dialogue consisting of sentences. If incompatibility occursin the relative order of the social status of the individuals involved in a dialogue, the dialogueis incoherent. The previous approaches, however, cannot �nd this kind of inconsistency in adialogue when each of the sentences comprised in the dialogue is felicitous.AcknowledgementsI would like to thank the following people for their comments and suggestions: Jo Calder,Matt Crocker, Elisabet Engdahl, Lex Holt, Peter Sells, and Enric Vallduví. The author wassupported by a scholarship from Owoon Cultural Foundation.ReferencesCho, C.-H. (1982). A Study of Korean Pragmatics: Deixis and Politeness . Ph.D. thesis,University of Hawaii.Kim, Y.-B. (1988). A Fragment of Korean Phrase Structure Grammar . Ph.D. thesis, Uni-versity of Victoria.Kuno, S. and Kim, Y.-J. (1985). The honori�c forms of compound verbals in Korean. InS. Kuno, J. Whitman, I.-H. Lee, and Y.-S. Kang, editors, Harvard Studies in KoreanLinguistics , pages 178�189. Hanshin Publishing Company, Seoul, Korea.Martin, S. and Lee, Y.-S. (1969). Beginning Korean. Yale University Press, New Haven,Connecticut.Pollard, C. and Sag, I. A. (1994). Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar . CSLI andUniversity of Chicago Press, Stanford, Ca. and Chicago, Ill.Suh, C.-S. (1978). Remarks on subject honori�cation. In C.-W. Kim, editor, Papers in KoreanLinguistics , pages 297�304. Hornbeam Press, Columbia, SC.
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192 Adam Przepiórkowski AbstractWe formulate within Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar a theory of case whichis based on the structural/lexical case dichotomy as developed within the Governmentand Binding framework. We argue that this dichotomy holds for Polish, a relativelyin�ectional Slavic language, and give examples of tests which allow to determine whichmorphological cases belong to which syntactical (i.e., structural or lexical) cases. Onthe basis of these observations we present a Case Principle for Polish responsible formorphological realization of structural cases. In the second part of the paper we givean account of the infamous problem of Slavic numerals, concentrating however solely onPolish. We show that the distribution and in�ection of numeral phrases con�rms the casedichotomy in a striking way. We come up with HPSG lexical entries for all main classesof Polish numerals, including the paucal and the quirky inde�nite numerals. In the lastsection of this paper we argue that in Polish, unlike in German and Russian, passivizationdoes not seem to depend on the structural/lexical case dichotomy.1 IntroductionIn this paper, we will present a basic theory of case for Polish. This theory, developed in theframework of Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar, is deeply embedded in the traditionof generative grammar (in the broad sense of the term) and it borrows freely from Chomsky'sGoverment and Binding Theory.However, we will not deal here with the relationship between meaning and case (if any); ourapproach will be � to use the terminology of Mel'£uk (1986) � syntagmatically (rather thanparadigmatically) oriented. We will also not succumb to the temptation of de�ning the notionof case. This (by no means trivial!) theoretical task is well outwith the scope of this paper.11.1 A Historical NoteIt will not be an exaggeration to say that everything that has been written about case withinthe framework of HPSG stands in a strong relationship with the Case Theory of Governmentand Binding (GB). For Pollard and Sag (1994) this relation is wholesale rejection, while forHeinz and Matiasek (1994) it is development. This subsection will present some of the mostprominent assumptions regarding case which exist within GB.In GB, Case2 is mainly a structural phenomenon: the Case an NP receives in a sentencedepends on its position in the derivational tree of this sentence. Thus, as shown in �gure 1,complements of a verb get the accusative Case, while the subject receives the nominativeCase.This is explained by the fact that verbs which govern (i.e., are close to, in a certain con�g-urational sense) their complements assign the accusative, while INFL nodes (representing abundle of features related to tense and agreement), which govern subjects, assign the nomin-ative Case.1See, however, Mel'£uk (1986) and Comrie (1986) for some attempts.2GB distingushes between morphological case (written with the small `c') and abstract Case (capital `C').Languages di�er in the extent to which they exhibit case, but they are all assumed to have abstract Case.



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 193IPNPcase = nomHe I0INFLPres. Tense-s VPV0Vlike NPcase = accherFigure 1: Derivational tree of He likes herThis theory works quite well for English � it neatly explains some syntactic phenomena, inparticular the phenomenon of passivization exempli�ed below.(1) Henom likes heracc. pass�! Shenom is liked.According to GB, passivization is � simplifying a little � nothing more than adding thepassive morpheme (-en) to the verb. This morpheme, in turn, has some very peculiar prop-erties: it absorbs both the case assigned by the verb in question, and the so-called externaltheta role. The latter property simply means that thus a�ected verb does not sanction asubject, while the former that the complement of the verb does not receive Case. However,according to another principle of GB, the Case Filter, every (overt) NP must be assignedCase. Hence, in order to get Case, the complement has to move to a vacant position (leavinga trace behind) where Case can be assigned. Such a position is here the subject positionwhich, according to the Extended Projection Principle, has to be present in the tree even ifthere is no subject (as in the case of passive verbs). But the Case it receives is not accusativeanymore; as the complement is now governed by INFL, it receives the nominative Case. Thisis illustrated by �gure 2.Even though the Case Theory of GB might have worked well for English, it soon becameclear that this purely con�gurational notion of Case cannot provide explanation for, e.g.,more sophisticated course of passivization in German. The problem German poses is thatpassivization in this language a�ects Case assignment only in some instances. As the readercan easily verify, GB's Case Theory outlined above correctly accounts for (2), but fails in (3)below.3 In the latter example ihm clearly retains its dative Case assigned by the verb.(2) a. SieShenom siehtsees ihn.himacc.3These examples come from Haider (1985), cited here after Haegeman (1991).



194 Adam PrzepiórkowskiIPNPcase = nomno �-role I0INFLPres. Tense-s VPV0Vlike + -en NPno case�-role = patientshe move ��! IPNPicase = nom�-role = patientShei I0INFLPres. Tenseis VPV0Vliked NPitiFigure 2: Passivization in GB`She sees him.'b. ErHenom wirdis gesehen.seen.`He is seen.'c. * IhnHeacc wirdis gesehen.seen.`He is seen.'(3) a. SieShenom hilfthelps ihm.himdat.`She helps him.'b. * ErHenom wirdis geholfen.helped.`He is helped.'c. IhmHedat wirdis geholfen.helped.`He is helped.'These, and many other Case-related problems with GB's account (also in English, e.g., theproblem of the so-called of-insertion) lead to substantial changes in the Case Theory and, asa result, Chomsky (1986b) distinguishes between two types of Case assignment: structural,based � as before � on the position of NP at S-structure, and inherent, assigned by thelexical element at D-structure. Unlike structural Case, inherent Case is characterized by itsstability: its morphological realization does not change with syntactic environment. Dativecase in German (as well as, e.g., genitive in English) is analyzed as an instance of inherent



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 195case, though the extent to which a particular language realizes inherent case is a parameterof the theory; languages can di�er signi�cantly in this respect.Many languages with rich declensional paradigms support this Case dichotomy in interestingways. We will give examples of such supporting phenomena in the following sections.1.2 Case in HPSGThere has been no separate theory of case within the framework of HPSG until very recently.Pollard and Sag (1994) put considerable e�ort into rejecting GB's Case Theory and, by doingso, they announce that no theory of case (or Case) whatsoever is necessary: case is treatedin HPSG only as a part of subcategorization requirements. Thus, for example, the value ofthe subcat feature of the verb like would be:(4) like: hNP[nom], NP[acc]iIn this approach phenomena such as passivization are assigned to the lexicon. More speci�c-ally, the Passive Lexical Rule takes care of permuting the complements within the subcatlist (cf. Pollard and Sag (1987), p. 215 and Pollard and Sag (1994), p. 121) and of changingthe case values.However, as Heinz and Matiasek (1994) notice, �this approach �ts well with arguments ex-hibiting the same case in all syntactic constructions. . . but makes it di�cult to cope withcomplements showing variations of case depending on the syntactic context.� Such variationsexist in German and � appropriately enough � were �rst (within HPSG) taken into con-sideration in Nerbonne et al. (1994) by Pollard (1994) and, especially, Heinz and Matiasek(1994). In this section, we will present some of the most prominent assumptions of Heinz andMatiasek concerning case; the reader is, however, referred to their article for details and someapplications of their theory to German.Heinz and Matiasek (1994), following Haider (1985), posit two kinds of case: lexical (ananalogue of GB's inherent case) and structural. The morphological form of the former isdetermined via subcategorization requirements. This means that whenever a verb requiresits complement to bear a lexical case, it also speci�es the morphological realization of thiscase. Thus, the morphological case form of such a complement cannot vary with the syntacticenvironment.Alternatively, a verb (or any other lexical element) can specify its complement as bearing astructural case. In this instance, the morphological form of the complement depends upon(and may alternate with) its syntactic environment, rather than on the lexical item (the verb)in question.4According to Heinz and Matiasek (1994), nominalization is an example of a test checkingwhether a given complement of a verb has lexical or structural case.5 This can be illustratedby the following examples:4This lexical/structural case dichotomy parallels, of course, GB's inherent/structural case distinction.5However, as Johannes Matiasek points out (pc.), nominalization in German is a more complex matter thanHeinz and Matiasek (1994) would suggest.



196 Adam Przepiórkowski(5) a. DerThe Mannmannom hilfthelps demthe Installateur.plumberdat.`The man is helping the plumber.'b. dasthe Helfenhelping demthe Installateurplumberdat`the help for/*from the plumber'c. dasthe Helfenhelping desthe Installateursplumbergen`the help from/*for the plumber'(6) a. DerThe Mannmannom unterstützthelps denthe Installateur.plumberacc .`The man is helping the plumber.'b. dasthe Unterstützenhelping desthe Installateursplumbergen`the help for/from the plumber'Example (5) shows that the verb helfen requires a dative complement. The case of this com-plement does not change under nominalization, it remains dative. This should be contrastedwith the behaviour of the complement of unterstützen; the case of this complement changesfrom accusative to genitive in the process (see (6)). Moreover, the case of the subject changesfrom nominative to genitive in both cases. These data suggest that dative is a lexical case,while nominative, genitive and accusative are structural: their distribution is a matter ofcon�gurational rules, rather than inherent properties of lexical items.Of course, this does not mean that a given morphological case can only be either lexical orstructural. Heinz and Matiasek (1994), developing upon Haider (1985), come up with a typelattice (see �gure 3) depicting which morphological cases can be instances of which syntactic(i.e., lexical or structural) cases in German.In this type lattice we follow the convention used in Heinz and Matiasek (1994) of writingthe most general type at the top of the lattice.6 So, the type case has as its subtypesmorph-case and syn-case. The former determines the morhological cases German allows, i.e.,its subtypes are nom (nominative), gen (genitive), dat (dative) and acc (accusative). On theother hand, syn-case determines the syntactic properties of cases; each case marking on anNP is either structural or lexical. Structural cases are nominative (snom), genitive (sgen) oraccusative (sacc), while lexical cases are genitive (lgen), dative (ldat) and accusative (lacc).This, of course, means, that NPs bearing genitive or accusative morphological case are eitherstructural or lexical, depending on the case assigner. In the sequel of this paper we willusually abbreviate structural to str and lexical to lex .Heinz and Matiasek (1994) do not have much to say about lexical case: its morphologicalrealization is entirely determined within the subcat list, so it does not require a separate6Note that lattice of �gure 3 is not a correct inheritance hierarchy in the sense of Carpenter (1992); it isnot a bounded complete partial order. When presenting the case lattice for Polish we will do so using bothconventions: that of Heinz and Matiasek (1994) and that of Carpenter (1992).



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 197casemorph-case syn-casestructural lexicalnom gen dat accsnom sgen sacc laccldatlgenFigure 3: Case hierarchy for Germantheory. On the other hand, it is assumed that lexical items do not specify the exact morpho-logical realization of the NP[str ] they subcategorize for. For example, verbs do not specifytheir subjects as NP[nom], but rather as NP[str ]. It is the Case Principle, whose scope issomewhat analogous to GB's Case Theory, that determines the exact morphological realiza-tion of structural cases. Thus, for instance, values of subcat for helfen and unterstützen lookas follows:(7) a. helfen: hNP[str ], NP[ldat ]ib. unterstützen: hNP[str ], NP[str ]iWhat morphological value a given instance of structural case gets is decided by Case Principlewhich, in short, says that an NP[str ] subject of a verb receives nominative (i.e., snom) case,structural complements of verbs receive accusative case (sacc), while structural complementsof nouns receive genitive case (sgen). More precisely (cf. Heinz and Matiasek (1994), p. 34),the following constraints have to be present in German grammar:77These are constraints in the sense of Pollard and Sag (1987). Of course, constraints in the sense ofCarpenter (1992) would have to be imposed upon types (type phrase in this case), not feature structures.



198 Adam Przepiórkowski(8) 2666666664 phrasesynsem j loc j cat 2664 cathead � verbvform �n �subcat h i 3775dtrs � h-c-strhead-dtr j . . . j subcat h NP[str], . . . i � 3777777775=) � dtrs j head-dtr j . . . j subcat h NP[snom], . . . i�(9) 26666664 phrasesynsem j loc j cat 24 cathead verbsubcat h i _ h synsem i 35dtrs � h-c-strhead-dtr j . . . j subcat h synsem, NP[str], . . . i � 37777775=) � dtrs j head-dtr j . . . j subcat h synsem, NP[sacc], . . . i�(10) 26666664 phrasesynsem j loc j cat 24 cathead nounsubcat h i _ h synsem i 35dtrs � h-c-strhead-dtr j . . . j subcat h synsem, NP[str], . . . i � 37777775=) � dtrs j head-dtr j . . . j subcat h synsem, NP[sgen], . . . i�The reader will recall that the symbol `=)' is used to denote constraints , i.e., conditionalfeature structures (cf. Pollard and Sag (1987), p. 43). Thus, for example, (8) should beunderstood as a condition imposed upon every feature structure of type phrase , modelling a�nite verb phrase (vform �n) whose dtrs value is a structure of head-complement-structuretype, and whose head-daughter speci�es its �rst complement as NP[str ]. This conditions says,that the �rst complement of the head-daughter of such a phrase has to bear the nominativecase (snom).In the subsequent sections we will follow Heinz and Matiasek (1994) in abbreviating condi-tional feature structures such as the ones above:Case PrincipleIn a head-complement-structure of category� verb[�n]: the structural subject has a case value of snom,� verb: the structural object has a case value of sacc,� noun: the structural object has a case value of sgen.



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 199These are the only saturated or almost saturated head-complement-structures with structuralarguments.8Note, that, given the subcats of helfen and unterstützen as in (7), this formulation of CasePrinciple correctly predicts the nominalization facts shown in the examples (5) and (6) onpage 196. Of course, the underlying assumption here is that the only change which nominal-ization (implemented for example as a lexical rule) brings to the subcat list is making eachargument optional and possibly specifying that at most one argument is present.In the remainder of this article we will examine to what extent the lexical vs. structural casedichotomy can be argued for in Polish. We will also attempt to formulate an analogous CasePrinciple for this language.2 Structural vs. Lexical Case in PolishPolish, a language with rich in�ectional morphology, shows considerable support for the lexicalvs. structural case distinction. The only attempt of formal analysis (in the framework of GB)of how this distinction functions in Polish that we know of is Willim (1990).9 Our analysiswill di�er from (the translation into HPSG of) that of Willim in many respects.2.1 Morphological Case in PolishThere are seven morphological cases in Polish, though vocative can be argued not to be acase in the strict sense: it is used in isolation, mainly for getting attention and for address-ing.10 Of the remaining six, nominative never appears outside sentential subject position,11accusative is realized by verbal and prepositional objects, genitive, dative and instrumentaloccur as arguments of all main lexical categories, and locative is restricted to the prepositionalarguments.8Structural subject should be understood as an NP element of the subject list (in the sense of Pollardand Sag (1994), chapter 9) if it (is present and) bears str case. Similarly, by structural object we mean anystructural NP element of comps. We �nd these notions more intuitive than, respectively, external argumentand internal argument inherited from GB and used by Heinz and Matiasek (1994). See, however, their articlefor some motivation for this nomenclature.9Some work has been done on analysis of case dichotomy in other Slavic languages, mainly Russian. Thereader is referred to Babby (1986), Franks (1986), Franks (1990), Franks (1994) and references cited therein.10See a.o. Willim (1990), Pola«ski (1993) (p. 578, entry for vocativus) and Struty«ski (1993) for argumentsfor this position, but also Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985) p. 137 for important arguments against it.11This statement, as it stands, is too strong; cf. examples like (i) (pointed to us by Bob Borsley) or (ii) (fromSaloni and �widzi«ski (1985), p. 118) below:(i) Jan,Johnnom, rozmawiaªemtalked1st;sg zwith nim.himins.`John, I talked to him.'(ii) PrzyjacieleFriendsnom woªaj¡call gohimacc Grubas.Fatnom.`The friends call him Fatty.'



200 Adam Przepiórkowski2.2 NominalizationAs far as nominalization is concerned, Polish parallels German.12 Consider the following data:(11) a. JanekJohnnom pomagahelps Tomkowi.Tomdat.`John is helping Tom.'b. pomaganiehelping TomkowiTomdat`the help for/*from Tom'c. pomaganiehelping JankaJohngen`the help from/*for John'(12) a. JanekJohnnom pogardzascorns TomkiemTomins.`John scorns Tom.'b. pogardzaniescorning TomkiemTomins`the scorn for/*from Tom'c. pogardzaniescorning JankaJohngen`the scorn from/*for John'(13) a. JanekJohnnom wspierasupports Mari¦Maryacc.`John is supporting Mary.'b. wspieraniehelping MariiMarygen (Janka)(Johngen)`the help for/from Mary (John)'Examples (11) and (12) suggest that dative and instrumental cases are here instances oflexical case: they do not change under nominalization. On the other hand, as (13) shows,accusative is structural: the case changes to genitive in the process of nominalization. Ofcourse, nominative and genitive are also structural cases here, just like in German.12Cf. section 4.3 where we actually argue against this statement.



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 201On the basis of the above observations we can postulate the �rst version of Case Principle forPolish:Case Principle (First Version)In a head-complement-structure of category� verb: the structural subject has a case value of snom,the structural object has a case value of sacc,� noun: any structural argument (subject or object) has a casevalue of sgen.2.3 Objects of PrepositionsIt should be emphasized that the foregoing remarks are not relevant for those argumentswhich are prepositional phrases:13(14) a. JanekJohnnom czekawaits naon Mari¦.Maryacc.`John is waiting for Mary.'b. czekaniewaiting naon Mari¦Maryacc`the waiting for Mary'As the above example shows, accusative NPs which are arguments of prepositions do notchange their case under nominalization.Heinz and Matiasek analyze prepositions devoid of their inherent (locational) meaning as`markers'. For them, prepositional phrases are just `marked' nominal phrases, i.e.,NP[+marked]. Hence, Case Principle can be applied to prepositional phrases. This, in turn,means that the accusative complement in example (14) cannot be structural: if it were struc-tural then � according to Case Principle � it would have to change into genitive in theprocess of nominalization.On the basis of analogous observations for German, Heinz and Matiasek (1994) posit thatprepositional (i.e., `marked' in their terminology) arguments exhibiting accusative case areinstances of lexical accusative (and exactly for this reason such `marked' NPs do not changecase under nominalization). Note that this failure of `marked' (i.e., prepositional) argumentsto change case under nominalization seems to be one of the main reasons for allowing lexicalaccusatives; all other (i.e., `unmarked') occurences of accusative phrases are structural. Hence,Heinz and Matiasek miss the generalization that all `unmarked' (i.e., true NP) accusativephrases are structural, while all `marked' (i.e., prepositional) accusative phrases are lexical.On our account there are no such coincidences: we do not follow Heinz and Matiasek (1994)in analyzing prepositional phrases as `marked' nominal phrases, but rather, traditionally, as13Neither are they relevant for adverbial modi�ers but here facts are less clear-cut. Unfortunately, discussionof case assignment to adverbial modi�ers is outwith the scope of this paper.



202 Adam Przepiórkowskitrue prepositional phrases. This treatment of prepositional phrases explains the failure ofprepositional accusative arguments to become genitive under nominalization (cf. (14a) and(14b)) � according to the Case Principle only nominal structural phrases alternate withenvironment, not prepositional phrases.14We will also postulate that accusative case is always structural in Polish. This positionis a consequence of the observation that there are no verbs in Polish subcategorizing for astable accusative (or rather, structural) complement; accusative complements always becomegenitive under nominalization (and under genitive of negation, see below).15 Of course, sinceprepositional arguments can bear accusative case, and we assume (cf. page 197) that lexicalitems never specify the morphological case of their structural complements, we have to addone more clause to the Case Principle:Case Principle (Second Version)In a head-complement-structure of category. . . . . .� noun: any structural argument (subject or object) has a casevalue of sgen,� preposition: the structural object has a case value of sacc.We invite the reader to check that thus revised Case Principle and the lexical entry for thepreposition na given (partially) below account for the example (14).(15) 26666664 wordphon hnaisynsemjlocjcat 2664 categoryhead � preppform `na'+str �subcat hNP[str]i 3775 37777775The next section shows that prepositional arguments are also not a�ected by Genitive ofNegation.2.4 Genitive of NegationAnother phenomenon of case variation is the so-called Genitive of Negation (GoN): an accus-ative object of a verb appearing in a declarative sentence changes its case marking to genitiveunder sentential negation. This is illustrated by the following example:(16) a. JanekJohnnom lubilikes Mari¦.Maryacc.`John likes Mary.'b. JanekJohnnom nienot lubilikes Marii.Marygen.`John doesn't like Mary.'14Not much else hinges on this decision, though.15See section 4 for other arguments for the structurality of the accusative of prepositional arguments.



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 203GoN does not exist in German but it is widespread in Slavic and exists also in some otherlanguages (e.g., Finnish). GoN is a very unstable phenomenon: in many Slavic languagesthe accusative case expands rapidly taking the place of genitive in many constructions, notleast in sentential negation. For example, in Czech GoN has practically ceased to exist; onlythe older generations use it in some restricted environments. In Russian, on the other hand,both accusative and genitive are allowed under sentential negation16, while in Polish, eventhough accusative replaces genitive in many syntactic environments, genitive remains the onlypossibility under sentential negation.17It is worth noticing that Genitive of Negation, just as nominalization, does not a�ect dativeand instrumental complements. The examples below should be compared with (11)�(13)above:(17) a. JanekJohnnom pomagahelps Tomkowi.Tomdat.`John is helping Tom.'b. JanekJohnnom nienot pomagahelps Tomkowi.Tomdat.`John is not helping Tom.'(18) a. JanekJohnnom pogardzascorns Tomkiem.Tomins.`John scorns Tom.'b. JanekJohnnom nienot pogardzascorns Tomkiem.Tomins.`John doesn't scorn Tom.'(19) a. JanekJohnnom wspierasupports Mari¦.Maryacc.`John is supporting Mary.'b. JanekJohnnom nienot wspierasupports Marii.Marygen.`John is not supporting Mary.'16The reader is referred to Timberlake (1986) for an analysis of distribution of accusative and genitive undernegation and for defence of the hypothesis that GoN is in the state of withdrawal in Russian.17Actually, this rule has a few exceptions. Buttler et al. (1971) give two conditions when accusative is allowed.The �rst is semantical in nature: accusative is allowed when the sentence has a positive meaning despite itsapparent negation. The second, which is structural, says that accusative is allowed when the complement is�far� from the �nite verb. We do not try to model these exceptions in this paper.



204 Adam PrzepiórkowskiAlso prepositional arguments are not a�ected by negation. Again, the examples below parallel(14):(20) a. JanekJohnnom czekawaits naon Mari¦.Maryacc.`John is waiting for Mary.'b. JanekJohnnom nienot czekawaits naon Mari¦.Maryacc.`John is not waiting for Mary.'These data independently con�rm the distinction between structural and lexical case madein the previous section.18 They also call for splitting one of the clauses of Case Principle:Case Principle (Third Version)In a head-complement-structure of category. . . . . .� verb: the structural subject has a case value of snom,� verb[�neg]: the structural object has a case value of sacc,� verb[+neg]: the structural object has a case value of sgen,. . . . . .2.5 Case Lattice for PolishOn the basis of the above examples we are able to postulate the case type hierarchy for thePolish case system (Figure 4). In this hierarchy we arbitrarily assume that locative is aninstance of the lexical case; such an assumption simpli�es the Case Principle. We also assumethat � just as in German � genitive can be either structural or lexical. We will presentarguments for this stance in section 4.18While avoiding any speci�c analysis of negation here, we assume an existance of the binary attribute negappropiate at least for verb. The value of this attribute is `+' if the verb in question is in the scope of negation,or `�' otherwise. A careful account of negation is needed in order to treat examples such as (ii) below (pointedto us by Bob Borsley), where the +neg value seems to be shared between the matrix verb and its VP[inf]complement.(i) JanJohnnom chiaªwanted widzie¢seeinf Mari¦.Maryacc.`John wanted to see Mary.'(ii) JanJohnnom nienot chciaªwanted widzie¢seeinf Marii .Marygen.`John didn't want to see Mary.'
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snom sacc sgen lgen ldat lins llocnom acc gen dat ins loc structural lexicalmorph-case syn-casecase

Figure 4: Case hierarchy for PolishAs we have mentioned above, a type hierarchy such as the one in �gure 4 is not an inheritancehierarchy in the sense of Carpenter (1992).19 For example, the consistent types structuraland morph-case have no least upper bound. Figure 5 presents an analogous case hierarchywhich is a correct inheritance hierarchy.
casestr gen lexsnom sacc sgen lgen ldat lins lloc

Figure 5: Correct case hierarchy for PolishIn the next sections we will try to analyze within the framework established so far some moreephemeral and idiosyncratic issues concerning case assignment in Polish, namely those of thecase of numerals (section 3) and so-called inde�nite numerals (section 4). We will also makea few remarks on passivization (section 5).19It is not a BCPO, see Carpenter (1992).



206 Adam Przepiórkowski3 NumeralsThe complexity of numerals in Slavic languages is really daunting; Polish is no exception here.In general, this complexity is thought to be caused by the transitional character of numeralsin Polish.20 We will try not to forget about these diachronic considerations in what follows.However, our account will be mainly synchronical; we will attempt to analyze the phenomenainvolved as they stand.213.1 Basic FactsIn this subsection, we will deal with the most typical relationship basic numerals establishwith noun phrases.3.1.1 There are no nominative numeral phrases!3.1.1.1 Initial assumptions Consider the declension patterns shown in (21) and (22)below. This is how such patterns should be understood: the NOM row contains these formswhich can appear as subjects of typical verbs (such as je±¢, `eat', or lubi¢, `like'); the ACCrow contains these forms which can appear in an object position of typical transitive verbs(such as lubi¢, `like'); the DAT row contains these forms which can appear as second objectsof typical ditransitive verbs (such as da¢, `give'), etc. It is important to bear this point inmind as we will analyze some sentential subjects (i.e., forms appearing in the NOM row) asaccusative phrases.22(21) Non-masculine-human declension:these �ve womenNOM tenom=acc/tychgen pi¦¢nom=acc kobietgenGEN tychgen pi¦ciugen kobietgenDAT tymdat pi¦ciudat kobietomdatACC tenom=acc/tychgen pi¦¢nom=acc kobietgenINS tymiins pi¦ciomains kobietamiinsLOC tychloc pi¦ciuloc kobietachloc20See for example Buttler et al. (1971) for a short assessment of the changes the system of numerals isundergoing currently.21For some analyses of numerals in other Slavonic languages the reader is referred to Corbett (1978) andFranks (1994) and references cited therein.22Hence, there is no contradiction in a pattern containing the following row (cf. (29)):(i) NOM tychgen=acc pi¦ciuacc m¦»czyzngen



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 207(22) Masculine-human declension:these �ve menNOM tychgen=acc pi¦ciunom=gen=acc m¦»czyzngen=accGEN tychgen pi¦ciugen m¦»czyzngenDAT tymdat pi¦ciudat m¦»czyznomdatACC tychgen=acc pi¦ciugen=acc m¦»czyzngen=accINS tymiins pi¦ciomains m¦»czyznamiinsLOC tychloc pi¦ciuloc m¦»czyznachlocThe subscripts in these patterns indicate the case values (of the nominal forms in question)which we initially deem possible (and relevant). Before we proceed with resolving these caseambiguities, including the crucial one in the NOM row, we have to explicate what exactlywe mean by case ambiguities here. Let us start with the NOM row of the non-masculine-human declension (21). The determiner te is marked as ambiguous between nominative andaccusative. This means that te can occur only with nominative or accusative nouns (i.e., onlyin NOM and ACC rows), e.g.:(23) a. tethese kobietywomennom=accb. * tethese kobiet/kobietom/kobietami/kobietachwomengen=dat=ins=locSimilarly, by marking pi¦¢ as ambiguous with respect to nominative and accusative case, wemean that it can appear only in the NOM and ACC rows of declension patterns. On theother hand, tych is unambiguously marked as genitive in the NOM and ACC rows; by thatwe indicate that it can co-occur only with genitive nouns (we arbitrarily consider the factthat it can also occur with locative nouns irrelevant here):(24) a. tychthese kobietwomengenb. * tychthese kobietywomennom=acc3.1.1.2 The analysis Note �rst that in both patterns there is total and unambiguous caseconcord between the determiner, the numeral and the noun phrase in four cases: genitive,dative, instrumental and locative (i.e., in the lexical cases). Note also that in both declensionsthe nominative phrase is the same as the accusative one. This is expected as far as non-masculine-human declension is concerned, but quite surprising with respect to the masculine-human declension; in Polish, nominative and accusative cases are normally (i.e., in phraseswith no numerals) di�erent in masculine-human declension. Our account explains these facts.The crux of our analysis concerns the case ambiguities indicated in the NOM and ACC rowsof examples (21) and (22). In order to try to resolve these case ambiguities we will makethe natural and non-controversial assumption that in both declension patterns the elementsin corresponding slots have the same case. For example, since in the non-masculine-human



208 Adam Przepiórkowskideclension (21) the case of kobiet in the NOM and ACC rows is unambiguously genitive, wewill assume that the case of m¦»czyzn in the corresponding slots of the masculine-humanpattern (22) is also genitive (rather than accusative).Unlike in (21), the numeral in masculine-human pattern (22) is ambiguous with respect tothree case values: nominative, accusative and genitive. Applying the same method that wehave already used above, we can establish � again, by analogy with non-masculine-humanpattern � that the case values really at issue here are nominative and accusative. Theconsiderations so far are summarized below:(25) Non-masculine-human declension (extract):these �ve womenNOM tenom=acc/tychgen pi¦¢nom=acc kobietgenACC tenom=acc/tychgen pi¦¢nom=acc kobietgenMasculine-human declension (extract):these �ve menNOM tychgen=acc pi¦ciunom=acc m¦»czyzngenACC tychgen=acc pi¦ciunom=acc m¦»czyzngenIn order to show that the numeral phrases in the NOM (and ACC) row are really accusative, wewill concentrate on the apparent disparity between the possible determiners in both patterns.The crucial fact in the masculine-human declension pattern is that tych can normally chooseonly between genitive and accusative cases:(26) a. tychthese m¦»czyznmengen=accb. * tychthese m¦»czy¹ni/m¦»czyznom/m¦»czyznami/m¦»czyznachmennom=dat=ins=locNote �rst that the non-masculine-human declension allows any of the two determiners tenom=acc(which agrees with the numeral pi¦¢nom=acc) and tychgen (which agrees with the noun kobietgen).In fact, te cannot be nominative; if it were nominative, then analougous (but masculine) nom-inative determiner should be also allowed in the masculine-human declension pattern. As thejudgement below shows, this is de�nitely not the case:(27) * cithesenom pi¦ciu�ve m¦»czyznmenThis means that, since te cannot be nominative, it has to be accusative. But if it is accusative,the numeral it agrees with also has to be accusative; in Polish determiners always agree (withrespect to case) with the phrases they modify. So, the NOM and ACC rows of the non-masculine-human declension pattern �nally look as follows:(28) Non-masculine-human declension (extract):these �ve womenNOM teacc/tychgen pi¦¢acc kobietgenACC teacc/tychgen pi¦¢acc kobietgen



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 209But this, in turn, means that the numeral in the masculine-human declension also has to beaccusative:(29) Masculine-human declension (extract):these �ve menNOM tychgen=acc pi¦ciuacc m¦»czyzngenACC tychgen=acc pi¦ciuacc m¦»czyzngenNote that the foregoing analysis has been conducted outside any speci�c linguistic theory andwithout any assumption as to the real structure of the nominal phrases as the ones above; i.e.,we have not commited ourselves to any decision on what constitutes head of such phrases: itmight be either a numeral (pi¦ciu), or a noun phrase (m¦»czyzn). So far any analysis seemsplausible, as far as we postulate a linear precedence (LP) rule stating that in (Polish) numeralphrases determiners precede numerals which, in turn, precede noun phrases. This LP rule,when applied to pi¦¢ tychgen kobietgen gives tychgen pi¦¢ kobietgen.However, now we commit ourselves to a particular analysis of numeral phrases: we will analyzethem as true numeral phrases, i.e., headed by a numeral. This stance is consistent not onlywith the rows corresponding to lexical cases (GEN, DAT, INS and LOC), but also with theones for ACC; indeed, if we analyzed such phrases as headed by a noun, we would have toexplain why an accusative phrase is headed by a genitive noun. The ensuing sections willprovide us with more arguments for such analysis of numeral phrases.23The most important conclusion of the foregoing discussion is this: numeral phrases in senten-tial positions cannot be nominative. Moreover, since they are headed by a numeral (and wehave established that the case of the numeral in NOM row is accusative), such phrases haveto bear the accusative case.24 This conclusion explains a number of facts, e.g., the same formof masculine-human numeral phrases in the NOM and ACC rows: nominative and accusativenumeral phrases are the same because. . . there are no nominative numeral phrases! It isthe accusative numeral phrases that �ll the sentential subject positions. However, the moststriking conclusion concerns the agreement pattern between numeral phrases in the subjectposition and the verb.3.1.2 Numeral subject-verb agreementThe article Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995) presents a parochial grammatical principle(called Subject-Verb Agreement Principle) which describes agreement patterns between theverb and its subject in Polish. In short, this principle says that if the subject is a nomin-ative nominal phrase then `full' agreement of gender, number and person takes place, whilein all other instances the verb takes neuter , singular and third as values of the respectivegrammatical categories. These `other instances' are for example: lack of subject (i.e., emptysubject list), e.g., in the case of meteorological verbs (m»y¢, `drizzle'); sentential subject,2523See also Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985) for other arguments for this position.24It has to be emphasized that this is a very unorthodox result, although it has been signalled a.o. byZabludowski (1989) and Franks (1994). The traditional grammarians analyze numeral phrases in subjectposition as headed by a genitive noun (cf. Klemensiewicz (1986), p. 121), while the formal Polish grammarSaloni and �widzi«ski (1985) analyzes them as headed by a nominative numeral.25See �widzi«ski (1993) and Przepiórkowski (1994).



210 Adam Przepiórkowskias required e.g. by dziwi , `makes one wonder'; and nominal subjects with case values di�erentfrom nominative (it might be argued that verbs such as ubywa¢, `wane', subcategorize forsuch subjects).Being in the possession of this strongly-motivated principle, we do not have to posit any newmechanisms in order to explain the fact that numeral phrases in the subject position alsotrigger such a `reduced' agreement pattern:(30) a. DwóchTwo facetówguys jadªoeat3rd;sing;neut;past jabªko.apple.`Two guys were eating an apple.'b. Pi¦¢Five kobietwomen poszªogo3rd;sing;neut;past doto kina.cinema.`Five women went to the cinema.'Now, in view of our theory of agreement, the 3rd person singular neuter marking on the verbfollows from the fact that the numeral phrase (in the examples above: dwóch facetów andpi¦¢ kobiet) is not nominative, and hence invokes the 3rd person singular neuter values ofrespective categories of the verb.3.1.3 What are numerals?The natural question that arises here is why numeral phrases have such heterogeneous declen-sion patterns. In order to answer this question we will �rst of all posit that � syntacticallyspeaking � numerals are nouns, i.e., numeral phrases are really noun phrases.26 This positionhas two practical advantages over any other analyses of numerals: lexical items do not haveto subcategorize separately for noun phrases and numeral phrases, and � more importantly� numeral phrases are in the scope of Case Principle (as far as they are structural). Ourmodelling of numerals in terms of HPSG signs will be based on the observation that there isno case agreement between the numeral and the NP it subcategorizes for only in NOM andACC rows (cf. (21) and (22)), i.e., exactly in these cases which have to be structural (i.e.,which do not have lexical counterparts; cf. case lattice for Polish (4) on page 205).This observation leads us to the conclusion that there are two kinds of numerals, or rather thateach numeral has to have two entries in the lexicon, one with lexical and one with structuralcase. This is exempli�ed below:2726As far as morphological (esp. in�ectional) properties are concerned numerals constitute a separate class,cf. Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985).27Notice that the phon feature is a function of stem and agr; we follow here Kathol (1995).



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 211(31) a. 2666666666664wordphon PF( 1 , 2 )stem j phon 2 hpi¦¢isynsem j loc j cat 2666664cathead 264 nomnumeral +agr 1 h case 3 lexi 375comps hNP[agr j case 3 ]i 3777775 3777777777775b. 266666666664wordphon PF( 1 , 2 )stem j phon 2 hpi¦¢isynsem j loc j cat 266664cathead 24 nomnumeral +agr 1 � case str� 35comps hNP[agr j case gen]i 377775 377777777775Note that in our account numerals are simply nouns with their numeral feature (appropriatefor type noun) set to `+'. (All other nouns are speci�ed as �numeral.) Note also that in factone lexical entry for each numeral will su�ce in the lexicon in the technical sense as a simplelexical rule can be used to derive the other � this way we will be able to express the systematicrelation between the two signs in (31). These signs will receive morphological case whencombined with other words: lexical numerals will receive their case from the subcategorizingelement via Subcat Principle, while structural numerals will get it via Case Principle.28 Ofcourse, Case Principle cannot remain as it is now or it would require nominative numeralphrases (which do not exist!) in the sentential subject position. Numeral phrases (and onlynumeral phrases) in subject positions are accusative, so the Case Principle has to depend onthe feature numeral. The revised version of this principle is shown below:Case Principle (Penultimate Version)In a head-complement-structure of category� verb: the structural subject has a case value of snom if �numeralor sacc if +numeral,� verb[�neg]: the structural object has a case value of sacc,� verb[+neg]: the structural object has a case value of sgen,� preposition: the structural object has a case value of sacc,� noun: any structural argument has a case value of sgen.These are the only saturated or almost saturated head-complement-structures with structuralarguments.3.1.4 An ExampleThe above results will be illustrated here with the analysis of an example sentence (32):28We hope that the reader will not be deceived by the `transformational' language that we use here todescribe `declarative' constraints.



212 Adam Przepiórkowski(32) Pi¦ciuFiveacc facetówguysgen zarz¡dzaªomanageneut;3rd;sing;past siedmiomasevenins �rmami.companiesins.`Five guys managed seven companies.'The head of this phrase is the verb zarz¡dzaªo which subcategorizes for a structural nominalsubject and an instrumental object:(33) zarz¡dzaªo: hNP[str ], NP[lins ]iSince the phrase pi¦ciu facetów is structural, its head, pi¦ciu, is � according to the HeadFeature Principle � also structural. This means that it has to satisfy the description (31b) onpage 210 and subcategorize for a genitive NP. This is indeed so: facetów bears the genitivecase. Moreover, since pi¦ciu is the head of the subject, +numeral, and str , the subjectitself is also +numeral and structural. Now Case Principle comes into action and requiresthe subject to bear accusative case. This in turn, via Subject-Verb Agreement Principle,triggers the reduced agreement pattern which results in the neuter third singular values ofthe respective categories of the verb form zarz¡dzaªo.The second argument of the verb is the instrumental object siedmioma �rmami . The casevalue of this numeral phrase is lexical, so its head, siedmioma, has to satisfy description (31a)above. But this in turn means that the numeral and the nominal phrase it subcategorizes forhave to agree in case. Hence, the instrumental case value of �rmami .3.2 More FactsThe previous section describes the behaviour of numerals from pi¦¢ (`�ve') onwards (withexceptions, see below). Numerals dwa (`two') to cztery (`four') behave in Polish in a slightlydi�erent way; they adhere to the usual declension patterns and always agree with the nounphrases they govern:(34) Non-masculine-human declension:these three womenNOM tenom=acc trzynom=acc kobietynom=accGEN tychgen trzechgen kobietgenDAT tymdat trzemdat kobietomdatACC tenom=acc trzynom=acc kobietynom=accINS tymiins trzemains kobietamiinsLOC tychloc trzechloc kobietachloc(35) Masculine-human declension:these three menNOM cinom trzejnom m¦»czyzninomGEN tychgen=acc trzechgen=acc m¦»czyzngen=accDAT tymdat trzemdat m¦»czyznomdatACC tychgen=acc trzechgen=acc m¦»czyzngen=accINS tymiins trzemains m¦»czyznamiinsLOC tychloc trzechloc m¦»czyznachloc



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 213Considerations similar to those above lead us to the conclusion that these numerals behave likenouns as far as declension patterns are concerned. In particular, they can bear the nominativecase, and the NOM and ACC rows in masculine-human declension (35) di�er. Hence, we willanalyze them as `normal' (i.e., �numeral) nouns:(36) 2666666666664wordphon PF( 1 , 2 )stem j phon 2 htrzyisynsem j loc j cat 266664 cathead 24 nomnumeral �agr 1 35comps hNP[agr 1 ]i 377775 3777777777775In fact (cf. Buttler et al. (1971)), there is a tendency in modern Polish to adopt a uniformsystem of numerals. One of the symptoms of these changes is the behaviour of numerals dwa(`two') to cztery (`four'). Apart from the declension patterns (34) and (35) shown above,these numerals have an alternative masculine-human declension which parallels that of othernumerals (such as pi¦¢, cf. (22)):(37) Masculine-human declension:these three menNOM tychgen=acc trzechacc m¦»czyzngenGEN tychgen trzechgen m¦»czyzngenDAT tymdat trzemdat m¦»czyznomdatACC tychgen=acc trzechacc m¦»czyzngenINS tymiins trzemains m¦»czyznamiinsLOC tychloc trzechloc m¦»czyznachlocAs Buttler et al. (1971) claim (p. 343), there is a rapid shift in the contemporary Polishtowards the usage of the latter form of the masculine-human declension patterns. That is, interms of our sign feature structures, there is a rapid expansion of lexical entries such as (31).One more example of this tendency is given by the numerals such as tysi¡c (`thousand'),milion (`million'), etc. Traditionally, they are analyzed as nouns which always assign genitivecase to their NP complements:(38) thousand men (women)NOM tysi¡cnom=acc m¦»czyzngen (kobietgen)GEN tysi¡cagen m¦»czyzngen (kobietgen)DAT tysi¡cudat m¦»czyzngen (kobietgen)ACC tysi¡cnom=acc m¦»czyzngen (kobietgen)INS tysi¡cemins m¦»czyzngen (kobietgen)LOC tysi¡culoc m¦»czyzngen (kobietgen)The reader will immediately notice that numeral phrases involving tysi¡c, etc. crucially haveto be analyzed as true numeral phrases headed by tysi¡c: the case of the whole phrase is



214 Adam Przepiórkowskithe same as the case of the numeral, while the subcategorized NP is always genitive. Thisprovides us with one more argument, an argument of uniformity, for analyzing numerals inall numeral phrases as heads.Notice also that tysi¡c cannot be analyzed here just as a �numeral noun for the reasonswe give presently. In Polish tysi¡c has the masculine gender. If, when in sentential subjectposition, it were really just a normal (i.e., �numeral) nominative noun, it would take partin gender agreement with the past tense verb as all other nominative nouns do. This is,however, not the case:(39) a. Tysi¡cOne thousandnom=acc;masc m¦»czyznmen poszªowent3rd;sing;neut doto pracy.work.`One thousand men went to work.'b. * Tysi¡cOne thousandnom=acc;masc m¦»czyznmen poszedªwent3rd;sing;masc doto pracy.work.`One thousand men went to work.'This29 strongly suggests that the noun (numeral) phrase tysi¡c m¦»czyzn is not assignednominative case. But this �ts well in the picture drawn so far: we will posit that tysi¡c,milion, etc. are +numeral nouns which combine with genitive (plural) NPs but which arenot themselves speci�ed for case:(40) 266666666664wordphon PF( 1 , 2 )stem j phon 2 htysi¡cisynsem j loc j cat 266664 cathead 24 nomnumeral +agr 1 35comps hNP[agr j case gen]i 377775 377777777775Notice, that phrases headed by this sign can appear both in environments requiring lexicalcase and in those requiring structural case.30 As usual, in the former instance case values willbe assigned by a lexical element, while in the latter � by the Case Principle. In particular,numeral phrases in subject position headed by tysi¡c, being +numeral and not speci�edfor the case value (i.e., potentially structural), will be assigned the structural accusativecase and, hence, trigger the 3rd person singular neuter agreement pattern on the verb aspredicted by the analysis of agreement in Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995). This explainsthe ungrammaticality of (39b) where the verb poszedª is marked as masculine.29Some speakers �nd (39b) also acceptable. This suggests that their lexical entries for tysi¡c are ambiguouswith respect to the numeral feature.30Actually, in this respect tys¡c behaves like a `normal' (�numeral) noun.



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 2153.3 Collective NumeralsThere is one more kind of numerals that we have said nothing about: the so-called collect-ive numerals.31 This is a group of numerals used with noun phrases describing people ofmixed sex (e.g., pi¦cioro studentów , `�ve students (of mixed sex)'), children (czworo dzieci ,`four children'), small animals (troje kurcz¡t , `three chickens'), and with some plurale tantumnouns (pi¦cioro drzwi , `�ve doors'). However, as these numerals are to some extent redundantand their declension is very ill-behaved (see below), the `regular' numerals take over in con-temporary Polish.32 Thus, in the examples below, the (b) form, although still not sanctionedby the linguistic norm, becomes more and more widespread:33(41) a. WIn klasieclass byªowere3rd;sing;neut dwadzie±ciorotwentycoll;acc dzieci.childrengen .`There were twenty children in the class.'b. WIn klasieclass byªowere3rd;sing;neut dwadzie±ciatwentyreg;acc dzieci.childrengen .`There were twenty children in the class.'(42) a. ZapukaªKnocked3rd;sing;masc doto pi¦ciorga�vecoll;gen drzwi.doorsgen.`He knocked at �ve doors.'b. ZapukaªKnocked3rd;sing;masc doto pi¦ciu�vereg;gen drzwi.doorsgen.`He knocked at �ve doors.'Simultaneously, apart from this quantitative change, collective numerals undergo another,qualitative change in declension pattern. Consider �rst the current declension pattern ofthese numerals:(43) �ve childrenNOM pi¦cioroacc dziecigenGEN pi¦ciorgagen dziecigenDAT pi¦ciorgudat dzieciomdatACC pi¦cioroacc dziecigenINS pi¦ciorgiemins dziecigen/*dzie¢miinsLOC pi¦ciorguloc dzieciachloc31In this section we will draw heavily on obervations made by Buttler et al. (1971).32They have already taken over to a large extent: collective numerals were used with any noun phrases once.33These examples are taken from Buttler et al. (1971), p. 30. They also note that the supersession ofcollective numerals by regular numerals becomes visible in the lingusitic norm which allows both followingconstructions:(i) WIn przedszkolukindergarten jestis3rd;sing trzydzie±cioro/trzydzie±cithirtycoll=reg ;acc czworofourcoll;acc dzieci.childrengen .`There are thirty four children in the kindergarten.'



216 Adam PrzepiórkowskiNotice that this pattern di�ers from that of `regular' numerals (cf. (21) and (22)) in the INSrow: the numeral requires a genitive (rather than instrumental) noun phrase here. Apparently,this awkward behaviour of collective numerals is caused by their transitional status from the`agreeing' pattern34 (like that of regular numerals, e.g., pi¦¢) to the `governing' pattern (likethat of tysi¡c). The existence of this process is con�rmed by the fact that a steady shifttowards the regular governing pattern (especially in locative) can be observed in contemporaryPolish.35Of course, these diachronic considerations do not relieve us from the duty of modelling thecurrent state of the language. Thus, on the basis of the foregoing discussion, we will positthe following lexical entries for collective numerals:(44) a. 2666666666664wordphon PF( 1 , 2 )stem j phon 2 hpi¦cioroisynsem j loc j cat 2666664cathead 264 nomnumeral +agr 1 h case 3 lex ^ :linsi 375comps hNP[agrjcase 3 ]i 3777775 3777777777775b. 266666666664wordphon PF( 1 , 2 )stem j phon 2 hpi¦cioroisynsem j loc j cat 266664cathead 24 nomnumeral +agr 1 � case str _ lins� 35comps hNP[agr j case gen]i 377775 377777777775These feature structures di�er from those for `regular' numerals (cf. (31)) minimally; the onlydi�erence is slightly more complex values of agrjcase feature in (44).4 Inde�nite Numerals4.1 The AnalysisIn this section we will show that the vast majority of the so-called inde�nite numerals patternsthe numerals described in the previous section. We will also present an intriguing puzzle, thehighly idiosyncratic behaviour of an inde�nite numeral du»o (`a lot of'), and argue that thisidiosyncrasy con�rms the account of case in Polish given so far in a striking way.34Of course, the numeral `agrees' with the noun phrase only in lexical cases, while it `governs' it (i.e., requiresgenitive case) in structural cases.35The interesting question is what rules � if, indeed, any � govern the changes described above, that is,why the transition from `agreeing' to `governing' valency of collective numerals started in instrumental case,why the transition from Genitive of Negation to the lack of it in Russian takes place as described in Timberlake(1986), etc. These matters are, of course, well outwith the scope of this work.



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 217Morphologically, inde�nite numerals constitute a very heterogeneous class. They are tradi-tionally (cf. Buttler et al. (1971), pp. 341�343) divided into pronominal numerals (tyle, ile,etc.), adjectival numerals (du»o, wiele) and nominal numerals (szereg , cz¦±¢), but this willnot concern us here. What is important for us is their valency. From this point of view wecan split inde�nite numerals into three classes:Class 1 Inde�nite numerals which parallel `ordinary' numerals (such as pi¦¢, `�ve'). These aremainly pronominal numerals and some adjectival numerals, e.g., wiele (`many'), kilka(`a few'), ile (`how many'), tyle (`that many'), par¦ (`a couple'), etc. Their lexical entrieswill be almost identical with those of `ordinary' numerals (see declension patterns (21)�(22) and feature structures (31)).Class 2 Inde�nite numerals which behave like tysi¡c, milion, etc. (See declension patterns (38)and feature structure (40).) These are mainly nominal numerals such as mnóstwo,mnogo±¢ (`lots of'), szereg (`series'), cz¦±¢ (`part of'), etc.Due to the common (in Polish) phenomenon of numeralization, class 2 is currently themost actively expanding group of numerals. Numeralization is the process of transformingnouns into numerals. As we noted above, numerals (apart from 1�4) do not bear nominativecase; instead the Case Principle assigns structural accusative case to those which function assentential subjects. This, in turn, triggers the 3rd person singular neutral agreement patternrather than the usual subject-verb agreement pattern. Hence, in practice, numeralizationcan be witnessed when what used to be a nominal phrase co-occurs with 3rd person singularneuter verb. Examples of nouns that seem to be undergoing the process currently are (cf.Buttler et al. (1971), p. 347) szereg (`series'), moc (`plenty'), cz¦±¢ (`part of'). The usage isshifting from patterns such as (45a) towards (45b).(45) a. SzeregSeriesnom=acc;sing;masc osóbpeoplegen wiedziaªknew3rd;sing;masc oabout tym.this.`A series of people knew about this.'b. SzeregSeriesnom=acc;sing;masc osóbpeoplegen wiedziaªoknew3rd;sing;neut oabout tym.this.`A series of people knew about this.'Of course, in terms of our feature structure numeralization is simply a change of value ofnumeral from `�' to `+'. We do not have much to say about lexical entries of class 2inde�nite numerals as they closely match that of tysi¡c (cf. (40)).36The most interesting class of inde�nite numerals is, however, class 3:Class 3 Inde�nite numerals which are traditionally analyzed as having only nominative andaccusative forms (cf. Doroszewski (1980)), e.g., du»o (`a lot'), maªo (`little'), troch¦ (`alittle'), sporo (`quite a lot'), etc.36It is perhaps worth noting here that the same behaviour is also exhibited by the so-called fractionalnumerals (póªtora, `one and a half', dwie trzecie, `two thirds', etc.) and, to some extent, collective numerals(see section 3.3). Again, these numerals have to be analyzed as heads of the nominal phrases they occur in.



218 Adam PrzepiórkowskiNumerals such as du»o (`a lot') do not decline, they always have the same nominative/accusativeform and always combine with genitive NPs. Below we present the defective declension pat-tern for du»o:37(46) a lot of men (women)NOM du»oacc m¦»czyzngen (kobietgen)GEN � � �DAT � � �ACC du»oacc m¦»czyzngen (kobietgen)INS � � �LOC � � �The puzzle concerning these numerals is that they are grammatical in some positions whichnormally require genitive case, but not in others:(47) a. NieNot mamhave1st;sing win domuhome (zbyt)(too) du»oa lot ofnom=acc chleba.breadgen.`I don't have (too) much bread at home.'b. NieNot mamhave1st;sing win domuhome chleba.breadgen.`I don't have bread at home.'c. * NieNot mamhave1st;sing win domuhome chleb.breadacc.`I don't have bread at home.'(48) a. NieNot lubi¦like1st;sing du»oa lot ofnom=acc osób.peoplegen .`I don't like a lot of people.'b. NieNot lubi¦like1st;sing tychthesegen osób.peoplegen .`I don't like these people.'c. * NieNot lubi¦like1st;sing tetheseacc osoby.peoplegen .`I don't like these people.'(49) a. * Boj¦Fear1st;sing si¦refl du»oa lot ofnom=acc osób.peoplegen .`I am afraid of a lot of people.'37Du»o-phrases, when subjects of sentences, always trigger the 3rd person singular neuter agreement patters.This means, that just as other numeral phrases, they should be analyzed as accusative, rather then nominative,phrases.



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 219b. Boj¦Fear1st;sing si¦refl tychthesegen osób.peoplegen .`I am afraid of these people.'c. * Boj¦Fear1st;sing si¦refl tethesenom=acc osoby.peoplenom=acc .`I am afraid of these people.'In the examples above, the (b) and (c) sentences show that a genitive NP is required bynie mam (`I don't have'), nie lubi¦ (`I don't like') and boj¦ si¦ (`I am afraid') (see (b)), andthat it cannot be realized by an accusative phrase (see (c)). However, in (47a) and (48a)du»o-phrases are allowed, while in (49a) they are not.38The careful reader will have noticed that these examples themselves suggest an answer to thequandary: du»o-phrases are allowed under the Genitive of Negation, but not as a genitivecomplement of a verb.39 This, and the underlying assumption we made implicitly, namelythat verbs requiring genitive complements specify them as lexical genitive, suggests that theinde�nite numerals of class 3 can only be assigned structural case, never lexical. Thus,the ungrammaticality of (49a) stems from the fact that boj¦ si¦ subcategorizes for a lexicalgenitive phrases (which cannot be realized by du»o-phrases), while the grammaticality of (47a)and (48a) is a consequence of the fact, that mie¢ (`have') and lubi¢ (`like') require a structuralcomplement (which can be realized by du»o-phrases).These considerations lead us to postulating the following lexical entry for du»o:(50) 2666666664wordphon hdu»oisynsem j loc j cat 266664 cathead 24 nomnumeral +agr j case str 35comps hNP[agr j case gen]i 377775 3777777775Notice that the interaction of the Case Principle, agreement patterns, and simple lexicalentries accounts in a very elegant way for the quirky behaviour of class 3 inde�nite numer-als. Being +numeral, structural and nominal, these inde�nite numerals get (via the CasePrinciple) accusative case (sacc) when in sentential subject position. As they bear a casedi�erent from nominative, they trigger the 3rd person singular neuter agreement pattern.This in turn means that the verb has the 3rd person singular neuter agreement features:(51) Du»oA lot ofacc osóbpeoplegen poszªowent3rd;sing;neut doto domu.home.`A lot of people went home.'38Actually, some speakers feel uncomfortable with (48a), but they always deem it more grammatical than(49a).39Saloni and �widzi«ski (1985) seem to simplify things suggesting (p. 83) that du»o-phrases are allowed withverbs and disallowed as complements of nouns: examples like (49a) are clearly ungrammatical for all the nativespeakers we have consulted.



220 Adam Przepiórkowski4.2 Some Rami�cationsOur analysis of du»o supports many of the decisions we have taken in the previous sections. Inthis subsection we will point out two of them: the analysis of numeral phrases as headed by anumeral (see p. 209), and the analysis of accusative complements of prepositions as structural(see section 2.3, p. 201). We will start with the latter.The crucial observation that we will employ here is that du»o-phrases are speci�ed as bearingan arbitrary structural case, but only structural case. This analysis has allowed us to explainthe extremely idiosyncratic behaviour of du»o-phrases, esp. the fact that these phrases seemto be allowed in some genitive environments, while disallowed in others. In other words, wehave found ourselves in possession of a convenient test for checking structurality of any givenenvironment.This test con�rms our analysis of accusative prepositional arguments:(52) a. MariaMary czekawaits naon du»oa lot of osób.people.`Mary is waiting for a lot of people.'b. JanekJohn przeje»d»aªwent przezthrough du»oa lot of wsivillages iand miasteczek.towns.`John went through a lot of villages and towns.On the other hand, if we analyzed prepositions as markers, we would have two options. Onewould be to assume that all `marked' nominal phrases are lexical (cf. Heinz and Matiasek(1994)), but this would contradict the judgements above (because du»o-phrases are struc-tural). The other would be to allow structural `marked' phrases, but then we would have toadd several clauses for `marked' nominal phrases to the Case Principle (each correspondingto a di�erent category of head-complement-structure : verb, noun, etc.). By contrast, ouranalysis allows us to add just one clause to the Case Principle (that for prepositions) and toget rid of lexical accusative altogether.The other point we want to emphasize here is more fundamental. We have already givenseveral arguments for analyzing numeral phrases as true numeral phrases, i.e., as phrasesheaded by a numeral. Our analysis of du»o-phrases provides us with one more, essentialyan argument of uniformity (similar to the one mentioned in section 3.2). It is crucial thatin phrases such as du»o osób (`a lot of people') it is the numeral that heads the phrase. Ifit were the genitive noun (osób), then it would be very di�cult to account for the followingjudgements:(53) a. * Boj¦Fear1st;sing si¦refl du»oa lot ofnom=acc osób.peoplegen .`I am afraid of a lot of people.'



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 221b. Boj¦Fear1st;sing si¦refl wielua lot ofgen osób.peoplegen .`I am afraid of a lot of people.'c. Boj¦Fear1st;sing si¦refl tychthesegen osób.peoplegen .`I am afraid of these people.'If osób were to be the head here, then, in order to explain the ungrammaticality of (53a) andthe grammaticality of (53b) and (53c), we would have to postulate that ba¢ si¦ subcategorizesfor a genitive NP not modi�ed by any inde�nite numerals of class 3 (cf. (53a)) but possiblymodi�ed by some other numeral (cf. (53b)), or not modi�ed at all (cf. (53c)); a highly ad hocexplanation to give. On the other hand, upon our account the NP du»o osób is headed by thenumeral40 whose case is speci�ed simply as str . This means that the case value of the wholeNP is str (by the Head Feature Principle), and, thus, it cannot ful�ll syntactic requirementsof the verb ba¢ si¦ subcategorizing for a lexical NP (speci�cally, for NP[case lgen]). On theother hand, the inde�nite numerals wielu and tych behave like most numerals and can beareither lexical (as in the examples above) or structural case.4.3 Nominalization RevisitedIn section 2.2 we have stated that �Polish parallels German� as far as nominalization isconcerned. Now, in view of some foregoing results, we will have to change our view on thematter.We will again apply the test on structurality of a given environment provided by du»o-phrases,this time to investigate complements of nominalized verbs. We illustrate our considerationswith the transitive verb zje±¢ (`eat').(54) JanekJohnnom zjadªate du»oa lot of rodzynek.raisinsgen .`John has eaten a lot of raisins.'(55) JanekJohnnom nienot zjadªate du»oa lot of rodzynek.raisinsgen .`John has not eaten a lot of raisins.'The above examples show that the object of the verb is structural and � just as predictedby the Case Principle and the lexical entry for du»o (cf. (50)) � du»o rodzynek is allowed asan object.However, judgements such as the one below seem to contradict the Case Principle:(56) * ZjedzenieEating du»oa lot of rodzynekraisins przezby JankaJohn mogªomight have muhedat zaszkodzi¢.harm.`John's eating many raisins might have harmed him.'40Remember that numerals are nouns!



222 Adam PrzepiórkowskiThe unacceptability of the above sentence cannot be a matter of semantic restrictions as thesentence below having the same meaning as (56) is perfectly grammatical.(57) ZjedzenieEating wielua lot of rodzynekraisins przezby JankaJohn mogªomight have muhedat zaszkodzi¢.harm.`Eating many raisins might have harmed John.'Note that the implicit assumption in our (as well as that of Heinz and Matiasek (1994))rendering of nominalization is that this process, realized as a lexical rule, does not change casevalues of subcat elements. In other words, structural arguments of a verb stay stuctural asarguments of deverbal nouns. Examples like (57) argue against maintaining this assumption.Instead, we will assume that the nominalization lexical rule changes all structural case valuesof subcat elements to lgen.Such an analysis should not seem ad hoc as there are independent reasons for the nominal-ization lexical rule to make changes in subcat. The most conspicuous such change concernssentential subjects. As the examples below show, they can be realized either by NP[gen] (cf.(58)), or by PP[pform `przez' + acc] (cf. (59)):(58) a. MariaMarynom czekawaits naon Janka.Johnacc.`Mary is waiting for John.'b. czekaniewaiting MariiMarygen naon JankaJohnacc`Mary's waiting for John'(59) a. JanJohnnom jeeats rodzynki.raisinsacc.`John is eating raisins.'b. jedzenieeating rodzynekraisinsgen przezby JanaJohnacc`John's eating raisins'Thus, in the process of nominalization the subcat list changes considerably.We will not attempt to formally state the nominalization lexical rule here, as its technicalcharacterization could only distort the picture drawn above. Instead, we will give examplesof operation of this rule:(60) 2666664wordphon hczeka¢isynsemjlocjcat 264categoryhead verbsubcat hNP 1 [str], PP 2 [pform `na' + str]i 375 37777757!



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 2232666664wordphon hczekanieisynsemjlocjcat 264categoryhead nounsubcat h(NP 1 [lgen]), (PP 2 [pform `na' + str])i 375 3777775(61) 2666664wordphon hje±¢isynsemjlocjcat 264categoryhead verbsubcat hNP 1 [str], NP 2 [str]i 375 37777757!2666664wordphon hjedzenieisynsemjlocjcat 264categoryhead nounsubcat h(NP 2 [lgen]), (PP 1 [pform `przez' + str])i 375 3777775(62) 2666664wordphon hpomaga¢isynsemjlocjcat 264categoryhead verbsubcat hNP 1 [str], NP 2 [ldat]i 375 37777757!2666664wordphon hpomaganieisynsemjlocjcat 264categoryhead nounsubcat h(NP 1 [lgen]), (NP 2 [ldat])i 375 3777775The �rst two examples ((60) and (61)) correspond to the nominalization examples (58) and(59). In these examples all structural nominal phrases become lexical genitive, all the ar-guments become optional, and the nominative subject is changed to a prepositional phrase(example (61)). The last example shows that lexical complements (in this case ldat) do notchange their case in the process of nominalization.By positing such a lexical rule we have transferred part of the scope of Case Principle to thelexicon. The revised Case Principle will be rid of the noun clause:Case Principle (Last Version)In a head-complement-structure of category� verb: the structural subject has a case value of snom if �numeralor sacc if +numeral,� verb[�neg]: the structural object has a case value of sacc,� verb[+neg]: the structural object has a case value of sgen,� preposition: the structural object has a case value of sacc.These are the only saturated or almost saturated head-complement-structures with structuralarguments.



224 Adam PrzepiórkowskiThe reader familiar with Chomsky's GB will note that now the Case Principle is compatiblewith the independently motivated Case Assignment Principle of GB which states that �anNP receives Case at S-structure if it is governed by and adjacent to [�N]. [�N] elements areINFL[+tense], V and P� (cf. (Cowper, 1992, p. 102)).415 PassiveIn this � very short � section we will show that (unlike in German, cf. Heinz and Matiasek(1994) and Pollard (1994)) passivization in Polish does not seem amenable to an analysis interms of structural vs. lexical case dichotomy.First of all, note that there are verbs requiring lexical objects which can be neverthelesspassivized.(63) a. JanJohnnom kierujemanages fabryk¡.factoryins.`John manages a factory.'b. FabrykaFactorynom jestis kierowanamanaged przezby Jana.Johnacc.`A factory is managed by John.'In this example it is the (lexical) instrumental object that gets passivized. According to thecase lattice for Polish (cf. (4) on page 205) instrumental cannot be an instance of structuralcase. This observation is con�rmed by the inability of the object in (63a) to change its case(to genitive) under nominalization or negation (i.e., by its failure to pass the two tests ofstructural environment):(64) a. kierowaniemanaging fabryk¡/*fabrykifactoryins=gen`managing a factory'b. JanJohnnom nienot kierujemanages fabryk¡/*fabryki.factoryins=gen.`John does not manage a factory.'Moreover, only some verbs subcategorizing for instrumental complements can be passivized:4241See also Chomsky (1986a) p. 36, Franks (1990), Franks (1994) and Netter (1994).42In Polish, unlike in German, the passivized object always receives the nominative case. Thus the sentence:(i) * Chor¡giewk¡Bannerins jestis machanawaved przezby Jana.Johnaccis clearly ungrammatical.



Case Assignment in Polish: Towards an HPSG Analysis 225(65) a. JanJohnnom machawaves chor¡giewk¡.bannerins.`John waves a banner.'b. * Chor¡giewkaBannernom jestis machanawaved przezby Jana.Johnacc`A banner is being waved by John.'In the example above, macha (`waves') seems to have the same syntactic subcategorizationrequirements as kieruje, but it cannot passivize.Contrasts such as (63) vs. (65) suggest that passivization in Polish is independent of thesyntactic characterization of the subcat arguments. This conlusion is further supportedby the observation that, contrary to the generalization often made, not all verbs which aretransitive (in the sense that their subcat value is hNP[str], NP[str]i) can be passivized. Someexceptions are given below:(66) a. BrzuchStomachnom boliaches Jana.Johnacc.`John has a stomach ache.'b. * JanJohnnom jestis bolonyached przezby brzuch.stomachacc.`John has a stomach ache.'(67) a. NogaLegnom sw¦dziitches Jana.Johnacc.`John has an itchy leg.'b. * JanJohnnom jestis sw¦dzonyitched przezby nog¦.legacc.`John has an itchy leg.'Again, this contrasts with the usual behaviour of Polish transitive verbs:(68) a. JanJohnnom lubilikes Mari¦.Maryacc.`John likes Mary.'b. MariaMarynom jestis lubionaliked przezby Jana.Johnacc.`Mary is liked by John.'Note that this contrast does not seem to be justi�ed by any di�erence in case markings ofthe arguments of bole¢ and sw¦dzi¢ on the one hand, and lubi¢ on the other.4343Actually, verbs like bole¢ or sw¦dzi¢ are interesting in one more respect: they cannot be nominalized. Thismay be caused by the fact that the �rst argument of these verbs is not an agent. Thus, we could add thecondition of agentivity to the prerequisites of nominalization lexical rule and, perhaps, passivization lexicalrule. Such an amendment, however, would not explain the passivization behaviour of instrumental objectsdescribed above (cf. examples (63)�(65)).



226 Adam PrzepiórkowskiThe foregoing observations lead us to the conclusion that in Polish the phenomena of passiv-ization is (to a large extent) independent of the syntactic case values of verb's arguments,and � as such � outwith the scope of this paper.446 ConclusionThe main thesis of this paper is this: the stuctural vs. lexical case dichotomy known in GBand transferred to HPSG by Heinz and Matiasek (1994) is con�rmed by many phenomenain Polish. Of these phenomena, the behaviour of numerals and inde�nite numerals providesthe most striking such con�rmation. We claim that our analysis constitutes an elegant andempirically adequate account of Polish numerals, the class of lexemes infamous for their quirkybehaviour.However, we leave many interesting questions concerning both case assignment and numeralsunanswered. For example, we have had nothing to say here about the origin of case in circum-stantials or about the syntax of names of numbers.45 We have also ignored the problem ofso-called distributivus (the case after distributive preposition po, cf. e.g. Gruszczy«ski (1989)).These phenomena are, as far as we know, still an uncharted region of formal linguistics.AcknowledgmentsI would like to thank Marek �widzi«ski for reading the �rst version of this paper, and BobBorsley, Zelal Güngördü and Johannes Matiasek for helpful comments on the penultimateversion. This paper originated as a part of Czuba and Przepiórkowski (1995). Of course, allerrors remain my own.ReferencesBabby, L. H. (1986). The locus of case assignment and the direction of percolation: Casetheory and Russian. In R. D. Brecht and J. S. Levine, editors, Case in Slavic. SlavicaPublishers Inc.Buttler, D., Kurkowska, H., and Satkiewicz, H. (1971). Kultura j¦zyka polskiego: Zagadnieniapoprawno±ci gramatycznej . Pa«stwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, Warszawa.Carpenter, B. (1992). The Logic of Typed Feature Structures: With Applications to Uni-�cations Grammars, Logic Programs and Constraint Resolution. Cambridge Tracts inTheoretical Computer Science. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.Chomsky, N. (1986a). Barriers . MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass.Chomsky, N. (1986b). Knowledge of Language: Its Nature, Origin and Use. Convergence.Praeger, New York.44The reader interested in semantic account of passivization in Polish is referred to Holvoet (1991).45Pullum and Gazdar (1982) suggest that �knowledge of how to construct such names. . . is knowledge ofmathematics rather than of language� (fn. 18).
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230 Cornelia M. Verspoor AbstractThis paper investigates the treatment of the semantic contribution of prepositionalphrases in HPSG, with particular reference to dative prepositional phrases (PPs). Usingstandard syntactic and semantic tests for argument structure, it is shown that certainfor- and to-dative PPs must be construed as entities at a level between pure complementsand pure adjuncts. A proposal is made for the semantic integration of PPs in an HPSGframework, based on work by Kasper (1993) and van Noord and Bouma (1994). Theproposed approach accommodates various syntactic and semantic properties of adjunctsand provides a way of handling dative PPs which captures generalisations about theirsemantic contribution across verbal heads.1 IntroductionThis paper investigates the treatment of the semantic contribution of prepositional phrasesin HPSG, with particular reference to dative prepositional phrases (PPs). It begins with aninvestigation of the status of for - and to-dative PPs in Section 2 � does the syntactic behaviourof these PPs as verbal complements warrant a treatment of their semantic contribution whichignores the consistency of this contribution across uses? It will be shown that certain ofthese PPs must be construed as entities at a level between pure complements and pureadjuncts. These pseudo-complements, as they will be called, have the syntactic properties ofcomplements and the semantic properties of adjuncts. The integration of their semantics withthe semantics of the modi�ed entities can be treated in a manner analogous to the treatmentfor pure adjuncts. However, in Section 3 the pseudo-complements will be shown to have asemantic behaviour di�ering from the semantic behaviour of pure adjuncts, and this di�erencewill be explicitly accommodated in the framework controlling the semantic integration.Section 4 will discuss issues related to the treatment of prepositional phrases in HPSG, in-cluding general properties of adjuncts which must be accommodated and the existing HPSGtreatments of adjuncts. The existing approaches will be shown to fail in adequately handlingcertain syntactic and semantic properties of adjuncts. In particular, interactions betweensurface order and semantic precedence are stumbling blocks for those approaches.Section 5 will propose a framework based on work by Kasper (1994) and van Noord and Bouma(1994) which supports integration of the semantic contribution of all PP types. A semanticrepresentation will be introduced which captures critical properties of verbal semantics andprovides the foundation for the treatment of both pseudo-complements and adjuncts withinthe same system. The treatment of the semantic integration is handled via rules which will beexplicitly stated and shown to provide a more satisfactory handling of surface order/semanticprecedence interactions as well as other adjunct properties. The framework will also be shownto accommodate a treatment of the phenomenon of the dative alternation.



A Perspective on PPs 2312 Adjuncts or Complements?The model of the dative alternation as presented in Verspoor (1994) depends on an analysisof dative PPs1 as subcategorized-for complements of the relevant verbs. It is not entirelyobvious, however, that this is a semantically acceptable analysis.The approach in Verspoor (1994) forces the semantic contribution of these PPs to be speci�edexplicitly in the lexical entry for each verb which can appear with a dative PP. This ignoresgeneralisations over the contribution of the PPs, in that the PPs seem to add similar inform-ation regardless of which speci�c verb they appear with. Thus in each of (1) and (2), the PPfor Mary speci�es who bene�ts2 from the event described in the remainder of the sentence.(1) John baked a cake for Mary.(2) John made a drawing for Mary.Likewise, the contribution of the inner NP in the alternate in (3) of (1) and the alternate in(4) of (2) can be identi�ed as specifying who receives bene�t from the outer NP.(3) John baked Mary a cake.(4) John made Mary a drawing.A more general question arises from the observation of such generalisations � what is thestatus of these elements? Should they be treated as subcategorized-for complements or asadjuncts which make an independent, identi�able, semantic contribution across verbal heads?This will be investigated below through a series of standard syntactic and semantic tests forargument structure. The two types of dative PPs, to-PPs and for -PPs, will be contrastedin this investigation. The analysis will show that for -dative PPs and certain to-dative PPsbehave as complements syntactically while behaving as adjuncts semantically. The remainingto-dative PPs behave as complements both syntactically and semantically.2.1 Syntactic Tests for Argument Structure2.1.1 The �do so� TestThe standard syntactic (structural) test for argument structure might be called the �do so�test. In X-bar theory terms, a complement is seen as combining with a lexical category toform an intermediate phrasal category while adjuncts combine with an intermediate phrasalcategory to produce the same category. The claim is that a full V-bar level constituent can bereplaced by �do so�. In the case of dative sentences, if the constituent {verb NP} in isolation(i.e. without the PP element) can be replaced by �do so�, this indicates that the prepositionalphrase is acting as a V-bar adjunct, because {verb NP} is construed as a V-bar constituentin isolation. If only the full constituent {verb NP PP} can be replaced by �do so�, the PPmust be construed as a complement.1PPs which participate in the dative alternation, i.e. to-datives, as in sentences of the form John gave abook to Mary which alternate with those of the form John gave Mary a book, and for -datives, as shown in (1)and (3).2in some way � how precisely will be discussed in Section 3.2.1.



232 Cornelia M. Verspoorto-dativesAs noted in Jackendo� (1990), there seem to be two types of verb classes which can appearwith to-datives. The �rst type are verbs for which the PP is a complement, while the PPis an adjunct for verbs of the second type. The data in (5)-(12) suggest that give and tellbelong to the �rst subclass (despite the optionality of the to-PP with tell), while send andkick belong to the second.(5) a. Adam gave a book to Debbie and Brian also did so.b. *Adam gave a book to Debbie and Brian did so to Susan.(6) a. Adam told a story to Debbie and Brian also did so.b. *Adam told a story to Debbie and Brian did so to Susan.(7) a. Adam gave a book to Debbie in the library.b. *Adam gave a book in the library.(8) a. Adam told a story to the children in the bedroom.b. Adam told a story in the bedroom.(9) a. Sam sent a letter to Bill and Mark also did so.b. Sam sent a letter to Bill and Mark did (so) to Susan.(10) a. Sam kicked a ball to Bill and Mark also did so.b. Sam kicked a ball to Bill and Mark did (so) to Susan.(11) a. Sam sent a letter from the post o�ce.b. Sam sent a letter to Bill from the post o�ce.(12) a. Sam kicked a ball in the park.b. Sam kicked a ball to Bill in the park.for-dativesThe application of this test to for -datives, as shown in (13)-(14), provides evidence that theseprepositional phrases should be treated as adjuncts.(13) a. Adam baked a cake for Debbie and Brian also did so.b. Adam baked a cake for Debbie and Brian did so for Susan.(14) a. Adam sang a song for Debbie and Brian also did so.b. Adam sang a song for Debbie and Brian did so for Susan.



A Perspective on PPs 2332.1.2 Iterability testPollard and Sag (1987) (P&S 1987) discuss the complement vs. adjunct distinction, reviewingseveral syntactic and semantic tests which generally capture usage distinctions between thetwo types of constituents.One of the syntactic tests is the iterability test. In general, several instances of the sameadjunct type can combine with the same head, as shown in (15).(15) Kim and Sandy met in Baltimore in the Hyatt hotel in the lobby.[P&S 1987, (257a)]Complements, on the other hand, cannot be iterated. Thus in (16)-(18) the prepositionalphrases seem to be complements rather than adjuncts.(16) *Adam gave a book to Debbie to Frank.(17) *Adam told a story to the kids to the adults.(18) *Adam sent a letter to Mary to Diane.By the same logic, however, it would appear that the prepositional phrases in (19)-(21) arecomplements as well.(19) *Sam kicked a ball to Bill to Frank.(20) *Sam sent a letter to Bill to Frank.(21) *Adam baked a cake for Debbie for Susan.3The problem here is that adjuncts can really only be iterated if the semantic (meaning)contribution each makes is in a relation of containment to the previous adjuncts. Thus in (15),the adjuncts can be iterated because each one can be interpreted as being contained withinthe location speci�ed by the previous adjunct, making more precise the locative information,rather than providing an overriding semantic contribution. In (16)-(21), the prepositionalphrase speci�es the (intended) recipient of some object. The containment relation does notapply to distinct recipients and therefore these adjuncts are incompatible with iteration.This analysis is con�rmed by the data in (22) and (23), which contrast with (15) and (20)respectively. Sentence (22) is ungrammatical because Chicago cannot be contained withinBaltimore, while (23) is grammatical because the head o�ce of the Times is contained withinNew York.4(22) *Kim and Sandy met in Baltimore in Chicago.(23) Adam sent a letter to New York to the head o�ce of the Times.3This sentence is okay, however, on an interpretation in which the entire action of Adam baking a cake forDebbie has been performed for Susan's bene�t. See Section 3.4Thanks to Janet Hitzeman for the suggestion of this data.



234 Cornelia M. VerspoorSimilarly, temporal adjuncts which are very similar in content and type to locative adjunctscan only be iterated if the information conveyed by a given adjunct is contained in theinformation conveyed by previous adjuncts. One point in time does not contain another, buta point of time is contained in a span of time. Thus (24a) is ungrammatical, while (24b)is not. The di�erence here has nothing to do with a di�erence in status between the PPs,but rather the fact that certain semantic roles can be multiply speci�ed via the containmentrelation while for other roles this relation does not apply.(24) a. *Sam kicked a ball at 10 o'clock at 8 o'clock.b. Sam kicked a ball in the morning at 10 o'clock.Furthermore, some of the examples Pollard and Sag provide of adjunct iteration rely onpragmatic factors and do not seem to be wholly grammatical. For example, (25) can seeminglyonly be interpreted with the two prepositional phrases as adjuncts if the comma indicates aconjunction such as �and�.(25) Heather opened the rusty lock with a key, with a pair of pliers. [P&S 1987, (257e)]Applying this interpretation requirement to the ungrammatical sentences above improvestheir acceptability, as shown in (26)-(29). These sentences seem to display ellipsis, ratherthan providing a sense of the underlying argument structure.(26) Adam gave a book to Debbie and to Frank.(27) Sam kicked a ball to Bill and to Frank.(28) Sam sent a letter to Bill and to Frank.(29) Adam baked a cake for Debbie and for Susan.This test is therefore not a reliable indicator of argument structure, and in fact cannot beviewed as purely syntactic since the phenomenon of iterability seems to interact with semanticfactors. The evidence it provides for treating the dative prepositional phrases as complementsrather than adjuncts will not be taken as de�nitive.2.1.3 Relative OrderPollard and Sag (1987) point out that in English adjuncts tend to be ordered after comple-ments, suggesting that prepositional phrases which are required to precede other kinds ofadjuncts are actually complements.The data in (30)-(35) suggest that the dative prepositional phrases should be treated ascomplements according to the relative order diagnostic. These PPs must appear before anyother adjunctive phrases.(30) a. Adam gave a book to Debbie in the library.



A Perspective on PPs 235b. *Adam gave a book in the library to Debbie.(31) a. Adam told a story to the children in the bedroom.b. *Adam told a story in the bedroom to the children.(32) a. Adam sent a letter to Mary from the post o�ce.b. *Adam sent a letter from the post o�ce to Mary.(33) a. Adam kicked a ball to Mary in the park.b. *Adam kicked a ball in the park to Mary.(34) a. Adam baked a cake for Mary in the kitchen.b. ?Adam baked a cake in the kitchen for Mary.(35) a. Adam sang a song for Mary in the pub.b. ?Adam sang a song in the pub for Mary.2.1.4 Complement-Internal GapsSome adjuncts appear to be extraction islands, as shown in (36), while unbounded dependen-cies into complements are generally possible, as shown in (37). The data in (38)-(40) thereforesuggest that the dative prepositional phrases are complements rather than adjuncts.(36) *Which endangered species did Sandy meet someone fond of ? [P&S 1987, (260c)](37) Which endangered species did Kim impress you as being most fond of ?[P&S 1987, (261c)](38) Whom did Adam give a book to ?(39) Whom did Adam kick a ball to ?(40) Whom did Adam bake the cake for ?Pollard and Sag acknowledge, however, that certain adjunct types do appear to sanctioninternal gaps, as shown in (41)-(42).(41) This is the blanket that Rebecca refuses to sleep without . [P&S 1987, (264a)](42) Which symphony did Schubert die without �nishing ? [P&S 1987, (264c)]Furthermore, one of the examples they give of an ungrammatical sentence with an adjunct-internal gap, shown in (43a), seems to become more acceptable with a di�erent adjunct, as in(43b). The change involves replacing the �motivational� adjunct with a for -PP, suggestingthat this type of adjunct allows internal gaps. It therefore may be incorrect to assume that thedata in (38)-(40) necessarily indicate that the dative PPs should be treated as complements.



236 Cornelia M. Verspoor(43) a. *Which famous professor did Kim climb K-2 without oxygen in order to impress? [P&S 1987, (260b)]b. Which famous professor did Kim climb K-2 without oxygen for ?2.2 Semantic Tests for Argument Structure2.2.1 Constancy of Semantic ContributionPollard and Sag (1987) discuss the semantic basis for the distinction between arguments andadjuncts as follows:In general, a given adjunct can co-occur with a relatively broad range of headswhile seeming to make a more-or-less uniform contribution to semantic contentacross that range. A given optional complement, by contrast, is typically limitedin its distribution to co-occurrence with a small (and often semantically restricted)class of heads (possibly even a single item); in addition, the semantic contributionof the complement is idiosyncratically dependent on the head. (p. 136)In addition, the contribution of the adjunct to the semantic content of a phrase is not simplythe �lling of some role in the head's relation. It is this observation which seems to distinguishthe two types of to-datives. For the �true� to-datives, such as give and tell, the semanticinformation contributed by the dative PP is directly relevant to the meaning of the verb, �llsa particular role (such as that of recipient in the give relation) and is therefore a �true�argument of the verb. For the �adjunct� to-datives, the semantics of the dative PP providesadditional information about the situation being described by the sentence, but does not �lla particular role in the verb's relation.Both to- and for -datives appear with a wide range of heads. More importantly, they seem tohave a constant semantic contribution across each use. In general terms, the to-datives seemto indicate the intended recipient of some object, and the for -datives seem to indicate theintended bene�ciary of something.52.2.2 Functor vs. ArgumentPollard and Sag (1987) remind us that much work suggests that the adjunct/complement dis-tinction reduces to whether the element in question is semantically a functor or an argument.This seems to hinge on the type of semantic contribution the element makes to the sentencein which it appears. The discussion of this with respect to dative PPs is found in the previoussection and will not be repeated here. The conclusion is simply that in most contexts dat-ive PPs seem to make a consistent semantic contribution augmenting the semantic relation5Since the semantics of these elements seems to be uniform across heads, there is semantic evidence insupport of their treatment as adjuncts. This consistent contribution was observed by Jackendo� (1990) andformalized in terms of �adjunct rules� which identify the semantic contribution of particular elements in certainsyntactic constructions and indicate how this contribution is to be integrated into the semantic representationfor the overall construction. The contribution can also be observed in the core structures of dative verbs, aspresented in Verspoor (1994).



A Perspective on PPs 237expressed by the verb rather than a contribution speci�cally dictated by the verb, and thatthey therefore should be treated as functors which select their verbal heads.2.2.3 Entailment TestsA good indicator of a verb's argument structure is the entailments of sentences containing theverb. For example, the optional prepositional phrases in (44a) seem to be optional comple-ments of the verb complain rather than adjuncts due to the entailments displayed in (44b).(Examples from Wechsler 1994.)(44) a. John complained (to Mary) (about the heat).b. John complained.j= 9x; y j John complained to x about y.In contrast, adjunctive prepositional phrases do not result in such entailment patterns, asshown in (45). These entailment patterns indicate whether or not particular semantic in-formation is directly relevant to the meaning of the verb. Information which is not directlyrelevant should be treated as an adjunct rather than an argument.(45) a. John sang (to Mary) (about his homeland).b. John sang.6j= 9x j John sang to x.6j= 9y j John sang about y.Considering the application of this test to to-datives, we �nd the entailment patterns in (46).The data supports Jackendo�'s assertion that some to-datives require the PP as an argument,while for others it is an adjunct. What is interesting, however, is the contrast between (46b)and (46c). The notion of a recipient is more central to the notion of sending than to kicking,since send necessarily involves an (intended) transfer, while kick does not. Thus there aresemantic di�erences in the relationship these verbs have to the to-PP which are not re�ectedin the syntactic tests for argument structure.(46) a. Adam told a story.j= 9x j Adam told a story to x.b. Sam sent a letter.j= 9x j Sam sent a letter to x.c. Sam kicked a ball.6j= 9x j Sam kicked a ball to x.Applying the test to for -datives, we have the entailment patterns in (47). The informationadded by the PPs thus seems to be adjunctive.(47) a. Adam baked a cake.6j= 9x j Adam baked a cake for x.



238 Cornelia M. Verspoorb. Adam sang a song.6j= 9x j Adam sang a song for x.However, the semantic intuitions about the adjunctive nature of for -datives become a bitconfused when we consider the data in (48) (Haegeman 1991).(48) a. Hercule bought a detective story for Jane.b. Hercule bought Jane a detective story.c. Hercule bought a detective story.In an unmarked context, (48c) is taken to mean that Hercule bought the story for himself.This suggests that the semantic relation of buying includes the person for whom the boughtobject is intended. Thus, (48c) j= 9x j Hercule bought a detective story for x. This wouldseem to argue against the treatment of the for -PP as an adjunct for the verb buy, but thesemantic intuitions about for -datives remain valid in the general case.2.3 ConclusionsThe most in�uential argument for the treatment of certain dative PPs as adjuncts ratherthan complements is that they seem to have a constant semantic contribution across all ap-plications. The fact that these PPs often appear to behave as complements syntactically isovershadowed by the semantic generalisations which can be made by treating them as ad-juncts. It does not seem to make sense to treat these PPs as idiosyncratically contributingsemantic information to the heads they modify when this semantic contribution is so consist-ent. This consistency, however, does not seem to hold as strongly for to-dative PPs as forfor -dative PPs. The syntactic and semantic tests raise much contradictory evidence for theargument status of the to-dative PPs.The send and kick type to-datives and the for -dative PPs seem to be instances of somethingwhich I will call a pseudo-complement. This is an element which often behaves syntactically asa complement but which behaves semantically as an adjunct. The information expressed bythe pseudo-complement cannot be logically inferred from the use of the verb, but is somehow�closer� to the meaning expressed by the verb than true adjuncts. This idea will be developedfurther in the section which follows.3 Pseudo-Complements3.1 De�nition and Relation to adjunctsIt is possible to de�ne a pseudo-complement precisely in terms of its relationship to the se-mantics of the verbs it modi�es. Speci�cally, a pseudo-complement is an element with anindependent semantic contribution involving a semantic argument of the verb. In contrast,adjuncts are elements with an independent semantic contribution involving the full event de-scribed by the verb and its semantic arguments. Thus the semantics of a pseudo-complement



A Perspective on PPs 239preposition speci�es a relation between an element within the semantics of the verb it modi�esand the object of the preposition, while the semantics of an adjunct speci�es some operationon the full event conveyed by the sentence (minus the adjunct).Consider the sentences in (49)-(51).(49) a. John sang a song about his homeland.b. John sang a song for Mary.c. John sang a song in the park.d. John sang a song at noon.e. John sang a song ( about his homelandfor Mary )( in the park.at noon. )f. John sang a song ( in the parkat noon )(*about his homeland.?for Mary. )(50) a. Sam sent a letter to Bill.b. Sam kicked a ball to Bill.c. Sam sent a letter to Bill from the post o�ce.d. Sam kicked a ball to Bill in the park.e. *Sam sent a letter from the post o�ce to Bill.f. *Sam kicked a ball in the park to Bill.(51) a. *John ran a marathon about his homeland.b. John ran a marathon for Mary.c. John ran a marathon in the park.d. John ran a marathon at noon.e. John ran a marathon for Mary ( in the park.at noon. )f. John ran a marathon ( in the parkat noon ) for Mary.None of the PPs in the above sentences contains information which is entailed by the verb'ssemantics. However, in (49) and (51) there is a clear di�erence between the PPs in the(a,b) sentences and the (c,d) sentences. The PP in (49a) expresses a property of the songwhich is sung by John, while the PPs in the (c,d) sentences provide information about thesituation described by the sentence (minus the PP). Likewise, in (50) the PP to Bill speci�es



240 Cornelia M. Verspoora particular goal relation between Bill and the ball/the letter,6 rather than a relation betweenBill and the full situation expressed by the sentence (minus the PP).It could be argued that the PP in (49a) is a structural modi�er of the NP rather than theVP, such that a song about his homeland forms a single constituent. This would explain thegrammaticality of (52). It seems, however, that the analysis in which the PP modi�es the VPconstituent must also be available, as shown by the grammaticality of the sentences in (53)-(54). These sentences appear to be licensed semantically � there is an argument of sing whichis embedded into the semantics of the verb (singing entails singing something, even if thatsomething is an unnamed tune; that is, it involves producing sound which is normally called asong) and this argument is available as the element within the verbal semantic representationwhich can be picked out for the relation contributed by a pseudo-complement. Furthermore,the existence of sentences such as (55), in which there is no explicit NP to which the PP couldbe attached, provides evidence that the PP can be viewed as specifying a relation involvingan argument internal to the verb � an argument which is unexpressed in this case but stillentailed by the verb and therefore a part of the verbal semantic argument structure.7 It isnot the event of singing which is about John's homeland, but rather what John was singing.(52) A song about his homeland was sung by John.(53) A song was sung by John about his homeland.(54) A song was sung by the choir about freedom.(55) John sang about his homeland.Sentence (49b) is ambiguous between two interpretations � one in which the PP behaves asa pseudo-complement and a second in which it behaves as a true adjunct. On the pseudo-complement interpretation, the PP expresses that the song itself is for Mary's bene�t, whileon the adjunct interpretation it expresses that the entire activity of singing is for Mary'sbene�t.The availability of both of these interpretations implies that both a pseudo-complement andan adjunct can appear in the same sentence. Not only is this evidenced by (49e), but moreinterestingly by (56), which can only be interpreted as indicating that the song was for Mary'sbene�t and that the entire activity was done for Bill's bene�t.8(56) John sang a song for Mary for Bill.6In terms of the representation of Verspoor (1994), this relation is namely: go �� ballletter � ; to (Bill)�7Note that this sentence di�ers from sentences which super�cially resemble it, e.g. John worried about hishomeland, in which no verb-internal argument to be modi�ed by a pseudo-complement clearly exists. The dif-ference is that an act of worrying entails a topic about which one worries, while an act of singing does not entail asong topic. That is, John worried j= 9xjJohn worried about x, while John sang 6j= 9xjJohn sang about x. Thusthe fact that the object of the event in the worry sentence is not clear does not discredit a pseudo-complementanalysis of verbs like sing which do have a semantically entailed product.8If this sentence is di�cult to interpret, imagine a context, for example, in which Bill and Mary are unableto celebrate their anniversary together because they are living in di�erent places, so Bill asks John to go towhere Mary is and sing.



A Perspective on PPs 241There is a syntactic ordering preference for the pseudo-complement PPs to precede the ad-junctive PPs, as shown by the contrast between (49e) and (49f), and between (50c,d) and(50e,f). The interpretation of the for Mary version of the sentences in (49f) is questionable� it is unclear whether the pseudo-complement interpretation of the PP is available whenpreceded by another adjunct. It could be postulated on the basis of the contrast in (49f) andthe sentences in (50) that the pseudo-complement interpretation of a PP is only available inimmediately post-verbal-complement position, and that therefore for Mary in (49f) must beinterpreted as specifying a relation involving the entire event expressed by the verb. Thisconstraint can be captured in terms of obliqueness � pseudo-complements are semanticallyless oblique than adjuncts and less oblique elements precede more oblique elements in English.This analysis leads to an explanation for the ungrammaticality of (51a). The PP abouthis homeland can only behave as a pseudo-complement with respect to a verb phrase; itdoes not provide information which could apply to a full situation. Thus there are certainPPs which can only behave as pseudo-complements and other PPs which can only behaveas adjuncts. Similarly, certain verbs are not `open' to pseudo-complementation. Althoughthe semantic basis for the `openness' criteria will not be explored in this paper, one factorin�uencing a verb's ability to allow pseudo-complementation may be whether the activityexpressed by the verb can be construed as �creating� its NP object in some sense.9 Runtherefore must be closed to pseudo-complementation in its transitive form.10 This meansthat the PP in (51b) can only be interpreted as a true adjunct, that is that the whole activityof John running a marathon was done for Mary. The marathon itself cannot be interpretedas bene�tting Mary. This also explains the contrast in acceptability between (49f) and (51f).There is an obliqueness di�erence between the PPs in the former on the pseudo-complementinterpretation, which prevents the PPs from freely alternating in syntactic order. In contrast,there is no obliqueness di�erence between the adjuncts in the latter, enabling the PPs toappear in any order.3.2 Pseudo-complement semantics3.2.1 The for-dative pseudo-complementIn the analysis in Verspoor (1994), for -dative prepositional phrases are treated as arguments ofthe verbs with which they appear. Their semantic contribution is therefore directly integratedinto the semantics of the verb at the lexical level. The semantic analysis is based on thediscussion of Pinker (1989). The core semantic content of each of the for -dative verbs forsentences of the form NP1 gimbles NP2 for NP311 can be paraphrased as, �NP1 acts on NP2in order for NP3 to have NP2�. The contribution of the for -PP can be identi�ed as the �inorder for NP3 to have NP2� portion of the paraphrase. In the notation of Verspoor (1994),9Thus �singing� involves the physical creation of a song, �baking� involves bringing into existence bakedgoods, etc. This constraint corresponds to the constraint suggested by Jackendo� (1990, p. 196) on the doubleobject form of for -bene�ciary sentences, but in this case applies to the available interpretations for the dativeforms of di�erent types of verbs.10Intransitives are not open to pseudo-complementation, nor are ditransitives. In the former, no semanticargument within the verb semantics is available to be modi�ed and in the latter the element being modi�edwould be unclear. `Openness' criteria may then also depend on the semantic �base� argument structure of theverb � that is, run may not be open to pseudo-complementation because its base form is intransitive.11Gimbles is a marker for verbs which can appear in this construction.



242 Cornelia M. Verspoorthis is represented as a have event related by a for_to subordinating relation to the mainevent expressed by the semantics of gimble.Jackendo� (1990) argues that this have event doesn't properly capture the semantics con-tributed by the for -PP. He claims that the event is rather forced when applied to certainverbs. For example, when John sings a song for Mary, in what sense does Mary have thesong? Jackendo� therefore suggests that the contribution of the for -PP is better describedas indicating that the object of the preposition (NP3) is intended to bene�t from the actionof the subject (NP1). The event embedded by the for_to relation would more appropriatelybe as in (57b) rather than Pinker's proposal of (57a). This event represents �NP1 a�ects NP3positively�, or in other words, �NP3 is intended to bene�t from the actions of NP1�.(57) a. (have (thing3; thing2)) [Pinker's proposal]b. (aff+ (thing1; thing3)) [Jackendo�'s proposal]However, Jackendo�'s proposal also does not seem to accurately capture the interpretationassociated with the PP in this form. The bene�t represented in his form is indirect � sinceNP1 does not act upon NP3 directly, what actually is intended to bene�t NP3 remains unclear.In fact, it seems that what is intended to bene�t NP3 directly is NP2, the object upon whichNP1 acts in order to bene�t NP3. Thus it seems more accurate to represent the semantics ofthe for -dative as indicated in (58).(58) for_to (aff+ (thing2; thing3))This will be the semantics associated with the for -dative preposition throughout the re-mainder of this paper. It is clear that this representation involves a pseudo-complementinterpretation since one of the arguments of the aff+ predicate is a semantic argument of theverb. In addition, the treatment of the pseudo-complement modi�cation will include tyingthe subordinated for_to relation directly to the semantics expressed by the verb rather thanto the situation captured in the sentence.In contrast, the for -adjunct preposition (as in John ran a marathon for Mary) adds thesemantic content in (59) to the representation of the full situation. Its de�nition speci�esthat the affecting argument of the aff+ predicate corresponds to the entire event expressedin the sentence. The object of the preposition is therefore a�ected positively by the event,rather than by a particular semantic element within the event representation.(59) for_to (aff+ (event; thing3))Note that although Jackendo� (1990, p.195) suggests that the for -PP can be given preciselysuch an event interpretation, he provides no formal mechanism for doing so, or for distin-guishing between the two possible interpretations of the for -PP. In Jackendo�'s approach,the two di�erent readings of the for -dative form must fall out of a single representation (thatin (57b)), which fails to adequately re�ect either reading and does not account for the identityof the interpretation of the double object form with one of the dative form readings (that in(58)).The distinction that pseudo-complements pick out a semantic argument from within the verbsemantics while adjuncts incorporate the event expressed in the sentence as an argument in



A Perspective on PPs 243the relation they express is thus formalized in the semantics of the two forms associated withfor. The di�erence in where the semantic contribution is integrated with respect to the verbsemantics � that pseudo-complements contribute to the semantics of the verb while adjunctscontribute to the full situation expressed by a sentence � will be discussed in more detail inSection 5 and handled by the lexical rules which will be introduced there.3.2.2 The to-dative pseudo-complementIn Verspoor (1994), the to-dative prepositional phrase is also explicitly speci�ed as an argu-ment of each verb with which it appears. The core semantic content for each of the to-dativeverbs for sentences of the form NP1 gimbles NP2 to NP3 can be paraphrased as, �NP1 actson NP2, causing NP2 to go to NP3�. The contribution of the to-PP can thus be identi�edas the �causing NP2 to go to NP3� portion of the paraphrase. In the notation of Verspoor(1994), this is represented as a go event related by an e�ect subordinating relation to themain event expressed by the semantics of gimble, as shown in (60). The meaning of thispreposition is such that no adjunctive interpretation would make sense � it wouldn't makesense for an event to go somewhere, and thus no adjunct interpretation exists for it.(60) e�ect (go (thing2; (to (at (thing3))))3.3 ConclusionsPseudo-complements are elements very close in nature to true verbal complements. Theyspecify a particular relation between a semantic argument of the verb and the object ofthe preposition. Their semantics can, however, be treated by the same mechanisms as trueadjuncts. Pseudo-complements and adjuncts share the property of specifying a consistent,contentful, and identi�able relation which can be applied across modi�ed heads.Speci�cation of the type of modi�cation which an individual PP may provide with respect to ahead must occur lexically. Three types of PPs will be allowed for in the treatment of PPs to beintroduced in Section 5 (in particular, in the sort hierarchy) � PPs which can only behave aspseudo-complements, PPs which can only behave as adjuncts, and PPs which are ambiguousbetween the two. The type of a particular use of a preposition must then be speci�ed inthe lexical entry of the preposition. This type will be used as a criteria for determining howsemantic integration between the semantics of the PP containing the preposition and thesemantics of the modi�ed verb is to occur.124 Semantic integration of pseudo-complements/adjuncts4.1 Characteristics of adjuncts to be accounted forThere are certain characteristics which pseudo-complements and adjuncts share which mustbe taken into consideration in any treatment of the semantic contribution of these elements.12i.e. which lexical rule will apply � see Section 5; 5.6 in particular.



244 Cornelia M. Verspoor4.1.1 Adjuncts have a consistent semantic contributionAs was discussed in Section 2.2.1, adjuncts have an identi�able, consistent semantic contribu-tion across heads. The implication of this for any treatment of adjuncts is that there shouldbe a single lexical entry which speci�es the meaning of the adjunct with respect to a particulartype of head. That is, the content of the adjunct combines in a certain general way with thecontent of the element it modi�es (a verb or noun phrase, for example) and this must bespeci�ed only once. Since this combination does not change with every type of head, a singlespeci�cation is much more e�cient than incorporation into the lexical entry, into the subcatlist, of each verbal head with which an adjunct can appear.In particular, a single lexical entry can only be realized if adjuncts select the types of headsthey modify. Were individual heads to idiosyncratically specify the adjuncts with which theycan appear, the semantics of the adjunct could conceivably be incorporated with the contentof the head in a di�erent way for each head, and in e�ect the adjunct need not have anyindependent meaning. Furthermore, this approach requires that the set of adjuncts whichcould appear with a particular head be speci�ed in advance, at the level of the lexicon, forevery individual element in the lexicon which could potentially be modi�ed by an adjunct.This is clearly not a desirable consequence.An additional semantic argument for the selection of a head by an adjunct is observed byKasper (1994): �The semantic contribution of a modi�er generally must incorporate the se-mantic contribution of the element that it modi�es, whereas the semantic content of themodi�ed element (the syntactic head) does not depend crucially on any of its potential mod-i�ers�.4.1.2 Restrictive, Operator, and Thematic adjunctsAdjuncts have traditionally been analysed as being of one of two types:13 restrictive adjunctsand operator adjuncts. Restrictive adjuncts are adjuncts which �restrict� the value of aparticular index representing an object, event, or situation, such as the index for locationor time of an event. These adjuncts specify properties to be associated with the indices.Operator adjuncts are adjuncts which take the content of what they modify as an argumentin a semantic operation, predicating something of that content. Examples of this type ofadjunct include negatives, frequentatives, and causatives.The distinction between these adjunct types provides an explanation of the di�erences inthe semantics of (61a) and (61b), containing operator adjuncts, as compared to the lack ofsemantic di�erence between (62a) and (62b), containing restrictive adjuncts. In (61a), thetwenty minute duration is a property of the event whose frequency is described, while in(61b), the `twice-dailiness' is a property of the event whose duration is described (Pollardand Sag 1987). In both (62a) and (62b), in the park speci�es the location of the jogging, andyesterday speci�es the time of the jogging, regardless of their surface order. They each specify(or restrict) properties of the main event described in the sentence, rather than predicatingsomething of an event they receive as an argument, as in (61). (Sentences from P&S 1987,(252))13This discussion of adjunct types is mainly derived from the discussion in Kasper (1994).



A Perspective on PPs 245(61) a. John jogged for twenty minutes twice a day.b. John jogged twice a day for twenty years.(62) a. John jogged in the park yesterday.b. John jogged yesterday in the park.In essence, restrictive adjuncts seem to add new information about an index for which theevent was previously underspeci�ed (e.g. location) while operator adjuncts take the event asan argument, thereby building up a more complexly structured semantic representation forthe sentence.There is a group of adjuncts which semantically do not clearly �t either of these two types.These adjuncts, like all other adjuncts, add information to the basic event expressed by theverb plus its semantic arguments. However, they do not simply restrict an index specifyingsomething about the situation in which the event occurs or predicate something of thatsituation. The function they perform with respect to the basic event expressed by the verbis to relate information via one of a predetermined, limited, set of subordinating relations.They can be viewed as adding a theme to the verb semantics, and thus will be called thematicadjuncts. Examples of thematic adjuncts can be found in (63)-(65). In (63), the because_of -PP adds information which explains the cause of the situation expressed in the remainderof the sentence. In (64), the with-PP expresses the means by which the situation expressedin the sentence minus the PP occurred. In (65), the to-PP expresses a motivation for thesituation in the remainder of the sentence.(63) Peter reads well because of the tutoring. [Kasper 1994, (10a)](64) Peter opened the door with the key.(65) Peter read the book to learn about World War II.4.1.3 Surface order vs. Semantic precedenceThe relative surface order of multiple restrictive adjuncts generally has no e�ect on theirinterpretation. The relative semantic scope of multiple operator adjuncts, on the other hand,sometimes does and sometimes does not depend on their relative surface order.14 Since theorder of interpretation of operator adjuncts can a�ect the overall interpretation of a sentence,it is important to account for interpretation orders which vary from straight surface order, inaddition to accounting for interpretation orders which are dependent on surface order.An example of the inconsequence of surface order for restrictive adjuncts was shown in (62)above. The sentences in (61) showed that relative surface order can in�uence the interpret-ation of the sentence. Contrasting (61) with (66) indicates that the content of the multipleadverbials can also in�uence their relative interpretation. Sentences (61a) and (66a) have thesame semantics despite their di�erences in surface order. Sentence (66b) is ungrammaticalbecause the combination dictated by the surface order is temporally impossible � it is notpossible to repeat an event which itself lasts twenty years twice within one day.14See Kasper (1994) for a good overview of the cases of interaction among multiple adjuncts.



246 Cornelia M. Verspoor(66) a. John jogged twice a day for twenty minutes.b. *John jogged for twenty years twice a day.Clearly there are very complex constraints governing both the semantic composition and therelative surface order of multiple adverbials. A treatment of adjuncts must therefore providea mechanism for the application of these constraints.4.1.4 Redundancy constraintsIt is important in any treatment of adjuncts to prevent multiple adjuncts from providinginformation which �lls the same role. Sentences such as those presented in (67)-(69) must beprohibited. For thematic adjuncts, the constraint seems to be that only one thematic adjunctcorresponding to a particular subordinating relation is allowed, while for restrictive adjunctsthe constraint is that multiple restrictive adjuncts relating to the same index must have valueswhich are related via containment (as discussed in Section 2.1.2).(67) a. Peter reads well because of the tutorials and because of the homework exer-cises.b. *Peter reads well because of the tutorials because of the homework exercises.(68) a. Heather opened the rusty lock by oiling it and by applying force. [cf. (25)]b. *Heather opened the rusty lock by oiling it by applying force.(69) a. Sam kicked a ball at 10 o'clock and at 8 o'clock. [cf. (24)]b. *Sam kicked a ball at 10 o'clock at 8 o'clock.If information is explicitly coordinated through a conjunction or disjunction, it is possible formultiple PPs of the same type to appear in a sentence. Since coordination in e�ect buildsa complex element of the same category as its components, this data can be interpreted asevidence that exactly one PP making a particular type of semantic contribution can appearin a sentence. Although this does not hold for PPs which supply information related bycontainment, it does hold for most PP types.4.1.5 Interspersal of adjuncts with complementsKasper (1994) presents a detailed analysis of word-order phenomena in the GermanMittelfeld:�the part of the German clause between the �nite verb (or the beginning of verb �nal clauses)and the clause �nal verb or verb cluster, if any.� In particular, he observes that the linearorder of verb complements and adjuncts within the Mittelfeld is relatively free. Any treatmentof adjuncts must therefore be able to account for this interspersal.



A Perspective on PPs 2474.2 The standard HPSG approachThe treatment of adjuncts in Pollard and Sag (1994) centres on the selection of a head byan adjunct. The adjunct speci�es the type of head which it modi�es via the mod feature ofits synsem:loc:category:head �eld. Semantic integration is speci�ed in the lexical entryof the adjunct, via structure sharing between a substructure of the head's content and thecontent of the adjunct. Adjuncts di�er from complements in that they have a non-null modvalue, that they are not subcategorized-for by the element with which they combine, and thatthey are joined with that element via a di�erent mechanism.Immediate dominance (ID) schemata govern the permissible con�gurations of immediate con-situency (akin to phrase-structure trees) in HPSG. One such schema creates a head-adjunct-structure, combining a head and an adjunct into one structure, and ensuring that the headof the constituent is an element allowed by the mod feature of the adjunct. The content ofthe mother in a head-adjunct-structure is required to be token-identical with the content ofthe adjunct via the Semantics Principle. This guarantees that the appropriately integratedsemantics is associated with the phrase as a whole.The speci�cation of the ID schemata in standard HPSG does not allow for Mittelfeld phe-nomena. The schemata handling complements require that all complements other than thesubject must be combined at once into a phrase. The adjunct attachment schema allows theadjunct to appear immediately before or after the head it selects,15 or before or after thephrase containing the head and all of its complements, but does not license the appearanceof the adjunct within a group of complements.Other characteristics of adjuncts are handled in this approach, however. A single lexicalentry speci�es the integration of an adjunct's semantics with the element it modi�es. Thedi�erence between restrictive and operator adjuncts can be accommodated by variances in thede�nitions in the context �eld of the adjunct's synsem feature. Redundancy constraints arenot explicitly accommodated, but could conceivably be implemented within the mod featureof an adjunct in terms of restrictions on the modi�ed head. It is not entirely clear, however,how this implementation would be accomplished.Surface order and semantic precedence issues remain a stumbling block for the standard HPSGapproach. Since linear precedence constraints (constraints de�ned in terms of obliquenesswhich control the surface order of elements relative to one another) apply at the level ofindividual phrases built by the ID schemata, and only one adjunct at a time can be attachedto a head via an ID schema, the order of modi�cation is constrained to surface order.4.3 A �Semantic Obliqueness� hierarchyKasper (1994) proposes a treatment of adjuncts aimed speci�cally at handling Mittelfeldphenomena. He adopts the standard HPSG representation of adjuncts, in that the adjunctsspecify the heads they modify via the mod �eld and semantic integration occurs through15Note that this in fact does not constrain adjunctive placement enough, improperly allowing lexical headsrather than phrasal heads to be modi�ed by an adjunct. This would therefore not rule out phrases such as*The king in the bath of France or sentences like *John kicked in the park the ball. These sentences must beruled out via the lexical entries of the prepositions which select for nominal/verbal heads: a head with anempty subcat list must be explicitly selected for in the mod �eld of the preposition.



248 Cornelia M. Verspoorcoindexing between parts of the contexts of the selected head and of the adjuncts themselves.Kasper makes several relevant semantic assumptions. First, states of a�airs (soas) comein two basic kinds: those that are spatio-temporally located (located-qfsoa) and those thatare not (unlocated-qfsoa). Second, the nucleus of a state of a�airs is split into a primaryquanti�er-free soa (qfsoa) and a set of restrictions. Multiple semantic restrictions with respectto the same state of a�airs can thereby be speci�ed in the restrictions set. This set plays arole analogous to the restrictions feature on referential indices in the semantic content ofnominal objects. Thus adverbials and adnominals can be treated in a parallel manner.The head-complement structure of standard HPSG is extended by Kasper to include anadjunct-daughters attribute. This is a list of adjunct signs ordered in terms of a �se-mantic obliqueness� hierarchy, i.e. from widest to narrowest semantic scope.To handle the syntax and semantics of adjunction, Kasper splits the mod �eld of the adjunctsinto two parts: a syn attribute which indicates the syntactic category of the head with whichthe adjunct must combine and a sem attribute specifying the semantic value to which theadjunct is applied. Kasper then speci�es an Adjunct Syntax Principle requiring the mod:synattribute of all signs on the adjunct-daughters list of a head-complement structure to betoken-identical with the cat value of the head daughter. Furthermore, his Adjunct SemanticsPrinciple forces semantic composition to occur in terms of �semantic obliqueness� order:the element with narrowest scope is applied to the head's semantics, then the element withsecond-narrowest scope is applied to the resulting semantics, and so on down the list.The relative surface order of complements and adjuncts would then have to be constrained byseparate principles of constituent order which constrain the possible combinations of elementsfrom the adjunct-daughters and comp-daughters attributes.An issue which Kasper remains vague about is how elements are put onto the adjunct-daughters list. Apparently the head-complement and head-subject-complementschemata must be rede�ned to allow for arbitrary insertion of adjuncts into the adjunct-daughters list of the head-complement structure. What drives this insertion, however,remains unclear. Some mechanism must exist to identify all adjunctive sentence constituents,evaluate their relative �semantic obliqueness�, and insert them into the list.Since Kasper opts for a semantic obliqueness order on the adjunct-daughters list ratherthan an order re�ecting surface order, semantic di�erences which depend on syntactic ordermay not be appropriately handled. The adjunct insertion mechanism discussed above mustbe de�ned in such a way as to take order e�ects into account. Furthermore, the mechanismmust also provide for adjuncts which are not hierarchically related semantically (as in thecase of restrictive adjuncts) so as to avoid analysis redundancies deriving from di�erences inorder on the list.It is observed by van Noord and Bouma (1994) that Kasper's approach cannot account forinterpretation ambiguities in Germanic verb cluster constructions. These ambiguities occurbecause adjuncts are able to modify any verb within a verb cluster. Thus in the Dutchsentences in (70) (from van Noord and Bouma 1994) the adjuncts (today, with the telescope)can either be interpreted as having narrow scope and modifying the event introduced by themain verb or as having wide scope and modifying the event introduced by the auxiliary.



A Perspective on PPs 249(70) a. datthat ArieArie vandaagtoday BobBob wilwants slaanto hitthat Arie wants to hit Bob todayb. datthat ArieArie BobBob dethe vrouwenwomen metwith eena verrekijkertelescope zagsaw bekijkenlook atthat Arie saw Bob looking at the women with a telescopeUnder the standard treatment of such clusters within a �at structure, the �rst auxiliary verbis treated as the head of the structure. Kasper's solution thus dictates that any adjuncts mustmodify this head rather than an embedded verb, not allowing for any narrow-scope readings.4.4 The lexical rule approachTo solve the problem of accounting for the ambiguity of adjunctive modi�cation in Germanicverb clusters, van Noord and Bouma (1994) propose a solution treating adjunction via alexical rule. The lexical rule speci�es the addition of a single adjunct to the subcat list ofa verb. The ambiguity in the verb cluster modi�cation then derives from the possibility ofthe lexical rule applying to any verb in the cluster. In the narrow scope case the lexical ruleapplies to the embedded verb, placing the adjuncts on its subcat list. The subcat requirementwill then be inherited by the head verb, but the semantics of the adjunct will be incorporatedinto the semantics of the embedded verb. In the wide scope case the adjunct is simply on thelist of the head verb and its semantics applies to the head.Use of standard lexical rule mechanisms, i.e. application of the lexical rules upon the lexiconin a `precomputation' phase, would result in an in�nite lexicon. Nothing could prevent thelexical rule from continuing to add additional adjuncts to a subcat list ad in�nitum. To avoidthis problem, van Noord and Bouma propose instead to treat lexical rules as constraints onlexical categories and to use delayed evaluation techniques.16These lexical category constraints are implemented as rules which must be satis�ed by thelexical entry of a word in a particular category. The constraints are evaluated with respect tothe base (or �stem�) form of a word in the lexicon. The true lexical entry for the word usedin an attempted parse results from evaluation of constraints with respect to the base form.The delayed evaluation techniques prevent constraints from being evaluated until enoughinformation is available to do so. This means that constraints may actually only be partiallyevaluated at any step in the application of multiple constraints to a single lexical entry. Thebene�t of these techniques is that parsing mechanisms can interact with lexical information,allowing constraints from both structural and lexical levels to apply simultaneously as inputis processed.The van Noord and Bouma approach accommodates most of the characteristics of adjunctswell. A single lexical entry is necessary for each adjunct, and they allow for both restrictiveand operator adjuncts by requiring the appropriate semantic combinations to be speci�ed inthe mod �eld of the adjunct, following Kasper's (1994) approach. Mittelfeld phenomena arehandled by allowing for the insertion of the adjuncts at any point in the verbal subcat list.16These topics will only be discussed brie�y in this paper. See van Noord and Bouma (1994).



250 Cornelia M. VerspoorIt is noted by van Noord and Bouma that their approach is �exible enough to accommodatevarious approaches to the ordering of adverbials on the subcat list. Although the lexical con-straint controlling the addition of adjuncts as de�ned in their paper assumes that the adjunctsare inserted into the subcat list in order of semantic obliqueness (adopting Kasper's idea of se-mantic combination from narrow to wide scope), there is nothing in their methodology whichrestricts the de�nition of the constraint. It is di�cult to see precisely how syntactic orderinge�ects could be accommodated in an approach that relies entirely on semantic obliqueness.Changes in the ordering on the subcat list, however, would require radical changes in theexisting de�nition of the constraint. In particular, if the ordering on the subcat list werechanged to re�ect the surface order of the adverbials, their recursive approach to semanticcomposition would no longer su�ce. Other mechanisms, analogous to the linear precedence(LP) constraints which are required to handle word order restrictions in their existing ap-proach, would be necessary to control semantic composition. These mechanisms could onlybe applied to a fully expanded subcat list and thus would prevent semantic content frombeing truly recursively computed.Redundancy constraints are a problem in the van Noord and Bouma (1994) approach, as inall other approaches discussed here. They could conceivably be de�ned in the requirementsin the mod �eld speci�cations, but again it is not clear how to do this in a straightforwardmanner.4.5 ConclusionsNone of the existing approaches to the treatment of adjuncts provides a satisfactory frameworkfor explaining surface order and semantic precedence e�ects. The standard HPSG approachmakes no attempt to accommodate these e�ects whatsoever; the Kasper (1994) and van Noordand Bouma (1994) approaches both rely on unspeci�ed principles for determining semanticprecedence, and principles of constituent order to control the surface order of adjuncts. Noneof the approaches satisfactorily allows for interactions between these various principles. Inthe section that follows, I will attempt to develop a more satisfactory framework.5 Representation and MethodologyThe van Noord and Bouma (1994) treatment of adjuncts adopts the positive aspects ofKasper's (1994) treatment, integrating them into a framework which solves several prob-lems with Kasper's original treatment. They accomplish this via a delayed-evaluation lexicalrule approach to the incorporation of adjuncts. I will adopt this general approach, but willre�ne the semantic representation to show how it can be used to handle the phenomena ofredundancy restrictions and adjunct combination restrictions. Additionally, a more explicitmethodology for handling word order and semantic precedence constraints will be introduced.5.1 Semantic representationThe semantic representation of a verb can essentially be divided into two components: in-ternal and external semantics. The internal semantics of a verb re�ects the meaning expressed



A Perspective on PPs 251by the verb itself. This includes speci�cation of the verb's semantic arguments and all of therelations involving these arguments: the roles they play, and any events/subevents which canbe logically inferred from a use of the verb in a sentence. The external semantics re�ectsmeaning particular to a particular situation expressed by the verb on a particular use. Ex-amples of elements of external semantics include location, time, and thematic information(contributed to a situation by thematic adjuncts).In Verspoor (1994), a representation for verb semantics based on work by Pinker (1989) andJackendo� (1990) was presented. The purpose of the representation is provide a formal way ofdescribing the semantic role verbal arguments play with respect to one another, the main eventthe verb expresses and any subevents which are also expressed by the verb. The traditionalHPSG representation of semantics as predicate names plus semantic roles particular to thepredicate is overridden by this more general semantic description. Predicate names do notexplicitly appear at all within the representation.The essential elements of the representation include a set of conceptual primitives correspond-ing to ontological categories, predicates which denote particular relations, and subordinatingrelations used to relate subevents (Table 1). Valid predicate�argument structures, built upwith the representational elements, are de�ned in formation rules (Table 2).17 A grammar for17The time marker allows for vague speci�cations of temporal relations among subevents, indicating therelative order in which the subevents occur rather than locating them at a speci�c point or interval in time.Conceptual Constituentsevent, state, thing, place, path, property, mannerPredicate De�nitionsgo an Event-function which denotes a Thing traversing a Path.stay an Event-function which denotes stasis over a period of time; two arguments:the Thing standing still and its location (Place).move an Event-function which speci�es that a Thing moves.orient a State-function specifying the orientation of a Thing with respect to aPath.be a State-function for specifying the location (Place) of a Thing.have a State-function which speci�es a Thing which has (possesses) a Thing.aff a State-function which speci�es that an actor �a�ects� a patient.Place Functionsat, on, in, functions expressing location.under . . . Path Functionsto, from, functions expressing direction.via, away-from,toward Subordinating Relationse�ect, cause, despite, but, let, prevent, means, for_to, obligates, ful�llsTable 1: Representational Elements



252 Cornelia M. Verspoorthe structure of the representation of verb semantics within the lexicon is speci�ed (Table 3,where SubordFunc refers to an element of the set of subordinating relations and where theallowed states and events are de�ned in the formation rules in Table 2). The action tierin a description expresses the actor/patient relationship, while the thematic tier expressesthe causal relationships between the relation in the action tier and other occurrences (eventsor states) encompassed by a verb's semantics. The semantic descriptions allowed by thegrammar correspond to the structure of the internal semantics.The representational elements can also be used for external semantics with the addition of aformation rule to accommodate predicates with more complex arguments, such that an entiresituation can be related to something in a particular way and subordinated events can beassociated with a situation as a whole. Thus we might add the formation rule in (71).(71) [state] ! [aff (description; thing; time; manner)]Manner indicates how an actor acts or a theme changes during a particular state or event. This �eld is used,for example, to indicate the di�erence between walking and running: the go-event which is a part of both willbe speci�ed for manner:walking in the case of walk and manner:running in the case of run.[event] ! 8>>><>>>: h event go � thing ; path ; time; manner � ih event stay � thing ; place ; time � ih event move � thing; time; manner � i 9>>>=>>>;[state] ! 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: h state be � thing ; place ; time � ih state have � thing ; thing ; time � ih state orient � thing ; path ; time � ih state aff � thing; thing; time; manner � i 9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;[place] ! h place place function � thing �i[path] ! 2666664 path 8>>>>><>>>>>: tofromtowardaway� fromvia 9>>>>>=>>>>>;  ( thingplace )! 3777775Table 2: Formation Rules



A Perspective on PPs 253[description] ! 8><>: stateeventcomplex_description 9>=>;[complex_description] ! " action_tierthematic_tier #[action_tier] ! h state aff � thing; thing; time; manner � i[thematic_tier] ! 2666666648>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: SubordFunc1  ( eventstate )! ;SubordFunc2  ( eventstate )! ;... 9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>;377777775Table 3: Semantic Description Grammar5.2 Implementation of the representation within HPSGTo accommodate a modi�ed semantic representation within an HPSG grammar, a new sub-type of the type qfpsoa, sem-desc, is introduced, as described in detail in Verspoor (1994).18This type corresponds to description in the semantic description grammar in Table 3 above.The de�nitions in the sort hierarchy for the subtypes of sem-desc, the features for which theyare de�ned, and the values of these features follow the semantic description grammar. Thesubtypes of this type are therefore state and event, which in turn have subtypes de�nedaccording to the possible states and events as introduced in the formation rules in Table 2above, and complex-desc. The latter is de�ned for an action feature with value of type a�-state (a�ecting state, a subtype of state), and a thematic feature which is a set of thematicelements. Thematic elements are in turn de�ned as having features for the subordinatingrelation and a subordinated description.A sample HPSG lexical entry, for the verb pay in the sense of (72), can be found in (73) onpage 254. The semantics expressed in this entry, as applied to (72), can be paraphrased asJohn a�ects $100 at some time0 in no particular manner with the e�ect that $100 goes toMary, also at time0.The phonological (phon) feature has as its value the written word to which the entry cor-responds, for lack of a more precise phonological transcription. The synsem feature containsthe syntactic and semantic information associated with the word being represented. Only thelocal information is relevant, speci�cally the category and cont (content) information.category includes the head features of the verb, all of the features de�ning the form ofthe verb and how it can be used (aux speci�es whether the verb is an auxilliary verb, inv18Note that the description here has been slightly simpli�ed from the actual implementation, for purposesof clarity. See Verspoor (1994) for all details.



254 Cornelia M. Verspoor(72) John paid $100 to Mary.(73) a. 2666666666666666666666664
PHON paySYNSEM266666666666666666664LOCAL

2666666666666666664CATEGORY266666666664HEAD verb266664VFORM bseAUX minusINV minusMOD nonePRD bool 377775MARKING unmarkedSUBCAT DNP 1 ; NP [acc] 2 ; to NP [acc] 3 E377777777775CONT "NUCLEUS 6 : (see (73b) below)QUANTS e list # 3777777777777777775
377777777777777777775
3777777777777777777777775

b. 6 :
2666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
ACTION 26666666666666666664AFUNC a� funcARG1 "INDEX 1RESTR e set#ARG2 4 :26666664INDEX 2RESTR8>><>>:2664NUCLEUS"moneyINST 2 #QUANTS list quant 37759>>=>>;37777775TIME 5 : time 0MANNER no manner

37777777777777777775THEMATIC 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
26666666666666666664AFUNC e�ectARG1 2666666666666664AFUNC go funcARG1 4ARG2 26666666664AFUNC to pathARG1 26666664AFUNC at placeARG1 "INDEX 3RESTR e set#TIME 5MANNER no manner 3777777537777777775377777777777777537777777777777777775

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
3777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775



A Perspective on PPs 255speci�es whether the verb can appear in inverted form, mod contains verb modi�er informa-tion, prd speci�es whether the verb is predicative). The category also contains a markingfeature which indicates whether the verb is being used within a complementized clause (seePollard and Sag 1994, pp. 45-47), and the subcat feature which has a list of synsem objects,corresponding to the synsem values of the signs with which the verb must combine to become�saturated�.The cont (content) �eld has two features: the nucleus, containing the core of the semanticinformation, and quants, used in the HPSG treatment of quanti�cation (see Pollard andSag 1994, ch. 8). The value of the nucleus �eld in this work di�ers dramatically from whatappears in Pollard and Sag's original HPSG work. It is where the semantic representationdescribed in the previous paragraphs is integrated into HPSG.The value of the nucleus feature re�ects the semantic structure of the verb. The exampleshown above shows a complex semantic structure, consisting of both an action and a thematictier. The value of the action feature is an a�-state entity, which speci�es the aff functionas the main function, and restricts the two arguments of this function to be of type thing.Additionally, the features manner, and time are speci�ed for this function. In the example,there is only one subordinated event in the thematic tier, and it is a go-event entity, speci�edfor manner:no_manner, subordinated by the e�ect subordinating function. Other verbs withmore subordinated occurrences simply will have more elements speci�ed in the thematic set.5.3 Changes to the Verspoor (1994) implementation5.3.1 The sort hierarchyIn the Verspoor (1994) implementation, there was no distinction between internal and externalsemantics. The semantics represented in the nucleus of a verbal lexical entry was purely itsinternal semantics. For the purposes of the treatment of adjuncts, however, it is necessary tointroduce this distinction.In order to represent both internal and external semantics, the sort hierarchy must be re-arranged. Qfpsoa is divided into restricted-soa (rsoa) and (unrestricted) soa. The former willbe de�ned for an attribute restriction, whose value is a set of restrictions of type psoa.Situated-description (sit-desc) is then made a subtype of rsoa, while operator adverbials be-come subtypes of soa (cause-soa, etc). A sit-desc is de�ned for attributes internal, withvalue of type desc, and external, with value of type ext-desc. It is a sit-desc structure whichis associated with each verb in the lexicon, and in which the verb's internal semantics is helddistinct from other kinds of semantics.A basic type sem-objs is introduced. The two semantic objects � desc, corresponding todescription in the semantic description grammar in Table 3 as introduced above, and a newtype external-descriptions (ext-desc) � are made to be subtypes of this type. Objects of typeext-desc are de�ned for attributes re�ecting external elements of a situation. Following Kasper(1994), ext-desc is divided into two subtypes: loc-desc, de�ned for attributes location andtime,19 and unloc-desc, not de�ned for either attribute.19I have not explored the representation of temporal information and will leave the precise de�nition of thetime attribute unspeci�ed.



256 Cornelia M. Verspoor soaqfpsoaEXTERNAL ext-descINTERNAL descsit-desc cause-soa freq-soa . . .sem-objsdesc(ription) ext-descloc-descLOCATIONTIME locationtime
RESTRICTION psoarsoa

unloc-descFigure 1: Type hierarchy for some semantic elementsThe types as described above are summarized in Figure 1.5.3.2 PP typesThematic prepositional phrases add information to a situation which can be related to thesituation via subordinating relations. In general only one thematic PP adding a given typeof information can appear in a sentence, as is clear from the discussion in Sections 2.1.2 and4.1.4. This redundancy restriction can be handled by de�ning objects of type ext-desc to haveno more than one attribute corresponding to a particular thematic PP type.In addition, it is important to track exactly which types of PPs have already appeared in thesentence in order to rule out sentences such as (74) in which the semantic content of the PPsis token-identical.(74) *Peter reads well because of the tutoring because of the tutoring. [cf. (63)]In a lexical rule approach using a sort hierarchy in which objects of type ext-desc are de�nedto have a single attribute per thematic adjunct type (that is, ext-desc objects are de�nedto have one feature for each of the possible subordinating relations), the lexical rule wouldsimply require the content of an adjunct PP to be token-identical with the value of thecorresponding thematic attribute in the verb's external semantic content. This approach isincapable of ruling out sentences like (74).
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means-e�ectmeansMEANS: occurrence FOR-TO: occurrencefor-to e�ectEFFECT: occurrencemonadic-for-tomeans-for-to-e�ect dyadic-e�ect-for-toe�ect-for-to monadic-e�ectdyadic-means-e�ectdyadic-means-for-tomeans-for-tomonadic-meansempty_thematic

Figure 2: Segment of the sort hierarchyThe approach that will be taken here is inspired by the subsumption hierarchy de�ned inWechsler (1994) for sorting psoas according to valency. First, a type thematic will be de�nedas a subsort of qfpsoa. All objects of type ext-desc will be de�ned for an attribute thematicwith thematic value. The most general thematic object is not de�ned for any PP types. Eachsubtype of this object will be de�ned for one or more modifying PP type. Part of the sorthierarchy appears in Figure 2.The advantage of such a hierarchical type structure is that the type of the thematic elementassociated with the external semantics of a situation re�ects precisely which PPs have alreadybeen added. As each PP is added to the verb's subcat list via a lexical rule, the semanticsassociated with the PP � a thematic object of type means, for-to, e�ect, etc. � will be uni�edwith the thematic attribute of the external semantics associated with the verb, therebymaking the type of this attribute more speci�c. The lexical rule can enforce that the typeis not already a subtype of the thematic type of the PP to be added, thereby preventingredundant thematic PPs.The approach presented here also would allow any restrictions on the combinations of them-atic PPs which can occur (not investigated in this context, but a possibility) to be simplyimplemented via missing links in the thematic type hierarchy. This avoids the use of mech-anisms such as searching down the subcat list for preceding elements in lexical rules whichwould be responsible for the enforcement of such combination restrictions.The sort hierarchy introduced above will be utilized not only for the external:thematicattribute, but will also replace the de�nition of internal:thematic (corresponding to thethematic_tier in the semantic description grammar in Table 3). Thus the latter will nolonger be a set of subordinating relations and the corresponding subordinated occurrence; itwill simply be an object of type thematic. This allows for a general treatment of thematicelements, regardless of whether they appear at the internal semantics or the external semanticslevel.



258 Cornelia M. Verspoorpure_pcpseudo-complement thematic_adj restrictive operatoradjunctthematicpc/adj prep
Figure 3: Preposition types in sort hierarchy5.4 Adjunct semanticsThe form of the lexical entries for adjuncts used in this approach relies on the semanticrepresentation introduced in Section 5.1. The mod �eld of an adjunct is used as the mainvehicle for identi�cation of the type of object which the adjunct can modify. Speci�cation ofthe type of the adjunct is, however, also crucial. The de�nition of the lexical rules dependsupon this speci�cation.Kasper's (1994) splitting of the mod �eld into syntactic and semantic parts is unnecessaryin a lexical rule approach. Since the adjuncts are added directly to the subcat list of theelement they modify, the lexical rules account for the appropriate structure sharing betweenthe synsem speci�ed in every adjunct's mod �eld and the modi�ed �head�.20 In fact, thelexical rule approach to adjunct modi�cation even eliminates the need for HPSG's Head-Adjunct Schema (schema 5) and the complex de�nition of a semantic head (Pollard and Sag1994, p. 322) � adjunctive elements are essentially given the status of subcategorized elementsand the di�erences in how the semantics of the di�erent types of adjuncts interacts with thesemantics of the modi�ed phrase are handled directly in the rules. The verb therefore remainsthe semantic head of the sentence, and all phrases with complements and (possibly) adjunctsare licensed by the Head-Complement Schema.In Section 3.3 it was proposed to divide prepositions into three types, re�ecting their behaviouras strictly a pseudo-complement, strictly a true adjunct, or a preposition which can behaveas both. In fact, more types are necessary, to capture the di�erence between restrictive,operator, and thematic adjuncts. The relevant piece of the type hiearchy appears in Figure 3.I will provide representative lexical entries for each of these types. The pure pseudo-complementto is shown in (75). This type of preposition adds an e�ect thematic element to the internalsemantics associated with a situation (see Section 3.2.2). The lexical entry need only specifythis thematic element and the basic semantic structure of the modi�ed verb. Structure shar-ing between the semantics of the prepositional phrase and the internal:thematic attributeof the situation is speci�ed in the lexical rule bringing about the modi�cation. This is because20Note that it is necessary to interpret the mod �eld as specifying a particular type of element with whichan adjunct can combine, rather than necessitating that the adjunct modify a phrasal head. This is because thehead of a phrase may not be the element in the phrase which the adjuncts actually modi�es, as was evidencedby the verb cluster data in Section 4.3.



A Perspective on PPs 259this aspect of modi�cation remains constant across prepositions of this type.
(75)

266666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
PHON to
SYNSEM:LOC

266666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
CAT 266666666666666666664HEAD p_pc266666666666664MOD:LOC2666666666664CAT:HEAD verbCONT:NUC2666666664INT 266664ACTION264AFUNC a�_funcARG1 thingARG2 thing 375THEM thematic 377775EXT ext-desc 37777777753777777777775377777777777775SUBCAT DNP 1 E

377777777777777777775CONT26666666666666664NUC thematic26666666666664THEM-ARG 2EFFECT 26666666664AFUNC go_funcARG1 2ARG2 path26664AFUNC toARG1 place"AFUNC atARG1 1 #37775377777777753777777777777537777777777777775
377777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
377777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775The lexical entry for by, a thematic adjunct, is shown in (76). The sense of by expressed hereis that in John broke the lock by hitting it with a hammer. This type of preposition adds athematic element to the external semantics associated with a situation. As above, the lexicalentry need only specify this thematic element and the basic semantic structure of the modi�edverb, as the appropriate structure sharing between the semantics of the modi�ed verb andthe semantics of the preposition is accomplished in the lexical rule. In this case, the thematicelement expresses the particular means through which the situation is accomplished. It alsoexpresses an additional constraint that the actor of the embedded VP be token-identical withthe actor in the main situation.
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(76)

2666666666666666666666666666666666664
PHON bySYNSEM:LOC2666666666666666666666666666666664

CAT 26666666666666666664HEAD th_adj266666666666664MOD:LOC2666666666664CAT:HEAD verbCONT:NUC2666666664INT 266664ACTION264AFUNC a�_funcARG1 1ARG2 thing 375THEM thematic 377775EXT ext-desc 37777777753777777777775377777777777775SUBCAT hVP : 2 i
37777777777777777775CONT26666664NUC thematic26664MEANS 2 :264INT:ACTION"AFUNC a�_funcARG1 1 #3753777537777775
3777777777777777777777777777777775
3777777777777777777777777777777777775The lexical entry for for, which can behave as both a pseudo-complement and an adjunct, isshown in (77).

(77)
2666666666666666666666666666666666666664
PHON for
SYNSEM:LOC

266666666666666666666666666666666664
CAT 266666666666666666664HEAD pc/adj266666666666664MOD:LOC2666666666664CAT:HEAD verbCONT:NUC2666666664INT 266664ACTION264AFUNC a�_funcARG1 thingARG2 thing 375THEM thematic 377775EXT ext-desc 37777777753777777777775377777777777775SUBCAT DNP 1 E

377777777777777777775CONT266666664NUC thematic266664THEM-ARG 2FOR_TO 264AFUNC a�_funcARG1 2ARG2 1 375377775377777775
377777777777777777777777777777777775
3777777777777777777777777777777777777775This type of preposition adds a thematic element to either the internal or the external se-mantics associated with a situation, depending on how it is used in a particular utterance(see Section 3.2.1). Again, the lexical entry need only specify the thematic element and thebasic semantic structure of the modi�ed verb. Either the lexical rule for pseudo-complements



A Perspective on PPs 261or the lexical rule for thematic adjuncts will be applied to incorporate this adjunct into asentence. Which rule is used determines where the thematic element is attached.The lexical entries in (75)-(77) make use of a semantic element, thematic-arg, de�ned forall objects of type thematic, which has not yet been explained. This element is a result of thedistinctions between pseudo-complements and adjuncts as introduced in Section 3.2. Bothtypes of prepositions express a relation which subordinates a state or event. The relationexpressed may contain an argument which in the case of pseudo-complements is also a verbalsemantic argument, and in the case of true adjuncts is tied to the internal semantics as awhole. In order to allow prepositions which can behave as both pseudo-complements andas adjuncts to be represented by a single lexical entry, it is necessary to come up with away to allow this argument position to be structure-shared with the appropriate semanticelement regardless of which particular type of modi�cation occurs on a particular use of thepreposition.This is accomplished by specifying structure-sharing between the variable argument positionin the subordinated event and the thematic-arg attribute in the synsem:loc:cont:nuc�eld of the lexical entry, and through de�nition of constraints on objects controlling structure-sharing between the thematic-arg element and other semantic elements, shown in (78)-(79). It obviously also relies on the treatment of both the internal and external thematiccomponents as objects of type thematic. If a whole thematic structure is uni�ed with aninternal:thematic element, the thematic-arg is forced to be structure-shared with thesecond argument in the action tier, as controlled by a constraint de�ned for an object oftype complex-sem, shown in (78). Similarly, a constraint is de�ned for objects of type sit-descas shown in (79). This constraint ensures that if a thematic structure is uni�ed with aexternal:thematic element, the thematic-arg is forced to be structure-shared with thefull internal semantics.(78) 26666666664INTERNAL266666664ACTION264AFUNC a�_funcARG1 thingARG2 1 375THEM �THEM-ARG 1 � 37777777537777777775(79) 264INTERNAL 1EXTERNAL�THEM:THEM-ARG 1 �375The lexical entry for the restrictive preposition in, as in John ran in the park is shown in(80). This de�nition follows that of Kasper (1994), specifying the restriction of an indexpicked out from the verb semantics. The semantic e�ect of a simple locative adverbial suchas in is only to add a restriction on the location index associated with the situation � inthis case, the location of the situation must be spatially included within (�) the park. Theunion of this restriction with any existing restrictions allows for the possibility of multiplerestrictive PPs within a single sentence. Note also that this lexical entry utilizes the standardHPSG approach to semantic speci�cation, as the synsem:loc:cont:nuc attribute of theentry speci�es the full sit-desc to be associated with the sentence. Thus the lexical rule will



262 Cornelia M. Verspoorspecify the replacement of the semantics associated with the sentence by this sit-desc, ine�ect allowing this PP to become the semantic head of the sentence. Since this aspect of thesemantics is controlled by the lexical rules, however, it does not need to be addressed in theschemata controlling phrase structure (see Section 5.4).
(80) 266666666666666666666666666664

PHON inSYNSEM:LOC26666666666666666666666664CAT
266666666666664HEAD restr2666666664MOD:LOC26666664CAT:HEAD verbCONT:NUC26664INT 1EXT 4 :�LOCATION 2 �RESTR 5 37775377777753777777775SUBCAT hNP : 3 i 377777777777775CONT26664NUC264INT 1EXT 4RESTR � 2 � 3 	 [ 5 37537775

37777777777777777777777775
377777777777777777777777777775An approximated representation for the operator preposition because_of, as in Peter readswell because of the lessons, is shown in (81). This also follows Kasper's (1994) treatment ofoperator adverbials. Here the semantic content of the modi�ed VP appears as an argumentof the cause-soa, re�ecting the behaviour of operator adjuncts as adjuncts which predicatesomething of the content they modify.(81) 26666666666666666664PHON because ofSYNSEM:LOC2666666666666664CAT 2666664HEAD op264MOD:LOC"CAT:HEAD verbCONT:NUC 1 #375SUBCAT hNP : 2 i 3777775CONT264NUC"CAUSE 2CAUSED 1 #375 3777777777777775377777777777777777755.5 The op-adjuncts featureBoth the Kasper (1994) and the van Noord and Bouma (1994) approaches generate a list onwhich adjuncts theoretically appear in order of their semantic obliqueness. Surface order ofthese adjuncts is then controlled by separate principles of constituent order. The motivationbehind building these lists in terms of semantic obliqueness lies in the compositional approachto semantic interpretation in the two approaches.



A Perspective on PPs 263The problem with these approaches is that they cannot easily account for the interactionbetween semantic scope of modi�cation and surface order. Furthermore, it is not clear ineither approach how or when the relative semantic obliqueness of adjuncts on these listsis determined. In the Kasper (1994) approach, a mechanism must exist which drives theinsertion of elements into the adj-dtrs list, although it is not explicitly speci�ed. Thismechanism must also be responsible for evaluating the relative semantic obliqueness of insertedelements. It is not at all obvious how the surface order of the elements would be taken intoaccount in this evaluation.The van Noord and Bouma (1994) approach assumes that the parser hypothesizes a structurefor the subcat list of the head of a phrase which is evaluated against the constraints capturedin the lexical rules. The hypothesized subcat list must therefore re�ect consultation of linearprecedence rules imposed upon the parser. These linear precedence rules must be able togenerate a subcat list arranged in terms of semantic obliqueness from the surface order ofthe elements. Once the subcat list is hypothesized to be a list of elements in a certain order,the lexical rules adding adjuncts to the subcat list act to perform the appropriate semanticintegration of the adjuncts into the overall representation of the verb semantics. Becausethe system treats these rules as constraints to be veri�ed, no mechanisms controlling therelative order of adjuncts on the subcat list need be applied at the level of the rules. Thesemechanisms would be redundant.This general approach is quite interesting, and e�ectively handles the word-order e�ects onthe adjunct semantics if the linear precedence constraints are de�ned correctly. However, itis di�cult to imagine how these constraints would be de�ned given that they would have toaccommodate all variances in surface order among all adjunct types.The approach presented here will restrict the domain of the constraints controlling semanticobliqueness to operator adjuncts. The constraints only need to take into account the relativesemantic order of operator adjuncts, and will thus be easier to de�ne. This restriction ispossible since all other types of adjuncts provide information which actually modi�es onlythe main sit-desc object associated with a verb. For example, in the sentences in (82), the�John-jogged� event is what is located in the park, regardless of the position of the restrictivePP relative to the operator adjuncts. It is not the �twenty-minutes-duration (John-jogged)�event which is located in the park, as would be suggested by (82b), or the �twice-daily(twenty-minutes-duration (John-jogged))� event which is located in the park, as suggestedby (82c). All three of these sentences should have the interpretation �twice-daily (twenty-minutes-duration (in-park (John-jogged)))�. Thus the semantic contribution of the restrictiveadjunct must be incorporated before the operations speci�ed by the operator adjuncts areprocessed.(82) a. John jogged in the park for twenty minutes twice a day.b. John jogged for twenty minutes in the park twice a day.c. John jogged for twenty minutes twice a day in the park.Neither of the van Noord and Bouma (1994) and Kasper (1994) approaches handles this phe-nomena appropriately. Both approaches will give rise to errors in the semantic representationassociated with a sentence containing interspersed operator and other adjuncts � namely that



264 Cornelia M. Verspoorthe restrictive or thematic adjuncts will be seen as modifying complex operator soas ratherthan the main soa expressed by a sentence � because they do not postpone evaluation ofoperator adjuncts until after the other types.Because all adjuncts other than operator adjuncts provide information relevant to the mainsit-desc associated with a verb, the semantic contribution made by these adjuncts can beincorporated into the structure representing the semantics of the situation being modi�ed assoon as they are encountered (i.e. as soon as the adjuncts are inserted into the subcat list ofthe modi�ed word by a lexical rule). On the other hand, operator adjuncts must always beprocessed after all other adjuncts, as evidenced by the example above.To accommodate this di�erence between operator adjuncts and other adjuncts, a distinction ismade in the current approach between the treatment of operator adjuncts and the treatmentof other adjuncts. In the lexical rules controlling the treatment of all types of adjuncts otherthan operator adjuncts, the semantic contribution of these adjuncts is incorporated into therepresentation of the semantics of the situation immediately. For operator adjuncts, however,incorporation of their semantic contribution is postponed until after all adjuncts have beeninserted into the subcat list.As operator adjuncts are added to the subcat list in a lexical rule, they are also added to anoperator-adjuncts (op-adj) list associated with the synsem:cat of the lexical elementwhose subcat list is being manipulated. This is used in the handling of semantic status andsurface order interactions.The approach involves keeping track of both surface order and relative semantic obliquenessof operator adjuncts. Following van Noord and Bouma (1994), the application of the lexicalrules will be driven by a structure for the subcat list as proposed by the parser. However,this structure will re�ect the natural surface order of the adjuncts rather than incorporatingany evaluation of their semantic obliqueness. Thus linear precedence constraints on the parserwill simply require that all adjuncts appear after the complements on the subcat list, withthe adjuncts in surface order. The evaluation of semantic obliqueness will occur when anoperator adjunct is added to the subcat list in a lexical rule. The evaluation function will begiven the existing op-adj list and the new element, and then must determine the placementof the new element onto the list. This function will be able to take into consideration therelative surface order of the operator adjuncts, as any adjunct which it is attempting to insertinto the op-adj list must appear later in the surface order than any elements already on thelist.After all operator adjuncts have been inserted into the op-adj list, and the semantic con-tribution of all other adjuncts has been integrated into the semantic representation for thesituation as a whole, the semantics of the operator adjuncts can be processed. The op-adjlist will contain all of the operator adjuncts, listed from narrowest to widest scope. The func-tion process_op_adjs will essentially accomplish what Kasper's (1994) Adjunct SemanticsPrinciple does, but then only for operator adjuncts: the mod:loc:cont:nuc value of theadjunct of narrowest scope will be made token identical to the sit-desc object representingthe situation. Then, if there are n > 1 elements on the op-adj list, the mod:loc:cont:nucvalue of op-adji is token-identical with the synsem:loc:cont:nuc value of op-adji�1 forall i between 2 and n. The result of this processing is a semantic value which then becomesthe semantics associated with the sentence as a whole.



A Perspective on PPs 265In sum, the approach proposed here di�erentiates between operator and other adjunct types,integrating the semantics of other adjunct types immediately and postponing the semantic in-tegration of operator adjuncts. This results in an appropriate representation of the semanticsof sentences in which adjunct types are interspersed, and re�ects the fact that only the se-mantic obliqueness of operator adjuncts relative to one another (but not to other adjuncttypes) plays a role in interpretation. The approach also allows the surface order of adjunctsto in�uence the evaluation of semantic obliqueness in a more straightforward manner byallowing the subcat list to re�ect their surface order.5.6 Lexical rulesThe approach presented here requires there to be di�erent lexical rules for di�erent types ofadjunction. Each rule allows for the integration of semantics and structure-sharing betweenmodi�er and modi�ed appropriate to the relevant type of adjunction. The design of therules essentially follows that of van Noord and Bouma (1994), in that the add_adj_controlrule builds an output structure based on the input structure it receives, by relying on otherrules to modify elements of the structure in appropriate ways. The rules are described andpresented below. Note that the subsort check needed to prevent redundant thematic PPs isnot explicitly represented.� Controlling rule: allows for the addition of all adjuncts to the element's subcat list,and the processing of all operator adjuncts. The �rst argument is the original synsemobject input, the second argument is the synsem object which results after all adjunctshave been added and processed. This rule calls process_op_adjs, which is responsiblefor processing the semantic contribution of the operator adjuncts.add_adj_control(26666666664LOC266666664CAT 264HEAD Head 1SUBCAT SubcatIn 2OP-ADJ hi 375CONT�NUC SemanticsIn 3 �37777777537777777775,26666666664LOC266666664CAT 264HEAD Head 1SUBCAT SubcatOut 4OP-ADJ Operator-adjsOut 5 375CONT�NUC SemanticsOut 6 � 37777777537777777775):� add_adj_top(Head 1 , SubcatIn 2 , SubcatOut 4 , SemanticsIn 3 ,SemanticsMid 7 , hi, Operator-adjsMid 8 ),process_op_adjs(SemanticsMid 7 , SemanticsOut 6 , Operator-adjsMid 8 , Operator-adjsOut 5 ).� Top level rule used in the addition of adjuncts: forces all adjuncts to be added to thesubcat list after all complements.add_adj_top(Head 1 , SubcatIn 2 , SubcatOut 3 , SemanticsIn 4 , SemanticsOut 5 ,Operator-adjsIn 6 , Operator-adjsOut 8 ) :�add_adj(Head 1 , AdjunctList 7 , SemanticsIn 4 , SemanticsOut 5 ,Operator-adjsIn 6 , Operator-adjsOut 8 ),append(SubcatIn 2 , AdjunctList 7 , SubcatOut 3 ).



266 Cornelia M. Verspoor� Top level rule which speci�es that pseudo-complements can only be added to the sub-cat list of verbs open to pseudo-complementation with a subject and an object comple-ment; further speci�es the uni�cation of the thematic information added by the pseudo-complement with the verb's internal thematic element. This adds the information intothe existing representation of the verb's semantics.add_adj_top(Head 4 , SubcatInhNP: 1 ;NP: 2 i,SubcatOuthNP: 1 ;NP: 2 ;266666666666664LOC2666666666664CAT 2666664HEAD p_pc264MOD:LOC"CAT:HEAD 4 : verb open to pcCONT:NUC 3 #375SUBCAT hi 3777775CONT�NUC 5 � 3777777777775377777777777775j 6 i,SemanticsIn 3 :266664INT "ACTION occurrencesTHEM 5 #EXT ext-descRESTR psoa 377775, SemanticsOut 7 ,Operator-adjsIn 8 , Operator-adjsOut 9 ) :�add_adj(Head 4 , AdjunctList 6 , SemanticsIn 3 , SemanticsOut 7 ,Operator-adjsIn 8 , Operator-adjsOut 9 ).� Base case for adding adjuncts � adds no adjunct, and the output semantics is uni�edwith the input semantics. The argument structure for this function is add_adj(Head,Adjuncts, SemanticsIn, SemanticsOut, Operator-adjsIn, Operator-adjsOut).add_adj( , hi, Semantics 1 , Semantics 1 , Operator-adjs 2 , Operator-adjs 2 ).� Adds a thematic adjunct; speci�es the uni�cation of the thematic information added bythe adjunct with the situational (external) thematic elements. This adds the informationinto the existing representation of the situation as a whole.add_adj(Head 1 , AdjunctListh266666666666664LOC2666666666664CAT 2666664HEAD th_adj264MOD:LOC"CAT:HEAD 1CONT:NUC 2 #375SUBCAT hi 3777775CONT�NUC 3 � 3777777777775377777777777775jRestAdjuncts 4 i,SemanticsIn 2 :26664INT descEXT �THEM 3 �RESTR psoa 37775, SemanticsOut 5 ,Operator-adjsIn 6 , Operator-adjsOut 7 ) :�add_adj(Head 1 , RestAdjuncts 4 , SemanticsIn 2 , SemanticsOut 5 ,Operator-adjsIn 6 , Operator-adjsOut 7 ).



A Perspective on PPs 267� Adds a restrictive adjunct; speci�es that the sit-desc object found in the synsem:loc:cont:nuc�eld of the adjunct de�nition becomes the semantics associated with the current situ-ation.add_adj(Head 1 , AdjunctListh266666666666664LOC2666666666664CAT 2666664HEAD restr264MOD:LOC"CAT:HEAD 1CONT:NUC 2 #375SUBCAT hi 3777775CONT�NUC 3 � 3777777777775377777777777775jRestAdjuncts 4 i,SemanticsIn 2 , SemanticsOut 5 , Operator-adjsIn 6 , Operator-adjsOut 7 ) :�add_adj(Head 1 , RestAdjuncts 4 , Semantics-of-Adjunct 3 , SemanticsOut 5 ,Operator-adjsIn 6 , Operator-adjsOut 7 ).� Adds an operator adjunct to both the adjuncts list and the operator-adjuncts list.Function eval_sem_oblique evaluates the semantic obliqueness of this adjunct withrespect to other elements of the operator-adjuncts list and inserts it in the appropriateplace ( 2 is the synsem value associated with the adjunct, 6 is the original op-adj listand 7 is the modi�ed op-adj list). Does not change the semantics associated with thecurrent situation.add_adj(Head 1 , AdjunctListh 2 :266664LOC:CAT2664HEAD op_adj�MOD:LOC:CAT:HEAD 1 �SUBCAT hi 3775377775jRestAdjuncts 3 i,SemanticsIn 4 , SemanticsOut 5 , Operator-adjsIn 6 , Operator-ajdsOut 8 ) :�eval_sem_obliq(AddedAdjSynsem 2 , Operator-adjsIn 6 , Operator-adjsNew 7 ),add_adj(Head 1 , RestAdjuncts 3 , SemanticsIn 4 , SemanticsOut 5 ,Operator-adjsNew 7 , Operator-adjsOut 8 ).5.7 Dative alternationWithin the framework developed in this paper, dative alternation must be seen as an al-ternation between two forms of pseudo-complementation. The phenomenon can therefore becaptured in terms of lexical rules. The dative form is accounted for straightforwardly by thepseudo-complementation lexical rule introduced in Section 5.6. The double object form mustbe allowed by another rule, such as the one speci�ed in (83). This rule identi�es a pseudo-complement preposition which supplies the semantics associated with the NP inserted intothe subcat list. This NP can be seen as the object of the missing preposition. The lexicalrule induces a �focus shift�, raising the inserted NP in obliqueness to the level of direct objectand pushing the original direct object down to the level of indirect object.



268 Cornelia M. Verspoor(83) add_adj_top(Head 4 , SubcatInhNP: 1 ;NP: 2 i, SubcatOuthNP: 1 ;NP: 3 ;NP: 2 jAdjunctList 6 i,SemanticsIn 10 :266664INT "ACTION actionTHEM 5 #EXT ext-descRESTR psoa 377775,SemanticsOut 7 , Operator-adjsIn 8 , Operator-adjsOut 9 ) :�26666666666664LOC266666666664CAT 2666664HEAD p_pc264MOD:LOC"CAT:HEAD 4 : verb open to pcCONT:NUC 10 #375SUBCAT hNP : 3 i 3777775CONT:NUC thematic� 5 � 37777777777537777777777775,add_adj(Head 4 , AdjunctList 6 , SemanticsIn 10 , SemanticsOut 7 ,Operator-adjsIn 8 , Operator-adjsOut 9 ).This approach to the dative alternation links the alternate forms through the semanticsassociated with the dative (pseudo-complement) preposition � the semantics provided in onecase by the preposition is in the other case indicated by the obliqueness of one NP relative tothe other. Thus the approach makes a generalisation about the relationship between dativePPs and inner double object NPs. Furthermore, the approach ensures that there is onlyone available interpretation of the double object form � the pseudocomplement interpretation� even if the �missing� preposition can be interpreted as either a pseudo-complement oran adjunct type preposition. It is also in line with Jackendo�'s (1990) analysis in which thedouble object form only allows an interpretation in which the object of the preposition bene�tsfrom the object of the verb, but di�ers from that work in that here the double object form hasan interpretation identical to one of the interpretations of the dative form (see Section 3.2.1).The rule in (83) above is only an example of how the double-object form lexical rule could bede�ned. In actuality, this rule would likely have to de�ne more complicated modi�cations ofthe internal semantic structure expressed by the verb in the alternate form. Several lexicalrules of this type may also be necessary, probably involving a more precise de�nition ofthe initial internal semantics associated with the verb, to capture di�erent types of semanticalternation between the dative and double object forms.21 The form of the rules is not criticalfor the current discussion; the fact that such rules can be de�ned to account for the dativealternation is important.The lexical rule approach to the treatment of the semantics of the two forms involved in thedative alternation provides a means of accounting for alternation contrasts previously di�cultto explain. Consider the sentences in (84)-(89). (From Jackendo� 1990, who attributes (84)-(85) and (88)-(89) to Jane Grimshaw.)(84) a. John �xed the roof for Mary.b. *John �xed Mary the roof.21See Verspoor (1994) and Pinker (1989) for a fuller discussion of lexical rules used to capture syntacticalternations with corresponding semantic consequences which depend on a verb's semantics.



A Perspective on PPs 269(85) a. John �xed a sandwich for Mary.b. John �xed Mary a sandwich.(86) a. Bill removed the garbage for Harold.b. *Bill removed Harold the garbage.(87) a. John chose a dress for Mary.b. *John chose Mary a dress.(88) a. Sue poured some cement for Dick.b. *Sue poured Dick some cement.(89) a. Sue poured some co�ee for Dick.b. Sue poured Dick some co�ee.The contrast between (84) and (85) stems from di�erences in the meaning expressed by theverb �x. In (84), �x means repair, and is apparently not open to pseudo-complementation onthis interpretation. The only lexical rule which can be used to interpret (84a) is the thematicadjunction lexical rule, resulting in an interpretation in which the entire �xing event is donefor Mary. No interpretation of (84b) is possible because the lexical rule licensing the doubleobject form requires the modi�ed verb to be open to pseudo-complementation. In (85), onthe other hand, �x is being used to mean make, which is open to pseudo-complementation,and therefore the double object form lexical rule can apply to provide an interpretation for(85b). Likewise, the verbs in (86) and (87) are not open to pseudo-complementation and thusthe double object forms involving these verbs are not permitted. Only the thematic adjunctinterpretation of the PPs is available.The contrast between (88) and (89) must be a result of consultation of world knowledge inthe application of the lexical rules. There is no di�erence in the senses of pour expressed inthese sentences. On the pseudo-complementation interpretation of these sentences (that is,when the pseudo-complement lexical rule introduces the for -phrase), what is being poured isinterpreted as a�ecting Dick directly. While there are clearly several senses in which co�ee canbene�t Dick (e.g. because it is liquid and humans need liquid to survive; because it is warm;etc.), there is no sense in which the cement in (88) can a�ect Dick directly, likely becauseDick is not intended to receive the cement. Thus the pseudo-complement interpretation ofthese sentences is ruled out on the grounds of limitations in the world.6 ConclusionsThe proposals made in this paper concerning the treatment of adjuncts go a long way towardsappropriately handling the characteristics of adjuncts:� Consistent semantic contribution: There is only one lexical entry required in thisapproach for each meaning associated with an adjunct, even if the adjunct is involvedin di�erent types of adjunction.



270 Cornelia M. Verspoor� Restrictive and operator adjuncts: Both of these types of adjuncts are accountedfor and treated in a way which re�ects precisely the type of modi�cation which mustbe associated with them; namely that restrictive adjuncts directly modify the situationexpressed by the verb and that operator adjuncts take a full situation as an argument.A third type of adjunct, thematic adjuncts, has also been identi�ed as a type of adjunctwhich adds information about a situation as a whole.� Surface order vs. semantic obliqueness: The interaction between surface orderand semantic obliqueness for operator adjuncts is accounted for by maintaining listswhich re�ect both of these types of information � surface order in the subcat list andsemantic obliqueness in the op-adjs list.� Redundancy constraints: Redundant PPs are avoided through use of a type systemwhich keeps track of modifying information associated with a sentence. The lexical ruleswould then simply need to include a subsort check to prevent two modi�ers of the sametype in a sentence.� Mittelfeld phenomena: Complements and adjuncts both appear on the subcat listof a head. There is thus nothing structural which prevents these elements from beinginterspersed. The linear precedence rules must be responsible for determining theirallowed relative order.The advantages of the approach presented in this paper over the previous approaches fromwhich it is derived can be summarized as the following:� The redundancy constraint problem is solved in a clear way via the type system.� The division between external and internal semantics allows various types of modi�c-ation, including types not handled in the previous approaches (thematic adjuncts andpseudo-complements), to be accommodated within the same framework. In particu-lar, the use of a semantic object of type thematic common to external and internalsemantics provides for a general treatment of prepositions which can behave both as athematic adjunct and as a pseudo-complement. This treatment can even account forthe ambiguity of interpretation found in sentences involving such prepositions.� Dative alternation can be easily accounted for by de�ning variants of the basic pseudo-complementation lexical rule. The approach leaves open the possibility of an explanationof the �openness� of verbs to this alternation.� The interspersal of operator adjuncts with other types of adjuncts does not lead tointerpretation errors.� There is a more straightforward framework in which to account for the interactionbetween surface order and semantic precedence. The use of delayed evaluation andlinear precedence rules which follow surface order allows the context to drive adjunctinterpretation.It must also be pointed out that the precise inventory of representational elements introducedin this paper is not critical. Only general aspects of the semantic representation are crucial:
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